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BLACK IMAGES IN FAULKNER’S AS I LAY DYING

Georgiann Potts
Monroe, Louisiana

Faulkner’s shortest novel has perplexed the critics. As I Lay
Dying difficult, at once intriguing and confusing. The stream-ofconsciousness technique begun in The Sound and The Fury achieves
full potential in this novel, adding both to its charm and its
complexity.1 Melvin Backman refers to As I Lay Dying as “Faulkner’s
novel of liberation.”2 Cleanth Brooks says simply that it is “ good
Faulkner has ever done” and
it “a
in the management of
tone.”3 It has been variously described as metaphysical, insightful,
profound, boisterously humorous, formless, and Faulkner’s “most
perfect and finished piece of fiction.”4 Little wonder, therefore, that
such a diverse novel would present problems for critics who attempt to
interpret it.
Perhaps the most difficult critical problem involves the
interpretation of several rather disturbing images. The woman’s face
horribly abused in death, a child’s fear of smothering in the com crib, a
minister perceived two
most astonishing of all, a mother
confused in identity with a fish — all of these and others create
monumental difficulties for the critic. Most critics attempt to explain
these and other images within the novel in the context of individual
thematic interpretations. Although this method is effective to a degree,
it imposes a limitation
novel that is often too restricting.
One explanation of the various images lies within the context of
the Black experience in the South. André Bleikasten observes that As I
Lay Dying “incorporates mythical reminiscences from various sources”
including “local folklore” and “biblical and Christian tradition.”5 I
propose that the “local folklore” is from the Black culture and that the
“biblical and Christian traditions” are those of the Southern Black
community.
To suppose that Faulkner would have had access to those traditions
is not difficult. One has to look no further than to his beloved Mammy
Callie, Caroline Barr. Much conjecture exists concerning the degree to
which she might have influenced his writing.6 John Faulkner noted
that Mammy Callie was a “
influence” on his brother’s “life
and outlook and writings.”7 Furthermore, Joseph Blotter observed that
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much of the entertainment the Faulkner children enjoyed came from
stories, especially stories told by older members of the community.
Among those storytellers who especially captured William
Faulkner’s attention, the Blacks were most prominent.8 Mammy
Callie, of course, would have to be considered the most available and
the most beloved [see photograph 1, at the end of this article].* She
had an unlimited supply of stories—memories, mostly—that captured
the young man’s attention. She told him stories based on her
“memories of her girlhood on the Barr plantation under ‘Old Mistis’
before the war, and eerie experiences involving wolves” and other
creatures.9 Mammy Callie gave Faulkner a place beside her fireplace in
her cabin where, although “unable to read or write, she remembered
scores of stories about the old days and the old people: about slavery,
the War, the Klan, and the Falkners.”10 Conceivably, from these
stories and others like them, William Faulkner learned many of the
traditions of the Blacks.11
One of the most disturbing images, and perhaps the most
horrifying of all, is the seemingly childish error that results in the dead
woman’s face having holes drilled through it as she lies in her coffin.
Tull describes the horror of Vardaman’s action in his monologue.12
Why Vardaman drills the holes in the coffin lid has remained a critical
problem. To dismiss the action, as many critics do, with the
observation that it was performed so Addie could breathe or “get air” is
premature. It seems to me that Faulkner places entirely too much
emphasis on the episode for it to be dismissed as inconsequential or
horror for effect13
To understand this image, we must look to burial practices among
rural Southern Blacks. It is a custom among Black women to wear
their wedding gowns on two occasions, at their wedding and at their
funeral. Because most of the coffins during the early part of this
century were clock-shaped—wide at the shoulders and narrowing toward
the feet—it was traditional for the Black women in their full-skirted
wedding gowns to be buried in a reversed position, head to foot, within
the coffin.14 In As I Lay Dying, Faulkner makes two specific
references to this custom. First, Tull remarks in general about the hard
lot of women and then specifically remembers the occasion of his
mother’s death:
I mind my mammy lived to be seventy and more.
Worked every day, rain or shine; never a sick day since her
last chap was bom until one day she kind of looked around
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her and then she went and taken that lace-trimmed night
gown she had had forty-five years and never wore out of the
chest and put it on and laid down on the bed and pulled the
covers up and shut her eyes. “You all will have to look out
for pa the best you can,” she said. I’m tired.” (29)

Tull’s reference to his mother’s shroud as a “lace-trimmed night
gown” in keeping with the wedding gown tradition. Black women
were married in wedding dresses that had underslips which were used on
the wedding night as the night-gown. Thus the wedding dress was
traditionally in two parts, an outer-layer and an underskirt that doubled
as a sleeping garment. For Tull’s mother to dress herself in this
particular night-gown in anticipation of her death was perfectly
reasonable.15
Faulkner’s second reference to this tradition involves Addie. Tull
again is the voice who describes the scene:
They had laid her in it reversed. Cash made it clock
shape like this [line drawing of the coffin; see photograph
2, at the end of this article]* with every joint and seam
bevelled and scrubbed with the plane, tight
a drum and
neat as a sewing basket, and they had laid her in it head to
foot so it wouldn’t crush her dress. It was her wedding
dress and it had a flare-out bottom, and they had laid her
head to foot in it so the dress could spread out, and they
had made her a veil out of a mosquito bar so the auger
holes in her face wouldn’t show. (82-83)

The positioning of Addie’s body within the coffin sets up the
opportunity for Vardaman’s horrible mistake. When he thinks that he
is drilling at the foot of the coffin to let in air, he unwittingly drills
through not at her feet but at her face. The mutilation occurs and he
isn’t even aware of it.
To understand Vardaman’s motivation for drilling the holes in the
first place, however, we must look further into the folklore of the
Blacks. Vardaman
to be concerned about what he considers to
be his dead mother’s need for air. He is horrified when Cash nears
completion of the coffin and he realizes that his mother is going to be
put in it. She is not a “body” to
she is Mother. In his panic,
Vardaman calls out to his brother and asks, “Are you going to nail it
shut, Cash? Nail it? Nail it?” (62) In this moment, he recalls an
incident when he
accidentally shut in the com crib. He describes it
as “I got shut
in the crib the new door it was too heavy for me it
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went shut I couldn’t breathe because the rat was breathing up all the air”
(62, 63). From this recollection of claustrophobia, we may trace
Vardaman’s thoughts and actions. His knowledge of the rat, his own
experience with claustrophobia, his distress over his mother’s death, his
concern for her in a shut, dark place—all of these lead
to drill holes
in his mother’s coffin. For Vardaman this is an act of love bom out of
his own terror.16
Once again, Faulkner appears to be alluding to the Black culture—
to the myth of the rat or spirit within the bam that will harm children
by smothering them to death. Blacks warn their children about the rat
in hopes of keeping them free from harm. The old people still believe
that evil spirits haunt old barns and mangers and take on the form of
rats to harm trespassers. They believe that the rats will breathe in all of
the air and suffocate the victim.17 Combining the burial custom of the
wedding-dress shroud and reversed position in the coffin with the folk
myth of the “rat” in the bam, Faulkner has drawn a brilliant image of
the horror and love intermingled.
Another image that creates difficulty for critics is that of Whitfield,
the minister. Much has been made of the similarity between this
minister and the Reverend Mr. Dimmesdale of Hawthorne’s fiction.18
The most intriguing image, however, comes to the reader through
Tull’s description of
’s wake and funeral:
In the house the women begin to sing. We hear the
first line commence, beginning to swell as they take hold,
and we rise and move toward the door, taking off our hats
and throwing our chews away. We
not go in. We stop
at the steps, clumped, holding our hats between our lax
hands in front or behind, standing with one foot advanced
and our heads lowered, looking aside, down at our hats in
our hands and at the earth or now and then at the sky and at
one another’s grave, composed face.
The song ends; the voices quaver away with a rich and
dying fall. Whitfield begins. His voice is bigger than
him. It’s like they are not the same. It’s like he is one,
and his voice is one, swimming on two horses side by side
across the ford and coming into the house, the mudsplashed one and the one that never even got wet,
triumphant and
(85-86)

Cleanth Brooks points out that this comment by Tull alludes to
“the discrepancy that he feels between Whitfield as voice and Whitfield
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as man.”19 in a vivid image, Faulkner illustrates the
character of
the minister.
Once again there appears to be a relationship between the image
within the novel and the Black culture. Among Blacks, the Black
minister is perceived as having two distinct characters or personas. The
one is divine, a man of God, a spiritual being chosen to lead His/his
people; the other is mortal, subject to all temptations and weaknesses
that ordinary man must face.20 Whitfield certainly represents this
dualism. He is “the mud-splashed one” because of the adultery he
committed with Addie that resulted in the birth of his bastard child,
Jewel. He has been corrupted. However, he is also the “one that never
even got wet” because he is still the spiritual leader of the people.
With magnificent understatement, Faulkner describes
as being
“triumphant and sad.” His triumph is tinged with the sadness that his
knowledge of sin has brought. In a very real sense, Whitfield and Addie
are both triumphant and sad.21
Most critics would agree that most astonishing and agonizingly
complex image in As I Lay Dying is the
It is so critical to the
novel that Faulkner devotes his shortest monologue within the novel to
it. In a mere five words, Vardaman declares “My mother is a fish” (79)
and the monologue is over. The reader’s confusion has just begun,
however.
On the day of Addie’s death, Vardaman goes fishing. He has the
great fortune of catching “a fish nigh long
he is” (29) and comes
dragging it home.
intends to show it to
but Anse sends him
off to clean it instead. When Vardaman returns, Anse describes him as
being “bloody as a hog to his knees” (37). Soon after, Addie dies.
Vardaman is understandably distressed, and begins immediately
identifying his mother with the fish. The child goes
a series of
thoughts that culminate with his conclusion that his mother and the
fish are one.
Vardaman’s belief is so strong that it affects his actions for the
remainder of the novel. Tull tells the reader about Vardaman’s rage
upon finding Cora cooking the fish for the people who have come for
the wake: “That boy is not there. Peabody told about how he come
into the kitchen, hollering, swarming and clawing at Cora when he
found her cooking that fish...” (81). Later, when the coffin is lost from
the wagon during the crossing of the swollen river, Vardaman calls out
to his brother Darl in phrases that leave no doubt that the child still
perceives his mother to be a fish:
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He came up to see and I hollering catch her Darl catch
her and he didn’t come back because she was too heavy he
had to
on catching at her and I hollering catch her darl
catch her darl because in the water she could go faster than
a man and Darl had to grabble for her...and Darl had
again because in the water she could
faster than a man
or woman...and I hollering catch her darl catch her head her
into the bank darl and Vernon wouldn’t help and then Darl
dodged past the mules where he could he had her under the
water coming in to the bank coming in slow because in the
water she fought to stay under the water but Darl is strong
and he was coming in slow and so I knew he had her
because he came slow and I ran down into the water
help
and I couldn’t stop hollering because Darl was strong and
steady holding her under the water even if she did fight he
would not let her
he was seeing me and he would hold
her and it was all right now it was all right now it was all
right....‘Where is ma, Darl?’ I said. ‘You never got her.
You knew she is a fish but you let her get away.’ (143144)

A review of several of the critical comments regarding Vardaman’s
confusion of his mother with the fish indicates the difficulty critics
have had with interpreting this image. The fish has been called an
example of “primitive pictorialism” that is the direct result of
Vardaman’s “visual thinking.”22 One critic has suggested that
Vardaman is performing a series of magical substitutions” as he moves
toward an acceptance of Addie’s death.23
other words, in his childish
mind, all analogies are possible—even one as bizarre as this. Yet
another critic prefers a far simpler interpretation: All that Vardaman has
experienced of death has been the death of the fish. This death taught
him that a fish removed
water dies. Because his mother is now
dead, it is perfectly reasonable for him to assume that she must be a
fish.24
Among the more intriguing interpretations is one by Walter
Brylowski. He suggests that Vardaman’s confusion may be a reference
by Faulkner to a ceremony for bringing back the soul cited in The
Golden Bough. This particular ceremony involves the catching of a
fish from a river and bringing it back to the house of the dead person.
It is supposed that by this act the soul of the dead person has returned to
the house. Occasionally the fish is eaten in the hopes that the departed
soul will transfer to an unborn child. This concept is particularly
interesting since Dewey Dell, Vardaman’s
pregnant.25
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Indeed, Vardaman suggests that the eating of the fish will somehow
restore his mother:
It was not her because it was laying right yonder in
the dirt. And now it’s all chopped up. I chopped it up.
It’ laying in the kitchen in the bleeding pan, waiting
be cooked and et. Then it wasn’t and she was, and now it
is and she wasn’t. And tomorrow it will be cooked and et
and she will be him and pa and Cash and Dewey Dell and
there won’t be anything in the box and so she can breathe.
(63-64)

Vardaman seems to be saying that once eaten, the fish—i.e. his
mother—will have new life. The parallel to the Christian tradition of
communion is obvious and has been observed by several critics.26
Once again, it appears that Faulkner has chosen an image out of
Black culture for his novel. In the rural
the fish is perhaps the
most significant symbol within the Black church. The fish replaced the
cross as a symbol of Christianity for the Blacks after Klan activity
began in the South. The Blacks felt that the
had defamed
rendering it inappropriate as a symbol of God’s love.27 Within their
homes and churches, fish symbols began replacing crucifixes. It was
the custom among the old people to fashion the fish out of natural
materials, with the palmetto leaf being a particular favorite. On Palm
Sunday, the palms would often be woven into the shape of a fish.28
An obvious explanation for the selection of the fish by the Blacks
would be because of its history as a symbol within Christianity. The
Greek word for “fish” is ichthys. It an anagram for the Greek phrase
that means “Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior.” Early Christians used
the fish symbol as a secret sign. This not the reason that the Blacks
chose the fish, however. They chose it as a reminder of the parable of
the little boy with the loaves and fishes who fed the multitudes. It was
a reminder of God’s providential care over them. The
then, was a
symbol of hope that God would provide for them through hard
2^
Besides serving as an ornament for their homes and churches, the
fish also came to represent the sacrament to the Blacks. The old Black
customs for baptism are fascinating and provide a unique insight into
Vardaman’s suggestion that eating the fish will somehow restore Addie.
Baptisms were held once a year, on a Sunday in June, outdoors in a
bayou, river, lake, or pond. The day before the baptism, the elders and
the minister would go to the appointed place and set out stakes tied
with white ribbons to designate the baptismal area. During the night
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and early morning hours, the elders would fish in this pool. The fish
would be cleaned and saved. At mid-morning
Blacks
gather
at the site and those who had “found religion” would come, together
with their “sister handlers,” to the place. The candidates would be
dressed entirely in white. The minister, also entirely in white, would
go out into the water and then call each candidate to him. The actual
immersion was timed to begin at noon. After the baptism, there was
singing, praying, and communion. White families in the area would
often come to observe the baptism from a distance, but would leave
after
service when the Blacks began their fellowship. The fish that
had been caught earlier would be fried and, during communion, would
be passed among the believers as the
of Life. The Blacks believed
that this fish brought a special blessing of life everlasting to those who
ate it.30
The significance of the fish to Black religious life is evident among
the works of many Black folk artists.31 One such painter, Clementine
Hunter, has lived her entire life—nearly one hundred years—on a
plantation in Natchitoches, Louisiana. Her works are primitive
drawings of
plantation world that she has observed firsthand.32
Two of Hunter’s works are particularly significant within the
context of this study. They make up two sections of a remarkable wall
mural that Hunter was commissioned to paint for Africa House, a small
outbuilding on the plantation that many believe was built by a slave
from her memory of African dwellings. One is a panel depicting a map
of the Cane River area, dominated by a huge blue swath intersecting the
canvas vertically. On the land masses to either side are buildings and
fields. Prominent among the buildings are several churches. The
importance Hunter places on the Black church clear. The second
work is a panel depicting a Black baptism. Within the painting, one
can see the minister baptizing the candidate, a sister swooning on the
bank while another sister fans her, and various members of the
congregation sing together. Particularly notable in the painting,
however, is a boat in the river in which a Black
is fishing. When
asked why she had included a man fishing on Sunday in her picture of
the baptism, Ms. Hunter replied, “Because that’s part of it.” When
questioned further about the specific tradition, she refused to answer,
indicating that it
a private matter not to be discussed with those
who were not members of the church.33 [See photographs 3 and 4, at
the end of this article.]
Perhaps the single best example of the fish symbol within the
Black church can be viewed in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, at the Rural
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Life Museum. There a number of old buildings from working
plantations around the area have been gathered and restored. These
include a Black church which is open for public view. The church is a
wooden structure and has three glass windows on each side. When one
enters the church, there is a center aisle down
he may walk to get
to a pew. Directly in front of the church, in the center at the end of the
aisle, stands
minister’s pulpit. To the observer’s left is a pitchfork
attached to the ceiling and to the right, is a harp similarly placed. All
six windows are ordinary glass that a folk artist at some point has
decorated so that they have the appearance of stained glass. Each
window has a border in dark green painted around the glass except for an
opening approximately eighteen inches square that has been left clear.
In this clear area, a folk artist has hand-painted a different picture for
each window. Interestingly enough, the pictures on the left side all
correspond to the pitchfork because they all reflect scenes of Hell or
warnings of the wages of sin. In the same way, all of the pictures on
the right side correspond to the harp because they reflect scenes of
Heaven or God’s promise.
the front right window, faint but still
visible, is a folk painting of a bream—one of the most common fresh
water fish in the South. Its golden belly
still apparent.34 [See
photographs 5 and 6, at the end of this article.]
Here, then,
within the traditions of the Black church Faulkner
draws his most striking image, the
—one central to the concepts of
providence, salvation, and life after death. Vardaman is also looking for
a caretaker, someone who will provide for him. Significantly, Faulkner
allows
child to make a connection between the eating of the fish and
his mother’s continued existence.
at least one other novel, The Sound and the Fury, Faulkner uses
the fish image. In this one, the fish is associated with a shadow in the
water. To understand the fish, we must first examine the shadow.
Faulkner uses the shadow image throughout Quentin’s monologue to
emphasize Quentin’s fascination with death. John Hunt observes that
Quentin seems to identify his approaching death with the shadow
image. Hunt points out that Quentin is “attracted to the Negro lore”
that Faulkner describes in the text. In Quentin’s monologue, Faulkner
writes:
When it closed I crossed to the other side and leaned
on the rail above the boathouses. The float was empty and
the doors were closed. The crew just pulled in the late
afternoon now, resting up before. The shadow of the
bridge, the tiers of railing, my shadow leaning flat upon
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the water, so easily had I tricked it that would not quit me.
At least fifty feet it was, and if I only had something to
blot it into the water, holding it until it was drowned, the
shadow of the package like two shoes wrapped up lying on
the water. Niggers say a drowned man’s shadow was
watching for him in the water all the time. (110-111)

The critic goes on to enumerate instances within the novel when
Faulkner uses the shadow motif.35 What is striking in the passage
the direct reference by Faulkner to what “Niggers say” with regard to
shadow in the water. He speaking here of an old Black superstition.
The Blacks believe that if a person sees his shadow from a bridge, he
will die before the moon is full again. The belief is sufficiently strong
to make the old
change course to avoid the shadow.36
When Quentin leans over the bridge rail and looks deep into and
through his shadow, he sees a fish. The fish appears at first as a
shadow within his shadow. When the fish rises to catch a luckless fly,
Quentin recognizes it to be a trout. Three boys coming to fish join
Quentin on the bridge to watch the trout. They confirm that the
monster fish has a reputation (135-136). Particularly significant in this
scene is Quentin’s contemplating death and the Resurrection when the
fish appears. Louise Dauner, in an excellent discussion of the shadow
imagery in The Sound and the Fury, suggests that this might be
connected to the religious symbolism of the fish in Christianity37:
“The fish-shadow suggests itself then as a redemptive antidote or
balance to the weight of Quentin’s tragic experience.” She cites the
Easter timing of the novel as further evidence to support her theory.38
On at least two occasions
in As I Lay Dying and The Sound
and the Fury, Faulkner uses the image of a fish to convey a religious
concept. It is interesting that he openly credits Black folklore at the
outset of this image in The Sound and the Fury. Dilsey in The Sound
and the Fury has a number of opportunities in her monologue to
illustrate Black culture and its effect. Indeed, the opening of her
monologue finds her dressed in purple going to church on Easter
Sunday. She Faulkner’s Black voice.
In As I Lay Dying, there is also a Black voice—one character
though not Black himself, consistently presents the clearest description
of the Black images discussed here: Vernon Tull. Ironically, it is his
wife, Cora, whom Faulkner portrays as the upright Christian. Tull
himself wonders if even God will be ready for Cora’s righteousness.
Tull appears to function as a choral character, consistently speaking
about the images from the Black culture.
a very real way, his
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sincerity serves as a foil for Cora’s hypocrisy. Although other
monologues offer some information, close examination reveals that
Tull’s are the ones that offer the clearest images.
Other references to the Black culture are to be found in As I Lay
Dying. Darl’s
of the sun when Addie dies is an example:
The sun, an hour above the horizon, is poised like a
bloody egg upon a crest of thunderheads; the light has
turned copper:
in the eye portentous, in the nose
sulphurous, smelling of lightning. (39)

Many critics see this as an image of the apocalypse.39 Once
again, however, it has a meaning in the Black culture. The “bloody
egg” symbol has significance in the practice of Voodoo. The bloody
egg is a sign of death. Blacks also believe that when a person dies,
there is suddenly an odor of sulphur detectable to those who loved that
person.40
Yet another
has to do with Anse and his hatred for the road
that comes to his door. He says:
“Durn that road...A-laying there, right up
my door,
where every bad luck that comes and goes is bound to find
it. Putting it where every bad luck prowling can find it and
come straight
my door, charging me taxes on top of it.”
(34-35)

The old Blacks were suspicious of roads leading to their doors.
They often kept their yards bare of grass and clean-swept so that a
definable path was obliterated. They believed that evil spirits used roads
to find homes wherein to do mischief. One preventive
the “bottle
tree,” a tree with empty bottles slipped over the branches. The Blacks
believed that the evil spirits would be attracted to the sun moon light
shining on the bottles and be lured inside. Once the demonic beings
were in, they believed, only breaking the bottles would release the
evil.41
As I Lay Dying a marvelous collection of Black folk imagery,
most of which relates directly to Black religious beliefs. One can only
with difficulty gather research on Black folk imagery, especially as it
relates to the church, because the subject so important and private.
The Blacks do not often share information about their beliefs because,
quite frankly, they are suspicious of what might become of it. Often
hesitate to discuss it because they aren’t convinced that the person
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posing
questions is capable of understanding what they have to say
or of treating that information with respect. Further, the younger
generation of Blacks not getting very much of this tradition passed
down to them. The Modem Age upon them, and
haven’t the
time to explore a past that is often an unpleasant reminder of the hard
times of their race.
One obvious question
Why did Faulkner set these images
from Black culture into a novel that has not
one Black character?
There are many possible answers. Perhaps Faulkner
unconsciously
drawing
Caroline Barr’s
Or, perhaps he was consciously
incorporating some aspects of the Black myth into his novel while
intentionally obscuring the identity of the source. In effect, only one
familiar with the practices would recognize them within the work.
Perhaps he was reluctant to expose these very personal aspects of Black
life in the pre-integration era. The question of why Faulkner used Black
myth within As I Lay Dying
not diminish the fact that he did use
it.
The old ones will not be with us much longer, and with their
passing will go the keys for understanding at least one level of this very
complex American
I am indebted to those who spoke with me
and trusted me with their stories.
NOTES

*
The photograph of Mammy Callie (p. 21) is reproduced here
through the courtesy of Dean F. Wells. Faulkner’s line drawing of
the coffin (p. 22) from As I Lay Dying (1930; rpt. New York,
1957), is reproduced here through the courtesy of Random House,
Inc.
lThe similarities between As I Lay Dying and The Sound and
the Fury have been the subject of numerous critical comments. See
Melvin Backman, Faulkner: The Major Years (Bloomington, 1966),
pp. 50-53; Carvel Collins, “The Pairing of The Sound and the Fury
and As I Lay Dying," PULC, 18 (1957), 114-123; Donald M.
Kartiganer, The Fragile Thread: The Meaning of Form in Faulkner’
Novels (Amherst, 1979), pp. 3-6; Michael Millgate, “As I Lay
Dying," in Dean Morgan Schmitter, ed., William Faulkner (New
York,
pp. 91-101; Peter Swiggart, The Art of Faulkner’s
Novels (Austin, 1962), pp. 61-74 plus 108-130.

2Melvin Backman, Faulkner:

Major Years, p. 66.

3Cleanth Brooks, William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha
Country (New Haven 1963),
141.
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4Eric J. Sundquist, Faulkner: The House Divided (Baltimore,
1983), p. 28. The amount of critical commentary concerning As I
Lay Dying
considerable. The following sources, though by no
means a complete listing of criticism, have contributed greatly to
this discussion of the novel. See Melvin Backman, Faulkner: The
Major Years; Cleanth Brooks, William Faulkner: The
Yoknapatawpha Country; André Bleikasten, Faulkner’s “As I Lay
Dying” (Bloomington, 1973); Frederick J. Hoffman, William
Faulkner (Boston, 1966); Lewis Leary, William Faulkner of
Yoknapatawpha County (New York, 1973); John Pilkington, The
Heart of Yoknapatawpha (Jackson, 1981); Olga W. Vickery, The
Novels of William Faulkner (Baton Rouge, 1964).
5Bleikasten, Faulkner’s “As I Lay Dying,”
18.
number
of critics have made observations about Faulkner s treatment of
Blacks and the Black religion in his novels. Several critics have
suggested that Faulkner s treatment of the religion of the Blacks in
his fiction has been a good bit more sympathetic than his
treatment of the religion of the whites. Elizabeth Kerr has done
much in this area. See Chapter III, “Organized Religion,” in
Yoknapatawpha: Faulkner’s “Little Postage Stamp of Native Soil”
(New York,
pp. 173-185.
6Numerous critical comments exist concerning Faulkner s
devotion to Caroline Barr and her influence on his life. Among
these, see Joseph Blotner, Faulkner: A Biography (New York,
1984),
John B. Cullen, Old Times in the Faulkner Country
(Chapel Hill,
pp. 78-79; John Faulkner, My Brother Bill:
An Affectionate Reminiscence
York, 1963), pp. 47-52; David
Minter, William Faulkner: His Life and Work (Baltimore, 1980),
pp. 12-13; Walter Fuller Taylor, Jr., Faulkner’s Search for a South
(Urbana, 1983),
21.
7John Faulkner, My Brother Bill: An Affectionate
Reminiscence, p. 51.

8Joseph Blotner, Faulkner: A Biography,
31. Blotner
also cites the Black blacksmith on Faulkner’s grandfather s farm
whom the young Faulkner would seek out and listen to while the
old gentleman worked and talked about the old times (31).

Ibid.
10David Minter, William Faulkner: His Life and Work, p. 13.

11During my childhood, I experienced
similar relationship
with an elderly Black woman who took me into her cabin and at
her fireplace told me stories of the old days and old people. I
listened as she told me of secret religious rituals and customs from
among her people that went back to slave times. “Miss Emily”
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loved her people, and loved me, and gave me through her words an
insight into the life of the rural Blacks that I probably could have
gotten no other way. Years later, when I began reading As I Lay
Dying, I
impressed by the similarity between certain images
and events within the novel and the stories that I had heard before
Miss Emily’s fire.
Emily Scott was known to my family as Miss Emily” all of
the years that I knew her. Between 1959 and 1964 I spent many
delightful hours before the fireplace in her cabin in the “Quarters”
on my grandfather’s plantation where
had lived and worked for
years. By the time that I was old enough to spend time with her
and to remember her stories, she
in her late eighties and was
no longer working.
The plantation was known as “Kenilworth” and was located
one mile south of Newellton, Louisiana, in Tensas Parish
bordering the Mississippi River. I lived there with my family and
my grandfather from 1958 until 1965. There were many old
Blacks still living on the place during that time who had lived in
the Delta even before my grandfather moved from Illinois in 1912.
Their devotion to my family was
centerpoint of my security
growing up.

12William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying (New York,
pp.
69-70. All future page references to this edition will appear in the
text within parentheses.
13See Brooks, William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha
Country,
147; Walter Brylowski, Faulkner’s Olympian Laugh:
Myth in the Novels (Detroit, 1968), p. 90; Leary, William
Faulkner of Yoknapatawpha County,
67; Lynn Gartrell Levins,
Faulkner’s Heroic Design: The Yoknapatawpha Novels (Athens,
Ga., 1976),
102; Sundquist, Faulkner: The House Divided, 42.
Certainly it should be added that any suggestion that the reversal
of the body in the coffin might have been the result of an error in
calculations on Cash’s part
negated when one recalls that this is
the man, when describing a fall from a church roof, estimates that
he fell total of “twenty-eight foot, four and a half inches, about
(85).

14This custom is still practiced in certain rural areas of the
South. Numerous Blacks have confirmed such practices for me.
From my personal experience, “Miss Emily” took great pride in
taking out her wedding garment and cleaning it once a year in
anticipation of the event. I saw it on at least two different
occasions and heard about it much more often.
The necessity of reversing the body in the coffin has created
some problems other than Vardaman s drilling. The custom of
burying the coffin so that the body inside is facing East and will
be able to arise conveniently facing Christ at the Second Coming
is one that
followed among the Blacks. One of my Black
university students recounted an event during his childhood when
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the funeral director erred and placed the coffin of a woman into the
grave without taking into account the actual body position within
that coffin.
soon as the family realized what had happened,
they insisted that the body be exhumed and the coffin position be
reversed.

15Among the destitute, the wedding gown was simply one
garment to which were attached various ornaments (fresh flowers
were commonly used) which were removed for the wedding night.
16For an interesting discussion of this point, see Richard P.
Adams, Faulkner: Myth and Motion (Princeton, 1968),
81.
17 During my childhood, numbers of the Blacks on the
plantation would warn me about playing in the old bam, stables,
and commissary buildings because of the “rat.” Interestingly
enough, generation before me my mother had suffered the same
warnings and had had the same fears projected upon her. (Doris
Moore Lawley, Interview. January 1986. Monroe, Louisiana.)

18Although a number of critics have observed similarities
between Hawthorne and Faulkner, for the most detailed comparison
of As I Lay Dying and The Scarlet Letter, see Harold J. Douglas
and Robert Daniel, “Faulkner and the Puritanism of the South,”
TSL, 2(1957), 1-13.
For additional criticism involving the two authors and
number of their works, see Malcolm Cowley, “Introduction to The
Portable Faulkner,” in Three Decades of Criticism, pp. 95-96, 102,
108-109; William Van O’Connor, “Hawthorne and Faulkner: Some
Common Ground,” VQR, 33 (1957), 105-123; Lyall H. Powers,
Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha Comedy (Ann Arbor, 1980), p. 216;
Randall Stewart, “The Vision of Evil in Hawthorne and Faulkner,”
in The Tragic Vision and the Christian Faith, Nathan A. Scott, Jr.,
(ed.), (New York,
pp. 238-262; Peter Swiggart, The Art of
Faulkner’s Novels, pp. 25-26.
Faulkner, when asked directly if he had used The Scarlet Letter
as a parallel for As I Lay Dying, denied doing so. See Frederick L.
Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner, eds., Faulkner in the University:
Class Conferences at the University of Virginia, 1957-1958
(Charlottesville, 1959),
115.
19Brooks, William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country, p.
151.
20The Black community traditionally elevates its ministers to
a higher political and social level than do the other races. It is no
coincidence that the majority of the successful Black leaders of
this century have been ministers. In 1978, Earnest Gaines, a
successful Black author from Louisiana, used the theme of the
Black minister with shameful past for his novel, In My Father’s
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House. The central character, the Reverend Phillip Martin, is
confronted with his bastard son just at the point in the minister s
career when he is most successful both politically and socially.
congregation accepts his actions as being those of the flesh
and urges him to continue in their pulpit. He is neither judged nor
ostracized.

1 Richard P. Adams makes an interesting observation
concerning Faulkner’s use of the Black church in his fiction.
s writes,
aA “In the
of ”Soldiers'
was
in and

a
is ’ Pay, as inisThe Sound
’ ending
the Fury, a [Black] church service
used as part of Faulkner’s
effort to resolve the feeling of the book. Gilligan andp.the rector,
standing in darkness outside, receive intimations of life, ‘the
imminence of sex after harsh labor along the mooned land,’ and
they hear ‘the crooning submerged passion of the dark race. It
nothing, it was everything; then it swelled to an ecstasy....All the
longing of mankind for Oneness with Something, somewhere.'
This is balanced by an opposing intimation: ‘Then the singing
died, fading away along the mooned land inevitable with to
morrow and sweat, with sex and death and damnation; and they
turned townward under the moon, feeling dust in their shoes.'” See
Richard P. Adams, Faulkner: Myth and Motion, pp. 39-40. It is
not difficult to identify both Addie Bundren and Whitfield with this
desire for
“Oneness with Something, somewhere.” Perhaps
Faulkner is using Black myth in As I Lay Dying as well
an
“effort to resolve the feeling of the book.”

”

22Arthur F. Kinney, Faulkner’s Narrative Poetics: Style as
Vision (Amherst, 1978), pp. 172-173. For additional comments
on a similar theme, see Walter Brylowski, Faulkner’s Olympian
Laugh, p. 91; Ernst Cassirer, An Essay on Man (New Haven,
1944), pp. 81, 83; Donald M. Kartiganer, The Fragile Thread, p.
26.

23 André Bleikasten, Faulkner’s “As I Lay Dying,”
96. Two
additional critical comments regarding the fish should be noted.
Both concern psychoanalytic interpretations. One
a particularly
intriguing Jungian explanation of the fish (and other images and
characters within the novel) given by Dixie M. Turner. Ms. Turner
suggests that “in Christian terms the fish represents Christ or
serves as a parallel” while in psychology, “the fish leads directly
to the Jungian postulate of Self. Therefore, Ms. Turner surmises,
“as Addie is Jung s archetype of Self; and the Self denotes the
Christ image in man; then the fish is a vital indirect form of
Vardaman’s mother.” See A Jungian Psychoanalytic Interpretation
of William Faulkner’s “As I Lay Dying” (Washington, D.C.,
1981). The second is Sandor Ferenczi s observation that the fish
is actually a fetal symbol. See André Bleikasten, Faulkner’s As I
Lay Dying, pp. 157-158, n33, with reference to Sandor Ferenczi,
“Thalassa:
Theory of Genitality.
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24Leary, William Faulkner of Yoknapatawpha County, pp. 6970.

25Walter Brylowski, Faulkner's Olympian Laugh, p. 89. For
the specific myth referred to in the text, see Sir James Frazer, The
Golden Bough, 3rd ed. (New York, 1935), 5: 95-96.
26Hyatt Waggoner, William Faulkner, From Jefferson to the
World (Lexington, 1959), p. 66. See also the “Commentary by
Robert J. Barth, immediately following Phillip Rule s essay, "Old
Testament Vision in As I Lay Dying,” in Robert J. Barth, ed.,
Religious Perspectives in Faulkner's Fiction: Yoknapatawpha and
Beyond (Notre Dame, 1972), pp. 117-118. Many critics have
interpreted the metaphor of the fish as a reference to mythology.
Many have viewed it as a Christian symbol while others have
viewed it in terms of the Holy Grail. Still others see a connection
between the fish image and Demeter’s dolphin of Greek legend.
See André Bleikasten’s excellent discussion in Faulkner’s “As I
Lay Dying,” pp. 96-97. Richard P. Adams writes that the fish
suggests at least three ideas: the Grail legend, the story of Christ,
and an old fertility ritual reflected in the Grail legend...and refined
in the Christian sacrament of communion, of transmuting the life
of dead totem animal or person into the lives of those who eat
the flesh or drink the blood”: Faulkner: Myth and Motion, pp.
81-82.

^1 first learned of this in Miss Emily s home in 1961 when I
remarked about a palmetto leaf that she had woven into the shape
of fish and had placed above her fireplace. She told me then
about the fish, what it represented to her people, and why they
believed that the Klan had ruined the cross as a symbol for their
faith. During the last three years in interviews with Blacks, this
has been confirmed.

280n two occasions in interviews with Blacks, this custom
has been confirmed.
29Miss Emily first told me about this idea, and subsequent
interviews with Black ministers and various older members of the
Black community have confirmed the belief.

30Research has uncovered several variations to the baptismal
ritual in the rural areas. Some of the older people interviewed
remembered that the baptism took place on the last Sunday in
May, for example, instead of some Sunday in June. Some thought
that the elders fished only from sunrise until mid-morning on the
day of the baptism while others remembered it to be all night and
into the morning. Another variation involved what the minister
wore. All interviewed agreed that the candidate for baptism wore
white; two remembered that the minister wore black, however. The
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majority of those interviewed believed that the fish used as the
communion food was based on the parable of the boy with the
loaves and the fishes.
The process by which a person became a candidate for
baptism within the Black church was also interesting. In early
spring, various members of the congregation who had not yet been
baptized would begin the first phase of “seeking religion” by
moving up to a designated pew set alone in the front and to the
side of the auditorium. Every Sunday during spring, they would sit
together on the “seeker’s bench” and pray during service. The
Sunday immediately before the baptism Sunday, these seekers
would enter the second phase of their preparation. Each candidate
was forbidden to speak to anyone until he “got” religion. During
the same week, members of the Black congregation were selected
to pray for the candidate. They, too, were forbidden to speak.
According to one source, this was quite disruptive to the work on
the plantation because the men and women refused to break the
silence. When the candidate “got religion,” he would run
screaming away to the church to pray. After that, nothing stood
in the way of the baptism. On the day of the baptism, the female
candidates would have two “sister-handlers” designated to walk
with them to the edge of the water and wait to receive them
following the immersion. This was quite an honor. The male
candidates would have “brother-handlers designated for them.

31 Among the Southern folk artists, see especially the works
of Leslie Payne of Kilmarnock, Virginia (1907-1981); Nellie May
Rowe of Vinings, Georgia (1900—and Luster Willis of Crystal
Springs, Mississippi (1913—).
An excellent collection that
includes representative works by these and other Black folk artists
the exhibition catalogue prepared by the Center for Southern
Culture at the University of Mississippi. See Black Folk Art In
America: 1930-1980 (Jackson, 1982).
32For an excellent biographical review of Ms. Hunter’s life
and work, see Bob and Yvonne Ryan, “Clementine Hunter: A
Personal Story” in Louisiana Life: Magazine of the Bayou State
(September-October
pp. 28-42.

33Unfortunately, Ms. Hunter’s reluctance to speak openly
about the customs and traditions of her faith is a common reaction
among the Blacks. In the interviewing process, I found that those
things that I already knew were fairly easy to confirm; however,
any new information was nearly always given with the stipulation
that names not be given. The traditions are oral traditions, and
apparently are not being handed down to the newest generation of
Blacks. Therefore, it is from the older members of the community
that the information must come, and it is there that the most
suspicion and need for privacy still remain.
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34Research in this area uncovered another custom that was
still being practiced in some of the rural churches as late as 1982.
From the time that a young person reaches puberty until he
marries, he is not allowed to enter the church and be seated on
Sunday morning. Instead, he must wait at the entrance of the
church until after the minister has entered the pulpit. At that time,
the elders of the church escort the young people in and designate a
place for them to sit. If the elders are aware of some behavior that
is displeasing, the young person
seated on the left or ‘‘Hell"
side of the church. As one young man put it, “You have no idea
how awful it is to have to sit there feeling your mama’s eyes
drilling holes in your back just waiting for service to be over so
she can tan your hide." A variation of this custom involves
meetings" or revivals. During collections at these special times,
if the minister or the elders feel that member of the congregation
is not giving
much as he could, they escort him over to a
designated pew on the “Hell" side of the church.

35John W. Hunt, William Faulkner: Art in Theological
Tension (Syracuse, 1965), pp. 63-64. For the selection from The
Sound and the Fury, see William Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury
(New York, 1946), pp. 110-111.
36This superstition was so strong among the Blacks in
Tensas Parish that they would defy the law concerning walking on
the correct side of the highway. There was a bridge spanning a
bayou to the south of our property near our home which the Blacks
had to cross in order to get to the South fields. The location of
the bridge in relation to the rising and setting sun was such that
for the Blacks to obey the highway regulation, they would have
had to cast their shadows into the water both coming and going!
As a result, they would walk correctly to the bridge, change sides
to cross over the bridge, and then change back again and walk
correctly on their way—much to the amusement of some and
consternation of many.

37Louise Dauner, “Quentin and the Walking Shadow: The
Dilemma of Nature and Culture,** in Michael H. Cowan, ed.,
Twentieth Century Interpretations of "The Sound and the Fury”
(Englewood Cliffs, 1968), pp. 75-80.
38Ibid., pp. 79-80.
39André Bleikasten, Faulkner’s “As I Lay Dying," p. 120.
Bleikasten also observes that the bloody egg image is found in the
earlier novel Sartoris. See
160 n11.

40According to the old Blacks, if one wished to frighten
someone, hen*s egg covered in blood on the front step would do
the trick. Some said that the Voodoo rites for death included using
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blood-covered eggs. Several of the Blacks interviewed talked
about the sulphurous odor that they associated
death. Finally,
it is interesting to note that
contemporary Black artist of
Franco-African descent, Mr. Joe Moran of the Cane River area in
Natchitoches, Louisiana, frequently uses an egg suspended in the
sky in his paintings.
41In the rural areas today, it is not uncommon to see a “bottle
tree.” A variation is the “bottle fence, an ordinary fence with an
empty bottle standing on top of each fence post. Some persons
interviewed told of frightening their enemies by going in at night
and smashing all of the bottles. Upon awakening, their enemies
would realize that the accumulated evil spirits had all escaped into
their houses.
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(As I Lay Dying)

like bees murmuring in a water bucket. The men stop
on the porch, talking some, not looking at one another.
“Howdy, Vernon,” they say. “Howdy, Tull.”
“Looks like more rain.”
“It does for a fact.”
“Yes, sir. It will rain some more.”
“It come up quick.”
“And going away slow. It dont fail.”
I go around to the back. Cash is filling up the holes
he bored in the top of it. He is trimming out plugs for
them, one at a time, the wood wet and hard to work.
He could cut up a tin can and hide the holes and no
body wouldn’t know the difference. Wouldn’t mind,
anyway. I have seen him spend a hour trimming out
a wedge like it was glass he was working, when he
could have reached around and picked up a dozen
sticks and drove them into the joint and made it do.
When we finished I go back to the front. The men
have gone a little piece from the house, sitting on the
ends of the boards and on the sawhorses where we
made it last night, some sitting and some squatting.
Whitfield aint come yet.
They look up at me, their eyes asking.
“It’s about,” I
“He’s ready to nail.”
While they are getting up Anse comes to the door
and looks at us and we return to the porch. We scrape
our shoes again, careful, waiting for one another to go
in first, milling a little at the door. Anse stands inside
the door, dignified, composed. He waves us in and
leads the way into the room.
They had laid her in it reversed. Cash made it

clock-shape, like this
with every joint and
seam bevelled and scrubbed with the
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PAull F. BAUM
Lewis Sawin, Mary Poteat, and Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV*

To the graduate students of the early 1950s, Paul Baum was a
somewhat remote figure. Outside of class he might be seen, slight,
somewhat stooped, crossing from the library toward the “Dope Shop,”
well-worn book satchel in hand. He managed in many ways to impress
those about him. One student from long-ago days reminisces: “I had
very little personal contact with him, but I remember him the most
urbane and distinguished-looking of all the Duke faculty. One wouldn’t
have taken
for anything but a professor.” A second remembers a
“quiet man and meticulous scholar,”
eye twinkled and who never
wore the same necktie twice. A third elaborates, picturing Dr. Baum
among
colleagues:
He appeared aloof—scholarly, urbane, formidable,
bearded Mephistopheles, and the delight of the
haberdasher unapproachable. Impossible to imagine him
like Allan Gilbert, pouring concrete; or passionate about
city council and so intent on his roses that he forgot to
meet class, like Nye [Newman Ivey] White; or collecting a
bit of folklore from somebody else’s file-clerk, like Frank
Brown; or, like Will Irving, entertaining students at tea; or
having a backyard visit with wild turkeys, like Jay B.
Hubbell; or hunting, like Clarence Gohdes; or having
back put out of kilter by crossing north Africa in jeep,
like Lewis Leary. His students referred to him by the
unlikely name of “Butch,” because he was reputed
eat
graduate students raw for breakfast, though I never heard of
his tangling with any one except for academic sloppiness.
His very aloofness led students to speculate. They talked
about his clothes, some admiring his white shirts with
French cuffs held by gold cuff links, but obviously he
preferred the color and texture. I recall a heather Oxford
cloth shirt with button-down collar accompanied by blue
green suit and pearl-grey silk tie, which seemed to me a
mixture of styles reminiscent of Disraeli. Only after he
exempted himself as judge of a line of poetry because he
color-blind did I understand his taste: he saw texture
rather than color. This was a rare insight into Paull
Franklin Baum’s private world.

Further interesting contrasts
imparted by one whose mentor was
Dr. Baum’s equally respected, and very colorful, colleague, Allan H.
Gilbert:
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Gilbert’s beard looked as if it had just gone through a
wind tunnel; Baum’s was carefully trimmed, every hair in
place as if glued down. Gilbert’s teaching wardrobe
consisted of a T-shirt, baggy pants, and leather-thonged
sandals; Baum was meticulously and stylishly dressed—coat
and tie, sharply creased trousers, and comfortable (also
expensive) tan loafers. Gilbert drove an ancient vehicle
dating back to the early 30s at least (he finally traded it in
for a Jeep just before I left Duke in
Baum had his
impressive Lincoln. Gilbert
an exercise enthusiast...
Baum’ walk was the essence of dignity, an easy, unhurried,
somewhat jaunty amble.

During each student’s semester-initiating conference with him (as
Director of Graduate Studies he approved each one’s course schedule) he
was never unfriendly or stem, but always a bit reserved. Though not
“cold” the closest he came to “warmth” was the occasional wry, ironic
remark. To one student who had prepared a very lengthy dissertation
which, still, had covered
the first half of the career of the author in
question, he remarked, “Enough is as good as a feast.” Another,
meeting Dr. Baum (he was always “Dr. Baum”) for the first
noted
the “dry understatement of his remark when, seeing on the student’s
record that he had taken Chaucer from Walter Clyde Curry, the noted
scholar and author of the controversial Chaucer and the Medieval
Sciences, he said, ‘I believe that will do’.” How much irony was
intended, one wondered, or was it a mere statement of fact? Similar
irony is reported in another student-professor interaction:
I do remember that when I was reading for my oral
exam [doctoral exams at Duke in those days were strictly
orals], I talked to him about preparing the Victorian period
and I tried to get him to give me some idea of how far
down the list of Victorian novelists I had to go. I said to
him: “
wouldn’t expect me to have read Mrs. Humphrey
Ward, would you?” He just smiled. Well, I didn’t read Mrs.
Ward, and, sure enough, at the oral exam he asked me about
her. I knew little about Robert Elsmere, but he was
gentleman enough not to pursue the matter.

Another communicates:
Baum had something of
reputation for—well, not
brutality, precisely, but mercilessness in dealing with all
pretensions to scholarship. On the few occasions when I
had to confer with him, perhaps about papers, he was
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helpful, stimulating, unstinting with his time, but all
business. He was pleasant enough and unfailingly
courteous, but also a very private person who did not invite
casual contact. I think he might have wished for more
contact.

He seems to have expected higher standards from Ph. D. candidates than
from
and to them he was notably severe if their performances did
not match his anticipations. He commanded firm grasp over more
the literature alone of an era: the music, art, and social history of
period were in his mind as essential to an undertanding of
literary
culture as the writings themselves. His own conversance with these
extra matters was beyond
doubt.
Characteristic conscientiousness in academic affairs highlights this
description of Dr. Baum’s sense of responsibilities:
Unlike some of his colleagues, who, as students said,
practiced euthanasia on their works, he graded and returned
papers with admirable promptness. Students were convinced
that he stressed the importance of bibliography, for he
always asked bibliographical question on doctor’s orals,
as I can testify from the debriefing file kept by women
graduate students. But I can
bear witness how when he
questioned me on orals, I had to answer that I would have
consult the bibliographies for that information. He
seemed satisfied, and I judge that he was probing to test
whether the student would try
bluff on facts. He
reinforced that judgment when, two years after I had gone
to work on the Reference Staff of the Duke Library, he
asked where we had put the two-volume red bibliography
that used to be shelved near the door. He was as vague as
an ordinary mortal. The staff searched fruitlessly all day.
Next morning he put his head in the doorway and said with
a twinkle, “Never mind, it was probably the British
Museum.”

Two related occupations that should not go unnoticed were Dr.
Baum’s services to the Duke University Press and to the library. He
actually assumed duties of Editorial Director at the press during several
of his first years at Duke, and for many more he numbered among
members of its supervisory board. He evaluated many manuscripts
submitted for publication. Lately, one who knew well his efforts for the
press spoke decisively: “There ought to be a monument to that man in
front of the press offices.” To the library he gave equally mighty labors.
He harbored no narrow views to collections; he attempted to see that
all areas attained strength. After he began to teach Victorian literature,
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he was especially attentive to building library holdings in that field. He
and Mary Poteat were generous in establishing and developing a fine
Tennyson collection. Their combined
made possible the purchase
of Hallam Tennyson’s “Materials for a Life of Tennyson” (a multi
volume, privately printed, compilation assembled in preparation for his
Tennyson: A Memoir, the standard life for decades). When a copy of
that rare work became available, the vigilant Professor Baum, ever an
alert reader of sales lists, notified Miss Poteat, who bought and then
donated it to Duke’s growing library resources. For many years he was
named to the Library Council, time and again
He could appear diffident, shy, perhaps a trifle mysterious in
manner. “He seemed to creep about,” one of his students recalls,
“mysteriously, it seemed to me, among the stacks and the reading
rooms in the library, to go in and out of doors which I had not noted
previously.” He “served a world, a very special world, of his own.” A
colleague remembers him as “not exactly a feminist, I fear, and
inordinately shy.” A second colleague mitigates this bleakness; after
many years, he says, “what remains is a sense of delight in his private
conversation. In the office he would pick up his mail, cast his goatish
eyes around, and disappear.” A visiting professor and his wife who
lived next door for a year found Dr. Baum distant during much of the
time, but “when lured into captivity, he could be an amusing
conversationalist.” Once on Pawleys Island he was mistaken for Jesus
because of his beard and because the way he entered the surf convinced
an onlooker that he was about to walk on the water! A Duke
undergraduate took to following him around campus, believing that he
might be Shakespeare. In Dr. Baum’s day, when beards were not so
fashionable as they had been years earlier, his own appearance elicited
remarks about his head’s “being on upside down.” That is, “he wore
his hair not on his bald head but on his chin in the form of a
beautifully
goatee.”
Yet, he might on occasion, open up to one of us. One of his
graduate students, now a senior professor, writes:
One year at Duke when Baum taught me Chaucer on the
East Green and Anglo-Saxon (believe it or not) on the West
Green [the two campuses were a mile apart, linked by a
drive], he would give me a ride from one campus to the
other in his sylph-like Lincoln, and I got to know him.
To my remark that any novel about Durham should be
entitled “Gray Day in the Morning, he replied that in his
reincarnation he would choose to be sun worshipper. And
he dripped wit
he walked. Like his World War II-era
joke: If a WAVE is a female sailor and a WAC is a female
soldier, what’s a WOCK? Answer: a WOCK is something
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that you throw at a wabbit. Or his Sexual Schedule for
males: Age 20: tri-weekly; Age 40: Try weekly; Age 60:
Try weakly.

He was known, indeed, to his friends as a great storyteller, and did
not mind laughing at himself. One story he told on himself concerns
the consequences of the similarity in appearance between
and Dr.
Few, long-time Duke University President. The two men were often
mistaken for one another. During Prohibition, Dr. Baum, who liked a
drink, found a place in West Durham where he could purchase beer.
Soon, rumors began to circulate that Dr. Few, a teetotaler and most
conscientious about his position, had been seen frequenting this
notorious place. One day the two men met on the campus. Dr. Few
did not speak, but his sharp glance told Dr. Baum that Few had heard
the rumors and knew
to blame for buying
Thus Paul Baum could seem, as one student put it, “at different
times a different person, thus being a number of persons in all.” This
perception may well have been encouraged by his habit of irony, already
noticed, which sometimes left his true attitude in doubt. What did he
think of W. C. Curry? What was his real intention, remarked by more
than one student, in pointedly omitting—and announcing the
omission—as assigned reading Chaucer’s “The Miller’s Tale” and “The
Reeve’s Tale”? Of
similarly skipping
line-by-line discussion of
one part of “The Wife of Bath’s Prologue” with
remark, “The Wife
rather gets out of hand here.” Did he want us to take
literally or
was he employing his own method to entice us to read these tales first?
Many former students recall how at first they regarded Dr. Baum with
awe because of his obvious great learning. He was, says one, “the most
erudite man I have ever known; he was incredibly learned and able to
comment brilliantly and endlessly on even small literary matters. I
took a two-semester course in Chaucer where his knowledge, in spite of
his frequent reminders that little is known about Chaucer and his works
today, was almost frightening.”
a second: “My fondest memory is
that I
once able to answer a question he asked when nobody else
would try.” A third, enrolled in an Arnold seminar, was assigned a
ninety-minute report on a single short poem—because Baum had
perceived ’’some unique metrical peculiarities” there, and he wanted to
see whether the students had perceived them.
teaching a Victorian
survey class, he brought the students up short. Reading aloud from
Pater, he was “illustrating the prose rhythm in something like...‘her
16ng black hair and
thick dark locks,’ when with a perfectly straight
face, he went on ‘and the bogeyman will get you if
don’t watch
out.' We were so surprised that at first we didn’t catch on and laugh,
and he
somewhat let down that we weren’t faster on the uptake.”
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This same student adds: “Although Baum
a nice twinkle in his eye
from time to time, I doubt that many people would have credited him
with much sense of humor”—in consequence of his aloofness. The
great professor’s demeanor, clearly, had numerous facets. Contrary to
the comment about his sternness offered above, he is characterized by
another student as “seemingly very stem; at first he frightened me.” A
modified impression comes
another: “He was perhaps formidable;
perhaps his eyelids were on occasion just a little weary. There was a
distance, considerable but not frightening. He was far above us, or
beyond us, or apart from us; but I never knew him to bully
or to
take advantage of our lack of sophistication. His patience was
extraordinary.”
Nevertheless, he remembered by many as kindly and sincerely
interested in their work. “I gradually came to know
better and to
realize that he
not only the great Professor Baum but also a warm,
friendly human being,” remarks the person to whom he had initially
seemed to be so
A discussion with a couple of other members
in the English Department, overheard by this same student in passing,
rambled to what kinds of pajamas they liked to wear. Baum’s saying
that he liked green ones best shocked the novice student, who could not
imagine his idol outside a formal
When one of his former
graduate students was helping to start a new journal, to be called
Abstracts of English Studies, he wrote Dr. Baum about the purpose of
the journal, which was to publish summaries of the contents of
currently published periodical essays. Hoping to secure at best a
subscription from
he was pleased to receive from Dr. Baum a kind
and encouraging letter in reply, but containing a very characteristically
“Baumian” note: he thought, Baum said, that a great deal of what was
being published should appear only as abstracts. The first dissertation
a Victorian poet directed by Dr. Baum, Mary Poteat’s “A Critical
Edition of Tennyson’s Becket” (1935), involved circumstances that
reveal other aspects of his kindliness. One summer when both director
and student were working in London, and when Miss Poteat was
stricken with shyness after the arrival of an invitation to visit Sir
Charles Tennyson, grandson of the well-known poet, in his offices, Dr.
Baum encouraged her to conquer her misgivings and to meet with the
great man. (These were years, we may note, when the poet Tennyson’s
reputation was well below zenith.) Dr. Baum’s warmth and kind
exhortations to his student initiated a long-time friendship between
Miss Poteat and Sir Charles. When he visited this country they met
repeatedly, and he even journeyed to her tiny home town in the
mountains of western North Carolina. Miss Poteat always spoke of
Dr. Baum’s guidance, but not dictatorship, in his relationships with
students, in whom he tried unflaggingly to inculcate the importance of
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high standards. He was, moreover, not too remote to forego extra loads
of summer teaching during Warld War II, when professorial power ran
short.
Dr. Baum’s long-time colleague and friend, Clarence Gohdes,
recounts with pleasure a summer’s travel in Europe in the 1930s—
which included tense moments of driving down fearsome mountain
roads in Germany and a delightful visit to
May Morris, daughter
of the great Pre-Raphaelite, William Morris, whose companion at first
met the callers with wariness. The name of Professor Paull Baum,
however, rapidly allayed any suspicions she may have entertained, and
the visitors were subsequently treated with splendid hospitality. Dr.
Gohdes has also expressed lasting gratitude to his older friend for
counsel concerning the interior decoration of his own home. An
impressive facade for the Gohdes’s living-room fireplace shows to
advantage the aesthetic eye of Paull F. Baum. Tribute also paid to
what must have been Dr. Baum’s better than dry approach to medieval
poets by Graydon Eggers, in his translation of The Owl and the
Nightingale (1955), where we read as part of the dedication: “To Paull
F. Baum who brought these birds to life.” The dedicatee himself
prepared a fine introduction for this book.
dedications, which
bear witness to his lasting influence, appear in former students Cecil
Lang’s monumental edition of the Swinburne letters and Charles
Eugene Ward’s biography of
Dryden.
Bom in Dover, Delaware, 13 May 1886, Paull Franklin Baum was
educated at Hamilton College, and then at Harvard, from which he
received the Ph.D. in 1915. He had also studied at the Universities of
Munich, Vienna, Lausanne, and the Sorbonne. He came to Duke in
1923 from Harvard, where he had been teaching for nearly a decade,
recommended, it said, to Duke’s President Few by none other than
Harvard’s George Lyman Kittredge, who spoke of him, quite truthfully,
as “a learned man” even then. As one of his colleagues has written,
“Baum’s previous experience teaching graduate students at Harvard
proved immensely valuable to the eventual grounding of a genuine
graduate school” at Duke. True to his typically reticent character,
another comments, he refrained from anecdotes about his famous
Harvard professors, such as Kittredge, about whom Duke students
would have loved to have had stories. Those
gleaned instead from
others, like Jay B. Hubbell and Clarence Gohdes. A widower for many
of his early years at Duke, Dr. Baum and
stepdaughter from his first
marriage displayed great mutual affection. She always refered to him as
“the Pater,” pronouncing that word to rhyme with Walter Pater’s last
name. The second Mrs. Baum, Hessie (Helena) Watts, had earned a Ph.
D. at Duke, in 1942, with a dissertation on Ben Jonson, supervised by
Allan Gilbert. She had also worked for years as Dean at a Florida
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college. The Baums were great admirers of wild flowers, nurturing
many species that ornamented their yard on Pinecrest Road.
Furthermore, according to a student, Dr. Baum’s home
“layout and
appointments [that] seemed to me a perfect extension of his
personality.” A more frequent visitor remarked that Dr. Baum’s
predilection for interior decor ran to the “trim and compact.” At the
Pinecrest Road residence, and in despite of what some of the foregoing
paragraphs here may suggest,
entertained as a fine, and genial, host.
One who came into repeated social contact with him remembers him as
a “cultivated” person, and another—a great admirer characterizes
“as savant and as arbiter elegantiarum”
Dr. Baum was the first Director of Graduate Studies in English at
Duke, a position he held at the time of his retirement in 1954. He
directed dissertations from topics in Gower or the seventeenth century to
Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Patmore, Meredith, Hardy, and Henry
James, among others, testimony to the breadth and depth of his
expertise. Upon the sudden death of Newman Ivey White, Dr. Baum
took over the supervision of several dissertations on Romantic
Initially a specialist in philology and medieval studies, he took on
the Victorians, probably because of declining interest in the former, and
it has been alleged that he always thought of his work in the nineteenth
century as a kind of “slumming.” But much, perhaps most, of his
most significant publication concerns the Victorians, and his early
interest is evident from studies of Victorian
(Le Fanu and Wilkie
Collins’s presumed influence upon Joseph Conrad), of Coventry
Patmore’s literary criticism, and from his fine edition (1928) of
Rossetti’s The House of Life, this last reflecting an interest, it has been
said, which began in childhood. He once remarked, in the late 1930s,
that he would have to choose between the two fields, but he never did.
Two points are worth note in regard to such shifting. First, that in
turning more and more to Victorian studies, Dr. Baum merely followed
well-trodden pathways, witness the examples of W. D. Paden, another
medievalist who went Victorian ways and in consequence gave us a fine
book on Tennyson; or Floyd Stovall, who worked first on Shelley, but
whose name today is inextricably yoked with Poe and Whitman; or
Arthur Hobson Quinn, who departed Elizabethan for American
literature. Second, Dr. Baum was a genuine pioneer in exploring what
were uncharted territories, for many, well into the mid-twentieth
century, those of D. G. Rossetti and of Pre-Raphaelitism writ large.
His many books and articles reveal, in fact, three main areas of
interest: the medieval, with special attention to Chaucer; the sounds
and rhythms of language, in prose as well as in poetry; and the
Victorian poets. The first evidenced—to mention only books—by
Chaucer, a Critical Appreciation (1958), Chaucer’s Verse (1961) and
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Anglo-Saxon Riddles of the Exeter Book (1963). The Victorians are
represented by a multitude of Rossetti studies, from The House of Life
(1928), through the Analytical List of Rossetti mss. at Duke (1931),
Letters of William Michael Rossetti
Clarence Gohdes] (1934),
The BlessedDamozel (1937),
Rossetti's Letters to Fanny Cornforth
(1940) to Tennyson Sixty Years After (1948), and Ten Studies in the
Poetry of Matthew Arnold (1958). The two books on sound and
rhythm are the early Principles of English Versification (1922) and
much later The Other Harmony of Prose (1952). These interests often
intersected in his work— in Rossetti’s and Tennyson’s medievalism,
Arnold’s experimental versification.
His most noticed work, no doubt, is Tennyson Sixty Years After,
which faulted the Laureate severely—and, some readers thought,
unfairly. That book, however, retains value although its reception
continues mixed—with one recent commentator’s notion that it has
self-destructed being countered by testimony that it “remains basic
reading for Tennysonian scholars,”
that if Baum’s “ennuyé manner
can annoy, it never obscures the trenchancy of his judgments. This
remains the solidest general study of Tennyson’s work.” Dr. Baum’s
last article, on “Crossing
Bar,” maintained his view of Tennyson as
a writer of unquestioned excellences and undeniable weaknesses.
Whatever excrescences he
have found in Tennyson, Dr. Baum did
not ignore
great importance among British writers. By way of
illustrating this recognition, a correspondent writes that Baum’s
students in Victorian survey classes were assigned all of Tennyson’s
poems in Poems by Two Brothers. He also furthered Tennysonian
causes by means of
authoritative survey in The Victorian Poets: A
to Research, ed. F. E. Faverty (1956), another pioneer, ground
breaking, book on later nineteenth-century British poetry. And not
only did he support the scholarship of Mary Poteat at time when
Tennyson was unpopular. His influence led to
important work as
a book about Tennyson and the reviewers by Edgar F.
Jr.
if less directly, to the edition of Tennyson’s correspondence being edited
and published at the present time by Professor Shannon and his
colleague, Cecil Y. Lang, both former students. Dr. Baum’s great
helpfulness to a young academic’s projected Tennyson handbook in the
early 1960s (who had come to Duke for research purposes) is further
evidence for
multiple views of
pre-eminent Victorian poet.
Among Dr. Baum’s shorter significant publications in Victorian
topics were several on Rossetti and Swinburne. Their manuscripts
repeatedly attracted his scholar’s eye, although his analysis of
Swinburne’s late poem, “ Nympholept,” stands, thirty years later, as
the sole critical
devoted wholly to that piece. His command of
matters Victorian is much farther ranging, as we may discern by noting
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publications on Newman’s “Lead, Kindly Light,” Walter Savage
Landor, Arnold and Clough, an article on the “New Marinism in
Poetry” (which pays knowledgable respects to George Meredith
poet), and even a brief essay centering on trends in 1890s literary
periodicals. A no-nonsense exploration of Sprung Rhythm—an
outgrowth of his Victorian and prosodic pursuits combined, no doubt—
makes greater
in
often befogged area of verse technique, with
natural attention to Hopkins, than many another assay of such material.
Meantime, Dr. Baum contributed many articles on medieval subjects to
professional journals.
It is known, too, that he wrote poetry, usually published under a
pseudonym. One privately printed poem which has been identified,
“Concerto No. 1
the Tristram-Iseult theme),” attempts to combine
or integrate language and music. In the preface he wrote: “In the
following opus I have tried to suggest some of the musical effects of a
concerto—the lines in italics at the right representing the solo
instrument, the lines in Roman type the accompaniment.” He also
turned out a series of philosophical essays on “Truth,” in the Sewanee
Review, during the 1920s.
1947 he accompanied a former student to
a Durham studio to record parts of the Canterbury Tales. Then sixty
years of age, he spoke with such timbre in his voice as might have
been envied by many a younger man.
Though recognizing the “follies of scholarship and scholars—their
submersion in detail, their failure to distinguish the trivial from the
significant” (review of Norman Foerster’s The American Scholar), he
was himself very interested in detail. He may well have
himself
more as a literary scholar and
of literature
literary critic
—two jobs which he saw as separate tasks, which are unlikely to be
combined in the same person.
the essay on The American Scholar
he wrote:
In the economy of life is it not asking too much
expect
that the scholar, whose patience and zeal can be put
no
better task than the recovery and coordination of facts,
shall possess also the fine sensibilities and philosophical
insight of the critic? There is a point at which scholarship
may be permitted
stop.

One of his students who, as Dr. Baum’s research assistant, was expected
to dig out “facts,” found himself engaged in the project of calculating
the seating capacity of the great “stadium” in “The Knight’s Tale”
where Palamon engaged Arcite, using the Coliseum in Rome as a
model whose dimensions, including seat height, were known. The
same student remembers Dr. Baum pointing out that the flowers on the
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slopes of Arnold’s Mount Etna in Empedocles on Etna are the flowers
of the Swiss Alps, not of the Sicilian heights: Arnold had not been to
Sicily, but he had been to Switzerland, and he described what he knew.
Another points out that Dr. Baum’s methods in dealing with Victorian
poets came from his training as a medievalist:
His students explicated lines from Arnold and Hardy
attentively, and not even those who found the method
precious for their needs,
I
ever faulted him with lack
of preparation. He examined every poem intently, as if
suspecting a medieval riddle....Once I was busy with my
notes while he was inveighing against the pretentiousness
of American poetry in general and Amy Lowell’s in
particular (Was she part of his Harvard experience that he
felt her inadequacies so passionately?). “Thrift, thrift! Who
knows what thrift is? he demanded.
“Phlox Subulata” I murmured.
In sulfurous silence, too late, I recognized the rhetorical
question. My lese majesty was never mentioned.

Victorian study with Paull Baum is described by a class member: “I
did have a full-year Victorian course with him, in which we studied
Tennyson, Arnold, Rossetti, William Morris, and Pater...On the other
hand, he couldn’t abide Browning and simply refused to teach him.”
Classes in Victorian literature today are a far cry from that kind of
regimen! Many offer notable recollections of Dr. Baum’s seminars in
Rossetti, Arnold, or Swinburne.
were sometimes treated to his
conception that arrangements of poems within collections and
anthologies have special
upon readers. For years he also offered
classes in British drama from 1660-1890, a full-year survey. He
early
in his career, published a piece about Samson Agonistes that
still repays its readers, and so his range of expertise, as we shall see
elsewhere, extended over and beyond
and Victorian literature.
Orderliness was a hallmark of his observed time and again by his
students: “Baum’s classes were formal and structured. Although he
little outright lecturing, he required everyone to participate on a
regularly scheduled basis
neatly added his instruction to what we had
to contribute. He assigned reports, he had mid-term and final
examinations, and he required a term paper.”
Dr. Baum’s scholarly pursuits included American literature, more
so than
familiar
with his medieval and Victorian work might
initially suppose. One of his little-known contributions in this vein
was the original cover design for American Literature. His introduction
to Sidney Lanier’s The Science of English Verse, Vol. in the
Centennial Edition of that Southern writer’s works, combined a relish
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for prosody with no mean knowledge of Lanier “whole.” An
assessment of biographical approaches to Poe’s renowned “To Helen”
[MLN, 1949] also demonstrates a solid, alert command of the subject at
hand. His interest in prosody led to additional publications
encompassing other American
whose works he evidently knew as
well as those of writers who fell within his more pronounced
the isthat “is
ialties.
task
attest.
A project which engaged Dr. Baum’s attention over many
as years
was The Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore, for
which he edited most of the seven volumes. He was an involved
member of the North Carolina Folklore Society from 1923 onward.
Perhaps his Harvard medieval training and his early work on
legends
of Judas Iscariot paved the way for his commitment to this field. He
once contemplated establishing a publishing house to be called the
Iscariot Press! His full-length study of the medieval legend of Judas
appeared in 1916, and several shorter authoritative explorations of Judas
lore devolved from it. He also published studies in balladry, in
proverbs, and in folklore incorporated
Piers Plowman His related
work on
young
betrothed to a statue” theme extended into the
plastic arts.
Anyone who worked with the English language so long he did
could not but develop some strong notions in regard to its uses. He
aimed for the precise word in both writing and speech. He once
explained that many people overuse and misuse the word “never”:
frequently it too strong for
context. This word is
often used
when what is meant in fact not just defining of a mere lifetime but of
all time that has passed and that will continue to exist into the future.
He insisted, too, that the English language was being polluted by
several unnecessary
such as the current use of humans” rather
than the more decorous “human beings.” His punctiliousness in saying
“glass-i-er,” and not glazier,” has been remembered by those who heard
him. Maybe his designations of forged books as “goat feathers” or the
dilemmas of would-be critics who really didn’t know what they were
talking about as “shoveling smoke” yoked his wish for precision in
language with
customary Baumian dry irony.
There can be no doubt of his lifelong dedication to
profession
of literary scholar. In addition to his many publications and interested
guidance and encouragement of his students, he took seriously the
of refereeing for such periodicals as Victorian Poetry, as extant copies
of his detailed comments on mss. submitted to him
Even during
the period of his long final illness he readily assisted those in need.
Such help could take shape as a prompt reply by letter to a new
graduate student’s inquiries about problems in Rossetti studies and the
finer points in Holman Hunt’s accounts of Pre-Raphaelitism, or as a
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painstaking reading of what would become a signal book centering in
bibliographical study of the Pre-Raphaelites. He could be classified
overall, in the words of one who admired him, as “the A+ member of
an A faculty.” Not for nothing was he named James B. Duke Professor
of English in 1953—the first to be so honored—in recognition of his
lifetime of outstanding accomplishments in and contributions to our
profession. True to the adage, “full many a truth’s spoke half in jest,”
a Duke faculty wife observed: “It took two men to replace Paull when
he retired.” Those two, John Hurt Fisher and Lionel Stevenson, were
admirable successors, who carried on Baumian traditions. Perhaps a
summing up of the lasting impression left by this man is best
expressed in these words:
Always warily aware of his reputation as a scarletrobed inquisitor, I would have spared myself from exposure
to his teaching if I could. And I would have been wrong.
For like a Marine who has survived boot camp, I think
better of myself for having been there. More significantly,
I recognize that the habit of intense scrutiny carried over
from poetry to the potentials of academic life—no small
contribution from teacher to taught.

Paul F. Baum was indeed a many-sided person. From the student
conclusion, “I’m quite sure that his rather stem demeanor belied a very
kind heart,” to the gratitude
by persons he introduced and who
later married, this multeity is unquestionable. Whatever his
“formidability,” his influence has been long-lasting and his inspirations
great.
death, on 16 July 1964, left, in the minds of many a double
regret: not
that he was dead but that few
known, really, much
about a
well
knowing.
* Because so many years have passed since Dr. Baum engaged
in active professional life, this sketch necessitated a variation on
what have become customary UMSE essays of this sort. Instead of
being the product of one writer, it is comprised of remembrances
by a number of persons, among them several former students.
Those who have helped to assemble what seem like the pieces of
mosaic are, in addition to Professor Sawin himself—now Emeritus
at The University of Colorado—Harry M. Bayne, Helen Bevington,
Benjamin and Dorothy M. G. Boyce, Louis J. Budd, Claire Caskey,
H. Morris Cox, Jr., Louis E. Dollarhide, Graydon Eggers, William
E. Fredeman, Clarence and Celestine Gohdes, Ima H. Herron,
Harriet R. Holman, David K. and Mary Jackson, Julie A. Karsten,
Cecil Y. Lang, Raybum S. Moore, Linwood E. Orange, Lewis and
Frances Gray Patton, Robert
Pierson, Lillian Pollock, Mary
Poteat (who died in July 1988), Dorothy Roberts, Sara E. Selby,
Edgar F. Shannon, Jr., John Stasny, Edward Stone, Bruce Teets,
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Thelma S. Turner, Erma Whittington, James Woodress. To them, a
great measure of thanks. William E. King, University Archivist at
Duke; Jeanne T. Newlin, Curator, Harvard Theatre Collection; and
Kathleen A. Markees, Curatorial Associate, Harvard University
Archives, have provided special assistance. Professor Sawin, Miss
Mary Poteat [both Baum Ph.Ds.], and I have drawn on materials
given to us in composing the essay.
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PATTERNING, TIME AND NIETZSCHE’S “SPIRIT OF
REVENGE” IN BEOWULF AND THE MAYOR OF
CASTERBRIDGE

Gillian R. Overing
Wake Forest University
Old English poetry and the
of Thomas Hardy have been paired
in the past, and by way of introduction to my own comparison, I refer
to two critics who have pointed out similarities in the themes,
preoccupations, and “mood” of both. In 1933 Catherine Wakefield
wrote a prize-winning essay called “The Anglo-Saxon Philosophy in
Beowulf and Thomas Hardy.” She sees Hardy’s view of God and Fate
as essentially similar to that expressed in Beowulf, and extols the
virtues and uplifting qualities shared by the Old English epic and the
work of the novelist-poet. “Yet there is in Beowulf and Thomas
Hardy,” she
“a strength and grandeur of spirit that commands the
admiration of
weakest among us. And we are grateful in an age of
spiritual midgets that there remain among us still a few last Titans.”1
The comparison is voiced rather less rhetorically by a later critic,
the Old English scholar Thomas Shippey. He takes a more analytical
approach to this shared “spirit” In a discussion of the heroic dilemma
_ in Beowulf, Shippey stresses that no decision is the right one, and that
the Old English understanding of the problems of choice particularly
relevant, not only in modem literature “with its moral ambiguities and
uncertainties,”2 but especially in the
of Hardy:
Such situations are not meant to be resolvable; if they have
any moral, it is Hardy’s, that ‘neither Chance nor Purpose
governs the universe, but Necessity.’3

Certainly, a careful reader
sense some connections in mood or tone,
if only to arrive at a fairly common conclusion: that Old English
poetry arid the work of Thomas Hardy are both somewhat gloomy. J.
R. R. Tolkein has described the Beowulf poet’s vision as “heathen,
noble and hopeless;”4 Hardy has suffered much from being labelled a
pessimist. They also share similarly tangled dichotomies: for
example, the co-existence of Christian and pagan beliefs in Beowulf,
and the juxtaposition of determinism and free will in Hardy.
My own initial justification, however, for bringing together the
epic poem and Hardy’s work, specifically his novel the Mayor of
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Casterbridge, is a fairly obvious surface similarity in the patterning—
the interplay of repeated elements—in each work. This structural
similarity paves the way for a discussion of more profound connections
between the two works, making accessible their core of philosophical
similarity. The novel and poem share patterns involving historical
events, human actions and artifacts, and possibilities for human action.
These patterns weave a similar fabric, or context for existence, for both
the Germanic hero and nineteenth-century small town mayor.
Highlighted against the interplay of recurrent textual patterns, the
individual defines, detaches or entangles himself, and finally becomes
engaged in a solitary contest with time itself. The outcome of the
contest in each case may appear entirely dissimilar. Each man seems to
respond differently to his pattern-evoked context, but their divergent
responses introduce a new dimension to the comparison, and this, I
would argue, is where a joint contemplation of these two texts is most
interesting and valuable. Their divergent responses inevitably evoke
their profound similarity in that each is bound by the same illusion:
that time might be
In Nietzsche’s terms, each suffers in the
extreme
the will’s aversion to
“that it cannot break time
and time’s desire—that
the will’s most lonely affliction.”5 The
strength and implacable dignity inherent in each man’s contest with
time and his own will serves to illuminate only more powerfully for
the reader the essentially destructive nature of their shared illusion. By
using one man as a mirror for the other, we can better understand the
terms, the extent, the nature, and the compelling power of this quality
of destructiveness. I shall take a step-by-step approach to this joint
survey, briefly identifying some of the major patterns in each text,
tracing their interplay, and eventually establishing the Nietzschean
common ground which is the basis for my
The first repeated pattern both texts hold in common is the
systematic removal of suspense. The reader
predict the outcome of
each story, either because it is referred to directly or indirectly before the
fact, or because it is foreshadowed by cumulative allusions to other
similar situations and references to Fate. Early in The Mayor of
Casterbridge at the peak of Michael Henchard’s prosperity, Nancy
Mockridge, one of the “chorus” of town locals, foreshadows the
Mayor’s public disgrace when she comments with alarming accuracy
that “‘There’s a blue-beardy look about ’en; and twill out in time’”6 (p.
65). Hardy may interject a direct warning that “gives the plot away.”
For example, when Henchard and Farfrae appear to be firm friends,
Hardy observes: “And yet the seed that was to lift the foundation of
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this friendship was at this moment taking root in a chink of its
structure” (p. 74). Similarly, when Farfrae comes courting Henchard’s
daughter Elizabeth-Jane and finds Lucetta at home instead, the author
tells us that “he hesitated, looked at the chair, thought there was no
danger in it (though there
and sat down” (p. 121). In Beowulf we
learn almost immediately that the great hall Hrothgar has built as
monument to his success, which Beowulf will risk his life twice to
defend, will eventually be burned down anyway:
The hall towered
high, wide-gabled, awaited the hostile
surge of flame in battle, though the feud
of father- and son-in-law still lay
in distant time for dire hate to rouse7 (11. 81-85)

We know before the battle that Grendel is fated to lose to Beowulf, “no
more would he feed on
beyond
night” (11.735-6). And
again, before the
fight, we are told that both the dragon and the
hero will
“Yet the long-famed prince was destined to end his
fleeting days of worldly life—
the worm with him” (11.2341-3).
One could also add to this list of ways in which suspense
removed that the mayor soon emerges committed to self-destruction
as Beowulf
to heroism, and the reader may begin to find a
predictability in the actions of both. These few examples from each
text would suggest that neither Hardy or the Old English poet
interested in focusing the reader’s interest or energies on wondering
what going to happen next. Desire for gratification, or an emotional
response, gives way to an intellectual, contemplative involvement with
the
What we are being asked to focus on, to contemplate, may be
most strongly indicated by another level of patterning: the density of
repetition in both texts and the cyclical sense of time and history that
such repetition generates.
Beowulf begins and ends with a funeral. In fact, many of the
poem’s situations are remarkably similar. Beowulf finds himself in a
situation identical to Hrothgar’s: both are old men, have ruled well for
fifty winters, and are faced with a monster that threatens to destroy
everything they have achieved. The digressions in the poem, well as
Beowulf’s own battles in the main narrative, repeatedly convey the
same idea: the negative
not
of the vengeance feud in
but also of the attempts to stop the vengeance cycle by means of peace
weaving, or settling for peace-without-honor. Beowulf inhabits a world
where the situations of men appear to be relentlessly similar.
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The characters in Hardy’s novel also move, as it were, in the same
circle. Robert C. Schweik has systematically discussed the repetition
in the novel by dividing it into “structurally similar ‘movements’” and
demonstrating how “each provides a variation on a common pattern: an
initial situation which seems to offer some hope for Henchard is
followed by events which create doubt, fear, and anxious anticipation
for an outcome that comes, finally, as a catastrophe.”8 Henchard
doggedly repeats himself. As he leaves Casterbridge an impoverished
hay-trusser in search of employment, he forms “much the same picture
as he had presented when entering Casterbridge for the first time nearly
a quarter of a century before” (p. 239). He returns to Weydon Priors,
the scene of his crime, and
thence his wandering becomes “part of
a circle of which Casterbridge formed the centre”
244). The
elements of the conflict between Farfrae and Henchard have a repetitive
quality that connotes, in the opinion of Dale Kramer, “the recurring
nature of human action;” this in turn implies that the “seemingly
unavoidable, inevitable enmity between Henchard and Farfrae has its
antecedents, and will recur continually in later men of conflicting
manners of life.”9 The circle
reaches beyond the novel.
The repetition in both texts has
consequences. It shapes the
reader’s sense of time and demands a reassessment of the place of the
individual
the meaning of present action within the narrative that
congruent with this time sense. The circular repetition in both texts
implies a cyclical rather than a linear view of time, wherein human
actions and experience exist in a continuum, and the past always
rising to meet the present and reaching into the future. The power and
the presence of the past is everywhere apparent in Hardy’s novel. Not
only do the streets and buildings of Casterbridge evoke Old Rome, but
“it was impossible to dig more than a foot or two deep about the town
fields and gardens without coming upon
tall soldier or other of the
Empire...an urn at his knees, a jar at his throat” (p. 54). The dead
linger on, as do their deeds. Casterbridge lovers instinctively avoid
meeting in the Ring, an amphitheatre permeated in the collective
consciousness of the townspeople with the memory of ancient
bloodshed and violence. The solid presence of the artifact is a reminder
of the continuity and similarity of human actions. D. H. Fussell
describes this connection well when he remarks that throughout the
novel “past actions survive like buildings to form obstacles in the
present
must be negotiated.”10
In Beowulf the artifact provides a continual visual reminder of the
past and a connection with the future. The ancient sword hilt that
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Beowulf brings back from Grendel’s mere is inscribed with runes
depicting the “origin of ancient strife” (11.1688-9).
he gazes upon it
Hrothgar is moved to begin his “sermon” to Beowulf, in which he
warns the young hero to guard against and prepare for hardship which
lurks unseen in the future, and exhorts him to understand
transience
of his present victory. Swords are often reminders of past feuds and
symbols of their future renewal. When Beowulf returns to Hygelac’s
court, he predicts the future failure of Hrothgar’s attempt to “peace
weave,” to marry his daughter to the prince of a tribe traditionally
hostile to the Danes. “However right the bride,” says Beowulf (1.
2031), an old
might casually notice a young warrior carrying his
father’s sword. In the old man’s memory, the sword is a reminder of
the youth’s father’s death at the hands of the Danes,
it thus will be
an incitement to seek revenge. After a long winter in exile, unable to
decide between action and acceptance of peace-without-honor, Hengest
acknowledges his
to take vengeance for his lord’s death when a
sword laid in his lap.11 The ancestral sword Wiglaf uses to aid
Beowulf in a dragon fight also a reminder of past and future enmity.
The poet stops the action of the fight to tell
how Wiglaf’s father
took it from the dead body of the brother of the Swedish king, and it
serves as a present reminder in the narrative of the Swedish feud which
will destroy Beowulf's people after is dead.
The reader becomes obliged to ask if the past in both texts is a
insuperable obstacle, a circular trap wherein which these men are
doomed to repeat themselves; and if this is so, what is the worth of or
potential for the individual and his present action? If we see human
artifacts,
and buildings, symbolic of cyclical repetition, must
we also see the action and personality of the individual as such? I
the sense of the past, of recurrence and circularity, in both
poem and
the novel, does reshape our response to the concept of individuality.
The characters
actions of Michael Henchard
Beowulf take on an
aura of impersonality, to the extent that each man achieves archetypal,
if not mythic, stature.
The movement
from personality towards the impersonal, or
archetypal, takes place in similar ways in each text. Hardy compares
the mayor to Job, Faust, King Lear and Saul. J. Hillis Miller thinks
that these references cumulatively suggest
that Henchard, without at first being aware of it, is in his
life repeating certain archetypal patterns of tragic
experience which have echoed through the centuries
incarnating themselves now in this person, now in that.
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Henchard is not living his life freely, but is determined in
his actions by the irresistible force of universal patterns of
recurrence.12

As hero, dragon-slayer and powerful king, Beowulf also follows wellestablished patterns, models for which are found within the poem.
Sigmund, Germanic hero and dragon-slaver, and Scyld Scefing, wise and
powerful ruler, are but two examples of the legendary and historical
antecedents for Beowulf’s behavior. Moreover, as I suggested earlier,
the mayor’s actions repeatedly reveal his self-destructive nature in the
same way that Beowulf’s actions reveal his determinedly heroic nature.
By sheer dint of repetition, we might begin to feel that the characters of
these men are paradigms, archetypes of human behavior. It is also
worth noting that the two men share another characteristic that
contributes to their impersonality, to their eventual detachment from
the flow of particular human experience. This is the failure of
relationship, that the failure to connect with another human being.
Beowulf is dogmatically alone, insisting on the isolation of his
heroic course. He always fights alone, does not develop another
personal relationship after the death of his lord Hygelac, is absent from
his hall, symbol of the comtatus’ unity, when the news of the dragon
is brought to him. Finally and most important although the hero
characteristically insists on fighting the dragon alone (11. 2532-3),
one man places human connection above this injunction, and he comes
too late to save his lord’s life. The mayor is motivated both by his
loneliness and a desire for relationship, and by his guilt which causes a
simultaneous denial and rejection of relationship. We see him at the
end of the novel completely “unrelated,” severed from his kin and from
human society. At the end of the novel and the poem we see clearly
how each man resides in
alienation, how he detaches himself from
time, cyclical and linear, and
he forges his mythic
Hardy implies in several scenes of the novel that “Henchard was
constructed upon too large a scale” (p. 139) to be aware of emotional
nuance, or the subtleties and pettiness of human intercourse. His
always the bull-in-the-china-shop approach, which assumes greater
stature and dignity as
fortunes decline, and his alienation increases.
The large-scale construction of Henchard’s nature completed in his
final detachment; he
initially an outcast from society and then
detached from life itself. In a remarkably powerful scene, Hardy
foreshadows both kinds of detachment in one image. Henchard,
contemplating drowning himself, sees his effigy—a remnant of the
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Skimmity-Ride held by the townspeople to disgrace Lucetta—float past
him:
In the circular current imparted by the central flow the
form
brought forward, till it passed under his eyes; and
then he perceived with
sense of horror that it was
himself. Not a man somewhat resembling him, but one in
all respects his counterpart, his actual double, was floating
as if dead in Ten Hatches Hole. (p. 227)

Henchard sees himself as Other, and in death. The figure is caught in
the “circular current,” or cyclical time, but also bom along by the
“central flow,” or linear time, offering an image of simultaneous
relation to time. The Mayor, however, is watching this, is “outside”
time. His actual death and the terms of his will signify a desired,
decisive and total erasure from the slate of human time and memory,
and we are not merely horrified or saddened, but transfixed by the
simplicity and grandeur, the essential nature of this gesture as a
statement of being, a negative definition of the Self, an attempt to
relinquish will.
And here, of course, is the point of greatest difference between the
Germanic hero and the mayor of Casterbridge. The diminishment of
possibility leads Henchard through resignation to a retreat into nonbeing, and decisive negation. Beowulf responds to his fate with
decisive affirmation. Whereas Henchard “had no wish to make an arena
a second time of a world that had become a mere painted scene to him”
(p.
Beowulf re-enters this arena of action and engagement with the
world that Henchard
But Beowulf’s engagement parallels the
mayor’s withdrawal in that both gestures apparently “transcend” time,
break free from the circular current and the central flow. The dragon
fight is an initially complex and clouded issue. The hero is uneasy, not
clear in his mind, unsure of himself:
fierce grief
anguish of mind racked the good man:
the wise king thought he’s greatly angered
God, the Eternal Lord, by breaking
natural law; dark thoughts gnawed at his breast,
which was not customary with him. (11. 2327-2332)

He breaks out of this circle of recrimination and moral uncertainty
through
decision to act. It is the death of the hero that clarifies the
meaning of his final gesture. In apparent direct contrast to the mayor,
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Beowulf makes an assertion of will. His death makes a claim on
human memory, a mark upon time. As a bid for immortality, for lóf,
Beowulf’s death embraces time, but like the mayor’s death, it also
attempts to transcend time.
In the Old English epic poem and Hardy’s novel the two men are
caught in a continuum of time
created, defined, by the density
of repeated patterns of human experience and of possibilities for human
action. The pervasive insistence of this patterned contextual backdrop
enables us to see the characters spotlighted in relief. We wait for
to perform. Miller points out that
strength of the “irresistible force
of universal patterns of recurrence” in the life of the mayor “lies partly
in the fact that until the end of
life he is ignorant of them.”
He
explains how this has changed by the end of the novel;
When the characters are freed of their illusions and can see
present, past and future clearly, each recognizes the
inevitability of his fate and even its impersonality.14

The mayor’s final understanding brings detachment and apparent
freedom from
constraints of time, as does Beowulf’s final gesture in
fighting the dragon. The men, of course, are mortal, but their attempts
at resolution of the temporal dilemma give them a grand, larger-thanlife, if not mythic quality in the eyes of the reader. Catherine Wakefield
is, in fact, quite accurate when she speaks of “grandeur of spirit” But
the source of this grandeur is not the resolution, it is simply the
attempt at resolution.
I have
used the qualifier “apparent” because the notion of
the possibility of resolution is the source of
illusion that dominates
both men. The belief in the possibility of resolution
itself an
embodiment of Nietzsche’s “spirit of Revenge,” the destructive force of
which is clearly implied by Zarathustra’s plea that man be delivered
from it: “For that man be freed from
bonds of revenge: that is the
bridge to my highest hope, and a rainbow after protracted storms.”15 In
his essay “
Question of value in Nietzsche and Heidegger” James S.
Hans makes the nature and effects of such revenge clearer.16 He cites
the section “On Deliverance” from Thus Spoke Zarathustra where
Zarathustra says: “This, yet this alone, is revenge itself: the will’s
aversion to time and its ‘It was.’” This concept of revenge, in its
broadest metaphysical sense, is not only a particular form of
persecution, but a manifestation of the individual’s revulsion against
the passage of time, which “includes not only the ‘it was’ but, just as
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essentially, the ‘it will be’ and the ‘it is not.’”17 Revenge governs the
actions of both the hero and the mayor, in that each attempts, whether
through relinquishment or assertion of the will, to deny the presence of
the ‘It was,’ to dissociate himself from time, and so to dissolve the
bonds of revenge. But each man’s form of resistance only defines his
stance as victim; it embodies the all-embracing grasp of the spirit of
revenge, each man’s powerlessness within its grasp, and the selfdefeating irony of his subjection to it.
The more one tries to defeat and control time, by whatever
approach, the more one is defeated and controlled by it, in the form of
revenge. The qualities of illusion, frustration and self-destruction that
attend the attempt are well described by Hans:
The problem with our commitment to revenge, in both
individual and cultural terms, is that it leads us to think
that we can overcome and negate the past through an act of
revenge, when in fact we only end up perpetuating the ‘It
was’ that so revolts us, leading in turn to the desire for
further revenge. In this way the acts of the will are always
driven by the ‘It was’ and reinforce the continuity of it that
the act of revenge is supposed to break. Not only is the
will opposing something against which it is always bound
to lose; not only is the will in turn always directing its
present actions in terms of a past that it wants—but will
never be able—to overcome through revenge; but also each
act of the will that arises out of the revulsion against the
‘It was’ increases the revulsion and extends the power of
the ‘It was’ over the will. Every attempt to negate time is
bound
fail...18

The grand attempts of both hero and mayor to resolve the temporal
dilemma serve to exemplify the impossibility of resolution. My point
is that the attempt itself nonetheless illuminates the cycle, the ‘It was’
that each man pits himself against
grimly, so heroically, so
doggedly (to borrow one of Hardy’s favorite adjectives for the mayor,
and to conflate the sense of many an epithet for Beowulf). Michael
Henchard’s and Beowulf’s opposition to the cyclical ‘It was’ of their
patterned contexts of existence are separately awe-inspiring; each man
possesses his own grandeur and dignity. But when we use the hero as a
mirror for the mayor we also glimpse the power of the “It was” with
terrible
awe-inspiring clarity.
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1979),
72.
18Hans,
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SPENSER’S CANNIBALS:
PORNOGRAPHY
PUNISHED

John Rooks
Georgia Southern College
Serena’s encounter with the cannibals is commonly recognized as
an arresting and critically challenging episode. That she should fly the
scene when Disdaine and Scorne overcome Timias, and that she should
eventually settle down to rest in some terrible wilderness believing
herself completely safe, is altogether unremarkable. But then we
expect her to wake to a lascivious knight or a monster of depravity.
The cannibals come a surprise: they are an eccentric device; they do
not quite fit into the world of Faerie. No less surprising is their
Petrarchan perception, the voluptuous description of Serena which it
provides, and the sexually highly-charged nature of the action—the
stripping, the gloating, the binding.
I think that Spenser wants to arrest us and to take us out of Faerie
for a little while, in order to direct our attention to some contemporary
Mannerist erotica from which he wishes to dissociate his work and his
attitude to women. Most especially he seems to have in mind the
poems of a number of sixteenth century French writers whose work
subjected women’s bodies to a bizarrely particular and fragmentary
inspection. Ultimately, the Serena episode directs us back to a
reconsideration of the fisherman’s attempted rape of Florimel and to the
changes which Spenser introduced, in 1596, to the original conclusion
of Book III.
As to the inspiration for the cannibals, Williams is probably
correct when he concludes that they are a combination of elements
drawn from Hellenistic romances, travel writings, the cult of the noble
savage, and observations of the contemporary Irish.1 Yet, as he notes,
the link with the Irish is not at all strong. And while travellers
certainly found cannibals, no recorded parallel with Serena’s situation
suggests itself. Like Williams, Cheney sees some influence from
travel literature in the depiction and adds
ultimately, the cannibals
are traceable to the wild men of classical and medieval literature.2 But,
again, these characters are not very similar to
wild
of literature
in any respect
merely cannibalism; whereas those remarkably few
travellers who did claim to have seen wild
described creatures who
were closely linked to the medieval tradition (either timid vegetarians,
or solitaries with a penchant for stealing children).3 We are reminded of
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Montaigne’s cannibals but, of course, Spenser’s cannibals are creatures
of a very different
Cheney
notes C. S. Lewis’s suggestion
that the incident owes something to Boiardo’s cannibals, but goes on to
point out how much more complex are Spenser’s cannibals.
Nothing in
poem leads us to expect
cannibals
when we
meet them, nothing quite in accord with the Elizabethan world of
reference. In part this is because they are not really savages at all. As
Tonkin observes:
the Salvages form a whole nation of anti-poetic boobs who
cannot understand even the fundamentals of Petrarchan
language but insist on living it out as though it were real
life. Serena, like Alice, strays into a world where the
creatures of the literary imagination take on the
embodiment of flesh and blood.4

Their fundamental error shows itself most obviously in that the notion
of the lady as an object of love religion and the act of love as a
sacrificial act here translated into Serena’s being actually
by
savages who, but for their priest, would rather rape her. Originally,
they had seen her as something akin to “a goodly table of pure yvory: /
all spred with iuncats,”5 and had decided that she was, indeed, good
enough to eat.
These creatures of the wilderness are not gibbering savages or
accursed cannibals from the New World. That they are to be associated
with the world of fine houses and palaces, rather than with desert places,
is declared not
by their perversion of Petrarchanism but also by the
very material of the imagery used to describe Serena as she figures in
their “lustful fantasyes” (VI. viii. 41)—ivory, alabaster, silk pillows,
an altar, a triumphal arch:
Her yuorie necke, her alablaster brest,
Her paps, which like white silken pillowes were,
For loue in soft delight theron to rest;
Her tender sides, her bellie white and clere,
Which like an Altar did it selfe vprere,
To offer sacrifice diuine thereon;
Her goodly thihges, whose glorie did appeare
Like a triumphal Arch,
thereupon
The spoiles of Princes hang’d, which were in battel won.

(VI. viii. 42)
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Commenting on the episode, Cheney argues that Spenser is
reminding us of the danger of allowing language to run away with us
and to confuse our understanding of levels of meaning. Suggesting
sacramental reverence by calling a lady’s belly an ‘altar’ and love a
‘sacrifice’ does not license her being stabbed—metaphorically or
otherwise. Of course, the whole episode draws our attention to such a
confusion of meanings; but here, in the description, it is the likening of
her legs to a triumphal arch which signals the dangers inherent in this
use of language.
By his choice of image, Spenser drawing our attention to the
between symbolic value and physical resemblance: Cheney comments
that “the incongruity and ambiguity of Spenser’s simile operate as a
check against too easy a fusion of meanings.”6 Writing on Sidney’s
sonnets 9 and 29, Traister observes a very similar technique at work in
the blasons. According to Traister’s analysis, Sidney invites what
would otherwise be over-reading;7 he invites a juxtaposing of the
figuratively and “dully literal” meanings8 in order to suggest
Astrophil’s ambiguous and
about Stella.
Spenser’s description of Serena works—works poetically—until
the image that describes her thighs and pubic region. The simile he
uses seems attractive but, in
context of disordered Petrarchanism and
the attentiveness to images which it invites, the attractiveness
dissipates. A triumphal arch is the wrong shape for a woman’s thighs
and pelvis. Also, it is either too hard (if a permanent structure is
meant), or too nightmarishly skeletal (if it is meant to be imagined as
the normal wood and painted canvas structure erected for entries into
cities). A prince passes under an arch but a lover does not want to pass
under his lady’s legs; he wants to stay between them. The suggestion
is that the center of the arch is decorated with the battle honors
the victor has won from other princes.
a lover is not supposed
to see the lady’s pubic hair as a reminder of the rivals whom he has
ousted. The alternative reading, that the arch decorated with the
honors of several different victors, is even less satisfactory.
Now, I would suggest that there is a further element in the scene
which invites
an ‘over-reading’ and that that the association of
the cannibals’ mode of perception with that of certain Mannerist poets.
The cannibals might have “sordid” eyes and their appetites might be
confused, but this does not prevent their displaying a concerned
discrimination about which bit of Serena’s anatomy most catches their
fancy: “Some with their eyes the daintiest morsels chose; / Some
praise her paps, some praise her lips and nose” (VI. viii. 39). The
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fragmentary nature of their perception is underscored when they strip
her; for her clothes are tom in pieces and “each one a part doth beare”
(VI. viii. 41). When she is completely naked, they do not simply gaze
and drool, or hug themselves in rare delight; they continue to peer and
inspect with expert eyes—motivated, by now, lasciviously rather
gastronomically:
Those daintie parts, the dearlings of delight,
Which mote not be profan’d of common eyes,
Those villeins vew’d with loose lasciuious sight,
And closely tempted with their craftie spyes;
(VI. viii. 43)

Their curious decadence, or decadent curiosity, is reminiscent of those
sixteenth century French poets who directed their aesthetic attention to
isolated bits and pieces of women’s bodies. As Bousquet informs us:
The French, especially, both painters and poets, seemed
possessed by a positive obsession for the female body.
Clement Marot wrote a poem in honor of the Lovely
Breast...which served as a model for Vauzelle’s The Hair,
Maurice Sceve’s The Brown, The Eyebrow and The Throat;
Albert le Grand’s The Ear; Antoine Heroet’s The Eye and
Mellin de Saint-Gelais’s poem on the same theme; Eustorg
de Beaulieu’s appreciations of The Nose, The Cheek, The
Tongue and The Teeth; Victor Brodeau’s The Mouth; Claude
Chappuy’s The Hand; Gilles de’Aurigny’s The Fingernail;
Bonaventure Des Periers’ The Navel; and Jacques Le Lieur’s
The Thigh; Lancelot Carle’ The Knee; Francois Sagon’s
The Foot. An anonymous versifier permitted himself to
eulogize the “bien supreme (the phrase by which a
woman’s sex was delicately alluded to at the time), and
Eustorg de Beaulieu—though a priest—ventured on such
descriptions in even more intimate detail.9

What
initially striking about these blasons is that they are
insincere: the poets have nothing to convey about their subjects. In
“Blaston Du Ventre,” Chapuys give us: “
round belly, pretty belly;
/ Sleekest of all bellies, / Belly whiter than alabaster.”10 To
Chapuys’s fatuousness, LeLieur
coy knowingness. In Blason De
La Cuisse,” he
off to describe a woman’s pubes:
Thigh which supports the ball
I dare not say the mound
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Which is adorned by nature
With that fleece that is not golden,
It is not gold, velvet or satin,
but a little silvery beard
Finer than the finest silk.11
(79-80:7-13)

If he is too embarrassed to name what he wants to write about, he is
not too embarrassed to present us with a euphemism that is both
preposterous and of a coyness wholly inappropriate in its childishness.
Nor he too embarrassed to write about the lady’s pubic hair, although
he has little to tell us about it. We do not learn why he bothers to
mention it. The image of a “little silvery beard” has promise but is not
developed: As it stands, it suggests a teasing, irreverent familiarity
completely at odds with his general demeanor of embarrassed,
wondering adoration.
The ultimate impression left by these blasons is not one of
insincerity but of huge insensitivity. The poets have nothing to say
but say it at great length, oblivious of the folly into which they have
wandered. Marot produces thirty four lines on the lovely breast and
forty two lines
the ugly breast. Le Lieur writes fifty eight lines
about the thigh; so it is little wonder that after a seven line digression
on the pubes, pausing only for a one line apostrophe, “Cuisse mon
bien, cuisse ma joye!” he can find room for four lines on
vulva.12
Spenser reminds us of this relentless compounding of tastelessness
with tastelessness very succinctly. Having concluded st. 42 with pubic
hair, he begins st. 43 with the genitals, “Those daintie parts, the
dearlings of delight, / Which mote not be prophan’ of common eyes.”
Indeed, common eyes would not prophane genitals. The prophanity
comes from “craftie” and “lasciuious” close inspection which results in
pointless display under the transparent shift of coy reverence.
The cannibals’ inclination to see women as objects the nature of
which can be discovered through the close analysis of their constituent
parts is suggested by the crazy particularity which the savages show
about Serena’s breasts, lips and nose. And the image of anatomical
dissection is brought out by the description of those who whet their
knives while
wait. But what amiss with the cannibals’ mode of
perception is even more sharply apparent if we read the description of
Serena’s body in reverse order—as it would present itself to an
approaching lover. The strained fascination is with the genitals and the
pubic hair in isolation; indeed the genitals are isolated from the
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description of the rest of the body. As we move up the body the
description becomes less and less incongruous.
The link between this episode and Mannerist erotica extends well
beyond the recollection of poems like “Blason De La Cuisse.” The
whole scene is rich in material for voyeuristic, sadistic and rape
fantasies—the elements which Bousquet finds typical of Mannerist
erotica.1 In her sleep, the beautiful blonde Serena is surrounded by a
gang of (presumably) black men who gloat over her. She wakes to find
the heartless savages who scream with joy while she tears her hair and
scratches her breasts in a frenzy. Bit by bit they strip her—first her
jewellery, then her clothes which they rip in shreds. She is left
completely naked to their coolly assessing
thoroughly aroused,
some think to rape her. The priest intervenes; she is led to the altar; at
some point, her hands are tied; she laid down; the priest approaches
with his knife; to their delight, she howls in helpless terror. Calepine
rushes in, slaughters the savages—and the fantasy comes to an abrupt
halt:
From them returning
the Lady backe,
Whom by the Altar he doth sitting find,
Yet fearing death, and next to death the lacke
Of clothes to couer, what they ought by kind,
He first her hands beginneth
vnbind;
And then to question of her present woe;
And afterwards to cheare with speaches kind.
But she for nought that he could say or doe,
One word durst speake, or answere him a whit thereto.
So inward shame of her vncomely case
She did conceive, through care of womanhood,
That though the night did couer her in disgrace,
Yet she in so vnwomanly a mood,
Would not bewray the state in which she stood.
all that night to him vnknowen she past.
But dya, that doth discouer bad and good;
Ensewing, made her knowen to him at last:
The end whereof Ile keep vntill another cast.
(VI. viii. 50-51)

There is no mention of Serena’s blushing charmingly; she does not
stutter out her endless gratitude. The fantasy ends, as most fantasies
would if translated into reality, in acute mute embarrassment for the
participants. The reader is let down gently with humor. Of course
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there is the obvious joke about how much women like to talk, and
there is
absurdity of the characters’ exaggerated mortification which
will be deepened and broadened when each discovers who the other is.
But the real joke, and it is a serious one, lies elsewhere. To be naked
when you should, like everyone else, be clothed is a nonsense that
belongs to the topsy turvey world of dreams, or an indignity that
belongs to the improbable world of fantasy and indecent humor. The
naked human body, except in certain special contexts, not an object
of desire—be it as beautiful as it may. The fantasy wrenched back to
mundane reality to remind us that bodies (women’s and men’s) cannot
be divorced from their humanity. Their raw nakedness is not something
to be spied at, bound and beaten, to be put on canvas or written about
in poems; it is something to be clothed in dignity and looked at with
tenderness.
This worthy point would hardly have needed to be made had it not
been for the flood of erotic art produced in the last seventy years of the
sixteenth century. According to Sypher:
The renaissance used nudity without much self
consciousness—witness Giorgione’s Venuses or
Shakespeare’s early erotic Venus and Adonis. But
mannerism discovered the more insidious pleasure of
nakedness—which is self-conscious nudity; and it used
nakedness insolently, provokingly, with intent to shock or
mock.14

And, having “discovered” nakedness, the
also discovered a market
for it. Pictures of naked women proliferated. Marianne Haraszti-Takacs
notes the popularity of depicting feasts and observes:
The real purpose was the painting of groups of nudes—no
matter what the professed subject of the picture might be.15

Much of this might be described, to use the jargon of today, as “soft
pom.”
concern is to display sensually appealing female bodies, but
the appeal to a very normal appetite. The sensuality bland; the
bodies, with their elegant lines and unreal proportions, belong on
canvas rather than in anyone’s bed.
However, not surprisingly, the matter did not stop there. In the
work of one artist, Bartholomeus Spranger, Arnold Hauser finds an
appeal to paedophilia, transvestism, homosexuality and to heterosexual
sadism.16 Women, whether as figures from mythology, the Bible, the
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calendar of saints or popular romances, are presented as objects to look
at, spy on, gloat over, chase, tie up, punish, torture and rape.
Illustrating his case with regard to romances, Bousquet cites the fate of
Angelica in Orlando Furioso always one step ahead of a rapist; of
Angelica bound and exposed naked to the monster and to Rogero’s
shameless appreciation; of Sophronia, in Jerusalem Delivered, tied to
the stake, her clothes tom off.17 The Faerie Queene is associated with
Jerusalem Delivered, Orlando Furioso, Sannazaro’s Arcadia and
Giovanni Battista Marini’s Adonis as being “filled with the thrill of
desire. The woman of Mannerism is not the Lady of Medieval courtly
romance. She is always either a seductress or a quarry.”18 One thinks
immediately of Florimel—her fate so similar to Angelica’s. And, of
course, particularly in the light of Bousquet’s remarks about sadism and
bondage,
thinks of Serena, and of Amoret in the House of Busirane.
There, bare breasted, a bleeding wound in her chest, her heart transfixed
by an arrow, her hands bound, her waist hooped with iron and shackled
to a pillar, we find her being tortured in the interests of love.
However, if Spenser invites us to share in the cannibals’ fantasies
and sadism,19 he most certainly undercuts that response time and again.
And if Florimel’s headlong dash invites “the thrill of desire,” her
encounter with the fisherman demands that we question that response.
The picture of the attempted rape is painted
we are led
on with bawdy jokes about the “cock-bote” and the “withered stocke”
(III. viii. 24-25); we
not spared what Davies calls “the unpleasantly
arousing details”20 the fisherman gropes at her body and throws her
down in the bottom of his
disapproval, “Beastly he threw her
downe, ne car’d to spill/Her garments gay with scales of fish” (III. viii.
26), is merely prim; and the apostrophe to the absent knights, “O ye
brave knights, that boast this Ladies loue/Where be ye now, when she
is nigh defild” (III. viii. 27) is, in the circumstances, resoundingly
insincere.
Commenting on Renaissance paintings of the rape of Lucrece,
Donaldson notes the gap between the ostensible moral purpose and the
invitation to enjoy the scene. Of the typical depiction by the
unfortunate Artemesia Gentileschi (who alleged rape by her art master)
he writes, “ brutal experience is again ameliorated through
and
transformed into an experience
pleasing to the beholder.”21
Such a judgement on Spenser’s depiction is also possible—but only
until we reach st. 32. Proteus beats the
The whiles the pitteous Ladie vp did ryse,
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Ruffled and fowly raid with filthy soyle,
And blubbred face with teares of her faire eyes:
Her heart nigh broken was with weary toyle,
To saue her selfe from that outrageous spoyle,
But when she looked
to weet, what wight
Had her from so infamous fact assoyld,
For shame, but more for feare of his grim sight,
Downe in her lap she hid her face, and loudly shright.
(III. viii. 32)

What we are left with from the assault is Florimel’s pain,
humiliation, and guilt. If Florimel’s experience compared with the
hermit’s and Rogero’s attempt to rape Angelica in Orlando Furioso, we
see immediately how utterly different is the tone and
ultimate effect.
The hermit starts to fondle her: “But she that much disdaind this homly
fashion/Doth staine her cheeks with red for verie shame.”22 Angelica
then upbraids him, and that the extent to which she is disordered.
The hermit puts her to sleep with a potion, kisses and fondles her at his
leisure, but does not rape her because he cannot get an erection. Later,
having rescued her from the
Rogero takes her on his horse and
rides away. She is stark naked, he keeps kissing her, but she evinces
neither embarrassment nor distress, nor, indeed, physical discomfort.
They stop in a grove; he hastens to take off his armor so that he can
rape her; she waits calmly. The only indication that she not happy
about, or at least indifferent to, her fate is her reaction when she realizes
that she is wearing the magic ring:
Now when she saw this ring was on her hand
She was so strooke with marvell and with joy
That scarce she could discerne and understand
If she were wake or if she dreamd some toy;23

Neither experience leaves her miserable, dirty and shocked.
Angelica’s reaction to her fate and the fact of her easy escape licences
our enjoyment of her predicament without any guilty second thoughts.
She and Rogero figure here
characters drawn from the endlessly
world inhabited by the protagonists of sexual
and bawdy
jokes. When dealing with Florimel, Spenser introduces into that world
the consequences of physical and mental distress to make us reflect
upon our reactions. With Serena, he gives us a naked woman: not one
who can cheerfully ride on a horse, but one who feels the want of
clothing.
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In the 1590 edition of Books I-III, there is nothing to give us pause
in our enjoyment (if such is our inclination) of Amoret’s suffering.
The fantasy runs along smoothly to its self-justifying conclusion. The
girl is bound and tortured; rescued, she
before her savior and offers
herself as a vassal:
Before faire Britomart, she fell prostrate,
Saying, Ah noble knight, what worthy meed
Can wretched Lady, quit from wofull state,
Yield you in liew of this your gratious deed?
Your vertue selfe her owne reward shall
Euen imortall praise, and glory wyde,
Which I your vassall, by your prowesse freed,
Shall I through the world make to be notifyde,
And goodly well aduance, that goodly well was tryde.
(HI. xii. 39)

Britomart
her over to Scudamor, and the perfection of their union
is signalled by their being likened to a hermaphrodite. But the pain is
not forgotten; it is indeed a part of Amoret’s pleasure:
Lightly he dipt her twixt his armes twaine,
And streightly did embrace her body bright,
Her body, late the prison of sad paine,
Now the sweet lodge of loue and deare delight:
But she faire Lady ouercommen quight
Of hugh affection, did in pleasure melt,
(III. xii. 45. 1590 edn.)

It is the experience of pain before
loving embrace that causes her to
flood with pleasure—the one replaces the other—and one might
consider that fact with sadistic satisfaction.
No
response is possible to the 1596 version. Amoret’s ordeal
leads not to comfort and pleasure, but to disappointment and fresh fear
(III. xii. 44).
after the further trauma of being carried off by the
wild
she is even frightened of Arthur:
But now in feare of shame she more did stond,
Seeing her selfe all soly succourlesse,
Left in the victors powre, like vassall bond;
Whose will her weakenesse could no way represse,
In case his burning lust should breake into excesse.
ix. 18)
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Of course, her baseless fear of this paragon indicates a fault in herself.
But she has at least learned that the notion of being her rescuer’s vassal,
which she embraced enthusiastically earlier, perhaps not
a good
idea after all.
Writing on Book III, Alpers notes that Spenser “consciously and
conspicuously revises not only a literary and cultural view of love but
also a literary and cultural view of woman... .he sets himself the task of
realizing the otherness and complex reality of woman by seeing life
from the feminine point of view.”24
Serena’s encounter with the
cannibals, Spenser
at an extreme tendency in the cultural denial of
that complex reality and ultimately counters it, ironically, by showing
us a naked woman. Against the cannibals’ fantastical and fragmented
perception he sets ordinary, naked flesh
blood.
To relate the episode to the Book’s theme of courtesy and
defamation, Parker suggests that we see the savages as scandalmongers
who cannibalize reputation.25 Along similar lines, we might see
as purveyors and consumers of
as such they pose a threat
to the good name not only of Serena but of womankind in general.
One of the most poignant moments in The Faerie Queen occurs at the
tournament to find a successor to Florimel. All the women try to wear
Florimel’s girdle, fail and are revealed to be unchaste. Their knights
not embarrassed, depressed or even angered; they merely laugh. Women
have become a bawdy joke to be sniggered at by their boorish loves.
The knights are not interested in their ladies, but in the gaudy, animated
doll, False Florimel. The cannibals are both a symptom and a cause of
this tendency, not to dehumanize women, but to belittle their
humanity.
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SHAKESPEARE’S KING LEAR: "POINTS OF LIGHT”
FOR A DARK WORLD

Michael J. Collins
Georgetown University

Like many of Shakespeare’s plays, King Lear seems, at first, the
stuff of fairy tales. Once upon a
there
a king who had three
beautiful daughters. Since the king was very old and had ruled for many
years, he decided to divide his kingdom among them. On the appointed
day, he called together all the lords of his kingdom and commanded
daughters to declare, before the entire assembly, which of them loved
him the
First Goneril, the eldest daughter, spoke:
Sir, I love you more than word can wield the matter;
Dearer than eyesight, space and liberty;
Beyond what can be valued, rich or rare;
No less than life, with grace, health, beauty, honor;
much as child e’er loved, or father
A love that makes breath poor, and speech unable:
Beyond all manner of so much I love you.1

Even if
have never heard of the play before, you know what is
going to happen. The two older sisters make elaborate, but obviously
false, professions of love for their father and receive substantial slices of
the kingdom in return. The youngest daughter, who in these stories
always virtuous, speaks simply and honestly, and her father, of course,
disowns her. (While we
not, on reflection, endorse her response
entirely, Shakespeare underlines Cordelia’s honesty and draws our
sympathy to her through the two asides—I.i.64 and 78-80—she
addresses to the audience. “What shall Cordelia speak?” she asks in the
first. “Love, and be silent”). Even the wise protestations of the king’s
faithful servant cannot save her, and he finally banished for alone
having the courage to tell the king what we and apparently the entire
assembly know: he has been deceived by the guile and flattery of two
wicked daughters.
You know what, in the fairy tale, happens next. Once they have
their shares of the kingdom, the ungrateful older daughters treat their
father cruelly, but he ultimately saved by his younger daughter, her
virtuous husband, and the banished servant. In any case, the wicked
sisters are soon or late defeated, and in the end, father, daughter,
husband, and faithful servant live happily ever after in the kingdom.
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When we have finished with the story and at last put out the lights, our
children can sleep peacefully in their beds.
But King Lear does not end that way. If Shakespeare wanted to
write a fairy tale, he forgot to see justice get done and the people he
brings us to care about live happily ever after. King Lear is more
terrifying than comforting, and once we have seen it or read it, we may
not sleep as peacefully as once we did. In King Lear, Shakespeare
looks more deeply and directly than he does in any of
other plays at
what the American poet Karl Shapiro calls “our richest horror,”2 at the
darkest possiblity of the human condition. In King Lear, nothing is
given, not the smallest patch of ground on which to stand: we reel at
the very edge of the abyss, look squarely into
horrifying depth, and
whatever
we make, whatever words we
against chaos and
darkness, must be discovered and earned in the play of people and
events, in the existential complication of a fallen world. King Lear is a
play for our time, for in it Shakespeare tests all our shelters against the
wild night and finally finds some small hovel in which men and women
may risk an act of faith.
Once he has banished Cordelia, the play turns much of attention
to Lear and traces, in a terrifying and painfully particular way, the
horrifying transformation that threatens us all: the reduction of a once
able and autonomous human being to vacuity and dependence. On the
very day Goneril and Regan receive their shares of the kingdom,
cease their protestations of love and sound the all too familiar words of
daughters everywhere who have aging, erratic fathers to deal with. Later
(I.iv), when he returns with
knights from hunting to Goneril’s
the process of Lear’s disintegration begins. Goneril’s servant first
ignores him and then, when asked Who am sir,” replies “My lady’s
father” (I.iv.82). Goneril, in a speech whose diction and syntax suggest
has been carefully rehearsed, chides
as though he were a child.
he senses eroding the roles which defined and gave him meaning,
kingship and fatherhood, he cries out to his followers in ironic
amazement:
Does any here know me? This is not Lear.
Does Lear walk thus? Speak thus? Where are his eyes?
Either his notion weakens, or his discernings
Are lethargied—Ha! Waking? ’Tis not so.
Who is it that can tell me who I am?
(I.iv.232-236)
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The fool’s answer (I.iv.237) is as insightful as it is brief: “Lear’s
shadow,” he says. In another sixty lines, Lear’s train of a hundred
knights is cut in half.
Without sleep or supper, Lear rides throughout the night, first to
Regan’s and then to Gloucester’ castle where he finds that his servant
has been stocked and his daughter and her husband refuse to speak with
him. He moves between anger and anguish, between king and father,
but now he is neither. “The King would speak with Cornwall. The
dear father / Would with
daughter speak” (II.iv.99-100). Goneril
arrives, and together the two daughters, with the old man standing
between them on the stage, piece by piece reduce Lear’s train to
and so would leave him helpless and dependent, without title or
function.
Lear’s last response, “0 reason not the need” (II.iv.263), which
sounds to me more plaintive
angry, is, no matter what its
an
appeal for love. Whether or not he recognizes it, Lear asks his
daughters to do what he could not—to ignore arithmetic conclusions (so
much land for so much love, so many knights for so many services)
and to give without calculation, out of love. Later in the play, touched
by the experience of Lear’s suffering, Cordelia rejects her own naively
arithmetic view of love in the opening scene—“Haply, when I shall
wed, / That lord whose hand must take my plight shall carry / Half my
love with
” (102-104)—and when Lear tells her she has cause not to
love him, she replies, with her characteristic reticence and simplicity,
“No cause, no cause” (IV.vii.75). Cordelia is the one daughter in
whom compassion and generosity override logic and calculation. Her
simple response, “No cause, no cause,” is, in its context, a resonant and
moving declaration of her love.
No matter what we make of Lear’s initial decision to divide his
kingdom and retain a hundred knights, in the scene with Goneril and
Regan we witness, in a few intense and troubling moments on the
stage, not simply the terrible process of aging the melancholy Jacques
describes in As You Like It—“sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans
everything” (II.vii.166)—but also the perverse triumph of sensible
efficiency over slovenly compassion. As I sit in my office, trying to
manage—successfully and effectively—my small corner of the
University, I recognize the practical wisdom of Regan’s question to
Lear: “How in one house / Would many people, under two commands,
/ Hold amity” (II.iv.239-241)? A kingdom cannot have two kings,
Willy Loman cannot represent the firm in Boston, some old people
cannot live alone, the University cannot serve its students well with
lazy, incompetent, tired, or indifferent people. But as those sensible,
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practical, efficient daughters reduce their aging, difficult father to
vacuity and dependence, they make clear that such judgments on our
fellows need be considered and compassionate. “Give him his knights,”
I say every time I see the play. He has nothing else: he ‘gave you
all’” (II.iv.249). “Give
his knights,” I tell my students. “It’s the
way we have to live.”
we
the play, moved by Lear’s painful
disintegration, we come to understand that arithmetic answers are
compelling only on paper, that in the world of our daily lives, as we
strive to reconcile order and efficiency with generosity and compassion,
cause should sometimes have no effect and one plus two should
this!
edges
and make a hundred.
imes
As
O,
With what often seems his last remaining strength, Lear, hungry
and exhausted, struggles to resist the calculations of his daughters and,
with a storm about to begin, goes out of Gloucester’s castle to the
heath. Although Gloucester intercedes for him, neither Goneril, Regan,
nor her husband, the Duke of Cornwall, take pity on him. “ sir, to
willful men / The injuries that they themselves procure / Must be their
schoolmasters” (II.iv.301-303). The words of Regan to Gloucester,
“Shut up your doors” (303), are repeated three lines later by Cornwall,
and as we hear the thud of doors closing on the stage, they become the
refrain that underscores the terrible isolation and cruel neglect of “a man
/ More sinned against than sinning” (III.ii.59-60).
Cornwall says
again, “Shut up your doors, my lord; ’tis a wild night / My Regan
counsels well,” we begin to recognize, as the play will soon suggest,
that the kingdom has been thrown into chaos and Lear brought to
suffering not simply by the ingratitude of his children, but by the
cruelty
indifference of a government.
Out on the heath, in the brawling storm of Act III, with his Fool
and Kent, Lear suffers and grows compassionate. “Come on, my boy,”
he says to the Fool. “How dost, my boy? Art cold? / I am cold
myself’ (III.ii.68-69). As he kneels to pray outside the hovel, he
recognizes the failure of his kingship to care for those who suffer on the
of the settled world.

How

Poor naked wretches, wheresoe’er you are,
That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm,
shall your houseless heads and unfed sides,
Your looped and windowed raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these? 0, I have ta’en
Too little care of
Take physic, pomp;
Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel,
That thou mayst shake the superflux to them,
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And show the heavens more just.

(III.iv.28-36)

If Lear learns
need for compassion in the storm, so too do we
who witness it. Once we have seen Lear’s suffering, once we have, in
imagination, suffered with him, felt, as we must, compassion for him,
we cannot simply “shut up” the book or leave the theatre and ignore
forever what we have come to know in all
horror. As we watch this
“poor, infirm, weak, and despised old man” (III.ii.20), we are joined to
all the aged, the homeless, the hungry, the destitute, the impoverished
who, like him, seek shelter not just from wind and cold, but from the
cruelty and indifference of individuals and institutions. Shut out with
Lear from the shelter of the castle, suffering with
from the cruelty
of his children and
self-interest of a government, we discover once
again that, in both the public and private order, we “have promises to
keep” to one another.3
Inside the castle, another, even more remarkable transformation
takes place. Gloucester cannot put the suffering King Lear from his
mind. For most of the play, Gloucester has been a great
disappointment: bumbling, gullible, insensitive, ineffectual, he has
been duped by his bastard son Edmund, flattered and made serviceable by
Regan and Cornwall. In the very first scene of the play he recalls, in
the presence of his son, “the good sport at his making” (I.i.23-24) (the
last thing anyone wants to hear about is “the good sport at his
making”),
he minimizes the evil that surrounds him by ascribing it
to the “late eclipses in the sun and moon” (I.ii.l12). But he cannot
forget
king. Although motivated in part by policy—“These injuries
the king now bears will be revenged home” (III.iii.12-13)—he cannot
escape or avoid the decision to which the evil of the world has brought
him. With one of the most resonant and moving lines in the play,
bumbling old Gloucester makes his courageous, superbly understated,
existential recognition: “If I die for it, as no less is threatened me, the
king my old master must be relieved” (III.iii.18-19). He cites no
principles, he makes no large claims, he offers no heroic statements.
The plight of the king has made necessary and inescapable an act one
imagines he would prefer to avoid. And so this very ordinary, all too
human, rather silly old man, foolishly warning the son who will betray
him to be careful” (III.iii.20-1),
out in the storm to relieve the
king.
As Gloucester’s simple words suggest, a society, as individuals,
we can never put a final end to suffering, never save the world. What
we
if we are brave
if we are lucky, is to save men and
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women, one at a time, as their need becomes known to us in our daily
round, as it makes inescapable our compassion and draws from very
ordinary people, whether they would or not, a generous or, at times,
even an heroic response. “The king my old master must be relieved.”
Gloucester’s words can temper
discouragement, the frustration, the
despair we all feel at the overwhelming magnitude of suffering in our
world, for, like the play in which they are spoken,
recognize that
compassion and relief must necessarily take “a local habitation and a
name” (A Midsummer Night's Dream V.i.17). Gloucester’s heroic
kindness to the king, which has significance as both a private and a
public act, becomes, in the howl of cruelty and suffering, a whispered
celebration of goodness in our world. As he arrives on the heath in the
next scene with a torch in his hand, a point of light in a dark place, he
qualifies Lear’s despairing words that “unaccomodated
is no more
but...a poor, bare, forked animal” (III.iv.109-110). In the context of
the play, the implication of Gloucester’s decision is inescapable: as
individuals, as a society, we must bring all our Lears “where...fire and
food ready” (III.iv.156).
Although Kent prays that the gods will reward his kindness, the
gods, if they exist at all, remain aloof: in one of Shakespeare’s most
horrifying scenes, Gloucester’s eyes are plucked out for helping the
king, and he is left by Cornwall and Regan to “smell / His way to
Dover” (III.vii.94-95). Kindness, compassion, courage are never
rewarded in King Lear: Kent is banished, Gloucester is betrayed by his
son and blinded, the servant who tries to save him is killed, Cordelia’s
army is defeated at Dover, and she is hanged in prison as her father
struggles futilely to save her. The world of King Lear is frighteningly
like our own, where the good are
likely to be destroyed as to
triumph, where no god, to use the words of Gerard Manley Hopkins,
making “shipwrack...a harvest,” will be “fetched in the storm of his
strides.”4 Neither Gloucester nor we who watch him, probably not as
individuals, certainly not as a society,
ground a decision to relieve
the king
the blessing of the gods.
King Lear suggests, perhaps more starkly than do any of
Shakespeare’s other plays, the evil of which this world
it
banal, it is gratuitous, but it is evil nonetheless. The good are often
destroyed by it, and the play explicitly refuses to affirm that the gods
will see justice done, either in this world or in some other. But we
witness in King Lear the possibilities for evil in the world, we come to
recognize that although all three are dead at the end of the play, “it is
better,” as Maynard Mack puts it, “to have been Cordelia
to have
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been her sisters.”5 If we have only this existential world to live in, we
want it to be Cordelia’s world, not Goneril and Regan’s, we want it
shaped by justice and compassion, not by lust, greed, cruelty, and
indifference.
And, as the play itself suggests, we have to choose. When, at the
end of the battle at Dover, Lear and Cordelia are taken prisoner, the old
man welcomes the opportunity to withdraw from the affairs of the
world and to live at last privately, simply a good father to Cordelia.
Come, let’s away to prison:
We two alone will sing like birds i’ th’ cage:
When thou dost ask me blessing, I’ll kneel down
And ask of thee forgiveness: so we’ll live,
And pray, and sing, and tell old tales, and laugh
At gilded butterflies, and hear poor rogues
Talk of court news; and we’ll talk with them too,
Who loses and
wins, who’s in, who’s out;
And take upon’s the mystery of things,
As if we were God’s spies: and we’ll wear out,
In a walled prison, packs and sects of great ones
That ebb and flow by th’ moon.
(V.iii.8-19)

It a beautiful vision—a loving father and his daughter, free of the
evil, the cruelty, the corruption of the world, Prospero and Miranda on
their island. “Upon such sacrifices,” Lear assures her, “the gods
themselves throw incense” (V.iii.20-21). But while the gods, as
always, make no sign, Edmund motions to a captain and, as Lear and
Cordelia are led away to prison, he hands
a commission to hang
both. We cannot, the play suggests, evade commitment.
Whenever I enter the world of King Lear I am reminded of the
poem W.H. Auden named for the date of Hitler’s invasion of Poland,
“September 1, 1939.” Europe at the beginning of the war seems, as
Auden describes it, the kingdom of Goneril and Regan. Here the last
stanza:
Defenceless under the night
Our world in stupor lies;
dotted everywhere,
Ironic points of light
Flash out wherever the Just
Exchange their messages:
May I, composed like them
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Of Eros and of dust,
Beleaguered by the same
Negation and despair,
Show an affirming flame.6

“Ironic points of light / Flash out” in King Lear as well, in the brave
and compassionate acts of those who, like Cordelia, Kent, Gloucester,
the servant of Cornwall, in their particular, existential choices on the
common path, would move the kingdom toward all we know it should
be. The world we live in,
in its way, as dark and terrifying as King
Lear's and Auden’s in “September 1, 1939”: we are given no
comforting certitudes; violence, indifference, cruelty, injustice assault
us daily; the survival of our fragile earth is threatened by a single
nuclear crash and the unremitting abuse of its riches. But in King Lear,
I’d say, we find the ground upon which to act
vision of a world
we know we must not have, we recognize the need to be Cordelia, the
need “to show,” in whatever ways are given us, “an affirming flame.”
Coincidentally, a revision Auden made to one of the lines in
“September 1,1939” suggests
kind of affirmation King Lear makes:
it is not, as Auden originally wrote, “we must love one another or die,”
but rather, as he put it later, a tougher, more disturbing one: “we must
love one another and die.”7 By suggesting, in painful and moving
particularity, the cruelty, the injustice, the evil of which the world
capable, the play affirms, no matter what the human condition or its
“promised end” (V.iii.265), that “it is better to have been Cordelia.”
Toward the end of Act III, Scene 6, Gloucester returns to warn Kent
of “a plot of death upon” Lear (88), and together
get him safely on
his way to Dover where Cordelia’s army is waiting. The play, at this
point, puts its characters on the road: first Lear and Kent, then
Gloucester and Edgar, and finally Goneril, Regan, and Edmund set out
for what we know will be the climactic battle at Dover. As Kent
recognizes at the end of Act IV (vii. 97-98), the battle will decide the
fate of the kingdom and of the individuals in it. Like the great Biblical
journey of Jesus
His followers to Jerusalem, the journey to Dover
will, for good or for ill, bring the story to its close.
The last act of the play, however, frustrates both our expectations
and our desires. Lear and Cordelia are defeated and, Stephen Booth
points out, even after Albany has taken command
Edmund has been
wounded by his brother, the play does not make the expected
conventional progress to end.8 Suddenly, a play that seems about to
close
open again by the entry of a howling Lear with the dead
Cordelia in his arms. Kent’s question, “Is this the promised end”
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(V.iii.265), by which he means the day of doom, is, in a different
sense, ours well. Is this
end the play has promised? Does Lear’s
painful coming to compassion earn him nothing? Can we not say, at
least at the very end, that the world is good, that things do somehow
make sense, that God in His heaven? Can no centurion find the
words by
chaos kept at bay and evil finally defeated? Can no
one affirm, as Hopkins does of the five nuns in “The Wreck of the
Deutschland” that Cordelia will “bathe in his fall-gold mercies” and
“breathe in his all-fire glances” (1-57)? Is Lear’s howl the only possible
response?
The play remains throughout true to the existential complexity of
the fallen world it so rigorously reflects and never once, even at its
offers the comfort of an easy answer. Albany moves to end the play
with a conventional affirmation that order and justice have been at last
restored to the kingdom.
You lords and noble friends, know our intent.
What comfort to this great decay may come
Shall be applied. For us, we will resign,
During the life of this old majesty,
To him our absolute power: you, to your rights;
With boot, and such addition as your honors
Have more than merited. All friends shall taste
The wages of their virtue, and all foes
The cup of their deservings.
(V.iii298 306)

But the play does not end here. Lear makes some movement on the
stage which interrupts Albany’s speech and then begins his last lament
over the body of Cordelia.
And my poor fool is hanged:
no,
life?
Why should a dog, a horse, a rat, have life,
And thou no breath at all? Thou'lt come no more,
Never, never, never, never, never.
(V.iii.307-10)

He pauses and, in a poignant and beautiful act of love, asks some
bystander—Kent
—to undo a button at the neck of his strangled
daughter. And
he speaks his final words: “Do you see this? Look
on her. Look, her lips, / Look there, look there” (312-313).
What does Lear see in that last moment of his life? What is the
tone of those last words? The play
too honest, too true to the
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conditions by which we must live our lives ever to answer such
questions. Some say Lear sees Cordelia living once again, others that
he sees only an obscene spectacle, the absurd insult of her dead body.
But the play says nothing, and the actor is left to choose, without
certainty, between anguish and joy (or some gradation between them),
because King Lear brings us to the edge of “The undiscovered country,
from whose bourn / No traveler returns” (Hamlet III.i.79-80), because it
asks a question to which no one can, with certainty, reply: do we live
finally in a sane or a lunatic universe?
In discussing Waiting for Godot, a play
has certain affinities
with King Lear, Samuel Beckett said, There is a wonderful sentence in
Augustine....‘Do not despair: one of the thieves was saved. Do not
presume: one of the thieves was damned.’”9 As Lear kneels over the
dead body of Cordelia, poised, as the critic Barbara Everett, quoting
Pascal, describes it, between everything and nothing,10 we must, like
the play itself, neither despair nor presume. While King Lear takes us
to the edge of the abyss and insists we look squarely into it, while it
“spatters,” to quote Karl Shapiro’s “Auto Wreck” once again, “all we
knew of denouement” (11-391), it will not finally give way to despair.
Do not despair, it tells us: Lear may see Cordelia living. Do not
presume, it tells us: Lear may see Cordelia dead.
I want to look, for a moment, at another great text. In the middle
of Mark’s Gospel, Jesus takes Peter, James, and John “up into an
mountain.”11 There, he is “transfigured before them,” and “his
raiment,” Mark writes, “became shining, exceeding white as
so
as no fuller on earth
white them.” In
instant, the three disciples
see answered unambiguously the question everyone in Galilee has been
asking, “Who is this man?” But just as quickly, the vision is gone,
and the disciples, with Jesus the teacher beside them, make their way
back down the mountain to a finite, ambiguous, fallen world where,
like the rest of us, they will have to find a way to live without the
splendid vision of the mountain top. King Lear rooted in that finite,
ambiguous, fallen world: no
speak from out of
clouds, and its
only mountain vision the bogus one Edgar fabricates for his blind
father to heal his despair. In King Lear, it seems to me, Shakespeare
risks all by which we make sense of our lives, raises the darkest
possibility of the human condition—that we stand ultimately on the
sliding sand of a lunatic universe—and still affirms that, since we live
without certainty, we dare not despair.
Whenever I reading Lear, whenever I discuss it with my students,
I try to meet as best I can the demands of the text, to face its rich
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complexity and ambiguity with honesty, tenacity, and courage, as I
believe Shakespeare faced the complexity and ambiguity of the world
when he wrote the play, as I would hope to face them in th
of my
own life. If we are honest, we find no easy answers, either in King
Lear or in the world it reflects, but we must all give answers
nonetheless. Like audiences at the end of King Lear, we live inevitably
with doubt and ambiguity—in the classroom, on the job, in society,
and in the remotest comers of our hearts. Poised between everything
and nothing, in the text and in the world, we can do no more than read
with care and make what seem the right choices along the way. If we
do it well, if we work at it, if we are honest, tenacious, and brave, we
may find out truth where it hides—between certitude and skepticism,
between
and despair.
No matter how often I see the dying Lear kneeling over the dead
Cordelia, no matter how often I read the script, I never know with
certainty
if anything, Lear sees, what he asks me to look at. And
since I never shall, I try to keep my balance, in the text and in the
world, to resist both the arrogance of presumption and the indifference
of despair, to whisper, as I think the play does, a halting act of faith in
the ultimate sanity of the world, to affirm, now out of the very
uncertainty the play engenders, since I cannot prove the opposite, that
“it is better to have been Cordelia.” But then, if we live at all, we
inevitably place a bet, if only implicitly, through the choices that we
make. And so, in the last scene, if I were the actor, I’d speak Lear’s
words with joy, for I’ll wager, in the end, Cordelia
NOTES
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10“The New King Lear," Crit Q, 2 (1960); rpt Frank Kermode,
“King Lear”: A Selection of Critical Essays (London, 1969),
p. 200.
11 Mark, 9:2-3, King James Version.
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BOSWELL’S FIRST MEETING WITH THE INFAMOUS
MARGARET CAROLINE RUDD:
A STUDY IN DRAMATIC TECHNIQUE
Colby

Kullman

The University of Mississippi
Among the many notables of the age who attracted James
Boswell’s attention is the infamous Margaret Caroline Rudd, a
celebrated courtesan and self-proclaimed forger who had charmed an
entire British jury into a verdict of “Not Guilty” while her former lover,
Daniel Perreau, and his brother, Robert, were hanged at Tyburn on the
same forgery charge of which she had been acquitted.
When Boswell visits her lodgings for the first time on the evening
of 22 April 1778, he is celebrity-hunting; when he leaves her that same
evening, he has been enchanted by her considerable charms. The
interview is a dramatic scene worth recording. How amusing that
Boswell chose to reconstruct his first conversation with the notorious
Mrs. Rudd in a letter to his
Once written, he thought twice of
sending the account to Mrs. Boswell, posting it instead to his friend
Temple with an endorsement on the letter: “To my wife—but not
sent.”1
As is so often his custom, Boswell uses detailed exposition and
antecedent action to introduce the main action of his drama. Explaining
his motives for the visit, Boswell’s opening sentences enthusiastically
introduce his leading lady:
Before I go
bed, and while the impressions of the
extraordinary scene which I am going
mention are fresh
and lively, I sit down to write to you. Many a time you
heard me rave with a strange force of imagination about the
celebrated Mrs. Rudd—Margaret Caroline Rudd—and how I
should certainly see her while I was in London. My
curiosity did not go off, and I resolved
gratify it.

On 7 December 1775, less than five months previous to Boswell’s
first meeting with Mrs. Rudd, she had been tried and acquitted. Then on
17 January 1776, Daniel and Robert Perreau were hanged at Tyburn,
protesting their innocence to the last. Boswell’s trip to Mrs. Rudd’s
Westminster lodgings on 22 April 1776 indeed a bold plan.
When he first knocks at the door, a woman of the house appears:
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“Does Mrs. Rudd lodge here?”
“Yes, Sir.”

“Is she at home?”
“I’ll call her maid.”

The maid enters and tells Boswell that her mistress is not at home
but
be at home in
evening or any morning. Asked if he desires
to leave his name, Boswell replies that it unnecessary, instructing the
maid to “be
good
to tell her mistress that a friend of Mr.
Macqueen’s from Scotland” has called and will call again.
This brief encounter with a woman of the house and Mrs. Rudd’s
maid delays the “extraordinary scene,” heightening the expectations
already set in motion by Boswell’s introductory commentary about the
“strange force of imagination”
compels
to gratify his intense
curiosity. When Boswell returns to the lodgings of this infamous
femme fatale at “a quarter after nine in the evening,” the
says,
“She is just gone out, Sir, but will be home in half an
hour. You will oblige me if you will walk up stairs. I told
her that you called.”

Deciding to “call again in half an hour,” Boswell saunters calmly
to Westminster Bridge, and does not return “till about ten.” The third
time Boswell knocks at No. 10 Queen Street, he feels “a sort of
palpitation” of his heart. Once again finding she has not yet come
home, he agrees “to walk up stairs” and wait.
Each time the appearance of the mysterious enchantress is delayed,
expectations increase, suspense intensifies, and tension mounts. Just
how dazzling an apperance and charming a personality
she really
possess?
as rumor has it, she had enchanted a whole jury,
could she also work her magic on Boswell? Will Boswell follow in
the footsteps of Daniel and Robert Perreau? Where his curiosity
going to leave him?
One thing clear: he is consciously courting danger. Sir Joshua
Reynolds was later to warn Boswell that “if a Man were known to have
a connection with her, it would sink him.”2
Shown into Mrs. Rudd’s dining-room, which “decent enough,”
Boswell thinks it “poor in comparison of her former magnificence.”
Skillfully using the details of this dining room setting, Boswell creates
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a mood and atmosphere which reinforce the dramatic suspense and
tension already established. With the only light that of “a couple of
tallow candles,” the ominous environment no doubt influences
Boswell’s fancy which forms “fearful suppositions in this solitary
situation.”
Before long, he imagines “the ghosts of the Perreaus might appear”
or “that there might be murderers or bullies in the house,” all the while
consoling himself with the idea that “the street was too public for that”
Like the small copia
emblematically and symbolically contribute
to the dramatic effect of Hogarth’s moralities, various details in this
particular setting are noteworthy because of their ability to strengthen
the characterizations and themes of the scene. For example, while
Boswell waits for Mrs. Rudd, he
among her books
a Court Calendar, Duncan’ Logic, Watts’ Logic,
Johnsoniana, two copies of her Genuine Letter to Lord
Weymouth and a defense of her around it, a letter to her
from Mrs. Christian Hart, Pope’ Essay on Man and his
Essay on Criticism bound together, and The Small Talker, a
very good novel against the practice of some men in
gaining the affections of young ladies only for conquest, as
they soon neglect them.

What could such a curious private collection of books possibly
contribute to the dramatic scene itself? Most important, it supplies
some significant information about the yet unseen Margaret Caroline
Rudd.
The rules of logic and the process of the law are obviously of great
interest to her. Perhaps it should be remembered, as Charles Ryskamp
and Frederick A. Pottle explain, that Mrs. Rudd “conducted her own
defence with remarkable skill, handing her lawyer more than fifty notes
during the progress of the trial.”3 The Genuine Letter to Lord
Weymouth and the letter to her from Mrs. Christian Hart are both
directly related to her own trial and the trials of Daniel and Robert
Perreau. Perhaps the presence of Johnsoniana and Pope’s Essay on
Man and Essay on Criticism implies that Boswell about to confront
an educated woman who is quite capable of philosophical and literary
conversation? And the novel, The Small Talker, with its plot
concerning love’s conquests and neglects—does it not appropriately
foreshadow the drama of courtship soon to be enacted? Echoes of
Shakespeare’s Beatrice and Benedict, Congreve’s Millamant and
Mirabell, and Goldsmith’s Kate Hardcastle and young Marlow may be
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found in this scene of sexual flirtation between Margaret Rudd
and James Boswell. High comedy seldom achieves such greatness.
Hearing her “coming up stairs,” Boswell is “all impatience and
trepidation.” As so often is the case, reality now dramatically overturns
expectations. “ little woman, delicately made, not at all a beauty, but
with a very pleasing appearance and much younger” than Boswell had
imagined enters. Could this seemingly fragile creature, who fails to
strike Boswell “with the awe either of dignity or of high elegance,”
possibly be the infamous sorceress he has heard much about? Even
her “black clothes, with a white cloak and hat” are so modest and
conservative that they in no way fit Boswell’s conception of a presentday Circe.
Needless to say, this is only the first of many surprises awaiting
Boswell. Appearances and realities are frequently found to be at odds
throughout this curious dramatic scene.
After begging pardon “for intruding upon her” and stating his
friendship with Mr. Macqueen and his family, whom he knew “would
be glad to have accounts of her,” Boswell, sitting opposite Mrs. Rudd
“at a little distance,” listens to her “unhappy story,” which she tells
“with wonderful
and delicacy
an air of innocence quite
when one thought of what had been proved.” The appearance of things
is so deceptive that Boswell feels it necessary to remind himself of the
proven truth—Mrs. Rudd had confessed to forging
of the bonds.4
Describing the Perreau family as “a little commonwealth,” which
“was so numerous
so spread over England and Ireland,”
Rudd
accuses “all the connections” of endeavoring to “throw the guilt upon
her” When Boswell mentions how shocking it is that “the Perreaus
died denying as they did,” she responds,
“Yes, ...it must shock everybody who has any tenderness
of conscience. They should have died in silence.”

Continuing the conversation along the lines of the various
injustices she has suffered at the hands of her persecutors, she tells
Boswell that “she was to carry on a suit against Sir Thomas Frankland
by which, if she got the full value of what he carried off belonging to
her, she would recover £5,000 besides high damages.” As Ryskamp
and Pottle explain, “It was on Admiral Sir Thomas Frankland’s charge
that Mrs. Rudd was committed, and he was the nominal prosecutor at
her trial.” Upon apprehension, Daniel Perreau “attempted to secure Sir
Thomas’s silence by giving him a bill of sale of his house, whereupon
Sir Thomas carried off Mrs. Rudd’s jewels
clothes.”5
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In telling her story to Boswell, the “little woman” subtly and
skillfully solicits
concerned interest. Her charm beginning to work
its effect, she further reinforces the image of her personal integrity by
speaking “with much earnestness of her anxiety to know whether her
husband, Mr. Rudd, “alive or not.” It seems the question of whether
“his long neglect of her” sets her free from him is of considerable
concern to her. Obviously, this is a “moral dilemma” to a woman of
her high principles. Twice unlucky in marriage, she feels she should
not consider wedlock again unless it is to “a
of rank and fortune
that could bear her up notwithstanding what had happened to her.”
A lover of reading, she next calls attention to her intellectual
abilities by telling Boswell that “if she had not had resources in her
own mind, she must have been very unhappy.” As she notes, “her
confinement was very severe upon her,” especially since “she had
formerly been consumptive two years.” “Almost blind”
she was
let out of prison into the light, she still has weak eyes, as Boswell
careful to observe.
Abused innocence, delicate vulnerability, moral integrity—they
are, all clearly visible. Could the web be more tactfully spun? How
much more obvious could the appeal to a man of rank and fortune,
intellect, compassion, and understanding be? Without even a struggle,
Boswell allows himself to be ensnared.
does he?
One thing is certain: Mrs. Rudd’s potent charms are having a
positive effect on Boswell. Carefully reconstructing the visual
characteristics of this highly dramatic scene, Boswell records:
When I looked at her narrowly she seemed to have some
flushy heat on her cheeks, her nose contracted as she
breathed, and she spoke through her teeth. Yet there was
upon the whole—“Celia altogether —something so
pleasing and insinuating that I could believe her power to
be what we have read.

The specific details of her cheeks, nose, and mouth effectively
expand into a more generally impressionistic portrait depicting the
overall charisma of the
person. Never one to keep his innermost
thoughts hidden, Boswell tells Mrs. Rudd that she is “reckoned quite a
sorceress, possessed of enchantment.” Her reply to such a direct
statement a smile, followed by a denial of her alleged ability to
enchant.
The gamesmanship of a high comedy courting scene is now in full
play. Numerous stage directions combine with concrete description,
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imaginative imagery, and vivid details to animate the dialogue.
Responding to her assertion that “she could enchant nobody,” Boswell
begs her pardon
with exquisite flattery, says, “My dear Mrs. Rudd,
don’t talk so. Everything you have said to me till now has been truth
and candour.” Telling her he is “convinced” she can enchant, Boswell
asks her not to enchant him too much, not to change him “into any
other creature,” but to allow him “to continue to be a man with some
degree of reason.” Aware that “the peculiar characteristic of her
enchantment” seems to be its “delicate imperceptible power,” Boswell
proceeds with as much caution as if he “had been opposite to that snake
which fascinates with eyes.”
The underlying comedy of this scene involves irony of character
and situation. Amidst Boswell’s continuous claims of self-control and
caution, it is more and more apparent that the hypnotic maneuverings
of his cobra are gradually mesmerizing him. The would-be snake
charmer himself being charmed.
In trying to describe precisely
nature of Mrs. Rudd’s powers of
enchantment, Boswell notes that speech patterns and conversational
skills function significantly in her attempt to conceal “her design to
charm.”
Her language was choice and fluent and her voice
melodious....There was no meretricious air, no direct
attempt upon the heart. It was like hearing the music of
the spheres which poets feign, and which produces its
effect without the intervention of any instrument, so that
the very soul of harmony immediately affects our souls.

A little less rhetorically inflated and more analytically precise is
Boswell’s consideration of Mrs. Rudd’s conversational skills.
Sometimes he remains silent “on purpose to observe how she would
renew the conversation.” Observing the rules of conversational
decorum,
she never let the pause be long, but with admirable
politeness, when she found that I did not begin again to
speak and might perhaps be embarrassed, said something
quite easily, so
not
have the appearance of
abruptness, to make me feel that I had stopped short, but
rather of a continuation of our discourse,
if what she
then said had grown out of what we had talked of before.
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Particularly pleasing to Boswell is the fact that she does not “aim at
being witty.”
Although she does not “dazzle with brilliance,” she does cheer “one
with a
light.” Her knowledge of the general laws of human nature
enables her to realize that “though pity is said to be akin to love, gaiety
is a much more engaging relation.”
a consequence, she does not
“whine about her distress or affect to be plaintive.” Such a thorough
analysis of the various characteristics of her conversation aids Boswell’s
imagination in recreating the visually dramatic scene.
Never “at a loss for chit-chat,” Mrs. Rudd talks capably of
everything from Miss Macqueen’s marriage and Edinburgh’s New
Town to ideas “on forming a character by habit” and choosing what one
wants to be. All the while, flirtatious intrusions seem to be the order
of the evening. When Mrs. Rudd says that “
had formerly deluded
herself with hopes of enjoying happiness” but that she is now “satisfied
with insensibility,” Boswell quickly responds, “You must not be
insensible,” and rises and seizes “her silken hand,” and afterwards, “upon
the argument being renewed a little,” kisses it. Of course, as Boswell
explains, “this was all experiment,
she showed neither prudery nor
effrontery, but the complaisance, or compliance if you please, of a
woman of fashion.”
Who is manipulating whom? How self-aware, or how self-deceived
is Boswell? Later in the evening, Boswell observes that her eyes
weak, so he
the candles upon a table at some distance from her, but as
she was then in such obscurity that I could hardly discern
the pretty turns of her countenance
she talked, I soon
brought back one of them to table near her, saying that I
must not deny myself altogether the pleasure of seeing her.

Mentioning once again the subject of her trial and confinement, she
shows “a pretty little foot,” causing Boswell to get up “in a kind of
lively sudden surprise” and say, “I cannot believe that
have gone
through all this. Are
really Mrs. Rudd?” Her reply is a smile and
a confirmation: “I am Mrs. Rudd.” Since both Boswell and Mrs. Rudd
are consciously manipulating one another, exercising their
conversational talents, and using facial expressions, hand gestures, and
other body movements to gain the upper hand, it is perhaps not so easy
to distinguish the predator from the prey.
Boswell’s summary paragraph at the end of the dramatic scene
provides some rather significant clues as to who exactly is the
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manipulator and who the manipulated. Boswell concludes that during
all this interview “I was quite calm and possessed myself fully, snuffed
the candles and stirred the fire as one does who is at home, sat easy
upon
chair, and felt no confusion
her eyes and mine met.”
Obsessed with the idea that an enchantress has eyes capable of
charming her intended victim, Boswell notes that “her eyes did not
defiance but attracted with sweetness, and there was the reason of the
difference of effect between her eyes and those of more insolent or less
experienced charmers.” His departing gesture is a kiss, which she
accepts “
affectation of any kind.”
The following line proves to be the telling one: “I was then a
little confused.” While under the spell of her deceptively sweet eyes,
Boswell remains self-confident and composed. Once outside “Circe”
Rudd’s circle of influence, he
confused.
Having “never hinted at an intrigue,” Boswell is left wondering
what she thinks of
Why has he failed to figure this out during
their conversation? It pleases him that she never asks his name or
“anything at all” about him, for it shows “perfect good breeding.”
Pottle and Ryskamp’s interpretation of this incident seems valid:
True she did not ask his name “or anything at all” about
him, but it was not, we suspect, because of perfect good
breeding. It was because she knew he would come back
and tell her of his own accord.6

It is difficult to disagree with Boswell’s concluding comment on
this extraordinary conversation piece: “I would not for a good deal have
missed this scene.”7
NOTES

1 Boswell's letter to his wife concerning his first interview with
Margaret Caroline Rudd may be found in Boswell: The Ominous
Years, 1774-1776, ed. Charles Ryskamp and Frederick A. Pottle
(New York, 1963), pp. 355-361. It is headed as follows:
“London, between 12 and 1 in the morning of 23 April 1776.” In
a prefatory editorial note (pp. 352-355), Ryskamp and Pottle have
collected and condensed information on the personal history of
Mrs. Rudd previous to her meeting with James Boswell on 22
April 1776. As there is no information on Mrs. Rudd in the DNB,
Pottle reports that he has relied heavily on two sketches of her
career by Mr. Horace Bleackley in Some Distinguished Victims of
Scaffold and Trials of Henry Fauntleroy and other famous Trials
for Forgery, both books “based on extensive research in
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eighteenth-century periodicals.”
Ryskamp and Pottle’s account.

My information is based on

2The Private Papers of James Boswell from Malahide Castle in
the Collection of Lieutenant Colonel Ralph Heyward Isham, ed.
Geoffrey Scott and Frederick A. Pottle, 18 vols. (Mount Vernon,
N.Y. [privately printed by Rudge], 1928-1934), 16: 122.
Regarding Mrs. Rudd, Johnson exercised caution in his own
conduct. On 28 April 1778, Boswell recorded:

We talked of visiting Mrs. Rudd. Dr. Johnson said,
“Fifteen years ago I should have gone to
her.”
SPOTTISWOODE. “Because she was fifteen years
younger?
JOHNSON. “No, Sir. But now they have a trick of
putting everything into the newspapers.” [Boswell
Extremes, 1776-1778,
Charles McC. Weiss
and Frederick A. Pottle
York, 1970), p. 322.]
3The Ominous Years, p. 355.

4The Ominous Years, p. 354.
5The Ominous Years, p. 357.
6The Ominous Years,

xiv.

7The Ominous Years, p. 361.
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MARCUS LAFAYETTE BYRN:
SOUTHWEST HUMORIST IN NEW YORK CITY

Michael J. Pettengell
, Bowling

State University

No writer who has once gained public favor
remain obscure
forever. Few prolific writers of the nineteenth century, however, can
boast of the anonymity awarded Marcus Lafayette rn, whose work in
American humor provides a helpful link between the styles of writers
from the backwoods of the Southwest and those based in the growing
urban areas of the Northeast. His work has remained out of print for
over a century, no literary biography highlights his most productive
years, and few humor anthologies (however comprehensive)
acknowledge his existence or contribution. In addition to his work in
humor, Byr excelled in a variety of other cultural areas and is a prime
example of the rampant American spirit which raged half-hazardly
through American culture in the last half of the nineteenth century.
rn and others like him redefined the Protestant work ethic, searching
for the ultimate wealth of success through hard work and American
know-how. Marcus L. rn, a true American “go-getter”
borrow a
phrase from Daniel Boorstein), epitomized the inventive spirit of his
age, as is borne out in his life and publications. As a southwest
humorist who worked most of his life in New York City, Byrn could
never decide whether he wanted to save mankind through medecine,
salvation, self-help, or the brewing of better beer, or to denounce his
meaningless existence through silly parodies of his daily life.
The Reverend Marcus Lafayette Byrn, M.D., was born at
Statesville, Tennessee on 4 September 1826. Sometime after his
fifteenth year, having finished school, he left home on horseback, with
a hundred dollars in his pocket, and found employment in a general
store (an adventure experienced and expanded upon by Byrn’s most
notorious fictional character, David Rattlehead, M.D.). Folklorist and
historian, James R. Masterson reports that Byrn began to study
medicine in the office of a physician near his home, and that during
1848 and 1849 he was enrolled in the Medical Department of the
University of Louisville. He passed several months in 1849 and 1850
on the Arkansas side of the Mississippi Valley area, caring for sufferers
in a reported
fever epidemic. Continuing his medical education
he was granted a diploma as Doctor of Medicine in 1851 from New
York University. He practiced briefly in Tennessee and Mississippi
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before establishing himself in New York City about 1853, where he
remained until his death fifty years later. He busied himself with office
practice, treatment through correspondence, the composition and
printing of books, the buying and selling of real estate, and with
evangelical labors. In 1898 he moved to a farm near Keansburg, New
Jersey where he passed his last years growing cucumbers, watermelons,
and blackberries. He died there of pneumonia on 12 February 1903 and
is buried in Evergreen Cemetery in
New York.1
Besides the five or six humorous books rn published, he wrote
voluminously on a variety of other subjects, some thirty books in all
between 1851 and 1888. As early as 1857, he warned his readers
against quacks in the then somewhat suspect medical profession. Byrn
seems well aware of his patients’ needs, however, and in his book The
Al-Ma-Kan-Tur Circle he states that in devoting himself particularly to
diseases of a private nature, in male or female, he has allowed patient
privacy by equipping his office with “several different apartments
always ready for consultation so as not to have more
one person in
the same room at once.”2 At this time he is reported to have been
publishing the United States Gazette and the New York Medical
Journal, as well as busying himself with the patenting of several of his
medical inventions, among them the “Magic Mirror,” a magnifying
glass with unique, if unspecified, qualities. All in all he published nine
works on medicine (eight of which are pamphlets). His equivalent to
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass is
Family Physician and Household
Companion, first published in 1867 and reissued as The Mystery of
Medicine Explained, a work which
in thickness from year to year,
reaching its ninetieth edition in 1898. More than
copies are
noted to have been sold of this work which reads like a populist
manifesto against
army of disease:
This book has been written for the “PEOPLE!”—the
rich, the poor, the old, the young, male and female, the
learned and the illiterate, those who are well and those who
are sick; on land and on water, in the city and in the
country, in the rural country-seat of the retired merchant or
the log-cabin and camp-fire of the hardy pioneer or
backwoodsman; for the clerk of sedentary habits, and for
the farmer who toils in rain and in sunshine; for the young
man far away from home, and for the mother who keeps
watch over her loved ones through the long hours of dreary
night in sickness;—in a word, for the million.3
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Byrn’s earliest known medical pamphlet, Detection of Fraud and
Protection of Health (cl860) advertised on later publications Poisons
in Our Food, considers the adulteration of flour, coffee, tea, salt, honey,
mustard, lard, beer, brandy,
candy,
and dozens of other
substances. He considers the condition of New York City’s turburcular
cows and the dangers of ice cream with this warning:
Ah, young man, little have you thought when you
invited a female friend—some amiable, lovely, and
beautiful young lady,
take some ice-cream with you, that
she, as well as yourself, was taking such sickening, such
a filthy compound.4

His second medical pamphlet, The Anatomy, Physiology, and
Diseases of the Hair5 and his fifth, The Secret of Beauty, or How to be
Handsome,6 are elementary treatises on dermatology. He also rails
against tobacco in “The Effect of Tobacco on the Human System
Mentally, Morally,
Physically” printed in his Handbook of Science,
or The Art of Making Money.7 The
to Health, or How to Live a
Hundred Years (1870)8 a rough collection of advice regarding diet,
clothing, sleep, the teeth, hearing, chills and fever, bathing, female
troubles, and a number of excesses.
one section he points out that
near-sightedness may be cured by rubbing and thereby flattening the
eyeballs.
Byrn published the Physiology of Marriage in 1863. This book
deals with the good doctor’s notions concerning love and sex. Love, he
says, should be treated not
a theme for pretty poems and wicked
novels, as a delusion, an impulse, a disease, a weakness, and accident.
Instead it is a great mystery and a great necessity lying at
foundation
of human existence, morality, and happiness. ( No doubt the door-todoor salesman recruited to sell Byrn’s books
an interesting time of
it with such documents in the age of Victoria.) Within these pages he
even counsels on the proposing of marriage:
Never go on your knees to any woman on earth; for
no man ever did this to a woman, but what she thought him
a fool, and, in nine cases out of ten, nothing is more
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disgusting than this bending on your knee before her—bow
the knee
none but God himself.

writers of

poetry he suggests:

If you ever expect
write a brilliant book of poetry,
so before you get married, for love is then hidden in
imaginary vaults of happiness, but after you are married
you realize either happiness or woe, and the romance of
poetry is very much departed.9

The most frequently reissued essay by Bym—showing up in at
least ten longer pamphlets and books is “Solitary
Of the Secret
Habits of Youth,
as Masturbation, Onanism or Self-Pollution.”
For females, the deplorable results of this practice include masculinity,
bad breath, hoarse or nasal speech, falling out of hair and eyebrows,
frigidity, epileptic fits, and ulcers. For males, as might be expected,
the catelogue of side effects almost infinite: loss of memory, failure
of speech, palsy, destruction of the brain, and, of course, raving
insanity. For consultation on this matter, the good doctor recommends
immediate correspondence. He states that, “All letters will be destroyed
soon as answered, and no one allowed to read them except myself, so
no one can ever find out.” He continues:
This vice is carrying thousands into the dark and silent
recesses of the tomb every year; it is sapping the very
foundation of life, and casting a gloom over every fireside
in the land; and believe me, young friend, if you ever have
indulged in this vicious habit, you need my advice and
medicine to make you once more a man...or to save you
from impending danger if yet in your youthful years—I will
you good.10

Dr. Byrn’s interests extended beyond the boundaries of medicine,
some of his books on other subjects include The Complete Practical
Brewer (1852),11 The Complete Practical Distiller (1853),12 The
Farmer's Friend and Home Companion, Comprising a Treatise on
Management of Bees (1870),13 Twenty Ways to Make Money, A
Valuable Collection ofRare and Practical Recipes (1869),14 and Useful
Knowledge or Repository of Valuable Information (1872).15 Although
today’s reader may deem them less humorous than some of his medical
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writings, Byrn, when he does receive recognition, receives it for his
humorous writings. The Life and Adventures of an Arkansaw Doctor.
By David Rattlehead, M.D. (The Man of Scrapes) is Byrn’s earliest
publication, dated in the preface from Raccoon Bayou, Arkansas in
1851 (a place Byrn declared as real but which shows up on no map of
the region). Within its paper covers are twenty chapters that recall the
picaresque adventures of young Rattlehead before, during, and after his
medical apprenticeship. Most chapters are a strange mixture of
melodrama, tall-tale, and nonsense. One chapter ends:
Draw my tongue through a watch key, chuckle me
under the chin, take my eyeball for an inkstand, split my
lip and poke my head through it, and come down here
everybody that’s below, and up here all ye who are above,
and I’ll give you my com stealer for a peck basket
feed
the pigs out of.16

After leaving his father’s farm and working at a general store for
two years, David heads for Louisville and as he reaches the city proper,
one chapter ends with a rather surreal moment:
After many talks with the land ladies about good
board, high rents, dear provisions, coal hard to get,
wearing out carpets, good attention if you get sick,
comforts of home, what church do you belong to? that’s
the one I attend; my boarders never leave me; I thought I
would take a few this winter for company; my daughters
play well on the piano; nice beds; I think I would like
you: nice looking gentleman; widow woman; hard time
to get along; just about pay expenses, etc. etc. I procured
a situation I thought I should like, and moved to it. (p. 92)

After surviving many
David, now a certified
sets out
for Arkansas where the folks are in bad need of medical attention
generally. A letter from a local resident beckons him with the
following story:
Sallye gott hur legg broak thee uther daa an eye sent
fur doktur Cadely. Thee legg wass soe badd wheen hee goot
hur hee sayed itt muss bee saud off. He commenced
wythe hiss insurments an bi jolley the fus thing eye nowed
hee had oft thee leg...an thee rong one att thatt. Wheen
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hee had it drest eye lucked at itt and eye were so mad eye
coomenced on humn an beat him into flynders. Thee leg
which were broked gott well without anny trouble, (p. 104)

Becoming friends with Hanley, a local resident, Rattlehead cures
“negroes,” neighbors, and heathen Indians of a variety of ailments (at
one point escaping from savages by putting laudanum, morphia, and
paregoric in their whisky). The book ends on a solemn note, however,
as Hanley and
daughter are killed by a panther.
The second book, Rattlehead’s Travels, or The Recollections of a
Backwoodsman That Has Travelled Many Thousand Miles on the
Highway of Human Destiny: Brought about a Revolution in Domestic
Happiness and Affected a General Shake-Up of Creation (1852)
continues the adventures of David Rattlehead and reports of his leaving
Arkansas for New York. In the absurd world of Southwest humor,
David graduates from New York University and is back in the
leading the attack against quack doctors (tricking one into upsetting a
beehive and then sicking the dogs on him). Throughout these books,
rn fills in dull moments with his poetry. An example can be found
when David tells of a man who stole a pig and was then pursued by the
sow. This poem reaches
proportions and fills an entire chapter in
Rattlehead’s Travels:
He held the pig both tight and fast,
Thinking to have its meat at last.
But when he went to jump the rail,
The old sow tuck him by the tail.
His coat was strong, and hard to tear,
So the old sow held him firmly there;
She gave a pull—he tried to jump,
Snd over they all came in lump.
He fell on his back, the sow on her feet,
Let go his coat, and tuck his meat;
The sow was strong, large, fat and mad,
So she run and got him by the head.
He raised his hands to “gouge her eye,
But didn’t she make them fingers fly;
He got her ear, and began to ring it—
She gathered his nose, and away she slung it...17

The last half of the book is made up of encounters with wild
animals, earthquakes, floods, and shrewish old women. The next book
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followed in the same year (1852) and is not quite up to the quality of
the first two. The full title reads: Rattlehead's Chronicles, or a Little
Experience with Old Maids and
Maids—Old Bachelors, Fools,
and Drunkards—Quack Doctors, Men of Science and the World at
Large. It is a collage of mock advertisements and scattered adventures
of Rattlehead on his way to Philadelphia. One interesting
advertisement reads:
Nicodemus Sturdy signs the following testimony to
Watt’s Nervous Antidote: “Having been for moe than sixty
years tormented with an abominal and afflicting
rheumatism, which caused my bones
crack and seperate,
and my joints to abandon their sockets, insomuch that my
loving helpmate had to excercise much caution when
sweeping the house, to keep from brushing me piecemeal
out of it, as I lay scattered about the premises; and having
been strongly advised to use Watt’s Nervous Antidote; I
procured a dose, and to my utter astonishment soon had the
pleasure of percieving myself collected and stuck together
as firmly as ever. 18

With this book, David leaves the South for good, although Byrn
continues to style his work in the Southwest humor tradition. An
example of this manner and Byrn’s own grotesque sense of humor
occurs when Rattlehead becomes friendly with a young lady on the
boat ride up river. In a section reprinted in Ragged-Edged Rambles
(1882), By writes of Rattlehead’s romantic encounter:
Just as I applied my busser to the fair one’s sweet lips,
she rather got a little scared, or she was awful glad, I don’t
know which, and I s’pose I kissed rather hard—and the next
thing I knew I was nearly choked to death with something
in my throat. Well, you think I bit off a piece of her;
mouth and swallowed it, but I didn’t; it wasn’t candy,
neither; but it was one of the BIGGEST WADS OF
TOBACCO that ever was chewed on since Columbus
discovered America, that I had sucked out of her mouth, and
down it went into my throat and stomach.
I thought I should die for about fifteen minutes after,
but eventually recovered; and when I did come to what
little reason I possessed, I felt like I wasn’t worth the
ground it would take
make a grave for me. How could I
have been so deceived—she looked very pretty and nice,
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and I don’t think one man in a thousand could have told me
that she chewed tobacco.

The book ends with a recounting of the twenty-four preceding
adventures written in a pseudo-Biblical style, which seems quite
remarkable in that Byrn would publish in 1883 a pamphlet entitled The
Singing Evangelist: Original Songs and Sketches for Sunday Schools,
The Home Circle, Gospel Temperance Meetings and Revival
Services.20
Eight years after Rattlehead's Chronicles, Byrn published
another collection of humorous adventures, this time with a new main
character. The Rambles of Fudge Fumble, or The Love Scrapes of a
Lifetime (1865) (reissued in 1865 as The Adventures of Fudge Fumble
or The Love Scrapes of His Whole Life and again in 1882 as Wailings
of a Wife Hunter), consists of 232 pages of misadventures with the
female sex. The style is awkward and the humor, at times, rather
pointless, but the prose is filled with Byrn’s wit and energy. One
young
is described by Byrn:
...it is said that when the notion of “woman’s rights”
first struck female fancy, this lovely maiden friend of mine,
screamed so loud, cut so many capers, jumped so high, and
was so long in getting
earth again, that the waters of a
certain spring near by became specimen of the rawest, the
rarest, the richest and the best vinegar that ever cooled
down hman passion, and has continued to the present day.
gush forth
sour, swift and certain; as the best acetic
acid to be found at a drug store, and has proved fortune to
all the relatives and friends of the good maiden lady of
riper years

This work seems to have discouraged
rn from continuing the
humor works for more than twenty years. In 1879, however, he
renewed the copyright on the earlier books and republished them
Phudge Phumble's Humorous
The third in the series was a new
work entitled Phudge Phumble's Fillossofy of Phoolishness, a
Perpetual Komic Kalender, phor the Present and the Phuture. A
Phoreteller of Past Events, andKronikle of Things in General, phor the
Benephit of Evry Boddy, or the Balance of Humankind and Wimmen
Tew. Warranted not to Kutt
Ey. Writt by Phudge Phumble M.D..
This new book contains
entries that stand Poor Richard on his
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head. Also, several anecdotes and/or essays appear after each month’s
division. The entries teeter on the brink of the ludicrous, but remain
faithful to rn’s simple and direct style of humor:
Rain or shine today if it happens to be dry.
Moon fulls an’ empties rapidly.
Sun shines—sum whar.
Dogs dont often git choked on butter.
The way
break a bad habit, is dont begin it.
A long lane that has turn in it—the road to ruin!

Many anecdotes sound closer to Samuel Beckett than Mark Twain.
One entitled “Rather
Minded” reads:
I made a mis-hit of it not many evening ago. I set my
four dollar hat on a hot stove, and did not know but what it
a table until all the best part of it
burnt away and
the room full of smoke. I was mad, and still I was
laughing. I didn’t know what to do, so I run out and killed
an old maid’s cat. split the difference and went
bed.22

Another short section entitled simply, “Puzzle,” is representative of
Byrn’s view of the human condition:
If you were standing on hot iron, bare-footed, a
hornet’s nest above your head, your hands fast under a
fence, and a pair of tongs hold of your nose, which way
would you go? (p. 25)

Byrn reissued the entire series in 1882 under the title Rattlehead’s
Humorous Series. Advertising
as the “MOST LAUGHABLE
BOOKS ON EARTH!”, Byrn filled the back covers of his books with
praises as exaggerated as much of the content:
The Arkansaw Doctor has thus stirred up “old nature’s”
fountain in the hearts of tens of thousands—yea, millions;
and now we send forth a new edition to keep the world in
an uproar that will drive dull care away in the hands of the
lonely reaer, or while being read aloud to the crowd that
stands and listens spell-bound with laughter.
5,000
AGENTS WANTED!23
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With the issuing of Rattlehead’s Humorous Series, Byrn seems to
have improved his cut and pasting skills. Ragged-Edged Rambles
(1882) appears as number four in
series and is a rough recycling of
Rattlehead’s Chronicles (also issued as Frank Hall’s Hard Hits in His
Ragged Edged Rambles (cl887), although no copies are extent. The
fifth Vim and Ventures of Bolivar Hornet
Alabama Doctor with
the Advice and Consent of David Rattlehead, M.D.24 and is virtually
identical with A Southern Medical Student’s Portfolio (1851) by
George M. Wharton M.D.. The style and structure of this work in no
way resembles Byrn’s other work, and one can only wonder at his
reasons for publishing Bolivar Hornet. Yet another mysterious
publication is The Adventures of a Greenhorn in Gotham, or Rawboned
Rambles in New York by Phudge Phumble (1885), which seems to be
a haphazard rendering of the Fillossofy of Phoolishness. Byrn did
publish a collection of witty sayings and humorous anecdotes entitled
The Repository of Wit and Humor, published first in 1853. He
acknowledges his sources by stating, “In making up this collection,
every possible source has been consulted; but it would be needless to
say that authorities could be quoted, with few exceptions, for it has
been nothing less than the ‘clippings’ of several years that could make
up such a variety and number as is here offered.”25 At times in this
anthology Byrn combines the baudy humor of the Southwest tradition
and the religious fervor he himself would write about in later
pamphlets. An example can be found in a short paragraph entitled “A
Black Pudding”:
A country woman, who was very anxious to hear a
certain clergyman preach, at some distance from her place
of residence, put a black pudding into her bosom to serve
as a refreshment. The clergyman, happening to preach on
our darling sins, used the expression so often, “Pull them
out of your bosom, that the woman, in a pet, pulled out
the pudding, and threw it at him, saying, “There, tak it;
what need for makin’ a’ this noise about a bit of black
puddin’?” (p. 13)

The Reverend Marcus Lafayette Byrn M.D. is the quintessential
American. Through his many volumes he shows himself to be an
overly health-conscious evangelist, idealist, and con-man all in one.
Raised on self-made philosophy, he used human ingenuity and Yankee
know-how in attempting to reform the world, with an eye always on
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the profit motive. If “The Big Bear of Arkansaw” shows
lost in
the midst of a vanishing frontier, the Arkansaw Doctor finds him
rejoicing at the intellectual victory over the dumb brutes in the world.
It may not seem too harsh to recommend that some of Byrn’s work
remain comfortalby
in its own dust, but it is just as certain that,
in terms of defining an era, his work can be viewed as invaluable to the
scholar of American literature and culture. At this point we cannot
possibly determine how many of his books were read and discarded on
innumerable trolley rides. They are, however, worth further evaluation.
NOTES

1 James Masterson. Tall Tales of Arkansas (Little Rock,
1974), pp. 88-91; 334-335; 400-401.
2Marcus L. Byrn. The Al-Ma-Kan-Tur Circle, and Calendar of
Love. Containing Revelations and Mysteries, Facts and New
Discoveries, never before Offered to the Public, Being of the
Greatest Importance to Both Married and Single Persons, of Both
Sexes (New York: M. L. Byrn, 1857), unpaginated [Because
Byrn’s works are so recondite, full bibliographic particulars appear
in my notes].

3The Family Physican, and Household Companion; Being a
Treatise, in Plain Language, on
Art of Preserving Health and
Prolonging Life. A Description of all the Diseases of Men,
Women & Children, with the Most Approved and Latest Curative
Treatment (New York: M.L. Byrn, 1867),
iiv.
4Detection of Fraud and Protection of Health. A Treatise on
the Adulteration of Food and Drink: with Plain and Simple
Directions for Detecting Them; and of the Deleterios Influence of
Lead on the Human System (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo &
Co.,

5The Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of the Hair with
Directions for Their Treatment and Cure—Instructions for Cutting,
Cultivating, Restoring and Beautifying the Hair (New York: M.L.
Byrn, 1866).
6The Secret of Beauty, or How to Be Handsome: The Young
People's Book
York: M.L. Byrn, 1867).
7The Hand-Book of Science (New York:

Byrn, 1867).

8The Guide to Health; or How to Live a Hundred Years; a
Curious and Wonderful Book! (New York: M.L.Byrn, 1867).
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9 The Physiology of Marriage and Philosophy of Generation,
Being a Confidential and Reliable Friend for Medical and Scientific
Consultation, on Subjects of Vital Importance (New York: M.L.
Bym, 1863).
l “Solitary Vice. Of the Secret Habits of Youth, Known
Masturbation, Onanism, or Self-Pollution." printed in The Al-MaKan-Tur Circle, The Physiology of Marriage, etc.

11The Complete Practical Brewer; or, Plain, Accurate, and
Thorough Instructions in the Art of Brewing Ale, Beer, and Porter
(Philadelphia: H.C. Baird, 1852).
12The Complete Practical Distiller: Comprising the Most
Perfect and Exact Theoretical and Practical Description of the Art
of Distillation and Rectification; Including All of the Most Recent
Improvements in Distilling Apparatus (Philadelphia: H.C. Baird,
1853).

13The Farmer’s Friend and Home Companion. Comprising a
Treatise on the Management of Bees (New York: M.L. Byrn,
1868).

14Twenty Ways to Make Money, a Valuable Collection of
Rare and Practical Recipes, Series No. 2 (New York: M.L. Byrn,
1869).

Useful Knowledge or, Repository of Valuable Information
(New York: M.L. Byrn, 1872).
16The Life and Adventures of an Arkansaw Doctor
(Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1851).

17Rattlehead’s Travels; or, The Recollections of a
Backwoodsman, That Has Travelled Many Thousand Miles on the
Highway of Human Destiny (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo &
Co., 1852),
92.
18Rattlehead’s Chronicles, or a Little Experience with Old
Maids and Young Maids...etc. (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo
& Co., 1853), p. 24.
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20The Singing Evangelist. Original Songs and Sketches for
Sunday Schools, The Home Circle, Gospel Temperance Meetings
and Revival Services (New York: Coast City
Co., 1888).
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POE’S “BERENICE” AND THE SKULL BENEATH THE
SKIN

Curtis Fukuchi
The University of Texas at Arlington
“Birth, and copulation, and death
That’s all the facts when you come to brass tacks”
S. Eliot
“Sweeney Agonistes”

Critics of Edgar Allan Poe’s “Berenice” have tried to account for
the narrator’s dental obsession in terms of contemporary sources,1
madness,2 and repressed sexual fears.3 In addition to his monomania,
Egaeus’s marriage proposal is puzzling since he admits he never loved
Berenice; “yet, bitterly lamenting her fallen and desolate condition,” he
recalls her long love for him “and, in an evil moment,” proposes.4
According to the psychosexual interpretations, he is impotent or fears
castration (or sex or her capacity to give birth) and so becomes obsessed
with her vagina dentata and regards the engagement as “evil.” But if he
fears intimacy, why
he propose, and why does he continue to fear
her emasculating or forbidden sexuality after she is interred? One could
argue that he fears intimacy with a living woman, and so—although he
claims to lament—proposes only because he knows she will die before
they
consumate the marriage, and that only after she “dies” does he
feel able to symbolically violate her. A variation on this is that he
proposes only when she is no longer attractive—when her beauty can
no longer threaten his chaste intellectuality. In this reading his
attentiveness manifests the sensuality he desires but represses.5
readings are valid but perhaps limited, for Egaeus fears not
just sexuality or procreation, but the entire physical process of life:
Apeneck Sweeney’s “facts” of “birth, and copulation, and death.” While
critics identify the mouth as procreative orifice, one could also associate
it more simply with eating, and thus with hunger, nourishment, the
physical processes of health and survival, and not just with sexual
appetite. And Egaeus’s obsessiveness encompasses not just Berenice’s
teeth, but seemingly any, even the most trivial, physical object.
Indeed, such objects attract him partly because of their mere materiality,
for they counter his early visionary denial of the material world, and
represent his attempt to confront the “fact” of his own mortality.
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His background prepares for such an interpretation, as Egaeus
describes his family “a race of visionaries” (2: 16). His emphasis on
“the character of the family mansion,” on its “gloomy, gray, hereditary
halls” as evidence of a visionary ancestry recalls the House of Usher,
while Egaeus’s citing the “tapestries of the dormitories” (2: 16) and
“gallery of antique paintings” parallels the description of the mansion
housing “The Oval Portrait.”6 But in “Berenice” the narrator’s vision is
manifest not in paintings or architecture but in literature. He speaks
twice of having been “bom” in the library, first literally,
perhaps
figuratively in the sense of having been awakened “from the long night
of what seemed, but was not, non-entity, at once into the life of the
mind, into the very regions of fairy-land—into a palace of
imagination—into the wild dominion of monastic thought and
tradition” (2: 17). Like Usher and the artist of “The Oval Portrait,”
Egaeus suffers from too introspective and cloistered an existence, from
having, as he says, loitered away my boyhood in books, and having
dissipated my youth in reverie”(2: 17). Like Usher, he can say, “years
rolled away and the noon of manhood found me still in the mansion of
my fathers.” Egaeus remarks, “what stagnation there fell upon the
springs of my life” and “how total an inversion took place in the
character of my commonest thoughts” (2: 17).
Both Usher and Egaeus have female counterparts, but while Usher
and his sister Madeline are identical twins, Egaeus and his cousin
Berenice are opposites:
Berenice and I were cousins.... Yet differerently we grew—
I, ill of health, and buried in gloom—she, agile, graceful,
and overflowing with energy; hers the ramble on the
hillside—mine, the studies of the cloister; I, living within
my own heart, and addicted, body and soul, to the most
intense and painful meditation—she, roaming carelessly
through life, with no thought of the shadows in her path,
or the silent flight of the raven-winged hours. (2: 18)

While Egaeus is
she is healthy; he identified with the cloister,
with books, she with the outdoors, with nature; he is introspective,
reflective, obsessed with dying, she extroverted, physically active,
involved with living. His is the life of the mind or spirit, hers of the
body.
Egaeus is so “addicted” to the mental or spiritual as to deny the
realities of physical life:
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The realities of the world affected me as visions, and as
visions only, while the wild ideas of the land of dreams
became, in turn, not the material of my every-day
existence, but in very deed that existence utterly and solely
in itself. (2: 17)

He regards as “mere idleness” the common notion that he was “bom”
and “had not lived before—that the soul had no previous existence (2:
17). Apparently something of a neo-Platonist, he speaks of “a
remembrance of aerial forms—of spiritual and meaning eyes—of
sounds, musical yet sad; a remembrance
will not be excluded; a
memory like a shadow—vague, variable, indefinite, unsteady; and like a
shadow, in the impossibillity of my getting rid of it while the sunlight
of my reason shall exist” (2: 17). Perhaps his denial of previous non
existence behind his saying of the library, “Here my mother died.
Herein was I bom” (2: 17). Presumably he means his mother literally
died giving birth to him in the library. But if, as suggested earlier, he
was “bom” in the library in the sense of having been awakened to the
life of the mind there, perhaps his awakening to the illusion of birth
coincided with the figurative death of his mother: if there never was a
time when he did not exist, then in a metaphysical sense she did not
give birth to
and is not
“true” mother. Having always existed,
he regards birth not as a physical coming into being but as a mental
awakening. In this sense the library, the place of his mental
development is his true birthplace. By linking the library with his
mother’s death and his birth, he reinforces his rejection of the physical
life, of biological birth and relations. The library, the birthplace of
mental life, is his only reality, and so we see him only there
throughout the story.
bookish cloister replaces his mother’s womb
and becomes a kind of prison from
he never escapes. One might
go so far as to say he denies the reality not only of his individual
mother, but also of Mother Nature.
Because of his denial of earthly reality, the natural, lively Berenice
even “during the brightest days of her unparalleled beauty,” seems “not
as the living and breathing Berenice, but as the Berenice of a dream; not
as a being of the earth, earthy, but the abstraction of such a being”
(2:21-22).
Within the context of his idealism, his bizarre obsession with her
teeth understandable. Despite having intellectually denied
life—
and by extension the death—of the flesh, he witnesses her very real
decay. Forced to face her mortality, he comes to identify her teeth with
the skull beneath the skin.7 He becomes fixated with her teeth after
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noting the signs of her fatal disease, her “hollow temples,” “shrunken
lips,” and “lifeless, and lustreless, and seemingly pupilless” eyes (2:
23). The eyes in particular suggest the eyeless sockets of a skull, and
Berenice’s ghastly smile recalls that of the dead sailor in Pym, the
sailor whose flesh had been eaten away to reveal a a skeletal grin.
the only bones visible, teeth
an apt synechdoche of death’s skeleton.
And one has only to picture the grinning symbol of the skull-andcrossbones to see the possible identification of teeth and mortality. To
Egaeus, Berenice seems a walking corpse, a ghoulish symbol of deathin-life.8 For a more distant example of the linking of teeth and death-inlife, one might recall the identifying fangs of the undead or vampire of
popular horror fiction.9
Egaeus’s obsession with her teeth manifests his obsession with her
decline. Hence he says “the teeth of the changed Berenice disclosed
themselves slowly” (2: 23); he ponders “their conformation” and ’’the
alteration in their nature,” shuddering as he assigns them “in
imagination, a sensitive and sentient power, and even when unassisted
by the lips, a capability of moral expression” (2: 24). What he ponders
is the inherent mutability of human nature as expressed by her deathly
grin. Having shunned the biological facts of birth and death, he
suddenly finds himself shocked by her physical decay into an intense
awareness of the importance of physical
Earlier his feelings “had
never been of the heart” but “always were of the mind” (2: 22), but
Berenice’s ghastly decline forces
to deal with death on a visceral
and emotional rather than merely intellectual and philosophical level.
Death is no longer just a delusion but a reality: “I had seen her...not as
a thing to admire, but to analyze; not an object of love, but as the
theme of the most abstract although desultory speculation. And now—
I shuddered in her presence, and grew pale at her approach” (2:22).
Her change shocks him and he breathlesssly rivets his eyes upon her,
surprised that “not one vestige of the former being lurked in any single
line of the contour” (2: 23). Unprepared by his idealism for so vivid an
encounter with death, he finds her emaciation “excessive” (2:23).
He also feels “an icy chill” through his own “frame” and an
“insufferable anxiety” because her decay brings home to him his own
mortality. Hence the “consuming curiosity” that impels him to stare at
her, and the “peculiar meaning” he finds in her smile”(2: 23). If one
considers that her deathly grin mocks his neo-Platonic belief in his
immortality, one
understand his obsession:
...I more seriously believed que toutes ses dents etaient des
idées. Des idées!—ah, here was the idiotic thought that
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destroyed me! Des idées!—ah, therefore it was that I
coveted them so madly! I felt that their possession could
alone ever restore me to peace, in giving me back to
reason. (2: 24)

Earlier he spoke of “the impossibility of...getting rid of" his
shadow-like remembrances of “aerial forms,” “while the sunlight
of...reason shall exist” (2: 17). But the vivid memory of Berenice’s
skeletal smile overshadows those vague memories of pre-existence;
imminent death now overshadows eternal life; her physical decay
overwhelms his idealistic reason. Earlier too he spoke of remembering
“spiritual and meaning eyes” (2: 17), but
the only eyes he sees are
the “lifeless, and lustreless, and seemingly pupilless” eyes of
Berenice.10
As skeletal synechdoche, teeth suggest—in contrast to Egaeus’s
intuitive belief in the eternal life of the soul—the inherent and eternal
death of the body. Visible both in life and death, teeth can serve as
constant reminders of the ever present and enduring skull beneath the
skin, of the skeleton that supports the body in life and outlasts it in
death.
Egaeus’s fascination with Berenice’s teeth also begins at a
significant time: “an afternoon in the winter of the year—one of those
unseasonably warm, calm, and misty days which are the nurse of the
beautiful Halcyon” (2: 22). To another
such temperate, beautiful
weather in winter could suggest the persistence of life in death, as
might the heroic smile of a dying woman. But to Egaeus, Berenice’s
smile only emphasizes her deterioration, and perhaps the Halcyon
only highlights the surrounding winter. Such a view would be
consistent with the general attitude with which Egaeus begins his
narration:
Misery is manifold. The wretchedness of the earth is
multiform. Overreaching the wide horizon as the rainbow,
its hues are as various as the hues of that arch—as distant
too, yet as intimately blended. Overreaching the wide
horizon, as the rainbow! How is it that from beauty I have
derived a type of unloveliness?—from the covenant of
peace, a simile of sorrow? But,
in ethics, evil is a
consequence of good, so, in fact, out of joy is sorrow bom.
Either the memory of past bliss is the anguish of to-day, or
the agonies which are, have their origin in the ecstasies
which might have been. (2: 16)
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Egaeus’s rainbow recalls the neo-Platonic image of the world as a
dome of many-colored glass. But rather than illustrate how earthly
multiplicity merely illusory, prismatic emanation of heavenly unity,
Egaeus uses the symbolism to suggest that multiform misery is the
real result of any joy. Rather
reveal the all-encompassing One
from which come the many, he focuses
the wretched many that
blend intimately
one: his unifying constant, his one great truth, is
ever-present and varied misery. Earthly diversity dominates
thought
of heavenly unity, just as Berenice’s death comes to overshadow his
idealistic reason. Memories of a happier pre-existence suggest not an
eventual return to it but its irrevocable loss, just as Egaeus’s memories
of Berenice’s former beauty only vivify her decay:
Berenice!—I call upon her name—Berenice!—and from the
gray ruins of memory a thousand tumultous recollections
are startled at the sound! Ah, vividly is her image before
me now, as in the early days of her lightheartedness and
joy!...And then—then all is mystery
terror, and tale
which should not be told. Disease— fatal disease, fell
like the simoon upon her frame; and even, while I gazed
upon her, the spirit of change swept over her, pervading
her mind, her habits, and her character, and, in a manner
the most subtle and terrible, disturbing even the identity of
her person! Alas! The destroyer came and went!—and the
victim—where is she? I knew her not—or knew her no
longer as Berenice! (2: 18)

What shocks him are not just the physical changes but the changes
in her “mind,” “character,” and “identity”—in the individual soul
he formerly believed was eternal. To restore his reason, he
to deny
the tale of her demise by surgically defanging the jaws of death.
Ironically he temporarily
for his dental surgery saves Berenice
from death by interment:
the “dead” woman is found
“disfigured...enshrouded, yet still breathing—still palpitating—still
alive!” (2:26).
Appalled by her decay—
but implication, his own—he perhaps
proposes in an attempt to hold on to
Like his religious readings
and later extracting of her teeth, his engagement amounts to a denial of
death. When their separation seems imminent, he proposes a stronger
union. One has
to think of the traditional “till death do
part”
to see the marriage as a mad attempt to put off death by taking on a
bride. What motivates him is not love for her but fear for himself, not
a desire for union but an aversion for separation. The repulsion and
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attraction he feels for her teeth parallel his fear of and obsession with
death, as well as his intense ambivalence toward sensuality and physical
life in general.
As a traditionally spiritual union, marriage—especially to one who
has seemed not a “being of the earth” but the “abstraction of such a
being”—could serve to reconfirm his Platonic idealism. But marriage
could also reprsent an attempt to strengthen
one weakening link to
life. Throughout his monastic existence, his relation to Berenice has
been his only connection to the physical life, and perhaps marriage—
like his attentiveness—serves to compensate for the weakening bond
with his cousin and the earthly nature she represents.
Like Usher’s sister, Egaeus’s cousin could also symbolize a part of
himself—in this case his physical nature. Like Madeline, Berenice
hardly seems to have an existence apart from her mad relative. Like
Usher, Egaeus suffers from a debilitatingly dissociated sensibility
represented by his female counterpart. He idealistically denies his
cousin’s (or his own) physicality, symbolically causing her (himself) to
waste away. Egaeus recognizes to some extent his illness, and tries
desperately to heal himself by overcompensating. Egaeus calls his later
attentiveness a disease, but ironically his earlier hypertrophied idealism
is the real illness, the initial abnormality, and his later materialism the
equally extreme antidote. Unable to accept his own biological nature,
he proves unable to balance
speculative and attentive aspects, going
from one extreme to the other. Like Usher, Egaeus cannot integrate his
different faculties. Usher’s entombing and Egaeus’s exhuming of their
alter egos result from their recognizing and reacting to their fragmented
psyches.
Of course Egaeus himself remains unaware of the reason behind his
obsession and subsequent actions. “The tragedy, ‘Man’” is the “tale
which should not be told. He represses his struggle with the idea of
mortality just as he does his mad dentistry. He also fails to see that his
own illness is his refusal to accept the great fact of death.
Egaeus remarks that his attentiveness grows out of his already
existing “disease”—his living almost exclusively the life of the mind—
and grows rapidly with the development of Berenice’s illness (2: 19).
This coincidental development in the cousins’ maladies suggests that
her illness triggers his monomaniacal attentiveness.
To clarify his disease, he carefully distinguishes his attentiveness
from speculation:
In the one instance, the dreamer, or enthusiast, being
interested
an object usually not frivolous, imperceptibly
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loses sight of this object in a wilderness of deductions and
suggestions issuing therefrom, until, at the conclusion of a
day dream...he finds the incitamentum...first cause of his
musings entirely...forgotten. In my case the primary
object was invariably frivolous, although assuming...a
refracted and unreal importance. Few deductions, if any,
were made; and those few pertinaciously returning in upon
the original object as a centre. The meditations were never
pleasurable; and, at the termination of the reverie, the first
cause, so far from being out of sight, had attained that
supernaturally exaggerated interest which was the
prevailing feature of the disease. (2: 20)

The “speculative” powers of the “dreamer, or enthusiast” sound
very much like Egaeus’s hereditary visions and earlier bookbound
musings. He himself lost sight of the physical Berenice, seeing her
only as an “abstraction” or “theme” for meditation. His reversal of
interests, his obsession with frivolous objects in themselves to the
exclusion of any deductions, coincides with her illness and his being
forced to come to terms with decay. The “refracted and unreal
importance” that trivial objects have could recall the refracted light of
the rainbow and the real earthly hues that begin the tale. As he does
with the varied colors of the rainbow, he subconsciously identifies
various material objects with the “spirit of change” that “swept over”
Berenice. Hence his attentive “meditations were never pleasurable.”
Egaeus himself unwittingly suggests that a fascination with
physical change is the basis of his attentiveness, as he discusses how
his cousin’s decline affected his mental disorder.
And although, to a careless thinker, it might appear a
matter beyond doubt, that the alteration produced by her
unhappy malady, in the moral condition of Berenice, would
afford me many objects for the exercise of that intense and
abnormal meditation whose nature I have been at some
trouble in explaining, yet such was not in any degree the
case. In the lucid intervals of my infirmity, her calamity,
indeed, gave me pain, and, taking deeply to heart that total
wreck of her fair and gentle life, I did not fail to ponder,
frequently and bitterly, upon the wonder-working means by
which so strange a revolution had been so suddenly brought
to pass. But these reflections partook not of the
idiosyncrasy of my disease, and were such as would have
occurred, under similar circumstances, to the ordinary mass
of mankind. True to its own character, My disorder revelled
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in the less important but more startling changes wrought in
the physical frame of Berenice—in the singular and most
appalling distortion of her personal identity. (2: 21)

Oddly he contrasts his ordinary or common speculation on the
“meaning” of her “revolution” with his attention to “the less important
but more startling changes wrought in the physical frame of Berenice.”
The two are obviously
the physical changes, because they are
“more startling,” vivify the idea of death and make the “ordinary”
speculation less abstract and more real or visceral. In this sense the
importance of her physical changes is not
What is abnormal
is his earlier, almost purely theoretical view of her that is divorced from
emotion and sensuality.
He similarly dismisses his reading as affected by his obsession
with the insignificant. Here too one can easily see that his “disorder”
manifests his subconscious attempt to deny mortality:
My books, at this epoch, if they did not actually serve to
irritate the disorder, partook, it will be perceived, largely,
in their imaginative and inconsequential nature, of the
characteristic qualities of the disorder itself. I well
remember, among others, the treatise of the noble Italian,
Coelius Secundus Curio, “De Amplitudine Beati Regni Dei”;
St. Austin’s great work, The City of God”; and Tertullian’s
“De Carne Christi,” in which the paradoxical sentence,
“Mortuus est Dei filius; credible est quia ineptum est; et
sepultus resurrexit; certum est quia impossible est,”
occupied my undivided time, for many weeks of laborious
and fruitless investigation. (2: 20-21)

His catalogue of some of the objects that excite his “nervous
intensity of interest” (2: 19) also shows his “nervous” interest in
physical existence
decay:
To muse for long unwearied hours, with my attention
riveted to some frivolous device on the margin or in the
typography of a book;
become absorbed, for the better
part of a summer’s day, in a quaint shadow falling aslant
upon the tapestry or upon the door;
lose myself, for an
entire night, in watching the steady flame of a lamp, or the
embers of a fire; to dream away whole days over the
perfume of a flower; to repeat, monotonously, some
common word, until the sound, but dint of frequent
repetition, ceased
convey
idea whatever to the mind;
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to lose all sense of motion or physical existence, by
means of absolute bodily quiescence long and obstinately
perservered
such were a few of the most common and
least pernicious vagaries induced by a condition of the
mental faculties, not, indeed, altogether unparalleled, but
certainly bidding defiance to any thing like analysis or
explanation. (2: 19)

The “quaint shadow falling aslant,” the flame of the lamp, the embers
of the fire all suggest the quiet extinguishing of life, as does the loss of
“all sense of motion or physical existence, by means of absolute bodily
quiescence long and obstinately perservered in”; it is as if he were trying
to experience—to know—Berenice’s final condition. The perfume of
the flower recalls transient beauty and the withering of Berenice’s
loveliness. Egaeus’s focus on the “frivolous device on the margin or in
the typography of a book” and the sound of a word as mere sound
amount to treating language as object rather
as symbol. Fact
replaces theory; signifier
sign; matter overwhelms mind.
NOTES
1 Source studies include Killis Campbell, The Mind of Poe and
Other Studies (Cambridge, Mass., 1933), p. 167, who relates the
tale to Poe’s awareness of contemporary grave robbing; Roger
Forclaz, “A Source for ‘Berenice' and a Note on Poe s Reading,”
PoeN 1 (1968), 25-26; and David Sloane, “Gothic Romanticism
and Rational Empiricism in Poe’s ‘Berenice ,” ATQ, 19 (1973),
19-26, who relates the story to Poe s knowledge of contemporary
medicine.

2Hardin Craig, Edgar Allan Poe: Representative Selections, ed.
Margaret Alterton and Hardin Craig (1935; rpt. New York,
p. 512, sees Egaeus as “a monomaniac conscious of the decay of
his reason,” who believes “that the teeth of Berenice wil restore
him”; G. R. Thompson, Poe's Fiction: Romantic Irony in the
Gothic Tales (Madison, Wis., 1973), p. 168, sees Egaeus’s
obsession as the result of being “totally imbued with the Gothic
horrors and weird philosophical (transcendental) mystification of
the day.

3Marie Bonaparte, The Life and Works of Edgar Allan Poe: A
Psycho-Analytic Interpretation (1949; rpt. New York, 1971), pp.
213-19, sees Berenice’s mouth as the vagina dentata; Daniel
Hoffman, Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe (New York,
p. 235,
argues that “Just as the vagina is the entrance to the mysterious
womb, the unifier of life,” so are “the teeth to the all-digesting
stomach, in which the womb is lodged.” Joel Porte, The Romance
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in America (Middletown, Conn., 1969), p. 83, argues that for
Egaeus, “forbidden sexual emotions...have apparently been
displaced into a mental concentration on ideas,” and that “ideas for
him are sexual objects, which he covets ‘madly' and must
possess.” Egaeus must remove those teeth (ideas) that make the
blonde maiden attractive, resolving her ambiguous coalescence of
sex and purity, and thus restoring himself to peace by
symbolically desexualizing his cherished reason."

4The Complete Works of Edgar Allan Poe, ed. James A. Harrison
(New York, 1902), 2: 22; hereafter cited in the
5Porte, p. 82, argues “Now that her beauty has been so
thoroughly destroyed by disease that she is no longer apparently a
darkly passionate, sexually attractive—and therefore forbidden—
woman, Egaeus feels safe in asking her to marry him,** and that
“His fantasies are expressions of hidden sexual anxiety, invested
in apparently pointless obsessive images.

6Hoffman, p. 311, sees “The Oval Portrait” as “a pendant" to
“The Fall of the House of Usher,” and remarks of the former,
“There too, narrator enters a Gothic castle which exists only as a
museum of or monument to art.
7Darrell Abel, “Coleridge s ‘Life-in-Death* and Poe s ‘Death-inLife*, N&Q, 200 (1955), 219, suggests that Berenice s teeth make
her a death s-head.
8See Bonaparte, p. 216, on Coleridge’s “Life in Death” from
“The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner” as
source for Poe s
depiction; also, Darrell Abel, pp. 218-20, for a supernatural
interpretation.

9James B. Twitchell, The Living Dead (Durham, N.C., 1981),
pp. 58-61, argues that Berenice
a vampire; Hal Blythe and
Charlie Sweet, “Poe s Satiric Use of Vampires in ‘Berenice’,”
PoeS, 14 (1981), pp. 23-24, argue that Egaeus is.
10David Sloane,
21, writes the spiritual and meaning eyes'
of the previous heavenly existence are become the earthly eyes of
a diseased woman, ‘lifeless, and lustreless, and seemingly
pupilless.’
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PORT WINE, ROAST MUTTON, AND PICKLED
OLIVES: GOURMET FOOD IN POE’S THE
NARRATIVE OF ARTHUR GORDON PYM
Curtis Dahl

Wheaton College
During the early and middle nineteenth-century, both in America
and England there appeared a long series of sea stories in which the
protagonist is a gentleman’s son, an upper-middle-class young man,
facing sea life for
first time. The phrase “son of a gentleman” or
“gentleman’s son” occurs again and again throughout the sea literature
of the time. Dana uses it in Two Years Before the Mast, Ben Ezra
Stiles Ely in There She Blows, and Marryat in Mr. Midshipman Easy
and other novels. Melville’s Redburn: His First Voyage, Being the
Sailor-Boy Confessions and Reminiscences of the Son-of-a-Gentleman,
in the Merchant Service incorporates it into the title. In such non
fiction works as Browne’s Etchings and Olmstead’s Incidents the
author-narrators are also different in class from
ordinary seamen. In
all these books class difference introduces a political or social element.
Poe’s Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym fits precisely into this
“gentleman’s son afloat” pattern. The Preface indicates that after his
return from his adventure Pym moves in gentlemanly circles, even
being in close touch with the eminent Mr. Poe. The first chapter
emphasizes the “respectability” of his father and his wealthy
grandfather, whose heir he expects to be. He has been a pupil at a
private academy, where has met Augustus,
son of a sea captain well
known in Edgartown and New Bedford. He owns an expensive
plaything—the little sloop-rigged sailboat Ariel, in which, after an
inebriating party, as a “mad freak” (249)1 he and Augustus set sail and
are run down by a New London whaler. The class emphasis is
reinforced when to disguise himself from his grandfather he assumes a
rough, lower-class manner of speech
thoroughly puzzles the old
man. Even his romantic desire for hardships and dangers, for
“pleasurably exciting” (257) experiences, seems more characteristic of a
gently raised upper-class youth than of a realistic plebian. Augustus,
too, is emphatically a gentleman’s son. He has the leisure to go to sea
on his father’s vessel solely for
sake of adventure. On the Grampus
he is clearly special and is given a remarkably large and well appointed
stateroom for his sole use. Even after the mutiny, as the captain’s son
he is treated differently from the common members of the crew. Later
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in the story, much
made of the gentlemanliness and urbanity of
Captain Guy, who rescues and befriends Pym.
One element, however, sets the Narrative of Arthur Gordon. Pym
apart from
other “gentleman’s son afloat” narratives. That element
is its curious, constant, and insistent emphasis on food, especially
gourmet food. No other similar sea adventure story that I know has
this odd fixation with epicurean commestibles. Some of the food and
drink is common sea fare; some of it is intensely shocking and
disgusting; but a strikingly large proportion of it is what can well be
called epicurean food, delicacies of one kind of another that in such
profusion seem unnatural on a sea voyage. At times Pym’s voyage
reminds one of those gourmet tours to foreign lands that one see
advertised in the travel sections. Let us look at the food in the story,
see where and how Poe introduces it, and speculate on what significance
it has.
I

Except when after the mutiny the mutineers—the “most ruffianly
of the brig’s company” (279)—raid the captain’s stores and carouse in
the cabin on his
there a distinct difference between the food of
the ordinary sailors and that of Augustus, Pym, and (later) Dirk Peters,
who becomes their companion and fidus Achates. The seamen drink
rum, not wine; they eat biscuit, salt junk, boiled and roast potatoes, and
other such sea staples. There is nothing odd or unusual in their diet. It
is
ordinary seamen’s fare.
Far other are the edibles and drinkables of Pym and his friends. In
his comfortable
Augustus has not only shelves for books but
also “a kind of safe or refrigerator” stocked with “a host of delicacies,
both in the eating and drinking department”
The large box in
which Augustus conceals Pym in the hold—a box that compared to
the palace of a monarch— also amply provided with “three or four
immense Bologna sausages, and an enormous ham, a cold leg of roast
mutton, and half a dozen bottles of cordials and liqueurs” (262). Even
after the Grampus has become a mere hulk, the strange emphasis on
gourmet food and drink continues. Pym climbs
into the flooded
cabin and comes up with a bottle of port wine. Later Peters manages to
break into the locked storeroom and bring
two jars of olives, a large
ham, and three gallons of excellent Cape Madeira wine. An even more
toothsome delicacy he salvages is a small tortoise. These provisions
they lose when the hulk turns over, but the God of All Good Epicures
has miraculously prepared for them a feast of “excellent and highly
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nutritious” (342) barnacles clinging to the now upturned bottom of the
ship. The next day they discover in
seaweed with which the hulk is
now surrounded another sea delicacy—soft shell crabs. Tastier or more
genteel fare could hardly be provided.
Later, after the death of Augustus, Pym and Peters are picked up by
the Jane Guy, which soon calls at Tristan da Cunha. There Captain
Guy stocks up with such appetizing supplies as sheep, hogs, bullocks,
rabbits, poultry, goats, fish, and fresh vegetables. But this is not all,
for they find at Too-wit’s strange island great quantities of bê
de
mer—a delicacy highly prized by Chinese voluptuaries as an ingredient
in fine soup. There also Too-wit provides them with “tortoises as fine
as we had ever seen”; “ducks [that] surpassed our best species of wild
fowl, being exceedingly tender, juicy, and
”; brown celery
and scurvy grass; a canoe load of fresh fish; a “species of shell-fish
resembling the mussel in shape, but with the taste of an oyster”;
shrimps, prawns, pork, and various varieties of birds’ eggs (375). And
since they have al1 the ingredients for soup, it is only right that they
also find nuts. Thus after the massacre of all their companions, Pym
and Peters discover a species of filbert and, despite the imminent danger
to their lives, pause to savor them, finding them highly “palatable, and
very nearly resembling in flavour the common English filbert” (387).
They also catch a “large black bird of
bittern species” which “proved
excellent eating, although somewhat tough” (387, 390). True
gourmands to the end, their last meal recorded in the story is on one of
the fat, juicy tortoises which they have found in the canoe they have
stolen
the natives for their escape.
Yet, shockingly, against both the ordinary seamen’s fare and these
exotic, gourmet gentlemen’s delicacies Poe sets edibles of the most
disgusting and nauseating description. Though a piece of old leather
trunk that Pym cuts off with his knife and tries to eat is hardly
appetizing, it a delicate tidbit in comparison with other foodstuffs in
the story. For instance, when before his treacherous attack Too-wit
invites Captain Guy, Pym, Peters, and the other white men to a
banquet, the pièce de resistance “the palpitating entrails of a
of unknown animal.” To demonstrate how delicious it is, the chief
devours “yard after yard of
enticing food” until his nauseated guests
have to leave precipitately for fear of disgracing themselves by throwing
up (374). This is hardly the gourmet food to
a young gentleman
like Pym is accustomed. Nor is the eating of Parker pretty and
After lots have been cast, Pym and Peters kill Parker and drink his
blood. Then, having cut off his hands and feet, they dine of the rest of
him for the next four days. The most disgusting incident of all,
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however, occurs when the ghastly Dutch ship (clearly the legendary
Flying Dutchman) sails by manned only
putrifying corpses and
enveloped in a horrible stench.
the ship passes, a seagull smeared
all over with blood ceases his feeding on one of the rotting corpses
bobbing against the rail, flies over the brig, and from his bloody beak
drops on the deck near Parker an obscene blob of “clotted and liver-like
substance” (320). Both Augustus and Pym eye this horrible tidbit
hungrily and only barely restrain themselves from devouring it. Here
anti-gourmet food with a vengeance!
Indeed, it is interesting how often throughout the story food and
food-related things are associated with horror. It
not seem merely
coincidental, for instance, that the Black cook the most demonic of
the mutineers. Certainly the mutineers are most bloodthirsty after they
have broken out the rum and are revelling on the captain’s stores.
When Captain Barnard set adrift, much of the horror is that he and his
companions are given only a small jug of water
a few sea biscuits.
The mate poisons Rogers, causing his stomach—note the association
with food—to swell up obscenely. When Pym dresses up as the dead
Rogers to frighten the mutineers, it is the “horrible deformity” of his
bloated stomach that he takes particular pains to imitate (303).
Similarly, Parker, terror-stricken on the hulk, tries to stab Pym in the
stomach. Furthermore, Poe suggests that it may have been eating
some venomous species of fish that has killed the whole company of
the Flying Dutchman.
The crucial irony specifically concerning the gourmet food in the
novel, however,
that it, civilized, gentlemanly, comfortable as it
would seem, usually associated with dire thirst, painful starvation,
utter misery, and death or near death. Most of it is consumed under the
most excruciating conditions and, instead of providing gustatory
pleasure, forms a part of an agonizing ordeal. The life of Poe’s
gourmet is not all truffles and pâtés
as Dickens might say, “turtle
soup and venison,
a gold spoon.” It is closer to hell.
Wracked by thirst, starving
essentially buried alive, Pym turns
to the fine food provided for him by
his hiding place in the
hold only to discover that most of it has been eaten by Tiger. Of the
rest, the ham has putrified, and Pym’s stomach revolts at the peach
liqueur, though he eventually impulsively gulps it
On the hulk
the wine and the bottled olives retrieved from the flooded storeroom
only serve to prolong the sufferers’ misery. The ham has been spoiled
by immersion in sea water, and the port wine produces a “species of
delirium” (274). Pym and Peters, hiding out for their lives on the ridge
overlooking the site of the massacre of their companions, at first
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welcome the abundant filberts, but the nuts soon afflict them with
“severe gripings of the
... [and] violent
” (390). Indeed,
it is the plain, non-gourmet foods rather
the delicacies that are
truly beneficial. Through their ordeal what the characters constantly
need is water, good water, though at one point they manage to drink
putrified water by mixing it with wine. It is not with epicurean fare
but a bottle of water and four cold potatoes that Augustus revives Pym
after his ordeal in
hold. Later he brings him a good—one assumes
non-gourmet—dinner from the galley. Similarly, Dirk Peters succours
Augustus not with recherché viands but a dozen large roasted Irish
potatoes and water. The next day he brings him “a plentiful supply of
junk beef and pudding” (295). Ordinary food is consistently associated
with rescue and nutritiousness, gourmet food with agony and misery
and danger of death. Even the sumptuous edibles so lavishly provided
by Too-wit hint of the horror that is impending
the island.
II
What, then, does all this mean—if it means anything at all? How
are we to interpret the use of food, especially gourmet food in the
novel? Why does Poe give it so large a role? There are, I believe, no
firm and specific answers to these questions, but it may be helpful to
make some suggestions or at least to ask some questions.
Is there, for instance, a biographical reason for Poe’s special
emphasis in the Narrative on food? In 1837-1838 when Poe was
writing the story was he particularly hungry,
on the contrary, did he
then emphasize gourmet food because he was enjoying it so often that
he had become obsessed with it? The biographical records provide little
support for either
Much of the tale was written in 1837 while
Poe was still in Richmond, the rest after he had come to New York
City.2 At the time he apparently was reasonably prosperous but not
exceptionally affluent. Was he missing the fine dinners of Richmond
or enjoying the delights of New York seafood? There is, alas, no firm
evidence. It is interesting, however, that at the time Poe wrote the later
portion, he was living at Sixth Avenue and Waverly Place, where Mrs.
Clemm
a boarding house.3
On another level, however, the emphasis on fine food may have
real biographical relevance.
has been pointed out, Pym’s rich,
disapproving old grandfather in part represents Poe’s foster-father Allan;
the young Pym leaving home without permission is partially Poe
himself.4 Moreover, as Marchand has argued, throughout his life Poe
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thought of himself as the kind of aristocratic fine gentleman who would
naturally be a connoisseur of fine foods and fine wines.5 Yet for much
of his career he
in or near want. The contrast between the gourmet
food and drink that Pym and Augustus (both partial alter egos of Poe)
find and the circumstances of utter want and degradation in which they
consume them may well relate to
ironic dichotomy between what
Poe considered his rightful station and tastes and
harsher actualities
of his life. It is striking that in the surprisingly large number of Poe’s
other stories in which gourmet food and drink play significant roles
such commestibles, though frequently treated humorously, are almost
always associated with pain and disaster. Look particularly, for
instance, at “Thou Art the Man,” “Dr. Tarr and Professor Fether,” “Bon
Bon,” “Lionizing,” “The Angel of the Odd,” “King Pest,” and “The
Cask of Amontillado.” We may dismiss as mere fantasy, I think,
Marie Bonaparte’s suggestion that Pym’s hunger and thirst in the hold
of the Grampus is a memory of Poe’s
prenatal experience of being
carried in the womb of a sickly mother,6 but there remains the
intriguing fact that, according to Hervey Allen (p. 674), Poe seems in
his last delirium to have imagined himself facing, like Pym, “the
horrors of shipwreck, of thirst, and of drifting away to unknown seas of
darkness.” His calling for Reynolds at that time suggests that in these
last moments his mind went back to Reynolds’ book and very likely to
the story he himself had based partly on that book. What does that
indicate?
Or should we turn to Poe’s sources for an explanation of the
unusual emphasis in the Narrative on food? Certainly, as various
scholars have pointed out, Poe borrowed a number of his edibles from
his minor sources.7 More important, his principal source—Benjamin
Morrell’s A Narrative of Four Voyages8—constantly emphasizes the
gastronomical delights that Morrell and his shipmates find on their
various landings. Every port or island offers them new foods, many of
the foods (such as Galapagos turtles and bêche-de-mer) precisely those
that appear in Poe’s tale. But it is hard to believe that foods in Poe’s
resonant tale are merely mechanical borrowings from Morrell. Morrell
obviously has none of the symbolic, dramatic, and ironic purpose of
Poe. He is merely detailing, for the use of future shipmasters, what
supplies and trade articles can be obtained at the various ports and
islands he visited.
Should we, then, look to more recondite explanations? The food,
for instance, can be seen as part of a social comment. Pym’s
grandfather is a capitalist par excellence. Captain Barnard an upper
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bourgeois entrepreneur, the boys idle scions of the well-to-do. Hinz
points out
Pym fatuously mouths all the clichés of his class.9 On
the ship, however, comes the bloody revolution, with murder and exile
of all who oppose it. Having seized control, the mate and mutineers for
a brief time become themselves the aristocrats and sit in the cabin
drinking the captain’s liquor and eating his fine stores. But soon, in an
equally bloody counter-revolution, Pym and Augustus, aided by
halfbreed Peters (whose mixture of blood
be related to his divided
social loyalties), regain the vessel and the stores. But the ship can no
longer navigate, and when
resume eating their olives and drinking
their port wine, it is in desperate danger and abject misery. They have
regained control, but at what cost! Perhaps symbolically, they alternate
between eating upper-class dainties and the horrors of cannibalism. A
Marxist might make much of this.
One need not, however,
the edibles as part of a specifically
political or social allegory. Their basic purpose and function may be
fundamentally ironical. The starving rich eat their fine foods in
ironically horrible circumstances. There is, as Thompson has cogently
argued, linking in Poe’s fiction of Gothic terror with a kind of grimly
comic absurdity.10 Surely we find this when we see Pym, dying of
thirst in his
in the hold, drinking French liqueur. And Hinz (pages
380 and 388) points out the comic irony inherent in the fact that the
ghastly murder and eating of Parker were not really necessary. Indeed,
in practically the next moment Peters and Pym are enjoying “a truly
delicate repast” of olives, ham, madeira, and turtle rescued from the
storeroom only a few feet from where the grisly cannibalism had taken
place. The grim irony—or what Thompson (p. xi) calls the
“peversity”—is obvious. Is Poe, then, primarily an ironist?
Or, we may ask, the food a part of a mythic ritual? Are the
mixed dainties and horrors elements in the ordeal through which the
hero-with-a-thousand-faces must pass his mythic life voyage? Is his
progress, as Davidson implies, from
unreality of the epicurean fare
to the horrible truth of reality,11
roast mutton to palpitating
entrails? Or are there Christian resonances in the fact that before their
miraculous “salvation” and banquet of wine and olives Pym and Peters
must drink the blood and eat
flesh of a
chosen by fate to die for
others?12 Perhaps, moreover, the horrid liver-like substance dropped by
the seagull has, as Levin suggests, Promethean connotations.13 Or
should
hold with Fiedler, who remarks that the wine the
drink,
which at first seems like an initiatory draught into innocent
forgetfulness, induces not strength and joy but weakness14 and an awful
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hangover? Do we Americans search for a primitive Eden but
inescapably take our debilitating gourmet civilization along with us?
We feed not on honeydew nor drink the milk of paradise but find the
same old madeira and bottled olives—as well as the rotted flesh of the
questers who have preceded us. But all this food and drink strange
and mysterious and in its way irrational. Hinz (pages 380-382)
suggests that the story is a Menippean satire in
Poe consistently
and purposely defeats the expectation of the reader and intentionally
presents the efffect of a disordered world. Fine wine and preserved
olives
a sinking hulk are, to say the
unexpected and seemingly
absurd. Is
whole story a satiric attack on the stuffy, pompous Pym
and his ilk who believe in rational conventionalities—the right foods in
the right places? Or are the
edibles
drinkables parts of a general
vision of a world in chaos? Bezanson advances a similar suggestion—
that the major literary merit of the Narrative its recreation of the
fantastic logic, or illogic, of a dream.15 Just as Alice eats and drinks
strange things in Wonderland, so too does Pym in Terrorland. Is the
whole novelette a gastronomical nightmare?
Perhaps, however, we should not quest so far for subtleties and
meanings, for allegory and symbolism and mythic or psychological
significance. Perhaps we should take at face value what Poe seems, at
least on the surface, to say in his famous critical dicta
writing for
effect. (Obviously, of course, “effect”
be defined in many ways.)
Even if we do take the gastronomical element of the Narrative merely
on the level of artistic device, we can still find it vibrantly important.
The nightmarish collocation of gourmet food with shipwreck and
cannibalism and strange adventures in far places is a highly worked
artifice that engulfs us in its ironic, absurd, and horrific ambience.
Even is this is all Poe intended (that word, I realize, is also a red flag),
he achieved his purpose splendidly.
NOTES
lThe page references to the Narrative in my text refer to Selected
Writings of Edgar Allan Poe, ed. Edward H. Davidson (Boston,
1956).
2Arthur Hobson Quinn, Edgar Allan Poe: A Critical Biography
(New York, 1941),
263.

3A. H. Quinn,

267.

4See, for instance, Patrick F. Quinn, The French Face of Edgar
Poe (Carbondale, 1957),
188; Hervey Allen, Israfel: The Life
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Edgar Allan Poe,
The Imaginary Voyages (Boston, 1981), pp. 217-218.

5 Ernest Marchand, “Poe

Social Critic,”

6 (1934), 42-43.

6Marie Bonaparte, Edgar Poe, 2 vols. (Paris, 1933), 1: 394,
cited in P. F. Quinn,
188.
7For instance, Keith Huntress, “Another Source for Poe’s The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym” AL, 16 (1944), 24; Randel
Helms, “Another Source for Poe s Arthur Gordon Pym” AL, 41
(1970), 574; and Pollin, pp. 230, 271, 277, 280-287, 304, 324328, 340-341.
*A Narrative of Four Voyages to the South Sea (New York,
1832).

9Evelyn J. Hinz, “‘Tekeli : The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym
as Satire,” Genre, 3 (1970), 384-386.

10G. R. Thompson, Poe’s Fiction: Romantic Irony in the
Gothic Tales (Madison, 1973), pp. xi-xiii, 179.

11Edward H. Davidson, Poe: A Critical Study (Cambridge,
Mass., 1957), Chap. VI, esp. pp. 168-169.
12Richard Kopley in “The 'Very Profound Under-current’ of
Arthur Gordon Pym,” Studies in
American Renaissance (1987),
pp.
and 167 has noted other religious allusions, one to the
siege of Jerusalem by the Romans.
13Harry Levin, The Power of Blackness (New York, 1960), p.
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15Walter Bezanson, “The Troubled Sleep of Arthur Gordon Pym,”
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Rudolph Kirk and C. F. Main (New Brunswick, 1965),
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PREGNANT THOUGHTS ON “THE FALL OF THE
HOUSE
USHER”
Robert Hoggard

The University of Mississippi
Although many previous critics have darkly hinted at an incestuous
relationship between Roderick and Madeline Usher, none has intimated
that such a union might have resulted in Madeline’s becoming
pregnant. Therefore, let us squarely confront the viable, interesting
possibility that Madeline was pregnant with Roderick Usher’s child.
Obviously, in this regard, the opinion of the physician closest to
the case must be given serious consideration. On the occasion of their
first meeting, the narrator thought that the Usher family doctor “wore a
mingled expression of low cunning and perplexity,” a countenance that
would be highly out of keeping with a death-bed situation, but that
would be appropriate (albeit in poor taste) if the physician suspected
pregnancy but was puzzled as to the identity of the father, the most
obvious candidate being the valet, an unthinkable social circumstance.
Of course, critics who place little or no store in the narrator’s reliability
will not be slow to insist that
description of the physician’
countenance highly subjective and, therefore, suspect.1
As I am loath to belabor the point, let us consider the physician’s
“unusual diagnosis,” which, because it not a diagnosis at all, but
rather an enumeration of symptoms pointing to a cause left politely
unstated, is very unusual indeed. The symptoms of Madeline’s socalled malady are “a settled apathy, a gradual wasting away of the
person, and frequent although transient affections of a partially
cataleptical character.” Sol De Lee, M.D., lists depression, physical
and mental indifference, and weight
as common disorders of early
pregnancy (35, 44).2 “In pregnancy,” he adds, “many women faint or
lose consciousness for a moment. They may become pale, but not
necessarily so, and the pulse may or may not be affected” (65).
Although frequency of urination, resulting from the enlarged womb
pressing upon the bladder,
another early symptom of pregnancy,
Madeline (we are told) had “steadily borne up against the pressure of her
malady. Equally curious Roderick’s manifestation of an aversion to
certain
and textures, the odors of flowers, and all but “the most
insipid foods”—symptoms which, considering how he and Madeline
were twins between whom existed “sympathies of a scarcely intelligible
nature,” encourage our suspicion that the hapless father, having
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succumbed to his own pregnant thought, is experiencing the
physiological and psychological disorders of pregnancy in his own
body.
In view of these observations, dare we suspect that, while
Roderick’s “unceasingly agitated mind was laboring with some
oppressive secret,” Madeline was laboring with something of a more
tangible and immediately disconcerting nature in
vault below?
Dare we infer
Roderick’s reluctance to inter Madeline in the
“remote and exposed” family plot a well-grounded fear that the local
physicians, having made “certain obtrusive and eager inquiries,” might
rob the grave and perform an autopsy, thereby exposing the obtrusive
pregnancy that Roderick had gone to such pains to put out of sight and
mind? Dare we associate Roderick’s “hollow-sounding enunciation”
with a drum and all that a drum implies in this increasingly maternal
context? Dare we read a not-so-hidden meaning in certain “prominent”
objects in Roderick’s studio, or in the narrator’s curious reference to the
“physique” of the walls and turrets?
Dare we induce from Roderick’s failure to fly to the aid of his
imprisoned sister, when he first heard “it” stirring in the vault, an
unwillingness to pry the lid off a coffin from which, horror of horrors,
Madeline might spring up with a miscarried fetus—with it—clutched
by one leg in her bruised and quaking fist?
Dare we gaze transfixed upon
blood on Madeline’s white robes
and ask ourselves two unpleasant but painfully obvious questions: did
the lady break out of the coffin and vault with her obtruding stomach,
or is the blood evidence of “some bitter struggle” other than her
exertions to free herself, a struggle which
not be voiced openly in
polite nineteenth-century society,
only be alluded to by puns
and innuendo carefully implanted in the text?
Finally, what are we to make of that wholly unambiguous image
of a blood-red moon pushing its head
a widening vaginal crack
as the House of Usher, shuddering with the contractions of childbirth,
breaks water in a tooth-grinding catharsis? Think it if you dare: the
House of Usher not a head with eyes, but a womb with a view.
NOTES
1 Ready reference to much criticism of “Usher may be located in
Craig Howes, “Burke, Poe and ‘Usher’: The Sublime and Rising
Woman,” ESQ, 31 (1985), 186-189; “‘The Fall of the House of
Usher’ and Elegiac Romance,” SLJ, 19 (1986), 68-69. Benjamin
Franklin Fisher IV, “Playful ‘Gennanism’ in ‘The Fall of the House
of Usher',” Ruined Eden of the Present—Hawthorne, Melville and
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"THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER”
Poe: Critical Essays in Honor of Darrel Abel, ed. G. R. Thompson
and Virgil L. Lokke (West Lafayette, Ind., 1981), pp. 354-374,
points out many reasons to consider the narrator unreliable and the
tale overall rife with hoax elements. See also James W. Gargano,
‘“The Fall of the House of Usher': An Apocalyptic Vision,”
UMSE, n.s. 3 (1982), 53-63.
2De Lee, Sol T. Safeguarding Motherhood (Philadelphia &
Toronto, 1969).
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THE “RAVEN” PARODY THAT CAPTIVATED ABE
LINCOLN
Burton R. Pollin
Emeritus, CUNY

There is nothing remarkable in the fact that the Quincy Whig, a
newspaper of western Illinois, on March 18, 1846, published a parody
of the celebrated poem of 1845, “The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe, or
that Abe Lincoln, a friend of the editor of the Whig, should have
expressed his warm appreciation of the verses in a letter. This
occurrence has long been mentioned in Lincoln annals and, recently, in
a footnote to a Poe volume. But what seems remarkable is the apparent
willingness of all scholars to leave the parody itself unretrieved,
unreprinted, and unexamined. Fortunately, there is still extant one copy
of
paper, which thus furnishes direct evidence of the spread of Poe’
fame and of Lincoln’s susceptibility to the muse.1 The background
circumstances can be quickly viewed, before we attend to Lincoln’s
remarks and the parody itself. Poe’s “Raven” came out in the February
1845 American Review and in the January 29, 1845 Evening Mirror
(New York) and its February 8 weekly edition. Catching the admiration
of varied readers and all the “free loading” editors, it quickly became fair
game for copying into the provincial newspapers throughout the
country; this practice was aided through the provision of a text in the
book, The Raven and Other Poems (November 1845).2 The
publication of parodies was proof also of its farflung popularity and of
its author’s notoriety, especially as instigator of
“Little Longfellow
War” in the Broadway Journal and as perpetrator of the “Al Aaraaf”
hoax at the Boston Lyceum on October 16, 1845. The ensuing
parodies of “the bird” that filled out editorial columns of newspapers far
and wide played upon two major themes for their titles and their
contents: animals (and birds) or satire or criticism (often of inebriation).
Preceding the burlesque in the Quincy Whig, “The Pole-Cat” (i.e., the
skunk) were verses named after the owl, black cat, gazelle,
whippoorwill, turkey and “The Veto,” “The Craven” by ”Poh,” “A
Vision,” “A Gentle Puff,” “A Fight with a Dog,” “A Visit to LeKnocking” (on Temperance), and “The Tom Cat.”3 Several of these
might have come, in “exchange papers,” to the attention of Andrew
Johnston, editor of the Whig, who may be considered to be the author
of the poem.4
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Printed on the first page of the newspaper of March 18, 1846
(volume 8, columns 2 and 3), it hints of the writer’s familarity with
other parodies, which usually adapt the refrain of Poe. Cleverly, this
versifier frees himself from the burden of this rhyme and archly
suggests that Poe delimits his rhyming in the “imitation” of “The PoleCat” that he dares to call “The Raven.” Here is his prefatory note:
Mr. Editor:—I should probably never have published the
enclosed poem, did I not feel it a duty to the republic of
letters, to expose a culprit, who disregarded its laws. Mr.
Edgar A. Poe, to whom it was shown in confidence, has, in
his parody called The Raven, most shamefully plagiarized
both my stanza and my subject, with such silly alterations
in both, as, in his feeble cunning, he thought would
disguise the theft. Such, for instance, is the perpetual
repetition of the rhyme, “Evermore and “Nevermore”—
wretched shift
conceal the poverty of his invention: and
such his transformation of the formidable pole-cat into a
dull jackdaw, whose vocabulary is as monotonous as his
own. Less I could not say in justice to my own pretentions,
and more I cannot add, without doing violence to the
proverbial modesty of
Your obedient servant,
MARMADUKE MAR-RHYME.
Quincy, Illinois, March 3d, 1846.

He correctly compares the similar stanzaic pattern of the original
and the parody and also, by a stretch of concepts, of the subjects, both
being natural “critters” or raven and skunk. The rough hewn topic of
this “new” poem would appeal to a wide range of Whig readers,
including “Honest Abe,” whose log cabin home it recalls. Before
considering his response, let us examine the verses helpfully “exhumed”
by the Illinois State Historical Society.5
THE POLE-CAT.
By the fire-side I was sitting, and my wife she was
knitting,
And a new heel she was fitting, to a stocking half worn
out:
Joe was in
chimney comer, spelling how young Jacky
Homer
Ate the plum, which from the pie his greedy fingers had
tom out—
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Plum, from out the Christmas pie, by him so greedily tom
out:
This our Josey was about.
Joe huge lots of fun was quaffing, loud and long the lad was
laughing.
Wife and I were more than half inclined to join him in his
glee;
Till the urchin, silent grinning, ceased the roar of his
beginning,
Only chuckling, shuffling, shinning, smiting often on his
knee—
Smiting hard upon the patch—the gray cloth patch, upon
his knee,
As he looked at wife and me.

’Twas on Saturday, at night, and the fire was burning
bright,
And my heart was glad and light, for my weekly toil was
o’er,
All my Sunday chores were done up, and “I swon,” says I,
“till sun up
I will lie a-bed and sleep, and if so be as I should snore,
If, in sleeping long and deep in bed, I happen for
snore,
’Tis what I have done before.”
Presently I thought I heard a cackling, as of barnyard bird,
Suddenly alarmed or stirred, by some stealthy enemy;
But methinks “It is a rustle, of Dame Bunty with her bustle,
Crowding closer, just to jostle other hens from off the
tree—
Crowding on the rival hens to jostle them from off the
tree—
The old black locust roosting tree.

Therefore quietly I sot, and the noise I heeded not,
Till at last my old wife got up with her new stocking heel,
And she says, “Now Jeremiah” (and her voice was getting
higher.)
“Get up, sir, and leave that fire, and
out, right off the
reel—
Quit the fire, and go out-doors, straight away, right off the
reel,
And see what makes the chickens squeal.!
I

very peaceable, and in all things feasible
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I submit—for she’s able for to judge what’s best for both:
Quickly
my feet I rose—only stopped to blow my nose,
And, with staff in hand, I goes, albeit I was very loth;
Out of doors, with staff in hand, goes I, albeit very loth,
Thinking—something like an oath.

Stoutly strode I towards the tree, grumbling, growling
sullenly,
“For,” says I, “I’ll only see what at first I understood:”
But full soon I stood aghast,—ere
that old tree I past,
Old Dame Bunty breathed her last, fluttering in a pool of
blood—
At my feet old Bunty lay, flutt’ring, flapping, in her
blood—
Dying—where aghast I stood.
Savagely I looked around, up the tree and on the ground,
If the villain might be found, who had done my hen to
death:
“’Tis some thievish, murderous owl, in midnight darkness
prone to fowling,
Or some bloody weasel prowling, that has stopped poor
Bunty’s breath—
Some assassin, vile and bloody, choked the poor old lady’s
breath;
May he die a felon’s death!”

This in grief and anger spoken, in the grass I went apoking,
Lest perchance it might be cloaking the foul rogue I wished
seize:
Reckless was I of his biting, all my soul was bent on
fighting,
and—my fierce, insane, delight in—down I went, upon my
knees—
Through the grass, my wild delight in, scrambling on upon
my knees—
“Gad! says I, “I’ll raise a breeze!”
Groping in the hazel bushes, eager here and there I pushes;
Suddenly the caitiff rushes right before me, straight ahead:
Madly on his track I pitches, scuffling through the hazel
switches,
Naught care I for ragged breeches,
I strike the murderer
dead—
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Bum my breeches! tear my shirt! only strike the murderer
dead,
I’ll go home without thread!

Fast the felon fled, but faster followed fierce and fell
disaster,
Naught avails “The Poor Man’s Plaster” for such blows as
then I dealt:
But while I thus swung my flail, in haste the devil tucked
his tail in,—
Flung it out with his last failing breath—oh! scissors! how
it smelt!
That last flourish, in my nose, eyes, ears, mouth, stomach,
it was felt—
Oh! Jemima! how it smelt!
Back I staggered, poison-tainted—how I wished that I had
fainted—
Ne’er from bones of martyrs sainted, such ethereal essence
flows:
And though relics may convert you, by their power to heal
or hurt you,
None here such immortal virtue, as that ether in my nose,
No such deathless, deadly, odor, as the horrid steam that
rose
From that pole-cat
my nose.

All that night I washed and scrubbed me, long with soap
sand I rubbed me,
Still next day my dear wife snubbed me, “Jeremiah: how
you stink!”
Once more
the creek I hasted; scrubbed and washed, and
prayed, and fasted;
All, alas! was labor wasted, by that fair stream’s flowery
brink,
Vain were soap, sand, prayer, and fasting, by that fair
stream’s flower brink,
“Jeremiah! how you stink!”
And this odour, to my thinking, still is stinking, still is
stinking,
Deeper in my flesh ’ sinking, daily it is striking in
Rotten noisome imp of evil! Ruthless and relentless devil!
Quit thy foul and horrid revel, take thy stench from out my
skin!
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Take thy foul, intolerable, charnel stench from out my
skin!
’Tis too bad
rub it in!

This is not being offered as one of the prize parodies on Poe’s
celebrated poem, replete with grace or wit or sharp observations on
literature or human nature,6 but primarily as an object of Abraham
Lincoln’s amusement and evaluation as well as a sample of the light
literature of period, especially in the “provinces.” Lincoln’s letter of
April 18 to his editor friend Andrew Johnston (their relationship,
lasting at least a year, has never been explicated by Lincoln
biographers) has been printed before. The first paragraph
“The
Pole-Cat”:
Friend Johnston:
Your letter, written some six weeks since [an error for four
weeks], was received in due course, and also the paper with
the parody. It is true, as suggested it might be, that I have
never seen Poe’s “Raven”; and I very well know that
parody is almost entirely dependent for its interest upon
the reader’s acquaintance with the original. Still there is
enough in the polecat, self-considered, to afford one several
hearty laughs. I think four or five of the last stanzas are
decidedly funny, particularly where Jeremiah “scrubbed and
washed, and prayed and fasted.”7

It clear that Johnston had sent Lincoln the parody because of Abe’s
interest just then in verses—a phase of Lincoln’s general culture that
may seem remote from his slowly growing mastery of a home spun
prose eloquence, as in “The Gettysburg Address.”8
fact, there seems
to be much evidence of Lincoln’s absorbing into his memory and style
a great deal of poetry during his largely self-directed education and
development. In addition to the standard classics of Bums, some of
Shakespeare, Thomas Gray and Oliver Goldsmith, the lyrics of Byron
and the “songs” of Thomas Moore, there were the lighter and humorous
verses of Oliver Wendell Holmes and Thomas Hood.9 He memorized
many pieces, which he liked to “deliver” to clients, visitors,
later,
White House guests.10 He himself dabbled in nonsense verses and
doggerel as a child and sometimes indulged in versified bawdy humor.11
The blunt language of “The Pole-Cat” would be entirely acceptable to
this newly elected congressman, in 1846. Melancholy and humor both
ranked as important elements in Lincoln’s reading, conversation, and
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covert stream of prepossessions, as Herndon, Nicolay, Hay, and many
other intimates have
One friend said, “[humor was a device] to
whistle down sadness.”12 Curiously, Andrew Johnston anticipated
Lincoln’s pleasure in the parody because he had just received from
a sententious, trite verse adaptation of Job, iii, and Ecclesiastes, i,
written and published
American texts) anonymously by the Scot
William Knox (a friend of Sir Walter Scott), which had become
Lincoln’s favorite, most quoted poem.13
The year 1846 was to prove Lincoln’s annus mirabilis” for verse
writing. In the second paragraph of his April 18 letter, he makes a new
allusion to a poem “My Childhood Home I See Again,” which harked
back to his campaigning during 1844 in a section of Indiana where he
had been raised fifteen years earlier. “Seeing it... aroused feelings in me
which were certainly poetry,” although, he says, he is not sure that “the
expression of those feelings was poetry.”14 The “second canto” of this
work was sent to Johnston September 6, 1846 for possible anonymous
printing in the Whig. It concerned Matthew Gentry, a boyhood
companion (only three years older) who had become insane, his initial
raging madness having changed to a settled melancholy; fear of such a
condition greatly troubled Lincoln himself.
The third product of
those stimulating reminiscences was a poem in twenty-two stanzas,
called “A Bear Hunt,” also sent to Johnston for anonymous publication.
To my mind this is the cleverest in phrasing and the keenest in its
comparisons of man as the hunter, the bear victim, and the dogs as
instruments;
tone of mockery slightly reminds us of the parody that
Lincoln enjoyed reading—“
stark comedy of frontier life,” as David
Anderson titled an aspect of his taste.16 Chiefly, however,
Lincoln’s “Bear Hunt” savors of Bums, Gray,
Goldsmith.
A more definite result of this episode was his determination to seek
out the original, “The Raven.” He
to have enjoyed it thoroughly
and to have committed it to memory for use as a piece for private
elocution.17 One wonders whether the poignant lines about “lost
Lenore” revived sad memories for him of his early love for Anne
Rutledge, whose death had plunged him into deep, irrational grief,
according to Herndon, Sandburg, and other chroniclers of the life of this
gaunt, candid, and sensitive president.18
NOTES

1Numerous biographies of Lincoln (see notes below for pointed
references to several) mention the letter alone, thus perhaps
misleading T. O. Mabbott’s collaborators into causing him to say,
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“RAVEN” PARODY
“The poem probably was not printed,” in his edition of Poe’s
Poems (Cambridge, Mass., 1969), 1: 352, no. 10 of his list
(footnote 4). For locus of the extant issue of the paper see note 5
below.
2For details of other printings during Poe’s lifetime, see T. 0.
Mabbott, Poems, p. 363.

3For publication data of the first nine see Poems, p. 352. The
last three I have found in the Saint Louis Reveille of May
1845,
the Weekly Mirror of 29 November 1845, which reprints it from
the Boston Post, and the Yale Literary Magazine of June, 1845.

4This inference is drawn from its being the first item of reading
matter on page 1, the use of a colorful pseudonym instead of a true
name, and Johnston’s later printing of Lincoln’s verses (see
below) as part of his and his readers' partiality for verse. Andrew
Johnston also practiced law in the town, according to Roy P.
Basler, ed., Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln (New Brunswick,
1953), 1: 367; his wearing two hats was likely in Quincy, first
settled in 1822, incorporated as a town in 1834, and termed “a
city” in 1839.
5My thanks are due to J. Ericson at the Society in Springfield,
Illinois, for a search of the paper for this and other data. The
library at Knox College in Galesburg, Illinois, seems to have lost
the 1846 issues of the paper, and I have received no response from
the only other possible holder, as listed in Gregory s Union List
of Serials.
6The fullest collection of such “Raven” parodies is in the
compilation by Walter Hamilton, Parodies of the Works of Enqlish
and American Authors (London, 1885 and 1888), 2: 27-96 and 5:
287-288, 322-323).

7For a full reprint of the letter, see Roy P. Basler, ed., Abraham
Lincoln: His Speeches and Writings (New York, 1946), pp. 184185; also, John G. Nicolay and John Hay, eds., Complete Works
of Abraham Lincoln (Cumberland, Tenn, 1894), 1: 288-290.
8Perhaps the best discussion is in Nicolay and Hay, 1: x-xxx,
“Lincoln
a Writer,” and in David D. Anderson, Abraham Lincoln
(New York, 1970), pp. 71-78, discussing the poems mentioned in
my text, below.
9See William E. Barton, Abraham Lincoln and His Books
(Chicago, 1920), pp. 7-19; and D. J. Harkness and R. G.
McMurty, Lincoln’s Favorite Poets (Knoxville, 1959), pp. 3-15.
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10See Henry B. Kranz, Abraham Lincoln: A New Portrait (New
York, 1959), pp. 114-115.
11See Nicolay and Hay, Works, 1: 288-290; Barton, Abraham
Lincoln, p. 16; and Hertz, The Hidden Lincoln, pp. 294-295.

12See Stephen B. Oates, With Malice Toward None (New York,
1977), p. 100; see also p. 249; see Hertz, p. 67, for his poem,
now lost, on suicide, and also pp. 167-168; also Ralph G.
Newman, Lincoln for the Ages (New York, 1960), pp. 130-134,
his hypo” counteracted “by laughter.”

13This now seemingly “rare” poem is treated fully by M. L.
Houser, Lincoln's Favorite Poem (Peoria, Ill
pamphlet of
15 pages.
l4See Basler, pp. 184-185.
15In addition to the books given in n. 8 above, see Albert J.
Beveridge, Abraham Lincoln (New York, 1928), 1: 383-385; 521525.

16See Anderson, pp. 76-78, for the best study of this poem.
17See Beveridge, 2: 228; Basler,

185, and Kranz, p. 115.

18For this much-mooted love” see Emanuel Hertz, pp. 66, 163165; Carl Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln, The Prairie Years (New
York, 1970), pp. 52-53; and William E. Barton, The Life of
Abraham Lincoln (Indianapolis, 1925), 1: 211-222.
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AUGUSTA GERALDINE ALMEDA: EMILY BRONTË’S
GOTHIC ANTI-HEROINE

B. G. Till
The University ofDelaware
The genre of the Gothic fantasy is one which almost solely appears
in narrative, novelistic fiction. Early classic examples of this narrative
are Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto and Radcliffe’s The Mysteries
of Udolpho. These works fit neatly into William Patrick Day’s
definition of the Gothic fantasy; they feature protagonists who “find
themselves in a world created by the circle of their own fears and
desires, in a state of enthrallment, both thrilling and destructive, to the
Gothic world.”1 Day goes
to explain how a style of fiction writing
begun in the late eighteenth century could
into the nineteenth; he
remarks that the “fear,
terror,
dread that are
the subject
and effect of the Gothic are not, then, free-floating thrills but reflect the
essential insecurities of nineteenth-century readers” (GF, 5). He further
clarifies the three conventions into which works produced in the Gothic
tradition divide: character, atmosphere, and plot. The main characters
in traditional Gothic pieces are the heroine and the hero; or, as Day
labels them, the heroine and the anti-hero. The heroine is quite
obviously a victim. She exists almost only for her victimization at the
hands of the anti-hero. She “well-bred, passive, and respectable” and
possesses a virtue that “makes [her] prey to villains” (GF, 16). The
chief reason, in fact, for Gothic heroines making
perfect victims is
that “[t]heir conceptions of themselves and of proper behavior render
them passive in the face of terror” (GF,17).
The anti-heroes of Gothic fiction are just
formulaic in their
creation as
heroines. Day defines
Gothic anti-hero as “a version
of the Faust character, an overreacher seeking power, pleasure, even
godhead,” a protagonist with “qualities of egotism and monomania”
(GF, 17). He adds, unequivocally, that these anti-heroes “seek to
dominate their world, rather
accommodate themselves to it the
female characters do” (GF,17). The enthrallment to which both male
and female protagonists surrender themselves also traditional: “Each
[protagonist] approaches the Gothic world, whether voluntarily or not,
with a heightened apprehension and restless curiosity about what may
lie beyond conventional reality in
underworld. . . . Yet. . . , the
possibilities of the Gothic world, the prospect of infinite desire
infinitely satisfied, proves an illusion” (GF, 23). This necessary, yet
fearsome, journey into the Gothic underworld is really a descent into
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self, Day argues, and this early variety of literary psychoanalysis is
externalized in the Gothic atmosphere of these narrative fantasies.
Gothic atmosphere may be defined “the sense of mystery, suspense,
and fearful anticipation, the sense of being in the presence of the strange
or different that marks all Gothic fantasies” (GF,
as well as a form
of fiction in which “[h]orrors abound: one may expect a suit of armor
suddenly to come to life, while ghosts, clanking chains, and charnel
houses impart an uncanny atmosphere of terror.”2 Gothic atmosphere,
then, eliminates the realities of normal space and time and forces the
protagonist, male or female, as well as the reader, into a nightmare
world of chillingly unsubstantiative happenings.
All this information
the formulaic patterning of the Gothic
fantasy provides essential background material for a careful examination
and classification of Emily Jane Bronte a Victorian poet. She wrote
poetry for a good deal of her life, beginning the Gondal saga in early
adolescence. Thus, she made it easy, or at least comparatively easy, for
her biographers and critics by separating these creative works into two
volumes, one comprising the poems of the Gondal saga and the other
poems of a more personally emotive nature. Many of the Gondal
poems appear, even with just a cursory glance, to have a markedly
Gothic atmosphere. The connection, though, between Bronte’s Gondal
poems and the Gothic fantasy tradition even more striking. A close
reading of a sampling of the Gondal poems which directly involve,
either as narrator or as subject, Augusta Geraldine Almeda demonstrates
that Brontë is really producing in her heroine Augusta an inversion of
the archetypal Gothic fantasy heroine. This Bronte heroine is, in fact,
so unlike her narrative predecessors that she may be termed an anti
heroine, as Day characterizes the Gothic hero an anti-hero. The
connection, then, between Bronte’s lyric poetry and the normally
narrative genre classification “Gothic” strongly fused by her original,
and even early feminist, heroine, Augusta Geraldine Almeda.
The question of
Bronte should choose to create an anti-heroine
of the Gothic type in her lyric poetry must, naturally, be asked and
answered. Any reader of her poetry must surely recognize that her use
of Gothic traditions was, almost certainly, unintentional. The only
possible answer, then, in her responding to the tradition enough to
devise an anti-heroine, Augusta, that she unconsciously absorbed the
tradition through her reading of literature and responded against the
stereotypes she saw replicated again and again. Works such as Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein, Monk Lewis’s The Monk, the ever-popular
Castle of Otranto, the novels of Radcliffe, and even
Gothic-parody
Northanger Abbey enjoyed both widespread success and notoriety. The
consciousness of the traditions of Gothic literature was common;
obviously, Jane Austen knew enough of the stereotypical character,
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atmosphere, and plot to design a send-up of the genre, especially of the
heroine, in the form of Catherine Morland of Northanger Abbey.
Feasibly, Bronte could have responded unknowingly to the ubiquitous
genre; she may also have wanted to create a heroine who celebrates her
feminine independence rather than concedes it to a domineering male.
Mary K. DeShazer notes that Emily Brontë calls forth a powerful
persona “in the person of [Augusta], the fiendish-angelic monarch of a
complex imaginary world. This cold, willful
serves as a shadow
figure, a potent alternate self to
Bronte gives birth ...”3 If
this vision of Augusta an accurate one, then Bronte’s depiction of an
anti-heroine is both a redefinition
expansion of the Gothic heroine
into a more complex female characterization and an exploration of
Bronte’ in fact the woman poet’s, feminine
It is outside the
scope of my study to analyze here Bronte’s Augusta from a feminist
perspective beyond noting that it is highly possible Bronte meant to
create a character of more feminist power than the traditionally passive
figure could ever be.
The Gondal poems chosen all focus on Augusta’s sexuality and
soul, not on her maternity. Fannie E. Ratchford’s arrangement of the
poems as an epic of Gondal4 is convenient, except where more modem
scholarship, for instance in labelling Augusta and Rosina Alcona,
R.A., as separate identities, offers sensible alternatives. The first few
poems taken, in order, from Ratchford’s chronology, seemingly depict a
quintessential Gothic heroine. In No. 23, the heroine meets “the
glorious star of love” (line 8) and the reader may assume that this
heroine-narrator is on her way to becoming a typical, female Gothic
figure.5 The poem’s narrative voice delineates the internal atmosphere
of the onset of love, the “throb[-bing],” the “gush[-ing],” and the
“musing,” that seem also to be the exaggerated emotion of
average
Gothic internal landscape. Bronte certainly depicts her heroine being
awakened to love in a traditional manner. The heroine remains
personally inexperienced; she has not yet had the opportunity to display
her external conflict action with a particular lover.
Augusta gets this chance with Alexander of Elbe, her first husband
or lover. In a poem recounting years later Alexander’s death, Augusta
describes his end by Lake Elnor in perfectly Gothic terms: “His red
blood dyed a deeper hue, / Shuddering to feel the ghostly gloom / That
coming Death around him threw— / Sickening to think one hour would
sever / The sweet, sweet world and him for ever” (9.30-34). The
atmosphere is incontrovertibly Gothic; Death is personified a dark
figure that throws a cloak of “ghostly gloom” around the shoulders of
its victim. At the same time of Gothic atmosphere and death, however,
even the bloody near-corpse Alexander recognizes the developing nature
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of Augusta; he warns that she will forget him and leave only the heath
to mourn his passing: “‘For you’ll forget the lonely grave / and
mouldering corpse by Elnor’s wave’” (9.67-68). Alexander knows that
his lover is not the mildly passive Gothic heroine, though neither he
nor Bronte distinguishes Augusta specifically yet
this type.
Augusta not quite as immediately independent and forgetful as
Alexander may suppose. Many times in her early poems, she mourns
for him and wishes he could have stayed with her. She even suggests
tenaciously holding onto his soul
that it does not fly out of this
earthly world and into a spiritual one. She speaks to him,
encouragingly: ‘“It is not Death, but pain / That struggles in thy
breast; / Nay, rally, Elbë, rouse again, / I cannot let thee rest!”’
(180.25-28). Her macabre exclamation sounds like verbal grave
robbing; she will not let his soul rest in peace because she wants him
on earth with her so urgently. Augusta’s response to Alexander’s
imminent death not at all the behavior of a passively Gothic heroine.
In fact, Augusta’s stridently active demand, she later
it a “prayer,”
for him to stay alive, alarms Alexander so that “One long look, that
sore reproved me / For the woe I could not bear— / One mute look of
suffering moved me / To repent my useless prayer” (180.29-32). The
traditional Gothic sex roles seem here to be reversed; Alexander
silently reproving, Augusta is actively dictating. She does manage to
calm herself, especially since it is what Alexander wants. She enforces
her own inactivity, “Not a sign of further grieving / Stirred my soul
that awful day” (180.35-36). It is clear to the reader, however, that
Augusta is a vibrantly active character existing within the framework of
Gothic atmosphere but outside of the passively receptive
characterization of the stereotypical heroine.
Poem 15, about Augusta’s time in prison directly after Alexander’s
death, is important in showing for the reader precisely what the
demarcation is between Bronte’s use of genuine Gothic atmosphere and
her manipulation of Gothic female characterization. Most of the poem
taken up in detailing the “phantom horrors” (line 67) of Augusta’s
imprisonment. She remembers the despair of imprisonment: “The
tossing
the anguished pining; / The grinding
and staring eye; /
The agony of still repining,” (15.10-12) and the dreams of “the arch of
heaven divine, / The pure blue heaven with clouds of gold” (15.47-48)
with which she fortified herself against the nightmare of prison.
Juliann E. Fleenor notes that “The Gothic world is one of nightmare
and that nightmare is created by the individual in conflict with the
values of her society and her
role.”6
Augusta is, first, a victim of external, political conflict; she is
serving a sentence in the Gondal prison. She is also, and more
important, suffering the sort of nightmarish internal conflict Fleenor
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suggests. Augusta is being forced to remain inactive and woefully
celibate within her prison. She is not passively content with her self
sacrificing role as a genuine Gothic heroine would be; she eagerly
awaits her freedom and celebrates it when it comes: “It’ over now—
and I am free” (15.21). The “It” which is over is her imprisonment and
her mourning for Alexander. Augusta suffers the physical, atmospheric
Gothic punishment of being imprisoned; she does not take the utterly
passive course a true heroine would take.
The free Augusta advises
one’s back on passive mourning;
she commands: “Shake off the fetters, break the chain, / And live and
love and smile again” (15.71-72). Augusta knows that regeneration for
her means living in the future, not in the past. She recommends
forgetting “The waste of youth, the waste of years” (15.73) and actively
rejoining the living band of unfettered beings. Bronte has her heroine
move stoically past mournful inaction so that she can establish an
identity separate from that of her husband. Augusta’s behavior is
remarkably feminist.
Another poem peculiarly Gothic in atmosphere is, really, just that,
a Gothic atmosphere set-piece. Poem 74 is a physical description of
the Hall of Elbë in its ruined and lonely state: “Chambers roofless,
desolate, where weeds and ivy
/ Windows through whose broken
arches the night-winds sadly mourn; / Home of the departed, the longdeparted dead” (74.3-5). The implication, though it remains unstated, is
that while Alexander’s Hall falls to ruin, Augusta cannot possibly be
expected to become emotionally desolate as well. Although the poem
does not have an obvious narrative voice, it seems to be sympathetic to
Augusta’s cause; Alexander is the “long-departed dead,” which implies
that it is time for Augusta to come out of psychological decay now that
Alexander has been gone awhile. The winds may still mourn through
the ruins of Alexander’s estate, but Augusta does not see herself, nor
does Bronte, nor indeed does the reader, as an inanimate object that
should crumple into ruin at the lord’s death. Augusta is not a lifeless
part of the landscape meant to be buried alive in best Gothic tradition
because of her lover’s death.
Poem
seems to have a psychic connection with No.
both
poems center on Alexander’s dwelling places. While No. 74 examines
the decayed state of his temporal, worldly home, No. 50 focuses on
“dwelling dank and cold” (50.3), his grave. This discussion of
Alexander and his resting places may appear to have very little to
with Augusta; it does, actually, have quite a lot to do with her
characterization as an active anti-heroine. The narrator of No. 50
explicitly Augusta in the first person. She makes the suggestion in
this quatrain-length mood poem that the dead lover “Once more [come]
to visit me” (50.4). The gruesome, overtly Gothic picture of a corpse
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freeing himself from his dank grave and paying a visit to Augusta is
not detailed in the poem; nineteenth- and even twentieth-century readers
who have been steeped in the Gothic tradition would have no trouble
izing this macabre
Oand horrible spectacle.and
contem
The important point here is, once again, Augusta’s strength of
character. She initiates the possible encounter
not sit back and
passively mourn her lost lover. In fact, the first two lines of the
quatrain describe a heroine actively, tauntingly cultivating attention
from her dead love: “ come again; what chains withhold / The steps
that used so fleet to be?” (50.1-2). Chains, the symbol of powerless
imprisonment, do not daunt Augusta. She flirtingly hearkens back to a
time when Alexander swiftly, probably slavishly, obeyed her slightest,
barely-issued command. Augusta is markedly in control of this
relationship and was equally as firm when Alexander was still alive.
This active anti-heroine would never allow her own selfhood to be
limited by death so she cannot concede that Alexander could allow it.
Augusta is a character driven powerfully by the concept of the will.
The Victorian fascination with the dynamics of will is in
opposition to the stereotypical characterization of the Gothic heroine.
Day writes, on the formulaic patterning of the Gothic fantasy, “[t]he
will for power conflicts with the will for virtue, because masculine
power must be illegitimate, seized by the man himself,. .. while the
feminine can submit only to legitimate authority” (GF,132). By this
definition of roles, Augusta possesses the masculine Gothic trait of
craving a will for power. She does not virtuously and meekly submit
herself to authority; she chafes at the physical limitations of having to
be in prison, the cosmological limitations of the dead having to remain
entombed, and the traditional, sociological limitations of having to
remain in mourning. Augusta is a forceful, dominating female
character very much outside the usual Gothic stereotype and inside the
porary Victorian mindset. on
The last poem chosen from the Augusta-Alexander series of the
Gondal poems is a pivotal one, if, once again, just a quatrain, where
Augusta decides not to be buried alive in her passive grief now that
Alexander is well and truly dead. The poem reads: “Here, with my
knee upon thy stone, /I bid adieu to feelings gone; /I leave with thee
my tears and pain, / And rush into the world again” (No. 49). Augusta
describes herself as genuflecting Alexander’s grave stone. She does
not, though, explicitly state that she is praying; it seems rather that she
is kneeling on top of Alexander’s tomb. In this kneeling position, she
admits that she is saying good-bye to feelings that are already gone.
Bronte has Augusta save until the last word of this line the truly
important fact of the statement; the feelings are gone so Augusta is
really only putting herself through the formal, expected leave-taking
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traditional society demands from a widow. Augusta is still in control.
In the next line she continues the divorcing of herself from her past;
even though her feelings for Alexander are gone, she still has tears and
pain, and these two possessions she would like to leave with her dead
lover rather than carry off with her. She economically jettisoning
any excess emotional baggage, not bowing to
dominant role of the
male. The verb used by Bronte, and meant by Augusta, in the final line
of the poem is much stronger than those of the previous two lines;
“rush” connotes more urgency
either “bid” or “leave.” Augusta is
actively and energetically striking out to continue with the rest of her
life, just as Alexander predicted at the end of No. 9 that she would one
day do. He knows Augusta’s nature and recognizes that it is most
certainly not of the weak, quintessentially Gothic variety.
Once Augusta finishes with the Alexander phase of her life, she
becomes involved with Lord Alfred of Aspin Castle. She has an affair
with the boy Lord Alfred’s daughter adopts
in poem 112, dismisses
him. The poem has a cautionary tone; Augusta is the experienced
woman who is trying to convince the nameless boy that life is not
solely composed of days like “this bright day” (112.1). Her very
characterization
once again dramatically opposite to that of the
conventional Gothic heroine; Augusta knows life through experience.
She is not the sweetly virginal, untutored maiden of the average work
of Gothic fantasy. She understands the cosmically commercial business
relationship between herself and “this world’s warring wild” (112.12);
she tells the boy that “Bliss like thine bought by years / Dark with
torment and with tears” (112.3-4, emphasis mine). She acknowledges
at the beginning of stanza three that she loves the boy; yet, by
dismissing him later in the poem, she recognizes that love not the
only criterion of any romantic relationship. This is a recognition far
beyond the mental capacities of most ordinary Gothic heroines.
Augusta’s understanding of the crass business exchange portion of
relationship as well as her dismissal of the boy are just two examples
of her controlling this emotional encounter. By labelling her loved one
a “boy” and a “Darling enthusiast” (112.11), she underscores her
position of dominant power in this pairing. She concludes her poem
by commenting on the fickleness of human nature and adding “All
[humans] doomed alike to sin and
/ Yet all with long gaze fixed
afar, / Adoring virtue’s distant star” (112.26-28). If Augusta were,
indeed, an example of
formulaically perfect Gothic heroine then
virtue would not be a far-distant trait, it would be embodied within
own intrinsically good character. Augusta represents her own unique
nature, a blending of the dominating woman who can patronizingly
a boy a “holy child” (112.11) with an “angel brow” (112.15) and a
person stoically accepting the harshly Gothic atmosphere of a world
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“Dark with torment” that, through “hopeless, endless mourning”
(112.8), produces a vast conglomeration of persons suffering “Hell-like
in heart and misery” (112.14).
Another poem in which Augusta is resolving a relationship to her
own satisfaction is poem 169, in which she is most likely ending her
romantic association with Alfred and contemplating the beginning of
her alliance with Julius Brenzaida. The tone of this poem is quite a bit
like the tone of No.
Augusta the stridently active character who
will not let the heavenly judgment of peace or damnation stand in the
way of her desire to bid Alfred farewell. The third stanza of this poem
is bluntly confessional yet not very contrite: “I know that I have done
thee wrong— / Have wronged both thee and Heaven— / And I may
mourn my lifetime long / Yet
not be forgiven” (169.9-12). She
categorically acknowledges that she has wronged him, but then she uses
conditional verbs in explaining what punishments will be doled out to
her. She concedes that she “may mourn” for a lifetime and that she
“may not be forgiven” by the ethical heavenly spirit. The very fact of
her not knowing what punishments she will receive for her treatment of
Alfred argues that she
not care overly much about the consequences
of her action. She
to rush” away from her relationship to Alfred
just as she wanted to “rush” away from Alexander’s tombstone.
Augusta is knowingly doing wrong in leaving Alfred, a conscious
action impossible for the typical Gothic heroine.
stanza four, she
sounds both stoic and fatalistic; she says that although she may shed
“Repentant tears” (169.13) over the dissolution of their relationship,
“But for no grief
I recall / The dreary word—Adieu” (169.15-16).
She accords herself absolute
over her own fate, here; she has the
ability but not the desire to recall her farewell which serves as the
initial incident in a string of fateful events. Augusta remains
supremely in charge of her own self; she does not recant her rejection of
Alfred. Even though she knows she will have to endure, at least on
this earth, an endless remorse and the punishment given to a person
with “the heart to sin” (169.19), she still has the courage to end her
liaison with Alfred and to pronounce that by evening he must be “far
away” (169.4). Augusta, the Gothic anti-heroine, cares more for her
will to end the entanglement with Alfred just
she wants than for
the eternal damnation of her soul. Her character forms a marked
contrast to the true Gothic heroines’ who allow terrible fates to dictate
their lives without even offering a token resistance. Augusta would
rather risk the possibility of an afterlife in which her remorse cannot die
(line 24) than a mortal life in
her life not irrevocably her own.
In the poem entitled “F. DE SAMARA TO A.G.A.,” De Samara,
on his deathbed,
once more to convince himself that Augusta feels
at least some love for him. This poem serves as a perfect example of
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the format used for Brontë’s Augusta poems of
Gondal saga; it has a
richly Gothic atmospheric backdrop against which spotlighted the
wonderfully atypical, vividly active heroine, Augusta. De Samara, full
of bravado, declares that he is dying, “My hand streaming wet; / My
heart’s blood flows to buy the blessing—To forget!" (85.21-22). Yet,
the “dark decline” (85.24) which obsesses him not his physical death
but rather his emotional agony over Augusta. He has a dying vision
which shows her quite clearly to be of
femme fatale tradition rather
than of the pedestrian
female tradition: “Do I not see thee
Thy black resplendent hair; / Thy glory-beaming brow, and smile, how
heavenly fair! / Thine eyes are turned away—those eyes I
not see;
/ Their dark, their deadly ray, would more than
me" (85.17-20).
He knows that madness lies the way of thinking about Augusta; he
would do much better to concentrate on his wound, his “death-cold
brow,” (85.33) and his isolation in the middle of a “desert moor [so]
dark” (85.9) than on his unresponsive, uncaring lover. De Samara
cannot purge himself of his love for her, though. As his internal
anguish intensifies, so the external anguish of the tormenting, raging
Gothic environment heightens. De Samara exclaims in his narrative
voice, “How gloomy grows the night!" (85.29) while he is trying to
learn to endure Augusta’s patently obvious rejection.
The final stanza is perhaps
most fascinating from the antiheroine reading of the Gothic atmosphere perspective of this poem. De
Samara stops himself short in his picture of her smiling “in careless
pride and utter scorn” (85.40) at him: “And yet for all her hate, each
parting glance would tell / A stronger passion breathed, burned, in this
last farewell” (lines 41-42). He cannot relinquish his obsession; he
hopes that all her scornful parting glances will show her just how
passionate he during his dramatic, bloody, Gothic demise and that she
may, then, love
This final, masochistic return to his obsessive
love for her prompts the last two desperately confessional lines of the
poem, “Unconquered in my soul the Tyrant rules me still; /Life bows
to my control, but Love I cannot kill!" (lines 43-44). He is at the
mercy of the Tyrant, or Augusta, who has control over his love.
Bronte’s use of the name Tyrant for a man would be perfectly in
keeping with the
tradition; but, her use of this title for a woman
is radically
Augusta does dictatorially tyrannize over the men
in her life; she deserts Alfred for Julius and scorns Fernando. She
accepts, as in poem 169, that she must pay eternally for her
domineering and demanding personality.
Samara has a much more
difficult time than she in accepting his responsibilities; the love
he has not got the will to kill is going to be manipulated
the object
of his love. Augusta obviously
victor in this match of
she
leaves the relationship with her self-esteem intact while De Samara
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left with only the “vain, frenzied thoughts” (85.37) of obsession and
submission.
A direct plot result of Augusta’s unceasingly active, ambitious, and
strident behavior is her reascension to the Gondal throne after Julius’
assassination. Poem 28 is an excellent examination of the contrast
between expected behavior and the way in
Augusta behaves. The
first stanza of the poem is a dramatically Gothic touch; the lamps glow
richly while triumphal ascension music plays and everyone ignores the
recently dead monarch, Julius Brenzaida. The second stanza describes
only Augusta: “Those haughty eyes that tears should fill / Glance
clearly, cloudlessly; / Those bounding breasts, that grief should thrill, /
From thought of grief are free” (28.5-8, emphasis mine). Bronte’s
double use of modals underscores for the reader just how unconventional
and radical the new queen’s behavior. As another example of an
already familiar pattern, Augusta does not act like the helpless,
dependent mate mourning the loss of her lord. She capably and
magnificently asserts herself as the new, clearly-gazing ruler. Brontë,
her anonymous narrator, gives the reader to understand that the
subjects feel at ease in the hands of the unconventional queen, not a
“single sigh” (28.11) was breathed above Julius’s tomb nor did one
“shade of feeling swell” (28.14) up from the crowd. All eyes are
focused on Augusta; her absolute lack of passivity and her possession
of intelligence and political decisiveness not only show how opposite
she is in character to the Gothic stereotype but also emphasize this
woman’s sheer ability to be an excellent monarch. The subjects of
Gondal have no choice but to be gender-fair in loyalty to their ruler;
Augusta is the most resilient, active woman for the position.
Bronte’s character Augusta does not die a contented queen. She is
plagued by loneliness and a restlessness of spirit: “Old feelings gather
fast upon me / Like vultures round their prey” (120.7-8). She wishes
to purchase oblivion for all her past woes, but she is not, really,
materially changed. She says
if she were given another chance for
her self and for her soul, she would want “Another summer [to] gild my
cheek, / My soul, another love” (120.23-24). She would continue with
her regenerative, fecund behavior; she would not reform herself into a
stiffly passive, male-dominated Gothic heroine.
The last poem which directly focuses on Augusta
No. 143,
“THE DEATH OF A.G.A.” This final poem about the doomed
Augusta is different from nearly every poem preceding it; she is here the
surprised object of blunt and malicious action rather
the initiator of
it. Angelica, the evil cast-off friend of Augusta who hires Douglas to
assassinate the
echoes and expands upon the negative qualities of
Augusta so that she functions as doppelgänger to the positively
zealous and active monarch. Angelica’s murderous action is spiteful
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and revenging; “Assist me with thy heart and hand / To send to hell my
mortal foe” (143.131-32). Angelica even looks a great deal like
Augusta, the younger woman notable for her “sullen frown, / [And] lip
of cruel scorn” (143.13-14); both beautiful women use their intelligence
and beauty to flout the conventionally passive, truly Gothic-heroine
behavior in favor of a more decisive, thoroughly controlling pattern of
command.
Angelica commands Douglas, holding her love out as a delicious
incentive, to murder Augusta. Her conniving behavior follows in the
pattern already established by Augusta. After the queen is murdered,
Angelica will presumably carry
the new characterization of the
female as inventive, assertive, and independent. Meanwhile, Augusta
does not fade from the Bronte saga with the whimper of a persecuted,
weak-willed Gothic heroine. She fights tenaciously against Douglas;
she is such a vibrant character that, although she has felt the isolation
inherent in the business of reaching for power and stripping herself of
useless loved ones along the way, she cannot die without a furious,
brilliant struggle. She boldly confronts the “Murderer’s gaze”
(143.240), actually taking strength from the death she sees registered in
his eyes: “Her own [gaze] scorched with a sudden blaze— / The blood
streams down her brow; / The blood streams through her coal-black
hair— / She strikes it off with little care” (143.241-44). She
concentrates all her considerable energy to repel this final intruder’s
effort to destroy her self. She fails, however, in this attempt, but
manages to die the death of a strong-willed, individual heroine. She
does not endure until the end of the saga, dwindling into an even more
ineffectual shadow of her already pallid self the quintessential Gothic
heroine would, but dies bravely and well.
The final comment on Augusta, and really a last juxtapositioning
of her character against that of the shallow, easily replicated, passive
Gothic heroine, made by Lord Eldred, a nobleman mourning her gory
murder. He soliloquizes, grief-stricken: “For what thou wert I would
not grieve, / But much for what thou wert to be— / That life so stormy
and so brief, / That death has wronged us more
thee (143.333-36).
He admits that he cannot grieve for the actual character of the dead
queen, but he also asserts that the potential for growth in Augusta was
powerful. He recognizes, intrinsically, that she a complex, maturing
person; she had to grow through her stormy and brief youth before she
could develop into a stable, giving monarch. A typical Gothic heroine
does not develop and mature; she
the narrative virtuously passive
and ends it cloyingly subservient to her domineering lord. Augusta
Geraldine Almeda begins her saga a curious initiate of love and ends
it as a complex, three-dimensional woman who knows how to wield
power and to integrate all personal and state affairs. Emily Brontë’
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heroine escapes the easy and limiting title of standard Gothic heroine.
Augusta transcends the type and creates, as well as epitomizes, her own
category of passionate, actively energetic femininity.
NOTES

1 In the Circles of Fear and Desire: A Study of Gothic Fantasy
(Chicago, 1985), p. 4; hereafter cited in the text as GF.
2C. Hugh Holman and William Harmon, A Handbook to
Literature (New York, 1986), p. 225.
3Inspiring Women: Reimagining the Muse (New York,
p. 29.

4Taken from C. W. Hatfield, The Complete Poems of Emily Jane
Bronte (New York, 1941), pp. 17-19. All subsequent references to
Bronte’s poetry are from this source and are cited in the text.
5 Hatfield’s numerical ordering of the poems will be used
throughout this study.

6The Female Gothic (Montreal, 1983), p. 10.
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TENNYSON’S “ULYSSES” VIA LACAN AND THE
BIBLE: A DECONSTRUCTIONIST VIEW

Gretchen Kay Lutz

San Jacinto College
Deconstruction, pointing out instances of the Western
metaphysical value system at work, is particularly appropriate for
Tennyson’s “Ulysses” because the poem is about the system.
Deconstruction challenges the value system of Western Metaphysics,
the system of polarities that says presence has privilege over absence,
being has privilege over nothingness, good has privilege over evil,
speech/writing, identity/difference, and so on. Ulysses’ life is polarized:
He can stay home and be king, or he can continue to travel; he can exist
with the knowledge he has or seek that universally valid statement
“[b]eyond the utmost bound of human thought.”1 He can remain
peacefully alive in Ithaca or risk death at sea; he
fulfill his identity
or remain merely a name. Not only the character Ulysses faces
polarized choices; the reader faces questions that seem to demand choices
dictated by metaphysics’ system of privilege: Is Ulysses admirable or
irresponsible? Does the poem present a Christian message or a non
Christian message? Does the poem affirm good moral values, or does
it renounce them?
A reader seeking insight would logically look to the critics for
answers, and there he would find that opinion is also polarized. Unlike
interpretive criticism that reads, “Although I agree with on these points,
you should consider these new points,” the critics speak of Tennyson’
“Ulysses” in absolutes, with few in-between opinions. Arthur Ward
remarks: “Critics find the character [Ulysses] absolutely heroic or
absolutely despicable.” Gordon Pitts refers to the commentaries about
“Ulysses” as “a kind of ‘sport’ in Tennyson criticism.” Then Pitts opts
to engage in the sport by taking a side, as he explains: “This paper
suggests an interpretation to support the view that ‘Ulysses’ neither a
glib declaration of Victorian optimism, nor a Machiavellian growl, nor
a wretched cacaphony, but a consistent, well-controlled, finely wrought
work of art.” Tony Robbins counters: “It is a curious characteristic of
‘Ulysses’ that it is not a single, unified, or wholly connected
discourse.” Paul Brown reports on the Tennyson poll by remarking
“how much of both appreciation and depreciation revolves around a
centers, and how repetitive it all in spite of the variations in style and
the shifting points of view.”2 Appearing to abstain from taking sides,
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John D. Rosenberg says that “Tennyson’s characteristic note is one of
ambivalence between certainty and doubt, past and present, illusion and
reality.” But Rosenberg finally casts his ballot: “He [Tennyson]
incorporates these dichotomies into a vision which . . . constitutes a
remarkable poetic achievement.”3 So, having consulted the critics, the
reader finds not
a majority view as to what opinion he should
of the character Ulysses. The reader, like the character Ulysses, looks
for truth, a universally valid statement, a metaphysical answer. Even
Tennyson himself, according to his biographers, was looking for the
truth, some universally valid statement to answer his questions about
the death of his friend Hallam. But the poem gives no universally valid
statements. Rather it demonstrates the peculiarly human longing for
that which humans cannot find, cannot have, cannot be.
Employing the critical theory of deconstruction will help the reader
to understand Ulysses’ longing. Deconstruction’s theory negates the
possibility of absolutely true assertions, but for praxis's sake, one must
assume these: (1) All polarities are false. (2) Language cannot reliably
speak about itself. (3) There is
outside the text. (4) One cannot
make a universally valid statement. Of the two prophets of
deconstruction, Jacques Derrida,
philosopher, and Jacques Lacan, the
psychoanalyst, Lacan, the psychoanalyst, uses the vocabulary of his
field to show how the ineffable desire for presence affects human
behavior. As “Ulysses” is a dramatic monologue which, Robert
Langbaum explains, in Tennyson’s works “turn[s] not on ethical
absolutes but upon character,"4 the psychoanalyst Lacan’s method is
appropriate to
the character Ulysses.
Lacan’s neo-Freudian theory gives a tragic view of life. Man’s
desire made possible by the symbolic order, language, the Other.
The symbolic order always promises a fully integrated ego and also
always denies it. The symbolic order is the force that tells a man he is
“I,”
whole; but because the word “I” dependent on the symbolic
order, the Other, tells the subject that “I” is not unitary, but split. “I”
belongs not exclusively and uniquely to the subject but to something
outside the ego, i.e., the Other. The “I” is also a “me” in the sense of
being an object of another’s
The Other creates desire for the
fully-integrated ego, yet it always frustrates the desire. The ego is never
quite one’s own. Man leads a life of tragic desire for that which he
cannot have.
To Lacan, this desire expresses itself in an interplay of aggressivity
and narcissism. The aggressive personality desires domination over
others; the narcissistic personality desires love from others. Although
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one personality tendency may dominate the other one, aggressivity and
narcissism are both present in the same subject Thus, the
predominantly aggressive Ulysses undercuts his aggressive statements
with statements of veiled narcissism, What Ulysses fries to say
undermined by his words. As Lacan explains, "The language itself
speaks, and no doubt where it is least expected, namely, where there
pain.
Ulysses' declarations of aggressive bravado are countered by
words that reveal his narcissistic longing for love.
In 11.1-5, Ulysses9 aggressive side complains about boring,, sterile
Ithaca: He is idle,, the hearth still, the crags are barren, his job is a
bore, the laws are unequal, and the race is savage. But what really
bothers the narcissistic side is that Ulysses people live their lives and,
as he says, "know not me." His people do not care about him; they do
not appreciate his efforts. The aggressive Ulysses, however, quickly
changes the subject: "I cannot rest from travel; I will drink/Life to the
lees.” Ulysses counters that he not dissatisfied with Ithaca because
his people do not love him. Rather he is dissatisfied simply because he
is a traveler, an adventurer who must take the most
life, Ulysses9
aggressive voice continues to fry to convince itself by saying, "All
times I have enjoyed/Greatly," but actually he has also "suffered
greatly," In the words, "Both with
that loved me," Ulysses openly
displays the importance he places on love from others, but he quickly
counters himself with the words "and alone," "And alone" is, on the
surface, an assertive statement: "I can succeed without anyone's help,"
These words also reveal that Ulysses sees himself as lonely. His
condition does not change with location, either, as life for Ulysses
holds the same mix of joy and suffering whether on shore or on "the
dim sea,99
The hurrying motion pervading the poem in 11, 10-11 ceases when
Ulysses makes the statement of his identity: "I am become a name."
His long "m" sounds prolong the statement, as if he wants to hold onto
the idea until he runs out of breath. The words are significant in that
Tennyson has deliberately chosen "I am become" rather than "I have
become,99 or the less likely choice for the aging Ulysses, "I am
becoming." The elongating "m sounds indicate Ulysses9 desire to
maintain his identity as long as possible. Moreover, the words
themselves indicate a longing for presence, for being, for maintaining
the now. Just as soon as Ulysses says, "I am,99 he no longer "is99
because he has "become." Ulysses wants to hold his presence in the
now, but his desire cannot be fulfilled, Derrida explains in Speech and
Phenomena that the now is always dependent upon what comes before
and after. Now is continuous with the not now and therefore
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contaminated by the not now. As soon as one utters the words, “I am,”
he cannot complete the statement before he “has become” someone,
something other
he
when he uttered, “I am.”
Furthermore, Ulysses’ statement of
own identity at once an
aggressive brag—“I am a big name”—and at the same time a poignant
narcissistic admission—“They
not know the real me; I am only a
name, a name among many.” But the aggressive voice takes over with
an upbeat tone: “For always roaming with a hungry heart/Much have I
seen and known,” Ulysses attempts to define himself in terms of his
deeds,
continuing desire. What Ulysses mentions “much he has
seen and known” is peculiar,
that he has
and known far
more arresting phenomena. One would expect the slayer of the
Cyclops, the man who has literally been to hell and back, to list those
deeds rather than to give what we must see as a Victorian list of “cities
of men/And manners, climates, councils, governments.” Here one may
see more Tennyson in the character Ulysses
a first reading might
indicate. At any rate, as one expects, Ulysses, does mention Troy, and
in so doing he gives the key words to explain “much he has seen and
known.” Ulysses at Troy has been “with his peers”; he has been part of
a group of men in “cities, councils, governments,” and more
importantly, those societies, unlike his own Ithacans, have honored
him. The narcissistic side of Ulysses needs acceptance by other people.
Accordingly, “I am part of all that I have met” echoes the premise on
which all narcissism based: “I am all the objects; the objects are
me.” This phraseology differs from the aggressive premise: “I am
determined to make all the objects mine.” Despite his experiences,
despite the honors others have given him, Ulysses
not satisfied.
Desire leads
on, desire for “that untraveled world....”
As Ulysses begins to plan his voyage, he begins to consider his
death. On the literal
it no surprise that an old man planning an
important venture would think of death, wondering, “What if I die
first?” Moving toward one’s death, however, also a characteristic of
aggressivity, in what Freud calls the death instinct. Ulysses’ having
had many adventures and seeking more typical pleasure seeking,
pleasure seeking being defined in deconstructionist terms as substituting
signifier for signifier in an attempt to reach the signified. But the
“playfulness,” as Derrida calls it, of the many substitutions lets the
subject know he cannot achieve wholeness. Therefore, repeated
obsessive pleasure seeking and its inevitable frustration tend eventually
toward the death wish. Thinking of death, Ulysses complains that “life
piled on life/Were all too little, and of one to me/Little remains.” He
speaks of “that eternal silence,” and later says, “Death closes all.” On
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one hand he is obsessed with staying alive long enough to have his
final adventure, but he finally admits that his plan actually to rush to
his death, he concludes by saying, “My purpose holds/To sail beyond
the sunset, and the baths/Of all the western stars, until I die.”
Ulysses’ desire has become an obsession as Lacan defines the
aggressive desire for the impossible, a desire that can never be
fulfilled.6 Ulysses wants “to follow knowledge like a sinking
star,/Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.” He wants the
impossible when he says he wants “to sail beyond the sunset, and the
baths/Of all the western stars.” In desiring this final sea voyage
Ulysses demonstrates the obsessive personality’s behavior as Lacan
describes it: “The obsessive neurotic always repeats the initial germ of
the trauma .... There is. a certain precipitancy, a fundamental lack of
maturation” (p. 17).
Ulysses’ immaturity in leaving Telemachus alone to rule is a
criticism often made against his character. One might expect a monarch
to feel guilty about leaving his throne. But Ulysses expresses guilt for
quite a different
as he says, “Vile it were/For me three suns to
store and hoard myself,/And this gray spirit yearning in desire.”
Ulysses feels guilty because for three years he rested without yielding to
his desire.
So controlled by his obsessive desire for more, Ulysses indicates
that the old adventures cannot satisfy him, using a troubling image,
“Life piled on life/Were all too little.” This image may suggest the
dead from battle, piled up for burning. The surface meaning is “all
lives put together would not be enough for one
now has little life
of his own left,” but there a hint that Ulysses’ obsession controls
beyond sensitivity to the deaths of his comrades.
Accordingly, critic Arthur Ward accuses Ulysses of “narrow
ruthlessness” in using others to help
attempt to fill his desire.7
Although he does not use Lacan’s categories, Ward describes the
neurotic nature of Ulysses this way: “Ulysses’ ego devours everything
outside it” (p.
After comparing Ulyyses with Tithonus, who, in
Lacan’s terms would be predominantly narcissistic, Ward concludes: “
Ulysses’ endless quest has ... left him without the capacity to do the
duty that lies nearest him, without companionship, without much of a
memory, without his full sanity. It has pared him down to nothing but
‘the need for going forward,’ a blind energy
will not submit to
despair or to reality” (pp. 318-319). Also noting the escapism in
Ulysses, Paul F. Baum comments on the Byronic nature of the
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character, comparing him with Milton’s Satan. Hearing Miltonic
echoes in the line “ strive, to
and not to yield,” Baum states:
It is here that we find Tennyson most clearly expressing
“the need of going forward and braving the struggle of
life.” But it would be untrue to say that this need is
implicit in the whole poem. One does not brave the
struggle of life ... by resigning prudence, the useful and
the good ...
one’s son. This is the philosophy of
escape. We feel that Ulysses has somewhat deceived
himself—or that Tennyson is confused about it. The
magnificent language does not quite conceal the muddled
thinking.8

If Ulysses is the “narrowly ruthless” obsessive neurotic that this
analysis thus far shows him to be, then
have other readers, many
of them, in fact, found Ulysses admirable? Readers who find the
character Ulysses admirable focus on the nature of his obsessive quest, a
quest for knowledge, for Platonic Truth. Let Telemachus take care of
the administrative chores for which he is suited; let Ulysses pursue that
higher, better goal, knowledge. Ulysses’ quest for knowledge, however,
must be understood in terms of Dante’s Divine Comedy, a generally
acknowledged source for Tennyson’s poem. “W.B. Stanford...thinks
that it was Dante who revolutionized the interpretation of Ulysses by
depicting him as a ‘man possessed by an irresistable desire for
knowledge.... ”’9 In the Divine Comedy, having persuaded his men to
be “more than brutes,” Ulysses brings his small vessel within sight of
the Mountain of Purgatory, the way to Paradise. But God sends a
whirlwind to destroy Ulysses and his men before they can come
nearer.10 God prevents Ulysses from knowing what is beyond this
According to Dante, Ulysses fails, because
seeks knowledge God
does not want
to have.
modem
seeking such knowledge
does not seem a sin, although Dante sees differently. In Paradiso Dante
reaffirms his scorn for Ulysses’ quest when he looks down on earth to
see “the mad track of Ulysses” (p. 148).
The Mountain of Purgatory can help one to understand Dante’s
attitude toward seeking such knowledge. The Mountain appears three
times—when Ulysses tells his story, when Dante himself sees the
Mountain, and when the First Soul, Adam,
about his time there.
The First Soul explains his sin: “Now, my
the tasting of the tree
was not by itself the cause of so great an exile, but only the
overpassing of the bound...” (p. 147). Original Sin, then, trying to
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know what man is forbidden to know. In deconstructionist terms,
dissatisifed with the signifiers provided him, Adam, attempts to know
the signified.
Translating the traditional Bible story into
deconstructionist terms, we may perceive that
forbidden to know
the signified, that is, the universally valid statements that only God can
know. In Lacan’s Freudian terms,
forbidden by the Other the
symbolic order, to know the signified because there is no signified.
Ulysses is thus a sort of Everyman, guilty of the Original Sin—desire
for that
man cannot have, cannot know, because, in the Lacanian
scheme, the whole sense of a Prelapserian self is an illusion. The
system of language, the Other, at once both promises and forbids an
innocent, Edenic state. Consequently, the tragic state of Ulysses and all
mankind is to pursue knowledge, usually in
form of experience, a
means to the impossible task of reintegrating the self.
If Tennyson’s “Ulysses” says that life a tragic pursuit of the
impossible, then how have other readers found an optimistic message in
the poem? J.H. Buckley writes, “Deliberately conceived to express ‘the
need of going forward,’ ‘Ulysses’ is clearly the most vigorously
assertive of the poems occasioned by Hallam’s death.”11 Even
Tennyson himself wrote, “There is more about myself in ‘Ulysses,’
which was written under the sense of loss and that all had gone by, but
that life must be fought out to the end. It was more with the feeling of
his loss upon me
many poems in In Memoriam.”12 These words
from Tennyson suggest that “Ulysses” was perhaps more personally
theraputic, that it gave him the will to go on in a way that the
philosophical In Memoriam did not.
If Ulysses is trapped within his obsession forknowledge, how does
the poem bring solace to Tennyson? Something must be missing thus
far from this reading. That something is an intertext,
the
deconstructionists call it, in addition to the accepted Dante and Homer.
That intertext the Bible. Tennyson’s use of the Bible is prodigious.
Edna Moore Robinson cites over two hundred direct Scripture references
in Tennyson’s poetry. Tennyson himself declared, “‘The Bible ought to
be read, were it only for the sake of the grand English in which it is
written, an education in itself.’” According to Thomas Burton,
moreover, “Sometimes the use of allusions seems to indicate that
Tennyson wrote with a particular scriptural passage fresh in mind or
even with the Bible open before him; for the most part, however, the
biblical allusions seem to spring from an extensive reservoir of
memory.”13
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With the Bible so much a part of him, probably Tennyson wrote
“Ulysses” as the answer to Jesus’ questions, “For what shall it profit a
man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?” (Mark
8:36). Tennyson’s Ulysses replies, “It little profits ... an idle king.”
The question Jesus asks implies the two opposite tendencies of human
desire—the aggressive, the desire to gain the whole world, and the
narcissistic, the desire to nurture and protect the real self, the essence,
the true being, the soul. If Tennyson sees himself in the poem, he may
have thought something like this: “What
I do, what can I study to
answer my questions about the death of my friend? What can I learn
that will give me the answers? Can knowledge give me solace and
peace?” About Tennyson’s concern for knowledge Elias H. Sneath
observes that “in In Memoriam, Tennyson meditates long
seriously
upon the great problems of knowledge—its origin, nature, reality,
development, extent; its distinction from faith—almost unconsciously
constructing a philosophy of life.”14 Sneath goes on to say that for
Tennyson “[t]here is a domain of knowledge
a
of faith. The
domain of faith lies beyond the reach of knowledge.” Thus what is
lacking in the character Ulysses, and perhaps was also lacking in
Tennyson when he wrote, not knowledge, but faith. Therefore, by
confronting himself with the question, “What shall it profit a man, if
he shall gain the whole world ..,” Tennyson may realize
“need for
going on” in faith, without falling prey to desire.
“Ulysses,” which
slightly pre-dates In Memoriam, Tennyson
be admitting that some
questions cannot be answered through mortal effort.
That the poem answers the biblical question “What shall it profit a
man” might seem tenuous if it were not for other important biblical
echoes. Ulysses says of Telemachus: “This is my son, mine
own...well-loved of me...blameless,” echoing a number of biblical
passages about Jesus. In fact, if one changes the name Jesus for the
name Telemachus, 11. 33-41 do
Jesus:
This is my son, mine own Telemachus,
To whom I leave the scepter and the isle,
Well-loved of me, discerning to fullfill
This labor, by slow prudence to make mild
A rugged people, and through soft degrees
Subdue them to the useful and the good.
Most blameless is he, centered in the sphere
Of common duties, decent not to fail
In offices of tenderness,
pay
Meet adoration to my household gods,
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Of course, “and pay/Meet adoration to my household gods” does not fit
Jesus, but it does make overt the issue of religion. Ulysses, we divine,
leaves Telemachus to pursue the faith while he goes to seek worldly
knowledge.
These biblical echoes do not make Ulysses the equivalent of God,
nor do they make Telemachus the equivalent of Christ; such echoes
must be subconscious with Tennyson, as Burton explains: “Biblical
thought in Tennyson’s poetry is...both conscious and subconscious,
and the presence of these two levels of usage partially accounts for the
range of allusions from direct quotations to elusive biblical echoes.”15
Rather these resonances underline the relationship between a father and a
son. Significantly, the father-son relationship the major theme of
Mark 8, the chapter which asks, “What shall it profit a man...?” In
Mark 8 Jesus for the first time affirms to others
responsibilities as
the Son of God. Peter makes the good confession, “Thou art the
Christ.” Jesus confirms Peter’s statement and then tells his disciples
what they should expect: “The Son of Man must suffer many things
and be rejected... and be killed and after three days rise again” (Mark
8:31).
other words, Jesus takes
himself the name of the Father
and thereby the responsibilities of that name.
Ulysses, in contrast, refuses to take on the name and
responsibilities of the father. According to Lacan’s Freudian theory, a
mature personality must take on the name of his father; he must take
on for himself the father’s role in the Oedipal triangle. In a sense,
usurping the father’s name killing the father, and when one takes on
the father’s name he must know that he himself will be “killed” in turn
by his son. The immature Ulysses refuses to play the father’s role.
Instead he says of his son: “He works his work, I mine.” Such an
arrangement as “co-fathers” is not possible in the Freudian scheme. By
refusing his responsibilities as father, Ulysses further demonstrates his
neurotic character.
Ironically,the character Ulysses in Homer’s Odyssey, is presumed
to be the dead father until he returns twenty years later to rule.
According to Apollidorus, Ulysses is, in fact, killed in classic Oedipal
fashion, not by Telemachus, but by his other son Telegonus. The
story goes that “Telemachus had been banished to Cephallenia, because
an oracle announced, ‘Odysseus, your own son shall kill you.’ At
Ithaca, death came to Odysseus as Teiresias had foretold. His son by
Circe, Telegonus, sailing in search of him, raided Ithaca (which he
mistook for Corcyra) and Odysseus sallied out to repel the attack.
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Telegonus killed him on the seashore....”16 Homer’s Ulysses
attempts to escape his destiny as a father, a destiny which is, in the
Freudian scheme, the inescapable destiny of all mortal men. Similarly,
Dante’s Ulysses, by questing for forbidden knowledge rather than
staying at home to assume his fatherly duties, is punished eternally in
Hell.
What, then, finally happens to Tennyson’s Ulysses? He too may
be in Dante’s hell inasmuch as he refers to his mariners as “souls.” At
any rate, he must continue as he has been, like Milton’s Satan, in a
hell of his own mind where he cannot rest from travel. So Ulysses’
words “I cannot rest from travel” sound a helpless lament rather than a
bold assertion. One notices that Ulysses does not say “I will not rest
from travel.” For Tennyson’s Ulysses there is no end, no closure, as
the deconstructionists say. The margin of his goal, says Ulysses,
“fades/For ever and ever
I move.” Obsessive desire controls
forces him onward. He the split self longing to be an autonomous
ego is both promised and denied by the Other.
If there is no way for Ulysses to control desire and no way to reach
what he desires,
the poem then preach a message of tragic futility
for man? Tennyson, who believed in the immortality of souls,17
perhaps saw Christian faith, which, as mentioned above, he saw as
lying beyond the domain of knowledge, as the way out from futile
pursuit of desire. According to Christian faith, salvation does not come
from human effort but from Divine intercession. In this light, Dante’s
Ulysses is not permitted to assail heaven, but Dante himself is led by
Beatrice to see Paradise. One may then see Christian salvation as
salvation from the tragic desire for the unattainable. The saved soul is
freed from the system of metaphysics. Paradise has no time, no
polarities. There no privilege there. No
however, can achieve
his own presence, as Jesus explains in Mark 8, the chapter cited above:
“For whosoever shall save his life shall lose it; but whosoever shall
lose his life for my sake and the gospel’s the same shall save it”
8:35). Man by his mortal efforts cannot go beyond the signifiers to the
signified; one must subsume his desire to the will of
Only a
transcendant power, not understandable, not humanly knowable, can
transport the soul to the realm of the signified. Tennyson’s biblical
echoes indicate that Christian faith the alternative to his character
Ulysses’ obsessive quest for knowledge. If the poem teaches a lesson,
it is that Ulysses’ way is not the way to peace. Tennyson presents
Ulysses as a tragic figure, one who has gained
whole world, only to
lose his
to obsessive desire.
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BROWNING'S DON JUAN: LIBERTINE OR
VICTORIAN?
Reeves

Texas Christian University
The Don Juan character in Browning's Fifine at the Fair has long
been either misinterpreted or completely ignored. The reigning critical
position is to ignore the possibility that Browning intended his Joan to
be taken seriously as the spokesperson for the poem's themes.1 Samuel
Southwell, who perhaps better than anyone else has justified raversing
the poem’s cumbersome meter and narrative, nevertheless insists that
the Don Juan in the poem present in name only, his character clouded
as Browning’s "ostensible purpose gives way to larger and more
interesting themes."2 Though I do not argue with Southwell's
contention that the poem digresses from action into philosophy, I do
insist that without the Don Juan character, the poem would have none
of those themes. The Don Juan character, with his mythic ethos
juxtaposed with a very nineteenth century sensibility, is exactly what
creates the possibility for the tension between the physical and the
philosophical permeating the poem»
The purpose here is not to make fantastic claims about the
legitimacy of viewing Browning's character literally but to try to
explain his presence in the poem» If we discount the possibility of a
real Don Juan living and breathing in the poem, then we may never
understand Browning’s motives for choosing
a character to voice
the poem’s themes. More important, if we resist grappling with the
character, we may miss an opportunity to understand the poem's rich,
ironic ambiguity.
The problem most critics have with Browning's Don Juan is his
chameleon character» At times he induces us to snicker at his sophistic
side-steps
he rationalizes his desires; at other times he elicits our
empathy and intellectual understanding as he ruminates on the most
metaphysical and relative aspects of the human condition»
has the
perspicacity of an eloquent Victorian intellectual and
conscience of a
conniving and fatuous classical Don Juan. Far from clouding the poem
as critics have charged, this inconsistancy is actually what fires it with
vitality.
The parallels between Browning's Juan and his mythic ancestor
point to a kinship we must address» As Mandel has suggested, the
mythic Juan is a symbol of pure sensuality; "with him, sensuality...
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his life’s only business,”3 a commitment which constantly leads him
to justify his position with a litany of pseudo-philosophical excuses.
Likewise, though a Victorian and more a libertine at heart than in
action, Browning’s character believes that he has the right to pursue the
gypsy girl, Fifine, even though this behavior would jeopardize his
marriage. When he forced to defend his desires to Elvire, he becomes
a most skillful rhetorician who pleads his case so well that we become
so enamored with his casuistry we almost forget he is talking about
infidelity.
The typical Don Juan disdains fetters and
Moliere’
character the quintessential Don Juan. When Sganarelle criticizes
Juan’s habit of “making love all over the place,” Juan replies: “Why
would you have me tie myself down to the first woman who comes
along, give up the world for her, and never look at anyone else? What a
fine thing that would be, to bury yourself in one passion forever”
(I,ii,16).4 Likewise, Browning’s character views marriage as all too
safe and boring. He compares Elvire to the docked ship which would
provide a safe but uneventful passage across the bay and Fifine to a
small, unreliable boat which would provide an unpredictable, yet
exciting journey: “Elvire is true, as truth, honesty’s self, alack! / The
worse! Too safe the ship, the transport there and back / Too Certain”
(LXXXII, 1422-4).
The mythic Juan as Auden has said “not promiscuous by nature
but by will...and since the slightest trace of affection will turn a
number on his list of victims into a name, his choice of vocation
requires the absolute renunciation of love.”5 Moliere’s Juan, for
example, explains that he subjugates women rather than love them, and
that after the conquest, he becomes bored:
What intense pleasure there is in seeing day by day the
progress you make in opposing with passions...the
innocent chastity of a heart unwilling to yield. But once
you are master there is nothing left to say or hope for
because passion is over, and you fall asleep (I,ii, 16).

Similarly, Browning’s Juan seems less concerned with love than
with experiencing the fruits of the sensual
Speaking for Cleopatra,
he champions the cause of passion and accuses respectable people of not
really living: “...You die nor understand / What bliss might be in
life:—
ate the grapes, / but knew never the taste of wine” (XXXII,
445).
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Like his ancestors before him, Browning’s Juan complains of the
ennui that results after conquest. Comparing Elvire to a treasured work
of art he has obtained, he admits: “So, any sketch or scrap, pochade,
caricature, / Made in a moment, meant a moment to endure /I snap at,
seize, enjoy, then tire of, throw aside” (XXXVI, 556).
Demonstrating a tendency to intellectualize, which sets him apart
from his mythic ancestor, Browning’s Juan conducts a metaphoric
comparison of Elvire and Fifine. Fifine is the wild lily who, with
“such dear and
scent, by who cares what devices,/ takes the idle
heart of insects she entices” (XVII,184), while Elvire “no flavorous
venomed bell,—the role it is.../ we pluck and place, unwronged a
jot... (XVIII, 190). Elvire is perfection, like the phantom of Helen of
Troy who inspired
“To give up life for her, who, other-minded,
spurn/ the best her eyes could smile,’’(XXVII, 315). Elvire, a “sexless
and bloodless sprite” (XVI, 173), the spirit, the soul, a phantom, but
Fifine is the purely physical. As a Victorian, Juan needs the serenity,
the subdued sensuality in Elvire. Yet, because he is a Don. Juan, a
sensualist, he needs the imperfection, the admitted falsity and lustiness
of Fifine who, as he says, “shall make my thoughts surer / what they
mean,” (XV, 149) who “brings sunshine upon her spangled hips” (XV,
167). Clyde de L. Ryals maintains that the Don caught between two
women who are “representative of the opposing thrusts within him, and
by implication every man: The yearning for constancy (law) and
spiritual perfection on the one hand, the need for change (lawlessness)
and sensual satisfaction on the other.”6 The two characters work as
projections of the Don Juan who is at once a libertine and a Victorian.
When Browning’s Don Juan justifies his inconstancy, he changes
from the self-protecting sophist
argues for voluptuous experience
into the metaphysically-inclined philosopher whose aim is to discover
just what inconstancy provides the individual that marriage does not.
Though his infidelity is only imagined, intellectual rather than
physical, he still selfishly arguing for his own needs, still a Don
Juan whose sincerity in love
be called to account.
Rather than argue the abiding power of love as a justification of
infidelity, like the true libertine, Browning’s Juan submits a pseudological argument supporting investigation. Through inconstancy, he
says, one can best explore the mind, the soul, the value of another
person and of oneself. Investigating Fifine comparable with any
other objective investigation of an object in nature: “...I prove that
bodies show me minds / that, through the outward sign, the inward
grace allures” (XXVIII, 335). Don Juan also justifies
desire for
Fifine by arguing that she so much more deceptive and unpredictable
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than Elvire that she, the “rakish craft,” can take him “through divers
rocks and shoals” while Elvire, “The superior ship... refits in port”
(LXXXIII). Through Fifine, the
he argues, he journeys to Elvire,
the spirit.
We have to ask whether the Don is sincere. As Elvire says at one
point, “Be frank for charity! Who it
deceive— / Yourself or me
or God, with all this make-believe?”
940). Ryals maintains that
the “Don, caught up in his own rhetoric, probably believes most of
what he says” (p. 67). We do get a sense here that Juan sincere, if
not in firmly attesting his love, at least in redefining for himself what
he believes to be true. He is still,
very much a Don Juan stuck
in his solipsistic universe. What he wants has nothing to do with
pleasing either Elvire or Fifine. He wants sensual and spiritual
satisfaction from these women, and he thinks nothing of what he might
offer them. Yet his ruminations on the physical and the spiritual take
the shibboleths of his ancestors into the realm of philosophy, a likely
habitat for a Victorian Don
Moliere’s Juan may have said that all
he believes that “two and two make four, and four and four make
eight” (III,ii, 46), but Browning has given us a Juan who presents the
relative conditions and intellectual paths that result in that sum.
As Mandel has shown, the Mythic Don finds himself alienated
from society, not because he is a political rebel but because his sensual
vocation sets
against fathers, the law, and the church. Yet his
purpose is not to change things. He follows his own narrow path of
conquest and victory which discounts any possibility of true friendship,
or noble rebellion, and finally destroys him in the end. For him, there
is only the false, only the illusion, only the pretense. But again,
Browning’s Juan extends this view to include the false and the true,
reality and illusion, pretense and honesty these polarities exist together,
and one cannot know
without knowing the other.
This philosophy of polarities is refined throughout Fifine. In the
beginning, Juan finds that his attraction for Fifine has put him in a
“no-man’s land”; he is the amphibian who must decide to walk on land
or swim in the sea. Earlier a person defined by law, he now yearns for
the impetuous, the imaginative, “lawless” realm. Here, he has lost
hold
what he believes to be absolute. He a Don Juan who has the
misfortune of being a Victorian, who cannot let well enough alone, and
who
compelled to redevelop his beliefs, which have been dissected
or devalued by his attraction for Fifine. Thus he reexplores Art and
finds that the artist must work through all that which is imperfect
grotesque to produce the “individual type.” Art, he discovers, is “the
love of loving, rage / of knowing seeing, feeling the absolute truth of
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things” (XLIV 685). So, like the artist, Juan is compelled to explore
what he knows, the sensual, to find what he does not know, “to
reconstruct thereby
ultimate entire” (XLIV, 691).
Through examination of the anomalies of existence, Browning’s
Don arrives at a philosophy that accepts these anomalies as necessary to
the growth and formation of the soul. He brings the polarities of “law”
and “lawlessness” together and explains their reciprocal relationship
when he ruminates on the differences between his life of the “land” and
the life of the gypsies. He yearns to escape the rigidity of his life with
Elvire: “My heart makes just the same / Passionate stretch, fires
for
lawlessness, lays claim / To share the life they lead” (VI, 45). These
lawless creatures, he explains, care for nothing we lawful creatures hold
dear; fame, fortune, nobility are unimportant to them as they flee
societal obligations without remorse. Yet, Don Juan discovers that
“They of the wild, require some touch of us the / tame, / Since
clothing, meat and drink, mean money/ all the same” (VIII, 80). And,
just as the carnival folk depend on
settled and established to buy
cheap stuffed animals and stale cotton candy, the townsfolk depend on
the gypsies to give them a taste of “lawlessness” and passion.
Later Juan learns that reality and illusion also have a reciprocal
relationship. At the beginning of Fifine, the fair is placed in
opposition to Juan’s and Elvire’s world of stability and rules. In the
milieu of the fair, nothing safe, predictable, stable; it a makebelieve world inhabited by deceivers.
contrast, Juan’s and Elvire’s
world is made more of earth than air, a world where tangible signs,
nobility, rank, possessions are more important than imagination and
lustful pleasure and expression. At this point, these two worlds are
directly opposed in Juan’s mind, yet later, in the dream sequence,
stanzas XCV through
the world becomes a “prodigious Fair. It is
in this world of the masses, this world of illusions, that Juan plunges
and finds the distinction between the supposed “false” world of the
gypsies and the “true” world of conventions to be slight: “I gained /
Knowledge by notice, not by giving ear,—attained / To truth by what
men seemed not said” (C, 1761-63).
Juan ultimately learns in his journey that illusion is part of reality,
and that in order to survive and grow,
must accept this fact; we must
be “plated for defense,
furnished for attack ...(CI, 1779); Are we
not here to learn the good of peace through strife / Of love through
and
knowledge by ignorance?” (CI, 1782).
In this prodigious fair he has found himself: “My hunger both to
be and know the thing I am, /
contrast with the thing I
so,
through
/ And outside, I arrive at inmost real...” (CIII, 1815). In
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his swimmer analogy, the false is the underwater, a “false” environment
for him, while the “true” is the air. If the swimmer fights and thrashes
against the false, the water, then he only falls deeper under and farther
from the truth. But, if he submits to the water, to the false, and allows
his body to follow its natural buoyancy, or inclinations, then his body
rises toward the air. Likewise, if he fights the gypsy environment, he
will only fall deeper into if he submits, he will come to appreciate
the true, Elvire. Now our mythic Don Juan would have appreciated
having
a fine line of attack as this and would certainly have used it
if he had happened upon a female rhetorician. Yet we can’t condemn
Browning’s Juan, for he, himself, is proof of what he says: his
metaphysical casuistry is, ironically, both sincere and sophistic,
polarities working together. And, we certainly should not be surprised
when in the final passage of the poem, Don Juan suggests that he is
leaving to see Fifine and may not return. Here, he is the mythic Don
Juan; his inherited “Don Juan” sensibility, his epicurean nature, wins
out. But neither should we be surprised
we learn in the epilogue
that he has been faithful after all. As a Victorian, he can only
experience intellectually what his mythic ancestor experienced
physically. He is a Don Juan, in spirit if not in action.
We have in Fifine a heretofore unexplored chapter in the Don Juan
myth. We have a Victorian Don still slithering in the skeleton of his
mythical ancestors yet groping in the intellectual jungle of the
Victorian age. Southwell’s contention that the poem’s metaphysical
wanderings are actually Browning’s rather
those of a character
well be correct. Nevertheless, Browning chose the Don Juan ethos to
express those wanderings. The Victorian Don Juan is the perfect guide
to lead us through the maze of nonconformist rationalizations to what
we, as civilized creatures, have to acknowledge: “Land-locked, we live
and die henceforth: for here’s the /
” (CXXIX, 2305).
NOTES

1See Roma A. King, Jr., The Focusing Artifice (Athens, Oh.,
1968), pp. 172-188. Also Phillip Drew, The Poetry of Browning:
A Critical Introduction (London, 1979), pp. 303-321; and Edward
Dowden, Robert Browning
rpt., New York, 1970). All do
not associate the speaker with Don Juan and see the Don Juan
ethos as only a minor issue in the poem.
2Quest for Eros: Browning and Fifine (Lexington, Ky.,
p. 9.
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3The Theatre of Don Juan, A Collection of Plays and Views,
1630-1963 (Lincoln, 1963), p. 12.
4Moliere, Don Juan. Trans. Wallace Fowlie (New York, 1964).
All references to Don Juan are taken from this edition.
5The Dyer's Hand and Other Essays (London,

p. 392.

6Browning’s Later Poetry, 1871-1889 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1975),
72.
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NATURALISM, LITERARY HISTORY, AND THE
STORY OF A COUNTRY TOWN

Steve Wiegenstein
Drury College

Edgar Watson Howe’s place in the edifice of American literature
secure. It is a small place, one we might describe as a bottom shelf of
a back kitchen closet, a sealed box marked “Early Agrarian Realists.”
Howe’s The Story of a Country
usually merits a line or two in
American literary histories, although some books ignore it entirely.
Those authors who do mention it tend toward adjective triads such as
“dour, lean, savage” or “stark, grim, unrelieved” and describe it as an
opening shot in the revolt against the village, a primitive precursor of
naturalism, for its portrait of the drab monotony of Midwest farm life
and its sporadically deterministic
of character.1 The admiration of
Clemens, Howells, and Garland for Country Town has received almost
as much critical attention as the novel itself.2
There is reason for the novel’s being thus pigeonholed and
dismissed; its faults are as visible as its strengths. But here I should
like to reexamine The Story of a Country Town in an attempt to
revise—slightly—its place in our literary tradition, for to read the novel
merely as a clumsy forerunner of future novels is to overlook its own
unique qualities.
A brief plot summary for those unfamiliar with the book: The
novel’s narrator and hero is Ned Westlock, who recounts his childhood
in the drab farm community of Fairview. Ned’s father, a minister, is a
silent, brooding, discontented man; his mother timid and withdrawn.
Ned’s only friends, both close to his own
are
uncle, Jo Erring,
who lives with him on the farm, and his schoolteacher,
Deming.
Ned’s father decides to sell the
and move to the nearby town of
Twin Mounds to edit a newspaper,
he apprentices Jo to a kindly but
mysterious miller. The move does not alleviate the father’s discontent,
however, and one night he runs away with the church organist. In fine
melodramatic fashion, Ned’s mother pines away and dies; the father
returns that very
sobs in repentance at
foot of the coffin for a
few minutes, and then disappears into the darkness. Meanwhile, Jo has
also become a discontented
although he has married and grown
successful, he is tormented by
fixation that his wife still loves her
first boyfriend—indeed, he believes that no one truly loves anyone but
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his or her first love. He divorces his wife, murders his imaginary rival,
and hangs himself in jail while awaiting trial. His wife likewise pines
away and dies. Only Ned’s story ends happily; he marries Agnes, the
mysterious miller reveals himself to be Agnes’s long-lost father, and
the three of them settle into a life of peace and prosperity in Twin
Mounds.
The story, then, reveals two layers. On one level is the narration
of Ned, who rises from an unhappy childhood to wealth and
contentment as Benton County’s prominent landowner. On another are
two subplots, tragedies both, stories of two men whose character flaws
lead them to ruin. Critics who emphasize the proto-naturalistic
elements of The Story of a Country Town tend to concentrate on the
subplots, for it is there that the prefigurations of naturalism can be
seen.3 The story of Ned, on the other hand, is more a Dickensian
success story à la David Copperfield
a Zola-style catastrophe.
Howe salts both subplots with considerable psychological
determinism, one of the two elements of the novel often, seen as
portents of naturalism. He describes Ned’s father, John Westlock, as “a
worthy man driven by a fiend with whip and lash, always sullenly
protesting, but never able to resist the evil which was bred into his
nature.”4 At another point, Jo Erring says of himself, “I am low and
despicable in spite of all I
do.”5 Commenting on these passages,
Charles W. Mayer writes, “In Howe’s world men are not guided by their
rational minds. They are driven by something deeper—in the bones,
perhaps—that thwarts understanding and judgment” (27). Such is
certainly the case with John Westlock, whose driven nature makes him
the most memorable character in the book; but in the case of Jo Erring,
the psychological determinism is
Jo insists that he can
nothing to change his inner compulsion, but he is hardly a reliable
commentator on
situation, for it has made him “desperate” and
“unjointed” (266). Ned, who serves as mouthpiece for the author
through much of the book, has
less absolute opinion of Jo’s
compulsion. At first, he
that “
fairly expressed it when he
said he could do nothing else
murder Clinton Bragg” (307), but
upon reflection Ned changes his mind. Ned comes to believe that Jo’s
actions arose not from unalterable urges, but from an over-idealized
view of marriage, and he also comes to believe that he could have
reconciled Jo and his wife had he been more willing to involve himself
in their troubles.
laments near the end of the book, “I can write
nothing...of the horror I felt when I knew that all this misery had been
unnecessary” (340).
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In addition to the strong element of psychological determinism in
John Westlock’s character and the lesser element in Jo Erring’s
character, the book also contains a measure of environmental
determinism—the second category under which anticipations of
naturalism are identified. Fairview is “a place which made all the men
surly and rough, and the women pale and fretful,” Ned tells us, adding
later, “There was never a happy
in Fairview” (8, 88). The people
in Twin Mounds fare no better, for “there were no friendships among
them, and they all hated each other in secret, there being much quiet
satisfaction when one of them failed” (195). Howe’s north Missouri
countryside is a brutalizing environment: “The people were all
overworked, and I
remember how the pale, unhappy women spoke
in low and trembling
at the experience meetings of heavy crosses
to bear, and sat
crying as though their hearts were breaking,” Ned
recalls (36).6 Most critics agree that this revaluation of the myth of
rural virtue is The Story of a Country Town's most noteworthy
attribute. James Folsom, for example,
The harshness of the external environment not only makes
happiness impossible in the country town, but brings out
the worst qualities of character in its inhabitants.... Howe
presents his story by giving, first of all, a statement of the
ideal of the agrarian utopia. The rest of the novel holds
this ideal up to the actual facts of rural life, and as the
novel progresses the ideal is shown to be at variance with
these facts and hence unreal and unattainable.7

But as in the case of psychological determinism, Howe retreats from
making environmental determinism a consistent operating principle for
the novel; for each character crushed and brutalized by his or her
environment, another character rises from the same surroundings to
overcome it.
Primary among these characters are Ned and Agnes. Ned’s
environmental circumstances are identical to those of the unfortunate
Jo; together they “went out with [John Westlock] every
and came
back only with the darkness” (23). If anything, Agnes’s upbringing
even worse. She grows up with her mother, an insane hag; her uncle, a
lazy hypocrite; her aunt, a bizarre recluse;
eight neurotic nieces and
nephews on a farm that is “rotting away for lack of care and use” (62).
Despite all this, Ned and Agnes grow up to be normal, to marry
happily, and to become prosperous, even though “the only resident of
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Twin Mounds who ever distinguished himself ran away with a circus
and never came back” (143).
Besides Ned and Agnes, several minor characters also overcome
their environments. Agnes’s hired man, Big Adam, becomes “contented
and fortunate” despite having come from a family of vagrants and
outlaws, and two of the neighbor families, the jolly Meeks and the
thieving Winters, grow into “very prosperous and very
contented... honorable
worthy citizens” in defiance of their different
backgrounds (346). In addition to this positive evidence that
environment does not unalterably shape character, there is some
negative evidence, in the form of frequent intimations that the failures
of Fairview and Twin Mounds are more
result of laziness or moral
weakness than an overwhelming environment. During his happy times
as a successful miller, Jo Erring tells
“Others might have been
equally prosperous had they denied themselves and worked as hard as I
have done....The vagrants who idle in the shadow of my buildings say
that I am ‘lucky,’ but they are incapable of understanding
work I do”
(292).
Plainly, then, The Story of a Country Town is informed by the
deterministic views that later came to dominate American naturalism,
but does not make consistent use of them. At some points the novel
supports C. E. Schorer’s thesis that “Howe
to have been under
the Tainian influence...namely that character is largely a configuration
of environment,” but at other points characters have distinctly nondeterministic abilities to alter and triumph over their environments.8
Again, some characters appear to be prisoners of their psychological
makeup, while others have no such shackles. Part of this uncertainty
may be attributed to Howe’s superficial grasp of the intellectual bases
of literary naturalism; although his newspaper columns show that he
was familiar with Darwin popularizers such
Robert G. Ingersoll,
they give no evidence that he had read Darwin himself, or for that
matter Spencer or
Moreover, while Howe is known to have
read at least two of Zola’s novels, Nana and Pot-Bouille, his favorite
author was Dickens; as his biographer, S. J. Sackett, observes,
“ingenuity quails at the challenge of finding a specific incident or
character in The Story of a Country Town which betrays his
discipleship to Zola in the way that Agnes Deming
be traced to the
influence of Dickens.”9
So we return to our opening question—the placement of The Story
of Country Town in our literary household. I think it is clear that
what social theory there is in the novel is unsystematic and muddy at
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best; rather than a Darwinistic survival of the fittest, it seems to
endorse a survival of the nicest. The reason that we remember it as an
attack on rural life is that those passages are by far
most memorable
in the novel; but they
not necessarily the passages Howe intended us
to remember, for he was fonder of recalling the book as a love
between Ned and
I prefer to think of The Story of a Country
Town as a novel of sensation that uses social criticism to legitimize
essentially sentimental impulse. This kind of work is quite common in
American literature, and I do not mean to imply that we should exclude
the novel from appreciation; indeed we can see the same impulse at
work in The Quaker City, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Sister Carrie, and many
others—one might add The World According to Garp and The Color
Purple.
Genre theorist Alistair Fowler, in his recent Kinds of Literature,
reminds us that the labels of literary history are inevitably relational,
not
they are spectacles through which an individual work may
be viewed, and the qualities of the work that
be brought into focus
depend upon which spectacles are chosen.10 In emphasizing the prenaturalistic elements of Country Town, critics are choosing to view the
novel
the standpoint of its immediate successors; other insights
can be gained by viewing it from the perspective of its immediate
predecessors,
seeing it as a sentimental romance that is undercut
by Howe’s awareness of social and economic reality, or (as I did in the
previous paragraph) by viewing it
the slightly more distancing
lens of its participation in a familiar American literary habit.11
Indeed, if The Story of a Country
was an opening shot in the
revolt against the village, it was also Howe’s last shot in that battle.
His remaining novels are thoroughly sentimental melodramas, one of
which—A Man Story (1888)—resurrects Jo Erring’s impossible theory
about the inviolability of first love, a theory that Howe’s son recalls
his father espousing in all seriousness.12 Far from continuing his
inquiry into the stultifying effects of rural life, Howe became a small
town booster nonpareil, “a five-cent Carnegie,” as Wilbur L. Schramm
puts it (10), writing
with such titles as The Blessing of Business
and founding the “Don’t Worry Club” of Atchison, Kansas, his home
for the remaining
years of his life.13 In its odd, uneasy mixture
of harshness and sentiment, of new ideas and old impulses, The Story
of a Country Town stands
parallel of its author’s Ufe.
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NOTES
1 Alfred Kazin, On Native Grounds (New York, 1942), p. 36;
Vernon L. Parrington, The Beginnings of Critical Realism in
America 1860-1920 (New York, 1930), p.

2The novel’s early reception has been chronicled in C.
Schorer, “Mark Twain s Criticism of The Story of a Country
Town” AL 27 (1955), 109-112; James B. Stronks, “William Dean
Howells, Ed Howe, and The Story of a Country Town” AL 29
(1958), 473-478; Brom Weber, “Introduction,” The Story of a
Country Town (New York, 1964); and, detailing the Howe-Garland
connection, Lars Ahnebrink, The Beginnings of Naturalism in
American Literature (Upsala; Cambridge, Mass., 1950).

3Perhaps the clearest example of this emphasis
Charles
Mayer’s “Realizing ‘A Whole order of Things : E. W. Howe’s The
Story of a Country Town” WAL, 11 (1976), 23-36. In an
admirably sensitive reading of the John Westlock and Jo Erring
stories, Mayer completely ignores the story of Ned Westlock.
Other critical studies that emphasize the novel s connection to
naturalism include
Schorer, “Growing Up with the Country,
Midwest Journal 6 (1954), 12-26; and S. J. Sackett, E. W. Howe
(New York, 1972). Ahnebrink insists that the novel belongs to
the tradition of realism, not naturalism, but this position is the
exception.
4Edgar Watson Howe, The Story of a Country Town (1883; Rpt.
Cambridge, Mass., 1961), p. 277. All further references to this
book will be to this edition; page numbers will be given in
parentheses.
5Mayer, 27.

6Despite the fact that the setting of Howe’s novel corresponds
in precise detail to Howe s boyhood home of Harrison County,
Missouri (see Sackett, 45-47), a surprising number of writers
assume that the novel is set in Kansas, the state with which Howe
is most firmly associated (no state
specified in the book). Most
notable among these writers are Parrington and Ima Herron, in her
The Small Town in American Fiction (Durham, 1939). Marjorie
Greenbie, in American Saga (New York, 1939), manages somehow
to locate the novel in Iowa.

7James K. Folsom, The American Western Novel (New Haven,
1966), pp. 178-179.
8Schorer, “Growing Up,” 17.
9Sackett, 72-73.
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10Alistair Fowler, Kinds of Literature: An Introduction to the
Theory of Genres and Modes (Cambridge, Mass., 1982),
164.

11 In a brief discussion of Howe in his Virgin Land: The
American West As Symbol and Myth (Cambridge, Mass., 1950),
pp. 244-246, Henry Nash Smith does examine Country Town in
relation to its predecessors rather than its successors. John
William Ward takes a similar tack in his “Afterword” to the NAL
edition of the novel (New York, 1964). Both discussions,
however, are short.
12Gene Howe, My Father Was the Most Wretchedly Unhappy
Man I Ever Knew,” Saturday Evening Post, 25 October 1941, p.
25.

13Wilbur L. Schramm, “Ed Howe versus Time,” Saturday Review
of Literature, 5 February 1938, 10. Details of Howe’s later life and
reading habits are from Sackett, pp. 28-29 and 108-122.
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“DROPPED UPON A STRANGE PLANET”: RACIAL
IDENTITY CRISES IN MADAME DELPHINE AND
PUDD’NHEAD WILSON

Philip A. Tapley

Louisiana College
“Cable is a great man,” Mark Twain wrote to his wife in 1885, and
if the battle Cable is waging in behalf of the black race continues, “his
greatness will be recognized.”1 Cable was becoming known as one of
the South’s most important writers when he and Twain first met in
1881.2 Though their friendship later cooled, Cable’s influence upon
Twain’s mind and work can be seen quite strikingly in Pudd’nhead
Wilson.
Cable’s “deep Southern background” probably fascinated Twain,
Arthur Pettit believes, “because Cable’s ideological disloyalty to the
South paralleled [Twain’s] own.”
1883, the U.S. Supreme Court
supported, in a now famous civil rights case, status quo segregation in
the South. Cable’s response was an essay, “Freedman’s Case in
Equity,” which made
anathema in the South, where newspapers
angrily demanded that he leave since he was “a traitor to his
homeland.”3 In fact, Cable ultimately abandoned his native New
Orleans and became a New Englander because of his heretical views on
race.
Pettit shows further that Northern response to Twain and Cable’s
public appearances was warm and generous as the two authors presented
the most popular “‘anti-Southern’ lectures given on the nineteenth
century stage.” Twain suggests in one of his notebooks that he and
Cable “had several conversations on...a deep subject,” which, Pettit
argues, must have been about “miscegenation” and “the possible
overthrow of white supremacy in
South.”4
It took Twain ten years, Arlin Turner explains,—from Twain’s
first major fictional protest against slavery in Huckleberry Finn in 1884
to the publication of The Tragedy of Pudd’nhead Wilson in 1894—for
the novelist to face “the implications of miscegenation and the
psychological effects of racial doctrines on both races.” In Pudd’nhead
Wilson, Twain treated “the dominant Southern issue of his time with
more force and realism” than anywhere in his writings. In Roxy, the
beautiful slave who has one-sixteenth black blood, Twain created “his
most fully realized female character and through her...he acknowledged
sex to be an element in human relations.” Though her portrait is
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inconsistent, Turner concludes, Twain “achieved in Roxy a level of
tragic characterization not present elsewhere in his works.”5
Twain thus lifts his tragic heroine above the popular literary
stereotype of the “tragic mulatto.” Like Cable’s Madame Delphine and
her daughter, Roxy tragic because she does not in any way look like
a mulatto and is moreover a “sympathetic” woman with “the finest
qualities that could be given...by the master race” but with “none of
social advantages.”6 It is also to Cable’s credit that he had deepened the
characterization of a popular nineteenth-century stereotype, the “tragic
mulatto,” with his delicate portraits of strongly maternal quadroons,
especially Delphine and ’Tite Poulette.
In Life on the Mississippi (1882), Twain states bluntly that only
two Southern writers are worth reading: Cable and Joel Chandler
Harris.7
1882, after Twain had visited New Orleans and read
publicly for the first time with Cable, Twain wrote Cable that he
(Twain) had read Madame Delphine in one sitting and that the “charm,”
the “pain,” and the “deep music” of the story were “still pulsing”
through him.8
Twain may even have borrowed some details from Madame
Delphine for the plot of Pudd'nhead Wilson. For example, Cable has
the quadroon Delphine renounce her daughter, Olive, so that the girl can
marry a white man and enter white society, while Twain has Roxy
renounce her son so that he too
pass as white.9
In Pudd’nhead Wilson Twain joins Cable in condemning the cruel,
hypocritical Southern obsession with the purity of aristocratic white
bloodlines, many of which were already “tainted” by illicit black
offspring. Both writers dramatize
tragic identity crises of victims of
racial marginality.
his pioneer work, The Marginal Man, Everett
Stonequist maintains that marginality “denotes a subtle, perhaps
indefinable, sense of estrangement and malaise, an inner isolation.”1®
The victim may control or cover up the maladjustment, but some
conflicts “are severe enough to demoralize
individual, throwing him
into continual restlessness, and initiating a process of disorganization”
which may end in a tragic or
a criminal manner.11
Moreover, William Bedford Clark writes, the antebellum South
allowed little opportunity for fulfillment of the slave as a person; the
slave had “to take on the pseudo-identity of stereotypical masks
assigned him by white racism,” and often had neither a real family nor
“any psychological security even of the surname.”12 Since the slaves’
own black culture was not allowed to survive in America, Stonequist
notes, blacks were usually forced to become more like whites, thus
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causing many blacks to have a distaste for any form of “Negro-ness.”13
Such is the case with Twain’s Roxana and to a subtler degree of
Madame Delphine.
Twain’s first fiction treating miscegenation was a story outline
about a mulatto, who, like Roxana, one-sixteenth black. The man
searches for his family after the Civil War, is involved in a love affair
with a white girl (who in reality is his sister), and recalls that his
mother received a scar to protect him from his white father’s brutality.
Twain’s sketch, Pettit concludes, exposes the white man’s “fear, doubt,
hypocrisy, and guilt about mixing with blacks.” The “implications” of
Twain’s fragmentary story become startlingly clear only “in the light of
The Tragedy of Pudd’nhead Wilson,” Mark Twain’s “last American
novel and his last published outcry against the American South.”14
Twain’s choice of a literary model for Pudd’nhead Wilson was a
good one since Cable’s novel, Clark feels, is an “aesthetically
successful handling of the complex relationships”15 of the races in
Southern society. The surface plot of Madame Delphine involves the
love of Delphine Carraze’s lovely teen-age daughter, Olive, for a newly
established banker and former pirate and smuggler. Olive is the
illegitimate daughter of a deceased wealthy American, who left most of
his fortune to his mistress and his child. These women own their
humble home and live very privately since in antebellum New Orleans
they must hold themselves aloof from both blacks and whites.
At one point in the novel, Delphine discusses her daughter’s future
with Père Jerome, a Catholic priest. Since Delphine has ruled out the
cloister for her daughter, the priest notes sadly that Olive “has no more
place than if she had dropped upon a strange planet.”16 Allowed to be
neither black nor
the gens de couleur libre of Cable’s antebellum
New Orleans lived in a lonely limbo of social, economic, and
psychological ambivalence that kept them close to
Père Jerome becomes a spokesman for one of Cable’s dominant
ideas, drawn from what Clark has called “the Old Testament notion of
collective societal guilt”17—that we all share in the community of
sinners:
...The Infinite One alone can know how much of our sin is
chargeable to us, and how much to our brothers or our
fathers. We all participate in one another’s sins. There is
community of responsibility attaching to every misdeed.
No human since Adam—nay, nor Adam himself—ever
sinned entirely to himself. And so I never am called upon
to contemplate a crime or
criminal but I feel my
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conscience pointing at me as one of the accessories (Cable
198-99).

Later in a special sermon at St. Louis Cathedral, Père Jerome judges the
city itself for the sin which has produced the quadroons and forced
to live in isolation and often deprivation as well as despair. The
aristocratic white rulers of the city, “strewers of thorns and briers”
(Cable 204), made it necessary for the gens de couleur libre, the
products “of seventy-five years of elimination of the black pigment and
the cultivation of hyperion excellence and nymphean grace and beauty”
(Cable 193), to have f.m.c. or f.w.c. (free
of color or free woman
of color) “tacked in small letters after their names.” Such persons were
not “free,” then, but condemned by the title to be mistresses to
“luxurious bachelors” and to receive “the loathing of honest women”;
to own property “by sufferance, not by law”; to pay taxes for public
education which their children could not
to be excluded
all
respectable occupations of the gentlefolk.18 “Ichabod” or “outcast”
thus seems stamped on the faces of Cable’s
(Cable 193).
When Olive was a small child, her father died; she was sent away
to be educated by paternal aunts. At age seventeen she has now returned
to live with her mother. A handsome, wealthy pirate turned banker
in love with Olive, and Delphine wants Olive to marry the gentleman,
Ursin Lemaitre Vignevielle.
Delphine seeks counsel from Père
Jerome,
discuss the law, the infamous Code Noir, which prevents
Olive’s marriage and also denies the rights of all blacks in early
Louisiana. Delphine asks Père Jerome,
“But...from which race do they want to keep my daughter
separate? She is seven parts white! The law did not stop
her from being that: and now, when she wants
be a
white man’s good and honest wife, shall that law stop
her?...I will tell you what that law is made for. It is made
to punish—my—child—for—not—choosing—her—father!
Père Jerome—my God, what a law!” (Cable 233)

Madame Delphine’s intense emphasis of each
she utters suggests
her great anger against the “law,” including the white “establishment”
of the city, represented by two members of the aristocracy, Jean
Thompson and Dr. Varrillat. These powerful men and their families
unite to protect Ursin from the authorities seeking to arrest him for
y. When Thompson and Varrilat learn of Ursin’s intended marriage
to Olive, they declare that they will have Ursin arrested rather than
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allow his marriage to this f.w.c. The larger legal system that Delphine
condemns so eloquently thus could be bent to protect a white pirate
from prosecution and also to “protect” him from a marriage to a
mulatto.
The opulent grounds fronting the Thompson and Varrillat
mansions are the scene for Delphine’s confrontation with the white
powers of New Orleans, represented by the two aristocrats and their
wives. Madame Thompson approaches “with the serenity of a
reconnoitering general” (Cable
Thomas Hubert has suggested that
Cable’s military imagery is heightened by the description of “palisades”
of “rough cypress” on one side of the Thompson garden. Since a
“palisade” is also a fence “forming a defensive barrier,” the symbolic
value of the palisade that the precious purity of white blood must be
protected
contamination “by the palisades of customs and law.”19
Madame Delphine then swears to everyone present that Olive is not
her child but was left with her an orphaned infant. Delphine offers
false evidence to prove that Olive pure
Since Delphine’s
is believed more thoroughly than she had hoped, she and Olive are
immediately separated when the girl is brought to stay at the
Thompsons’.
The story ends with Olive’s marriage and Delphine’s agonized
confession to Père Jerome that she has perjured herself to allow her
daughter to pass as
Then, having no further reason to live now
that her daughter is lost to her, she dies quietly in the confessional.
The quadroon’s bitter defeat includes not only an offense against her
own strongly held sense of ethics but also against the laws of the day.
In Madame Delphine, Anna William Shannon asserts, “Cable shows
the psychic toll inflicted on woman held responsible and assuming the
responsibility for her own victimization. Cable’s depiction of the
mechanism of guilt in...Madame Delphine is truly remarkable.”20
Thirteen years passed between Twain’s initial reading of Cable’s
novel and the publication of Pudd'nhead Wilson, which Maxwell
Geismar has called one of “
of [Twain’s] dark parables.”21
Pudd’nhead Wilson is set in Dawson’s Landing, Missouri, on the
Mississippi River, in the 1830s. A son, Tom, is born to wealthy
landowner Percy Driscoll
the same day that his near-white slave
Roxy gives birth to a boy, who, like young Tom Driscoll, is fair
skinned, blonde haired, and blue eyed. Roxy’s son, who named Valet
de Chambre (soon shortened to Chambers), was fathered by Colonel
Cecil Burleigh Essex. Essex, along with Percy and York Driscoll and
Pembroke Howard, traces his lineage to the F.F.V.—First Families of
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Virginia—and shares their code: to keep their ancient lineage free of
taint and dishonor.
Roxy is “imposing,” “statuesque,” and very fair
“Her face
was shapely, intelligent, and comely—even beautiful.” Like Madame
Delphine, Roxy appeared to be Caucasian; but
whites of Dawson’
Landing had already decided that she was “a negro..., a slave and salable
as such.” The same is true for her handsome child, who “was also a down
is ” no
, can
and by a fiction of law and custom a was
negro.
22
arroga
Soon after the story opens, Roxy witnesses just how easily a slave
be sold “
the river,”
worst of all possible fates for her child
or for her. “The thought crazed her with horror. If she dozed,...the next
moment she was on her feet and flying to her child’s cradle to see if it
was still there.” Next she would pull the child to her bosom “and pour
out her love upon it in a frenzy of kisses, moaning, crying, and saying
‘Dey shan’t, oh dey shan’t!—yo po’ mammy will kill you fust!”
(Twain 13). These passages reveal both Roxy’s desperation and her
forcefulness. To Henry Nash Smith, “There a haughty grandeur in
her character that
through
degraded speech and manners of a
slave, and confers on her an intimation of tragic dignity.”22 But even
more impressive is Roxy’s questioning of a God that was good to the
real Tom Driscoll but not to her own child. Stonequist has said that
the isolation of marginality often leads to strong reflective powers,24
and Roxy has a quick, active mind.
First resolving to kill herself and her child, Roxy then decides to
switch the two infants in their cradles so that Tom Driscoll becomes
Valet de Chambre and vice versa. Having once heard a preacher tell a
story about an English queen who had switched babies in such a manner
to save her own child, Roxy rationalizes: “Tain’t
sin—white folks
has done it!....Dey’s done it,—yes, en dey
de biggest quality in de
whole bilin’, too—Kings!" (Twain 15). Henry Nash Smith asserts that
Roxy “justifies the action to herself by a process of reasoning both
humble (for she takes for granted the inferiority of the Negro...) and
nt, because she compares herself with royalty.”25
When Percy Driscoll dies, his brother, Judge York Driscoll, adopts
Tom (the real Chambers), believing him to be Percy’s son. The real
Tom becomes Chambers’ valet, footman, and whipping-boy. The boy
reared in luxury becomes ill-temPered, cowardly, and arrogant, while the
boy reared in rags and contempt grows strong, resourceful, but yet
humble—a bitter, ironic example of Twain’s growing belief in the
influence of social and psychological conditioning. At first, Roxy is
confident that her obseqiousness to her real son only mockery, but as
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Twain points out, Roxy becomes “ dupe of her own deceptions,” and
her child becomes “her accepted and recognized master” (19).
When Percy Driscoll dies, Roxy
freed and takes a job as a
cleaning woman on a riverboat. Upon retiring to Dawson’s Landing,
she expects her old master, Tom Driscoll, to help her out by giving
her money occasionally. When he contemptuously refuses, she reveals
the truth about his parentage—that she his mother. Perceiving that
she not lying to him and thus has the power to destroy him, he falls
upon his knees in supplication, a slave begging of a
Roxy, “the
heir of two centuries of unatoned insult and outrage, looked down on
him and seemed to drink in deep draughts of satisfaction” (Twain 39).
Now the almost-white black slave is symbolically dominant over her
white master.
Because she still loves her son, she gives
permission to sell
her into slavery again to help pay his gambling debts. But Tom sells
her into harsh servitude in Arkansas although she has given him
permission to sell her only to an upstate Missouri farmer where her life
will not be hard. Having escaped from her second enslavement, which
has broken her physically, Roxy blackmails Tom. Her former affection
for him dead.
Tom is thunderstruck, at least for a while, by the truth of his
parentage. As Stonequist has shown, the discovery of marginality may
cause the breakdown of one’s “usual habits and attitudes.”26 Twain
notes that Tom begins to wander
...in lonely places, thinking, thinking, thinking—trying
to get his bearings....The “nigger in him went shrinking
and skulking here and there and yonder, fancying it saw
suspicion and maybe detection in all faces, tones, and
gestures....He presently came to have a hunted sense and a
hunted look, and he fled away to the hill-tops and the
solitudes. He said to himself that the curse of Ham was
upon him (44-45).

However, Tom’s feeling of alienation is relatively shortlived; soon he
resumes
former ways, forgetting that he had earlier cried out, “Why
were niggers and whites made? What crime did the first nigger commit
that the curse of birth was decreed for him? And why is this awful
difference made between whites and blacks?” At one point Tom even
wishes he could die (Twain 44). Pettit believes that Tom’s protest
“gives the lie to white distaste for blacks and reveals the philistinism of
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a society that privately tolerates miscegenation, then publicly punishes
its victims.”27
Stonequist’s observations that a person’s discovery of his own
racial marginality often alters his attitudes and habits and
lead him
to tragedy or criminality28 are strikingly valid for
Driscoll, who,
prior to his discovery of being black, was a deceiver, thief, and gambler:
but after his discovery of his blackness, he is capable, Pettit notes, of
selling his own mother down the river and of stabbing to death his
foster-father.29 Roxy and Madame Delphine break the law only to help
persons they love, but Tom becomes an immoral monster who thinks
himself above all laws.
Even though both Tom and Roxy have experienced crises of
identity, both continue to embrace many of the customs, beliefs, and
attitudes of the white master-race, including contempt of Negroes; at
one point, for example, Tom calls Roxy’s fingerprints “nigger paw
marks” (Twain 103). Roxy praises Tom’s father’s lineage from “ole
Virginny stock, Fust Families....You ain’t got no ’casion, she tells
Tom, “to be shame’ o’yo’ father” (Twain 43). Later after she returns
from Arkansas, Roxy tells Tom, “measureless contempt written in her
face,” that he is worthless because “of de nigger in you...Thirty-one
parts of
white, en on’y one part nigger, en dat po’ little one part
is yo’ soul
Finally, when Roxy learns of Tom’s refusal to fight
a duel to avenge his honor, she shows her unshakable identification
with the white code as she calls Tom a “Judas” and a “hound.” But she
is totally honest about her share of the blame and admits “—en I’s
responsible....’” Then she spits upon Tom, who is incapable of feeling
either guilt or responsibility
90).
Pudd’nhead Wilson is a far grimmer statement than Madame
Delphine about the tragedy of racial hypocrisy, miscegenation, and the
resulting racial identity crises. Though both novels deal sensitively and
powerfully with
stereotype of the sacrificing mulatto mother and the
pathos—and even agony—of racial identity crises, Twain’s novel does
not end quasi-happily (as does Cable’ with Olive’s marriage to a
loving and wealthy white man). At the conclusion of Pudd’nhead
Wilson at least five lives are savagely crushed by the inexorable racial
code. Percy Driscoll is murdered; his sister, Tom’s foster-aunt, is
permanently enervated by her loss. Roxy’s “heart was broken...; the
spirit in her eye was quenched, her martial bearing departed with it, and
the voice of her laughter ceased in the land...” (114). The real Tom
Driscoll, finally freed
slavery and restored to wealth when the truth
is revealed in a dramatic courtroom scene, remains a shuffling Negro
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who
find no secure place in either white or black society. He surely
feels that he “has been dropped
a strange planet”! The false Tom
is not hanged for murder since, as the real Valet de Chambre, he is a
black and thus has no humanity. He sold down the river to
pay
the false Tom Driscoll’s gambling
a fate that is “more disturbing
than gratifying,” Pettit maintains, “for it leaves us with the suspicion
that the worst offender is not the mulatto avenger but the white
South.”30 The “white South” certainly includes the Varrillats,
Thompsons, Driscolls, and Howards—all those most greatly
responsible for making, enforcing, and even bending the laws to suit
their own selfish purposes. To Geismar, these are “the noble
aristocratic heroes of the gentlemanly code who are responsible for all
the social misery, suffering, and hatred.”31
Roxy’s impassioned admission of guilt in the courtroom—“De
Lord have mercy on me, po’ misable sinner dat I is!”—resembles
Madame Delphine’s confession of guilt to Père Jerome (Twain 113).
Perhaps Roxy’s plea for forgiveness could be that of the global
community of sinners referred to by Père Jerome in his
—those
guilty of any racism that separates or alienates one human being from
another. John B. Boles states bluntly that “any labor or social system
that define[s] persons as property and deprive[s] them of basic autonomy
over their lives [is] irredeemably evil.”32 And these tragic novels,
Madame
Pudd’nhead Wilson, stand as somber reminders of
“the community of responsibility attaching to every misdeed” (Cable
198).
NOTES
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assessment. Other characters, too, Geismar argues, are “never fully
realized as people" but “are social and literary types whom
Clemens is manipulating for the sake of the moral.** In the
literary surrealism" of Pudd’nhead Wilson the “meaning of the
artist s message is more important to [Clemens] than the depiction
of human character for the sake of human character."
Henry Nash Smith, Mark Twain: the Development of a Writer
(New York, 1972), pp. 171-176, also notes some of Twain s
inconsistencies in tone and character development, but Smith’s
analysis of Roxie leads him to praise her,—justifiably, I believe,
as “the only fully developed character in the novelistic sense, in
the book. She has a different order of fictional reality from the
figures of fable with which she is surrounded**; thus “[s]he
resembles a portrait in full color set in
black-and-white
background’* (p. 179).
Moreover, though the “central scenes in Pudd’nhead Wilson are
“lurid, sentimental, melodramatic, [and] highly uneven,** they are,
as Geismar argues, “rough gold in a literary sense" since Twain has
“anticipated many of the racial insights of Richard Wright." In
addition, the very specifically described trial scene that concludes
the novel marks the way for the “literary form’’ of An American
Tragedy
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62. Shirley Ann Grau in her introduction to Old
Creole Days
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writing—especially his description of the decaying Creole society
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between Olive and Ursin, which develops instantly during a brief
encounter on a ship where she is passenger and he is an invading
pirate. Ursin shakes his pirate-image by emerging in New Orleans
banker (p. xiii).
Another fault that Grau finds in Cable’s stories is “his
formidable dialect passages..., an almost literal transcription of
Creole speech.” Madame Delphine
however, rather free of this
“fault and succeeds by giving “the feel and the texture of speech
without actually reproducing it [often] phonetically (p. xiii).
Though one must grant Cable’s faults as writer, one must also
agree with Cable himself, who considered Madame Delphine one of
his best stories, Arlin Turner asserts, in part because Cable
“thought it superior in execution but in part also because he
believed it faced squarely the tragedy of mixed blood
[Introduction, Creoles and Cajuns, Stories of Old Louisiana (Garden
City, 1959), p. 121].
16Cable, Madame Delphine, in Creoles and Cajuns, edited by
Arlin Turner, p. 209. Subsequent references to and quotations from
Delphine are taken from this edition [see footnote 15] and are cited
in the text with the name Cable and page number.
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BLOOD AND TRANSFUSION IN BRAM STOKER’S
DRACULA

David
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Hahnemann University

In John Badham’s 1979 film version of Dracula in which Frank
Langella recreated his famous Broadway role, when Dr. Seward
discovers that his daughter, Lucy (who in the movie is Jonathan
Harker’s fiancee), has become the object of the Count’s deadly
affections, one of his immediate concerns to restore the blood that
she has lost: “She’ll have to be given a blood transfusion,” he
proclaims. “Pray to God that one of us has her type.” Those versed in
medical history as well as in Draculania
be quick to point out that
Dr. Seward’s description of transfusion in the above scene is not only
inconsistent with Bram Stoker’s original but also historically
inaccurate.1 In his reference to matching blood types, Seward mentions
a procedure that was unknown at
time of Dracula’s debut. Although
the process of transfusion itself had peripherally entered medical practice
nearly two-and-a-half centuries earlier, even late
last decade of
the nineteenth century when Bram Stoker wrote Dracula, ignorance of
the blood’s chemistry continued to render transfusion a little-used, littleunderstood procedure whose results were at best unpredictable. More
than just a piece of historical trivia, however, this part of the novel’s
context helps us understand more clearly Stoker’s vision; additionally,
it forms the basis of an illuminating chapter in the relationship between
scientific advancement and social attitude.
Dracula is a novel not just of conflict but, more important, of
conflicting aspects of the same underlying reality. Although light and
dark, reason and superstition constantly collide on the Victorian surface
of the novel, they are revealed to be at a deeper level disconcertingly
intermingled.2 And indeed, for Stoker this
of ambivalent duality
where the Victorian consciousness emphasized, if rarely attained, clear
cut opposition the chief horror in the novel. An important thematic
area in which this dialectic becomes evident is the significance of
human blood, especially in the parallel between the Count’s vampirism
and the procedure of transfusion. Carried out four times by Dracula’s
nemesis, Dr. Van Helsing, to restore the Count’s victims, the procedure
provides on one level a counterpoint of science, reason, and social
responsibility —expressions of the superego—to vampirism’s
superstition and unrestrained selfish drives—expressions of the id. On a
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less conscious level, however, the two methods of blood transference
are shown to have disconcerting similarities, with the dark world of
vampirism casting the shadow of ambivalence upon scientific
procedure.
To understand transfusion in the Victorian world of Dracula, let us
first put the procedure into historical perspective.3 The technological
story of blood transfusion properly begins in the early seventeenth
century when William Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of the
blood provided the necessary physiological understanding for such a
procedure to be envisioned. Not until half a century later, however,
the first transfusion actually take place. The English and the French
disputed priority, but the generally accepted date for the first therapeutic
human transfusion 1667,
Jean-Baptiste Denis, a physician to
Louis XIV (and, ironically, later to Charles II), introduced lamb’s
blood into a fifteen-year-old boy who had been suffering from a violent
fever (for which he had already been bled twenty times to remove the
offending bad blood”). Although the report of
incident indicates,
not surprisingly, that the boy showed symptoms of blood
incompatibility, Denis was lucky in this and in other cases until an
episode involving Antoine Mauroy, a thirty-four-year-old newly-wed
man whose overly warm blood exhibited itself in debauchery. To
correct this defect, Denis gave him two transfusions of “gentle” calf’s
blood. When his condition reasserted itself two months later, Denis
attempted to give him a third transfusion, which he refused. When
Mauroy died the following night, Denis was charged with
manslaughter, ironically for a transfusion he did not perform. Urged on
by Denis’s rivals who reportedly bribed her, Mauroy’s widow said that
her husband had died during the transfusion. Denis was eventually
exonerated, as the man’s death was proved to have been caused by
arsenic administered by his wife. But the courts henceforth held
transfusion to be a criminal act, forbidden without permission of the
reactionary Faculty of Medicine in Paris, where Denis had many
enemies, and a decade later was forbidden by Rome through papal
edict.4
Following this inauspicious debut, the procedure fell into
disrepute, being virtually abandoned for the next century and a half.
Then in 1818 a London physician, James Blundell, using his own
invention for direct transfusion, administered the first human-to-human
transfer of blood. The apparatus was cumbersome, however, and
although the decision to limit transfusions to members of the same
species improved the possibility of matching blood, compatibility
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without the knowledge of blood groups still remained a problem as did
coagulation and intravascular
which occurred in an estimated
40 per cent of the cases. Consequently, even as late as 1875, a search
of the world’s literature for reports of transfusions netted Leonard
Landois, professor of physiology at the University of Griefswald,
accounts of the procedure
an additional 129 if instances in
which animal blood was used—a practice that continued on the
Continent
until the time of Landois’s investigations) to include in
his influential study of the topic. By 1897, the year Dracula was
published, transfusion
still experimental. Used mainly
a last
resort (two of conservative Blundell’s patients
already dead at the
time of transfusion), primarily in cases of acute hemorrhage that all too
frequently followed childbirth, the procedure was still shrouded in a
mystery whose solution would have to wait until the beginning of the
next century. Then Landsteiner’s investigation of
chemistry of the
blood (for which, eventually, he would be awarded a Nobel Prize in
1930) began to reveal patterns of agglutinogens and agglutinins that
would enable human blood to be classified
groups and thus ensure
compatibility.
Science and technology, however, form but part of the story of
blood and transfusion. Because of a lack of scientific knowledge of the
blood’s chemistry (including oxygen, especially, which was not even
discovered until 1774 by Joseph Priestly), and because of blood’s
deeply-rooted symbolism, from
outset investigators showed interest
as much in the individual characteristics potentially to be transmitted in
the process of transfusion as in the scientific procedure itself. And
indeed, it is this symbolic rather than the scientific tradition with which
the treatment of blood in Dracula is most closely aligned. Even the
famed scientist Robert Boyle, who conducted early experiments to
determine
composition of the blood, stated that his Memoirs for the
Natural History of Humane Blood (1683/4) would include an
examination “of the Difference between Human Blood as ’tis found in
Sound persons differingly constituted and circumstantiated, as men,
women, (when menstruous, and when not) Children Moors [sic],
Negro’s [sic], etc.” (14). Worth examining in detail because of their
clear and thorough illustration of the contemporary belief in
blood’s
ability to contain the characteristics of the individual are some of the
questions that Boyle proposed to Dr. Richard Lower (later printed in
the, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society for 11 February
1666) concerning the latter’s experimental transference of blood from
one dog to another. One of Boyle’s suggested “tryals” concerns
determining whether “the disposition of individual Animals of the same
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kind, may not be much altered” by transfusion; for example, “whether a
fierce Dog, by being often quite new stocked with the blood of a
cowardly Dog, may not become more tame.” Boyle additionally
wonders “whether the blood of a Mastiff, being frequently transfused
into a Blood-Hound, or a Spaniel, will not prejudice them in point of
scent,” and queries “whether a small young Dog, by being often fresh
stockt with the blood of a young Dog of a larger kind, will grow
bigger, than the ordinary size of his own kind.” Yet another of his
speculative questions concerns the possibility that a transfusion from
some other species might effect “to some degree.. .a change of Species”
(1: 385-88).
The belief that
blood conveyed the characteristics of original
possessor and that these characteristics could be transmitted through
transfusion often reached humorous extremes, as we see in the
seventeenth-century Danish mathematician and anatomist Thomas
Bartholin’s account in 1673 of a transfusion where an epileptic girl,
after receiving cat’s blood, began to climb
the roofs of houses, jump
and scratch in a cat-like manner, and even sit for hours gazing into a
hole in the floor (Brown 181). For the diarist Samuel Pepys, these
transformational implications of the procedure gave rise to what he
called “many pretty wishes,” including the possible effect if “the blood
of a Quaker [were] to be let into an Archbishop” (7: 371).
The usual donor in early transfusions for human patients, however,
was neither a Quaker nor a cat but a lamb, chosen because of the
gentleness and composure its blood was thought to contain—
appropriate remedy for the “bad blood” that was considered to cause the
feverish, agitated disposition that infected the usual candidate for
transfusion. Samuel Pepys, for example, reports reactions to the
prospect of using sheep’s blood in the first human transfusion in
England, to be performed upon Arthur Coga by Lower and King on 23
November 1667: “They differ in the opinion
have of the effects of
it; some think it may have a good effect upon him as a frantic man, by
cooling his blood; others, that it will not have any effect at all” (8:
543). When asked why the blood of a sheep instead of some other
animal was transfused into him, Coga replied that the religious
symbolism of the lamb made its blood especially desirable: “‘Sanguis
ovis symbolicam quandam facultatem habet cum sanguine Christi, quia
Christus est agnus Dei’” (Birch: 216).
Even after the actual practice of transfusion fell into disfavor
following Denis’s trial, speculations based upon the blood’s supposed
symbolic qualities continued to be made about the therapeutic value of
transfusion. Michael Ettmüller, a German physician and professor of
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surgery and anatomy in the late seventeenth century, envisioned
transfusions being used to prolong
cure epilepsy and consumption,
and alter the “habits of people of evil disposition,” among other things
(Brown 181). A century later, Erasmus Darwin suggested in
Zoonomia, his catalogue of diseases, causes, and cures, that
transfusions be used to treat a blockage of the throat as well as that
wideranging category of disorder, fever. Yet now the advice is clearly
theoretical, devoid of any empirical base. To support his argument, for
example, Darwin refers to a transfusion proposed “above thirty years
ago” to an old
but never carried out because the man, after a careful
consideration of the procedure, decided to refuse it (2: 120). And
Darwin’s prefatory remarks to his supplementary directions for
apparatus and method equally reveal
hypothetical nature of his
advice: “If this experiment be again tried on the human subject, he
states tentatively (2: 605).
Stoker’s knowledge of blood and transfusion follows, as we shall
see, the dialectical pattern of Dracula as a whole in that it is an odd
combination of relatively current science and outdated symbolic
speculation. Although not a matter of record, Stoker’s information
concerning a practice admittedly
for the times could easily have
been provided by his brother, Sir William Stoker, President of the
Royal College of Physicians in London, whom Stoker is known to
have consulted
the Dracula period for accurate details concerning
the description of an injury to one side of the head, such as occurs to
Renfield,
confined madman under the Count’s influence
100).
Furthermore, transfusion—and significantly, its association with
vampirism—appears in other works of the period, as well. In an
example of “natural” vampirism (which, in contrast to the supernatural
variety that we find in Dracula, works within the framework of the
natural laws of our existence), Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s “Good Lady
Ducayne,” published the year before Dracula (but, as Bierman
documents, at least
years after Stoker had sketched out
first ideas
for the novel), features an old lady who is kept alive through
transfusions of blood her physician drains from a succession of young,
short-lived companions whom she hires.5 As the story makes clear,
the transfusion serves no strictly medical purpose: the only disease that
Lady Ducayne suffers
old age. Rather, the blood’s symbolic
potential to embody the vitality of the person from whom it taken is
the chief basis for the procedure—a potential to which modern
technology has lent possibility to realize. Embodying both symbolic
and technological dimensions of medicine, transfusion becomes the
perfect vehicle for exploring the dialectic of attitudes toward modem
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medical science. In Parravicini, the evil doctor who carries out the
transfusions for personal gain as well as out of scientific curiosity, we
see the distrust of its power and uses; in Stafford, the medical student
who in the best tradition of the medical thriller eventually discovers the
doctor’ wrongdoings, we see the conscience that hopefully will guide
this new science
it approaches ever more humanistically complex
frontiers. The story offers an optimistic view of this dialectic, with the
social and ethical triumphing over the selfish and amorally scientific:
Stafford points to the wickedness of the means (callously sacrificing
young girls simply to obtain their blood) as well as the unnaturalness
of the end (selfish extension of a human life beyond its allotted time)
while Lady Ducayne proclaims that she is finished with Parravicini and
his experiments. The victory is but temporary, however, as Lady
Ducayne is determined to find some new scientific genius, presumably
with the scruples of a Parravicini, with a new method for keeping her
alive.
Although it strives for an optimistic confidence in the dialectic
informing medical science’s relation to society, “Good Lady Ducayne”
is in the final analysis a disturbing tale warning us against the
dangerous potential of science to tempt us with the realization of
dreams, such as immortality, and in the process lead us to lose sight of
the ethical and natural order of our existence. Dracula likewise attempts
to display a confident faith in modern science and technology but
convinces us instead of an underlying ambivalence—attributable in this
case not to science or the scientific impulse itself but to the fact that its
control only an illusion. As Jonathan Harker remarks when writing
in short hand about his visit to Dracula’s ancestral home, “It is
nineteenth century up-to-date with a vengeance. And yet, unless
senses deceive me, the old centuries
and have, powers of their own
which mere ‘modernity' cannot kill.”6 Duality still, even in the
crowning glory of civilization that is Victorian England, a defining
characteristic of human existence;
Robert Louis Stevenson had
suggested in his famous story on the theme a decade earlier, the
primitive drives survive strongly even in modern “civilized” man7 Or,
as Hennelly appropriately states
dialectical relationship, the “now
anemic nineteenth century” needs “a transfusion, the metaphor is
inevitable, from the blood-knowledge of Dracula” to redeem it (13).
Such dualism and its related ambivalence strongly influence
Stoker’s treatment of blood and transfusion although this underlying
issue is often obscured by some of the more idiosyncratic concerns that
Stoker imposes upon the topic. Stoker’s understanding of blood itself
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in the novel harkens back to the seventeenth
eighteenth century idea
of a substance that contains the personal characteristics of its original
possessor, When it comes to selecting a donor to replace the blood that
Lucy has lost to the vampire, for example,
Helsing establishes the
following criteria. First, a young donor better than an old one, not
because of the quicker recovery that a young person might have but
because of the youthful vitality that can be thus transmitted. Similarly,
a person of physical activity to be preferred to one of mental pursuits
because of the robustness the former's blood will contain. Thus with
Van Helsing’s first choice of a
Arthur Holmwood, he exclaims,
"'He is so young and strong and of blood so pure that we need not
defibrinate it'" (117), deftly transforming into physiological fact the
tenuous symbolic connection of the slowed flow of blood caused by
clotting (in reality a function of the formation of the protein fibrin in
the blood) and the supposed
caused by the aging process.8
Perhaps most peculiar is Van Helsing's chauvinistic insistence of
the superiority of a man's to a woman's blood—clearly an expression
of Stoker's own complex distrust and fear of women.9 In explanation
of his comment that he would "Tear to trust those women [for
transfusion], even if they would have courage to submit,'"
Helsing
proclaims, "'A brave man's blood the best filing
this earth when a
woman is in trouble'" (139), Women's blood lacks the necessary
strength—the "manliness," if you will—even to consider it for
transfusion. When he observes that "'no man knows till he experiences
it, what it to feel his own life-blood drawn away
the
of the
woman he loves'" (121), the gratification he speaks of more than
simply altruistic. In Stoker's mythology of the blood, as Bentley (29=
30) and most subsequent critics have observed, transfusion
a
sublimated form of sexual intercourse. The point is clearly illustrated
by Van Helsing's half-joking reference not only to Lucy, who has by
this time received blood from several male donors, as a polyandrist, but
also to himself, a married man who has been one of the donors, as a
polygamist. Similarly, Arthur Holmwood felt married to Lucy ever
since his blood was first transfused into her veins, while the others feel
they must keep it a secret from Arthur that they, too, had filled his
fiancee's veins with their blood. And, as Wolf points out, we must not
forget that Lucy, herself, had earlier complained, "'Why can't
let a
girl marry three men, or as many as want her, and save all this
trouble?9" (62)—a wish that ironically fulfilled through the sexual
implications of transfusion. The sensuality so evident in Dracula's
bloody kisses is present in transfusion,
well, Dracula's blood
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draining and the Van Helsing group’s filling of the victim’s veins are
but complementary expressions of the same basic energy.
Even when Stoker invokes a more traditional, religious symbolism
for the blood, instead of redeeming the comforting societal perspective
of a firm dichotomy of good and evil, the religious dimension of
blood’s mythology only reinforces our disturbing sense of ambivalence:
where we had hoped for light and dark, we find again only shadow.
That the symbolism embodied primarily in Dracula offers in itself no
direct challenge to
clear-cut dualism, for on one level, the Count is
the Antichrist, with any religious references to him being ironic
evocations of his unholiness (Leatherdale 176-91). Upon closer
examination, however, we find an even more significant underlying
irony of commonality rather than difference. An example is the
Biblical phrase “the blood is the life,” spoken by the zoophagous
maniac, Renfield (133). On the one hand, as Wolf points out in his
annotation for the phrase, the words are actually part of a Biblical
prohibition: “Only be sure that thou eat not
blood: for the blood is
the life; and thou mayest not eat the life with the flesh.”10 At this
level, the Biblical reference ironically highlights the unholiness of
Dracula’s (as well as Renfield’s) activities. On the other hand, by
presenting only part of the total Biblical passage, Stoker enables their
blood-drinking to echo the New Testament Eucharistic ceremony of
drinking
blood of Christ a sacramental act associated with spiritual
immortality. Thus at the same time that the allusion shockingly
points to Dracula’s sacrilegious inversion of the religious norm, the
allusion also hints at an underlying dark reality in which the world of
Dracula is inextricably linked with the world of traditionally “sanctified”
values. The very transfusions that keep Lucy alive sustain Dracula, as
well, into whom the blood also flows. In transfusing their blood into
Lucy, who represents in part Stoker’s Victorian idealization of
women—a view presented more fully in Lucy’s double, Mina—Van
Helsing’s group fortify their altruistic aspirations. But Lucy also
represents the other
of Stoker’s view of women—that of fearful
physicality. As is especially evident when we consider the previously
discussed sexual connotations of transfusion, in giving Lucy their
blood, the group give sublimated nourishment to their darker impulses,
as well. When he obtains their blood, with
personal characteristics
that it
capable of transmitting, Dracula gives life to the baser
instincts contained therein. Now embodied in the Count, these
impulses from the id are finally free from the restricting dualism that
has thus far inhibited their expression.
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A similar ambivalence can be found in the sacramental allusion
when Dracula gives Mina some of his own blood to drink. Again, the
Eucharistic echoes are undeniable, with an ambivalence that takes the
scene far beyond a simple invocation of horror through shocking
discordance. Giving additional resonance to the scene is Van Helsing’s
reference to the act as ‘“that terrible baptism of blood’” (301), a
comment that reminds us of
instinctual passions that are given life
in Dracula even as social prohibitions are drowned. The sacramental
connection between blood and wine
again suggested when the
vampire, in conclusion to a parody of the words of the Catholic
marriage ceremony, refers to his victim
a “bountiful wine-press”
(255). The point of these allusions is not just that the sacred has been
profaned but that the profane has also been linked to the sacred.
Dracula’s damnation paradoxically, a salvation as well in the release
it gives to the pent-up eros borne in the blood.
Although the novel focuses on the symbolic dimension of blood
and its transference, it also offers observations on the technological
procedure of transfusion. Stoker was, as mentioned earlier, aware of the
process of defibrination (although he presents coagulation in symbolic
terms, as a function of the aging process) and his presentation of
transfusion reflects the contemporary practice of directly transfusing
blood taken from human rather than animal donors. Even this last
point, however, could be merely a matter of fictional convenience
fortunately coinciding with scientific accuracy rather than a true
representation of Stoker’s knowledge of the topic. In either case,
beyond these few facts, the details of transfusion in the novel remain
hazy and are conveyed to
mainly through impressions rather than
specifics. Even this vagueness, however, leaves little doubt that to
Stoker the procedure is a sobering ordeal, indeed. Consider, for
example, this intimidating description by Dr. Seward: Once again we
went through that ghastly operation. I have not the heart to go through
with the details” (139). Rather than a defect, however, Stoker’s
persistent omission of factually accurate detail consonant with his
symbolic focus that,
we have seen, is in constant tension with
“modern” scientific reality. It is also in the best tradition of
descriptions of the Terrible—paint broadly and leave the specifics for
the individual imagination to supply—thus, to the detriment of
transfusion, firmly placing the scientific procedure within a Gothic
context. Despite the
of altruism and sexual gratification that it
conveys, the experience of being a donor is equally daunting, guaranteed
to render even Stoker’s
courageous men weak. To quote Dr.
Van Helsing, “‘The draining away of one’s blood, no matter how
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willingly it be given, is a terrible feeling’” (121)—an observation
which, in reference to transfusion, partakes more of symbolic than
scientific truth. Further casting a shadow upon the procedure is the
consideration that Dracula himself is but an organic apparatus for direct
transfusion, so that transfusion, for all its embodiment of the highest
principles of scientific progress and altruism, inevitably drawn into
the associations with the vampire. Here we might consider especially
the description of the Count as a “filthy leech” (54)—a metaphor that
not only suggests transfusion’s medical inverse of bleeding the patient,
for which leeches were often
but also emphasizes the host/parasite
nature of the donor/patient relationship—a point made all too clear in
the figure of the blood-sucking Dracula, another comparison for whom
is the vampire bat of Argentina.
The novel ends, as Victorian propriety demands, with the triumph
of science, reason, and society over
and unrestrained selfish
drives Dracula relentlessly hunted to extermination. Yet even the
obligatory optimism of this conclusion cannot successfully exorcise the
novel’s disturbingly convincing revelation that the latter exists not
simply in opposition to but also commingled with the former. With
science no less than with
individuals who create it, the two worlds
are inextricably linked. We live in a murky atmosphere where the pure
light of scientific reason and its technological manifestations does not
dispel but rather is diffused in the clouds and darkness of primitive
symbolism, superstition, and instinct. Focusing on blood and the
technology of transfusion, Stoker subtly portrays the complexities of
this interaction between science and its social context. Addressing
issues ranging from the donor/patient relationship to the mixture of
extravagant hope and fearful distrust with which “new,” or littleunderstood medical technology is met by the public; from the
rationality of science to the psychological and spiritual implications of
its procedures,
story of Dracula reveals superstitions, prejudices, and
beliefs about blood and its intermingling that not only form an
illuminating chapter in the history of transfusion but also, as an
imaginatively unfettered examination of the earliest viable form of
transplanting living human cellular matter from one individual to
another, is helpful in understanding the interplay of symbolism and
beliefs that forms the social dimension of the contemporary technical
triumphs of human—and recently, even interspecies—organ
transplantation.
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NOTES
lThe film makes no pretence of being a faithful rendition of
Stoker’s work and, in any case,
based as much upon the Deane
and Balderston dramatic adaptation of 1933, Dracula: The Vampire
Play, as upon Stoker s novel. For a comparison between Stoker s
novel and Badham s film (as well
film versions by Murnau,
Browning, Fisher, and Herzog) see Robin Wood s “Burying the
Undead; The Use and Obsolescence of Count Dracula,” Mosaic,
16(1983), 175-187.

2Phyllis Roth’s analysis of Dracula revealingly places this
theme of underlying ambivalence within the context of Victorian
doubling and splitting of characters and identities as well
of the
Gothic doppelganger motif: Bram Stoker (Boston, 1982), pp.
110-128. See also Daryl Coats’s helpful discussion of Stoker’s
extensive use of the double: “Bram Stoker and the Ambiguity of
Identity,” POMPA, 3(1984), 88-105.
3Relevant histories of blood and transfusion are contained in G.
W. Wolstenholme, “An Old-Established Procedure: The
Development of Blood Transfusion,” in Ethics in Medical
Progress: With Special Reference to Transplantation, ed. G.
Wolstenholme and Maeve O’Connor (Boston, 1966), pp. 21-30;
Sir Geoffrey Keynes, “The History of Blood and Transfusion,”
Blood Transfusion, (Baltimore, 1949), pp. 3-40; Louis Diamond,
“Milestones in Blood Transfusion and Blood Banking,” Pharos
(Spring 1982), pp. 7-10; Corinne S. Wood, “A Short History of
Blood Transfusion,” Transfusion, 7(1967), 299-303; N. S. R.
Maluf, “History of Blood Transfusion,” Journal of the History of
Medicine, 9(1954), 59-107; and Horace M. Brown, “The
Beginnings of Intravenous Medication,” Annals of Medical
History, 1 (1917),

4The dispute between Lower in England and Denis in France
concerning priority, as well as the details of these early
transfusions, continues to be a matter of scholarly debate. See
especially Keynes, “The History of Blood Transfusion,” 12-17, and
“Tercentenary of Blood Transfusion,” British Medical Journal,
4(1967), 410-411; M. T. Walton, “The First Blood Transfusion:
French or English?” Medical History, 18(1974), 360-364; Brown,
192-97; Walter L. Palmer, “Serum Hepatitis Consequent to the
Transfusion of Blood,” Journal of the American Medical
Association, 180(1962), 1123-1124; Maluf, 66-67; A. Rupert Hall
and Marie Boas Hall, “The First Human Blood Transfusion: Priority
Disputes,” Medical History, 24(1980), 461-465; and A. D. Farr,
“The First Human Blood Transfusion,” Medical History, 24(1980),
143-162. Brown mistakenly attributes the French experiments to
Pierre Dionis instead of Denis. (Dionis, a medical man interested
anatomy, dissection, and surgery, was bom in the same year
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Denis (1643) and, like Denis, was connected with the court of
Louis XIV.)

possible historical ancestor of Lady Ducayne—one with
which Stoker
familiar and that Gabriel Ronay, in The Truth
About Dracula (New York,
argues
the true original for
Dracula—is Elizabeth Bathory, a Hungarian countess who died in
1614. Bathory is credited with having hundreds of young maidens
tortured and killed to supply her with their blood, which she drank
for its believed rejuvenating properties.
6The Annotated Dracula
York, 1975), p. 38. All references
to Dracula will be to this edition, which
an exact reproduction
of text from Bram Stoker’s first edition.
7In the “Notes on Production to Dracula: The Vampire Play,
Deane and Balderston suggest that the actress playing Lucy “should
endeavor to project dual personality or a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
effect” (102).

8In a treatise published 1697, Richard Lower discusses how,
old age, the blood “at length becomes fibrous, and gets into its
self a kind of dryness” (104). Throughout the pre-twentieth
century history of transfusion, the tendency of the blood to
coagulate and thus block the tubes of the apparatus used for the
procedure continued to present major technical difficulty (and
presumably would have been troublesome for Dracula, as well).
Defibrination was at first considered as a solution, later to be
replaced by the chemical addition of citrate as an anticoagulant.
Before the use of citrate, transfusions had to be performed directly,
by surgeons. For a summary of the problem and attempts to solve
it, see Keynes, “The History of Blood Transfusion” (27-28).
9 For Stoker’s view of women see especially Craft;
Demetrakopoulos; Griffin; Johnson; Roth Bram Stoker (111-26)
and “Suddenly Sexual Women in Bram Stoker’s Dracula”; Senf; and
Weissman. Johnson sees Dracula as presenting “an incisive and
sympathetic analysis of the frustration felt by women in latenineteenth-century Britain” (21); Craft, Demetrakopoulos,
Leatherdale, and Senf focus on Stoker’s ambivalent attitude towards
women; Griffin, Roth, and Wasserman, while they recognize the
dichotomy represented
the contrasting characters of Lucy and
Mina, emphasize Stoker’s misogyny.
These studies have been
conveniently gathered in Dracula: The Vampire and the Critics, ed.
Margaret L. Carter (Ann Arbor/London, 1988), which includes
valuable bibliography of additional secondary materials.
10The passage, quoted from Wolf’s annotation, is Deut. 12.23.
For similar Biblical prohibitions concerning the blood, see Gen.
9.4; Deut. 12.16; and Lev. 17.10-12.
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An interesting historical irony is that an analogy between
transfusion and feeding drawn by the seventeenth-century pioneer
transfusionist Denis was being used in the mid-twentieth century
by the Jehovah’s Witnesses in defense of their decision to refuse
transfusion. The analogy, they claimed, supported their position
that the procedure went against the Bible’s prohibition against
eating blood (Farr 151).
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THE BIBLIOGRAPHER AS BIOGRAPHER:
ACCOUNTING FOR THE UNPUBLISHED ENDINGS OF
HAMLIN GARLAND’S EARLY WORKS

Mark William Rocha
Glassboro Slate College

I had the good fortune in early 1987 to locate Hamlin Garland’s
two elderly surviving daughters who have since authorized a new
biography of their father and turned over to me six boxes of previously
unexamined manuscripts, letters, and memorabilia—a bibliographer’s
dream, to be sure. One day as I
at the Garland home cataloguing
these materials, Garland’s adult granddaughter expressed amazement at
my enthusiasm in what she considered the painstaking task of
describing each of the hundreds of items stuffed into boxes. At first, I
could give her no better explanation of myself than, “Well, you see,
I’m a bibliographer.” But then I returned her amazement by asking
no one before me had done this bibliographic work. She replied
that I
the first one who had ever asked to go through it piece by
piece.
I offer this vignette not out of self-congratulation but to emphasize
how previous biographies of Hamlin Garland have not been supported
by exhaustive bibliographic study. (And here I am not speaking of
reference bibliography—the most familiar kind—but of analytical
bibliography which examines a document as a physical object in order
to recover the process that brought the document into being.) My
experience has led
to
the following conclusions which I hope
will become clearer in this essay. First, the person best prepared to
write the most truthful biography of a writer may well be a
bibliographer. Second, as we now enjoy a renaissance in literary
biography, bibliographers bear a responsibility to hold biographers to
acceptable standards of documentary analysis. This responsibility may
be exercised, for example, in book reviews. Third, in the case of
Hamlin Garland who has left behind an enormous documentary archive,
the result of my bibliographic study forces me to call for a revised
biography that would correct previous errors and omissions. Simply
put, if one is interested in writing New History, a good way to find
some is through bibliographic analysis.
The central question for Hamlin Garland scholars has always been,
how could the writer who in 1891 gave us Main-Travelled Roads, a
collection of six stories that so powerfully expressed the debilitated
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condition of the American farmer that it rightly endures as a minor
masterpiece—how could such a writer less
a decade later begin
putting out such titles as The Spirit of Sweetwater and Cavanaugh,
Forest Ranger which are, frankly, embarassingly bad in their contrived
sentimentality?
The prevailing biographical explanation, most notably presented by
Bernard Duffey in 1953 and extended by Warren French in 1970,
declares that Garland abandoned realism for financial success.1 Duffey
cites Garland’ correspondence during the early 1890’s with Richard
Watson Gilder, editor of the popular
magazine, as evidence that
Garland was always willing to revise his submissions and soften the
harsh endings of his early stories in accordance with Gilder’s requests
that Garland consider the many readers of Century “who are trying to
bring up their children with refinement.”2 Garland’s reversion from
realism is thus seen
a sell-out, with the small world of Garland
scholarship divided between those who would indict Garland as an
apostate and those who would forgive him out of gratitude for service,
however brief, in the cause of realism.
A new biographer of Garland could hope to add little to an
understanding of Garland’s career without delving into his massive
archive at the University of Southern California. My first approach to
Garland was as a bibliographer intent on describing at least some of this
archive that houses nearly all of Garland’s manuscripts: forty-four
volumes of fiction, poetry, drama, and criticism, hundreds of
unpublished manuscripts, sixty-seven volumes of notebooks and
diaries, and a correspondence of over 10,000 letters with figures ranging
from Walt Whitman to Will Rogers. The Hamlin Garland Papers are
an extraordinary yet little known resource for learning American cultural
history during Garland’s
1860-1940.
As a bibliographer approaching Garland’s papers, I began
with the inductive method, trying to disregard prior assumptions and
to keep to an examination of the documents as physical evidence with
the goal of establishing such facts as dating. Only after enough facts
had been collected would I attempt certain conclusions that best fit all
the facts but did not go beyond them. But had my original intention
been to write Garland’s biography, I might have begun with the
deductive method, starting with what Leon Edel refers to as the
“Architectural Idea” that would give narrative form to a life.3 I would
likely have chosen the path taken by too many chroniclers of literary
lives by imposing the paradigm of achievement-and-decline on
Garland’s career—even without questioning the value-laden terms of
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“achievement” and “decline.” But since I began as a bibliographer, I
preferred to think of myself as a custom tailor fitting
subject with
new
woven from documentary analysis, and I eschewed the role of
the biographer who might fit Garland with a suit off the rack.
I decided to examine first those documents which had been least
studied—Garland’s plays and dramatic criticism. I quickly discovered
several facts that had never even been mentioned in any published
Garland scholarship. For example, there are complete and incomplete
manuscripts for seventeen plays and an opera libretto which date
1887 to 1927. One of these plays was an 1891 adaptation of the
Howells novel, A Modern Instance. Another was a pro-labor protest
play written and performed in 1909, fifteen years after Garland’s period
of social reform realism usually said to have ended. Yet another was
performed on the vaudeville circuit in 1907. There are, moreover,
manuscript fragments of three additional plays as well as two more
plays written into notebooks. These notebooks also contain five play
scenarios of varying lengths. Such a mountain of material as to
constitute a second life’s work clearly deserved a thorough
bibliographical analysis.
More than ever I wondered why Garland’s previous biographers
ignored this material. Two full-length biographies of Garland, one by
Jean Holloway in 1960 and another by Robert Mane in 1968, mention
Garland’s play manuscripts only in passing, yet both had researched the
Garland archive at USC.4 But as I completed my bibliographic
examination, I could begin to see why
an omission might be
biographically expedient.
my view, it because Garland’ plays
cannot easily be accommodated to the pattern of achievement-anddecline imposed on Garland’s fiction. Indeed, I am still groping to
make sense of Garland’s drama career which so often seems to subvert
the conventional understanding of Garland. Not even in the
bibliographical significant matter of compositional format is there any
consistency in Garland’s manuscripts. Since his biographers apparently
decided that Garland’s play manuscripts were relatively unimportant
thus jettisoned them
their narratives—a decision, I would argue,
which speaks of our habitual inattentiveness to the drama in writing
American literary history—the bibliographer must recover these
documents and proceed to a still closer analysis of the physical
evidence.
So I then took up the manuscript for Garland’s only published
play, Under the Wheel, which first appeared in Arena magazine in June
1890, and was later published privately in August 1890.5 The two
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published versions are identical, for Garland used the Arena plates for
his privately published edition. Under the Wheel is representative of
Garland’s most strenuous period of realism which produced MainTravelled Roads. As a reformist play, it bitterly indicts the evils of
land speculation by tracing the movement of an Irish immigrant family
from a miserable tenement in Boston to a failed farm on the Dakota
prairie. Warren Motley has recently praised Under
Wheel for its
originality, saying it “represents a greater advance in the American
drama than James A. Heme’s more expert, but also more derivative,
Margaret Fleming,"6 the 1891 play that is often credited as the first
modem American
Yet
Under the Wheel is mentioned at
all, it is summarily dismissed as a propaganda piece for Garland’s
Populist agenda. Such dismissals may have been prevented had the
manuscript for Under the
been bibliographically examined.
Doing so, one would find that Garland wrote not one, but two
endings for Under the Wheel. The existing incomplete manuscript of
the play is comprised of eleven unbound leaves, six of which
correspond closely to what in the published versions are parts of Scene
Two and Scene Three of the six-scene play. But four of the leaves form
a complete wedding scene that is clearly intended to end the play but
does not appear in the published version.
The published version has a decidedly dark ending in which the
farmer Jason Edwards has been
under the wheel of a cruel life on
an arid prairie waste land; as the curtain falls he collapses in a paralytic
stroke. The unpublished alternative happy ending contrasts so sharply
with the vehement expression of moral outrage throughout the play,
that one
be thankful it never found its way into print.
this
ending, a young Boston newspaperman who has been wooing the
daughter of the farmer Jason Edwards, enters at the final moment to
marry the daughter and take the Edwards family back to Boston where
he will support them all in comfort.
To Bernard Duffey et al, the existence of this alternative happy
ending to Under the Wheel
be the product of commercial second
thoughts which prompted Garland to make the play more palatable to
an editor. Granted, we do know from correspondence that Garland
submitted some version of Under the Wheel to Gilder of the Century
before publishing it in the Arena. Using this incomplete secondary
evidence, Duffey would have Garland sending the original version of
Under the Wheel with the dark ending to Gilder who quickly rejects it
for its morbidity. Garland then dashes off a new wedding scene to
the play and resubmits it to Gilder who nonetheless rejects it a second
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time. Knowing the Arena was always willing to accept his radical
material, Garland gives up on Gilder and places it with the Arena. As
this scenario seems entirely plausible, there has been no challenge to it,
even though none of it can be proven. Now I will say in advance that I
cannot prove otherwise, however I believe my bibliographic
examination of the primary evidence serves at least to reopen a closed
case by suggesting new questions yet to be answered by further
research.
Let us briefly take a closer look at the manuscript of Under the
Wheel. The paper used for the four leaves of the wedding scene is the
same as the rest of the manuscript fragment. This, however, is where
the similarity
Where the rest of the manuscript is in Garland’s
hand, the wedding scene has been typed; where the leaves of the rest of
the manuscript have
numbered, those of the
scene are not.
Most significantly, the rest of the manuscript is in only fair condition
and heavily worn from handling, and one of the leaves bears the
remnant of a round label that has been pulled off. The wedding scene,
on the other hand, in very good condition and shows little wear or
signs of handling—as one might expect if it
never been mailed to
an editor. One
safely conclude from so many physical differences
that the wedding scene was indeed the product of a separate
compositional act, and there is nothing to argue against this scene
being written subsequent to the completion of the published version
with
dark ending.
But though the evidence may warrant the conclusion that the
wedding scene was written after the dark ending, it cannot be proven
that Garland showed the wedding scene to Gilder to win the play’s
publication in the Century. To the contrary, the pristine condition of
the wedding scene suggests that it was shown to no one. My
examination of the primary evidence of
manuscript in combination
with the context formed by the bibliographic study of the whole
Garland archive, indicates a scenario in which Garland completed Under
the Wheel with the dark ending, and
while briefly considering
appending a happy ending, dashed one off on the typewriter. (Garland
normally typed his manuscripts only when he was in a hurry or when
the material was relatively unimportant.) I surmise that Garland then
read the wedding scene
realized this happy ending did
fit his play
and seriously impaired its overall effect. We do know that both
William Dean Howells and James A. Heme read the play with the dark
ending and praised him for it. Such approval may have caused Garland
to act wisely as his own editor in relegating the scene to his files—for
Garland never threw away any of his writing—and he proceeded to
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publish Under the Wheel with the dark ending not once but twice.
Garland’s commitment to the original version with the dark ending
shown by
having put up his own money to have the play privately
published after its initial appearance in the Arena. Garland’s
commitment
further suggested by his original intention as it is
manifest in his notebook sketch for the play in which there is no
inkling whatsoever of a happy ending. Indeed, at one point in the
notebook sketch, Garland’s journalist character in the play concludes,
“We are all helpless—I’ve given up hope—There is nothing left but to
exist.”7
This last line, coming from an unguarded Garland as he writes in
his personal notebook, seems especially important. For while I can
believe that Garland wrote the wedding scene after the dark ending, I
would argue he did so not out of the obsequious desire to curry favor
with Richard Watson Gilder, but out of his own intrinsic desire to
attempt an antidote to the torture of a life without hope. The internal
division within Garland between pessimistic determinism and
optimistic humanism
obvious to anyone who would read his
notebooks. As this conflict was one Garland never resolved, the
endings of his best work usually come to an impasse, or a non-ending
as it were, which in the case of
the Wheel is represented by the
paralysis of Jason Edwards. Paralysis the central aesthetic of MainTravelled Roads in which Garland’s
favorite story was “Up the
Coulé,” because, in his words, it “one of my most representative
works.. .it has no love story and the sudden ending
I have always
liked.”8 One reason
may have liked sudden endings is because
they kept
having to explore further the corrosive implications
of literary realism. It’s crucial to see that Garland was a realist only
because he saw himself as a melodramatic reformer of
farm life
American literature. Realism for Garland was always subsumed under
the progressive
of reformism which perfectly fitted Garland’s need
to take the role of the chivalric knight—indeed one of his notebooks
Garland relates a recurring dream in which he a medieval knight.9
Furthermore, in his literary manifesto,
Idols (1895), Garland
clearly revealed himself: “The realist as veritist is really an optimist, a
dreamer.”10 So when Garland perceived that literary realism in the
hands of such friends as Stephen Crane would express all dreams as
hopelessly deferred, Garland tried to emerge from the paralysis which
realism had forced upon him by turning to the happy endings of outdoor
romance literature. That
Garland’s post-realistic period which
normally viewed as an artistic decline caused by financial necessity,
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may be instead a chosen form of personal therapy.11 Admittedly, I
have strayed here into psycho-biography, but the crucial point is that I
could not have supported a questioning of the current biographical
understanding without first conducting a thorough bibliographic study.
Surely I have only adumbrated the evidence upon which I base my
opinion that the existence of the unpublished happy ending of Under the
Wheel is the product not of acquiescence for the sake of fame and
fortune, but of a process of artistic conflict between the competing
world views of realism and melodrama. I could cite many other Garland
works for which unpublished material suggests an ambivalence toward
realism. Garland’s best novel, Rose of Dutcher’s Cooly (1895), praised
by Dreiser and Norris, and a precursor of Sister Carrie and Chopin’s The
Awakening, grew out of an eight-year compositional process in which
three discarded plays and a story speak of uncertainty as to a conclusion.
My bibliographic analysis of such manuscripts what has led me to
my current biographical work in
I question the conventionalized
place of Hamlin Garland in American literary history.
Against the common notion that bibliography is the most
empirical of literary endeavors, a haven for those of us who but for the
proper guidance might have become engineers, I have found
bibliography to be
literary enterprise most consonant with post
modern theory in its endless deferral of closure in the interests of
answering a question fully. This has struck me as a pungent irony
since I entered the field of bibliography to perform what my own
mentor has called “real work.” Uneasy with those who would critique
or even deconstruct a text without knowing what text
had at hand,
I resolved to enter the mines of documentary archives and pile up facts
in visible quantity. But the result of three years work has made it plain
to me that closure at any point is artificial no matter how strong the
foundation of physical evidence. Yet the bibliographer, I would
maintain, is more likely to get us near the truth of an artist, and the
degree of its truthfulness must be the only measure of
NOTES

1 See Bernard Duffey, “Hamlin Garland s Decline’ From
Realism,” AL, 25 (1953), 69-74; and Warren French, “What Shall
We Do About Hamlin Garland?” ALR, 3 (1970), 283-289. French
compares Garland to William Jennings Bryan, both of whom are
“examples of American opportunist types.
2R.W. Gilder to Hamlin Garland, 5 April
item #1887 of
the Hamlin Garland Papers, University of Southern California. For
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a complete checklist of the Garland Papers, see Lloyd A. Arvidson,
A Checklist of the Hamlin Garland Papers (University of Southern
California, 1962). Future citations refer to this checklist.

3Leon Edel, Writing Lives (New York, 1984). Edel finds three
main Architectural Ideas in the structure of biographies: the
traditional chronicle, the framed portrait, and the novelistic.
4See Jean Holloway, Hamlin Garland (Austin, 1960) and Robert
Mane, Hamlin Garland: L’homme et l'oeuver (Paris, 1968).
Donald Pizer does offer a very useful chapter on Garland's
involvement in the drama in Hamlin Garland's Early Works and
Career (Berkeley, 1960), but it is limited to the years 1889-1891.
5Hamlin Garland Papers, USC, #214.

6Warren Motley, “Hamlin Garland’s Under the Wheel:
Regionalism Unmasking America,” MD, 26 (1983), 477-485.
7Hamlin Garland Papers, USC, #24.
8Hamlin Garland to a Mr. Cowan, literature anthologist, n.d.,
#1415 of Garland Papers, USC. The letter
written late in
Garland s life, sometime in the 1930s, since the letterhead bears
the address of Garland’s home in Hollywood, California, where he
lived after 1929.

9Hamlin Garland Papers, USC, #13
10Hamlin Garland, Crumbling Idols (Chicago, 1895), p. 52.
11 Here I locate Garland in the context provided by
Jackson
Lears in Antimodernism and the Transformation of American
Culture 1880-1920 (New York, 1981). Lears sees antimodemism
as a therapeutic response to the dehumanizing ravages of
modernism.
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Harry M. Bayne
The University of Mississippi

Henry Bellamann was bom in Fulton, Missouri, in 1882, and died
in New York City in 1945. In the course of his sixty-three years he
undertook a number of endeavors,
frequently succeeded. Although
he lacked an earned degree in music, he rose up the academic ranks to
serve as professor of musicology at Vassar, chairman of the examining
board at Juilliard, and dean of the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia.
Within a span of twenty-three years he published three volumes of
poetry, seven novels—one of
Kings Row, was a best-seller and
became a popular film starring Ronald Reagan—and dozens of scholarly
articles on such subjects as philately, psychology, and his imagined
joys in translating Dante’s Divine Comedy. Here, however, I shall
focus my attention upon another aspect of Henry Bellamann’s writing
career. In his becoming a recognized music scholar early in this
century, he had held several teaching posts at small liberal arts schools
throughout the South—in Texas, Alabama, and Tennessee. But his
longest tenure was the seventeen years he spent on the faculty of
Chicora College in Columbia,
Carolina, now known Queen’s
College in Charlotte, North Carolina. In his final year at Chicora,
1923, Bellamann was approached the editor of the Columbia Record
newspaper to serve as its literary critic. He accepted the post, and
continued to write weekly columns even after he had moved to New
York and Philadelphia. In 1929 he became fine arts editor of the
Record's sister newspaper, The State, and in 1934 took a similar
position with the Charlotte (North Carolina) Observer, writing book
reviews until 1937. What follows are some samples of Bellamann’s
often-witty literary critiques, which I like to think I’ve rescued from
amore than
50 a half-century. up
ved oblivion
From columns written in 1925 and 1926, we read these progressive
sentiments:

afte

This is the age of sex liberation in literature. We may not
like the changes that have come about in these later times.
Most people around
do not. That doesn’t matter much—
the changes are here, and must be understood and coped
with in some way. It is useless to hold
hands of horror
and call for return of the ways of bygone day.... We are
not hampered and weighed down by tradition. Unless the
slimy evil of censorship does its dangerous work, we shall
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come through this period of literary bad words into a full
and frank discussion of life. If too much pressure is put
upon us by crusaders for what they believe to be purity in
letters, we shall become incurably obscene, like little boys
who learn much of life in whispers behind the bam.1

On another occasion he playfully condemned the poetic efforts of
the Objectivists, nudging Poetry magazine editor Harriet Monroe for
turning over her “doughty little periodical” to the Objectivists for one
. Bellamann quipped:
lines
This literary page has always been hospitable
new stuff
in
whatever field of art it appears. But it has been
(1924)
enthusiastic only when the conviction was present that
talent of whatever kind was present.

as

The poetry of the Objectivists impresses this writer
being completely silly. But what is far worse is the alltoo-clear influence and imitation of James Joyce, of
Gertrude Stein, and of others who have not counted
intelligibility a virtue.2

And while praising such poets as Amy Lowell, Wallace Stevens, and
Carl Sandburg, Bellamann could jab at Ezra Pound in this manner:
Ezra Pound, who might have been an original, has
contented himself with being a derivative. He is heard
from in every issue of the Transatlantic Review. Ezra
broke out recently with an article having to do with what
he considered new and radical ideas on harmony and musical
composition. He succeeded in making himself out a more
gorgeous ass than usual.3

This unfavorable commentary, given Pound’s reputation then
and now, places Bellamann in an anti-intellectual camp. As the
acknowledged leader of the Imagist movement in poetry, Pound should
logically have commanded the respect of Bellamann, who regarded
himself as an Imagist poet. Michael Alexander notes that Pound’s
“notorious allusiveness” makes much of his poetry appear inaccessible,
although it is a “misconception that he is a poet available only to the
learned....”4
Of contemporary British novelists Bellamann penned the following
:
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James Joyce, who wrote the stupendous Ulysses, is truly
more talked about than read. This condition is very true of
certain other important modernists.5

Speaking of uninteresting books—there is D. H. Lawrence.
Mr. Lawrence is one of the distinguished Englishmen
has been rediscovering us lately. He rewards us with a
complete new set of valuations and tells us all about our
writers, old and new, which
were good and which were
cave men I believe the terms are synonymous with him.
But I cannot forget, while I read this cocksure estimate, the
slough of dullness I wallowed through trying
discover
why his Women in Love
suppressed. Had I been in
any position of authority it would certainly have been
suppressed as...the most uninteresting book in the English
language, with possibly one exception.6

A week later, Bellamann’s disgust with Lawrence reached the breaking
point:
Among the books I should not like to read are all of those
which are to be written by D. H. Lawrence. America, big,
bustling America, the upstanding youth among nations,
always becomes supine when an Englishman comes over to
tell us what is wrong with us. I wonder what would happen
to Sherwood Anderson if he should go to England and run
rough-shod over that island and its inhabitants. I fancy
one thing would happen—what he thought wouldn’t be
printed.
I suspect that Mr. Lawrence’s audience here is
considerably larger than his English audience.
He
somehow doesn’t sound like a success in his own home
town.
One thing is certain, though it may not be of world
shaking importance. This paragraph marks his exit from
this column.7

One cannot here call Bellamann’s labeling Joyce and “other important
modernists” among
unfortunate lot of writers “more talked about
than read” an anti-intellectual position. Then (1925) as now, authors
popularly perceived as “obscure” or “difficult” experience widespread
neglect except in academe. It is to be hoped that Bellamann, in dubbing
Ulysses “stupendous,” had read the book and thus was writing with
qualification.
we should consider him a hypocrite.
However, with regard to D. H. Lawrence, the passage of time has
shown Bellamann’s opinions to be unreasonably harsh. Dennis
Jackson and Fleda Brown Jackson record that the novelist was “often
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severely undervalued as an artist during his lifetime.” They cite steady
growth in Lawrence scholarship since the 1950’s as proof of his merit
as an author.8
Bellamann enjoyed a lively correspondence with his regular readers
in the South. Most often they wrote asking him to suggest good
books they should read. Some mailed him manuscripts for his
evaluation. Still others simply sought advice about writing and
publishing. When a young author wrote that he wanted to read the
books Bellamann had been recommending because he felt that those
works “would be a help in the formation of a solid style,” although he
lacked the time read, Bellamann retorted,
[He should] try the Old Testament. It’s first rate. Some of
the greatest stories in the world are there, condensed into
half a paragraph.9

Just as Bellamann could fill “The Literary Highway” with witty
encouragements for would-be writers, so could he as we have seen
employ withering sarcasm to deride arrogance and what he regarded as
poor writing. He spent the major portion of one column complaining
about the 1930 edition of Who’s Who Among North American
Authors. He blasted the Who’s Who editors for omitting the names of
Carl Sandburg and of Julia Peterkin, the obscure South Carolina
novelist and Bellamann’s former pupil who had won the Pulitzer Prize
for fiction in the previous year, but for including the name of Homer
Rodeheaver, evangelist Billy Sunday’s song leader. In a purely
vein Bellamann launched into an original review of the volume:
Any biographical dictionary such as this Who's Who
Among North American Authors furnishes mine after mine
of interesting, amusing, and pathetic sidelights on human
endeavor and human ambition.
Turning at random through the pages one sees again and
again such a biographical sketch as this:
Agatha Underwood Farquharson, bom S0-&-S0,
Massachusetts, 1880; A.B., A.M., Ph.D., L.L.D.;
author of Irrigation in Uruguay, etc., etc. Nine
times out of 10 there stands at the conclusion of
such record
ominous word— unmarried.”
: Samuel Friarson Bridgefoot, and then a string
of degrees, author of Irregular Endings in the
Minor Greek Poets, two volumes, Blank
University Press.
Or:
Elijah Abner Quigline, pastor of the
Methodist Episcopal Church at Cross Roads,
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Tennessee. Author of Games for Sunday School
Picnics.
An American Chekov would find his material ready-tohand in the pages of these hardy annuals.10

Another column, devoted exclusively to South Carolina writers, saw
Bellamann ridicule unmercifully the anachronistic diction of the
characters in E. C. McCants’s obscure historical romance, Ninety-Six.
The comic critic wrote:
It is hard for this reviewer
believe that the people of
Revolutionary days spoke in the idiom utilized by the
author which is more of Shakespeare’s day than of the late
18 th century.
For instance: “Colonel Cruger, ye know this man
Poston, and hath employed him aforetime. He hath just
arrived from Augusta....
He telleth me Browne is
beleagured by Clarke and requireth instant aid.”
Gadzooks and ’odsblood, we can’t believe it was spoken
in this wise in the 1770’s.11

While Bellamann’s flashes of humor in his newspaper articles are not of
the obvious, sustained character found in the writings of his
contemporaries—those of Robert Benchley, Will Rogers, S. J.
Perelman, James Thurber, E. B. White, and Dorothy Parker—it is still
evident that Bellamann
not a dour, snobbish critic. Furthermore,
except for his assaults on Who’s Who and Lawrence, his witticisms
seldom assume a cruel or malicious tone. After Bellamann had chided
fellow critic H. L. Mencken’s characterizing the South in the wake of
World War I as a cultural wasteland, the literary editor could note
graciously, in an aside penned parenthetically in 1932,
(Incidentally Mr. Mencken has since married, settled into
softer utterances regarding everything, and seems likely to
remain in his present pleasant eclipse.)12

I close on a more serious note.
Henry Bellamann’s death his
name has almost vanished. The biographies of some of his friends and
close acquaintances—Evelyn Scott, Carl Sandburg, and Paul Robeson,
to name only three—contain
mention of him. To call Henry
Bellamann a great poet, critic, or novelist would be a mistake. He was
none of these. But to ignore the position he established for himself in
literary circles would be a more crucial error. He grew up in a small
Midwestern town, achieved distinction in music, literature, and
criticism on a wide scale, and then was forgotten. I contend that
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Bellamann’s writings, especially his critical assessments—whether
wrong (his preference for the more traditional New England verse of
Edwin Arlington Robinson over that of Robert Frost may illuminate or
explain his dissatisfaction with Pound’s poems), humorous, or
otherwise—can still speak to
with validity, and warrant thoughtful
examination.
NOTES

I acknowledge with profound gratitude the assistance of Dr.
Thomas
Johnson of the South Carolina Library, the University
of South Carolina at Columbia; Ms. Julie A. Karsten; and
Professors Louis Henry of Clemson University and Louis
Dollarhide (emeritus') of The University of Mississippi.
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THE DRUNKEN BOAT: MALCOLM LOWRY’S LUNAR
CAUSTIC

David Falk
College of Staten Island

In 1935 Malcolm Lowry began the work published posthumously
as Lunar Caustic. Although he continued to revise the book into the
early 1950’ he never did give it final form or expand it beyond novella
length. Yet, even as a work in progress, it occupies a key place in the
career of an important novelist. Lunar Caustic marks Lowry’s turning
away from the naturalism of his earliest fiction, Ultramarine and the
short stories which became incorporated into it. With Lunar Caustic
Lowry became an original artist, able to convey the special realities of
his demon-haunted imagination with a power and symbolic richness
that would culminate in Under the Volcano, his masterpiece.
Lunar Caustic tells the story of a drunken British jazz musician
whose marriage and career have fallen apart in America and who enters
Bellevue, the most famous mental hospital of the day, to be “cured,”
only to be thrown out in
end and left to face the terrors of delirium
and the death wish. The first critical treatment of the novella
concentrated
it as a realistic portrait of an alcoholic’s failure to free
himself from his addiction, coupled with an indictment of the
institutions of public health in America.1 Others have read it as
expressionist rendering of the interplay between sanity and madness,
like “
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,”2 as an account of a man’s search for
selfhood,3 as a symbolic exploration of the political sickness of the
Thirties.4
All these elements are present in Lunar Caustic, but they are
subsidiary. At its core, the novella concerned with man’s spiritual
weakness and willful acceptance of damnation. Lowry came to think of
the work as part of a “drunken Divine Comedy.” Though, as we shall
see, the Dantean framework was to place major difficulties in the way
of his ever completing the book, it indicates that all along, in Under
the Volcano, Lowry’s focus was on what one of his characters terms
“Sickness...in that part used to be called: soul.”5
This underlying religious purpose is suggested further by the fact
that key scenes in the novella derive their symbolism from the Zohar,
the central document of Jewish mysticism. Since Epstein’s Kabbalist
reading of Under the Volcano and the circulation of
story of Lowry’s
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involvement with the occultist Charles Stansfeld-Jones,6 controversy
has surrounded the question of how much importance to attach to the
occult dimension of Lowry’s fiction. I do not propose to tackle the
entire issue here, but a number of points are worth making
Lowry was attracted to the Kabbalist version of the quest for
salvation because its complex dynamics reflected much better than
traditional accounts his own experience of rising to and falling from a
sense of grace and captured much more accurately the feeling tone of
that experience. In addition, in the Zohar’s description of the condition
of the fall as characterized by exile, sterility, and the threat of death, he
found echoed his sense of
own life’s darkest rhythms, as well his
civilization’ so that these signs of spiritual ruin permeate all his
fiction. Third, in the Kabbalah’s transformation of even the smallest
domestic details into acts of cosmic significance, Lowry found a means
of giving his autobiography and the lives of his personas a weight and
importance he and they try to translate into a sense of self-worth,
without which salvation seems pointless. Finally, in its equation of
psychological attributes with spiritual potentialities and of
psychological states with spiritual conditions, the Kabbalah supplied
Lowry with a vehicle for transmuting the undignified world of neurosis
into the stage of Faustian tragedy.
Lunar Caustic most fully appreciated as the record of a spiritual
quest. It is Lowry’s first significant attempt to grapple with
hellish
forces within the self and around it. It is his first serious effort, as
well, to explore the mythic dimensions of his experience and to fashion
the two core motifs of his fiction, the perverse relationship between
drunkenness and mystic vision and the symbolic equation of the sea
voyage with the visionary’s pilgrimage.
Under
drunkenness is synonymous with the misuse
of spiritual powers, producing a disequilibrium that denies the visionary
access to the godhead and leaves him obsessed with the demonic. In
Lunar Caustic Lowry did not try to give his protagonist, William
Plantagenet, the Faustian trappings that mark Geoffrey Firmin in Under
the Volcano. Firmin knowingly confounds alcoholic self-absorption
with mystical transcendence. Plantagenet tries to draw a distinction
between
and
insight of true madness:
Because many who are supposed to be mad here, as opposed
to the...drunks, are simply people who perhaps once
saw...the necessity for change in themselves, for
rebirth....7
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Thus, we have one signification of the title, for “lunar caustic”
is the British name for silver nitrate, drops of which are put in the eyes
of newborns. The cauterizing effect of madness, Plantagenet implies,
like silver nitrate, allows a vision of a new life.
The drunkard makes himself incapable of spiritual regeneration. In
madness may lie the way back to God: all that alcohol offers is a
deeper retreat into the infernal world of delirium. Plantagenet can
occasionally recognize the possibilities for redemption open to him and
does make an occasional, feeble gesture toward them. Yet, at bottom,
he lacks both the strength to escape his personal hell and, more
importantly, the will to do so. The death wish and the despair out of
which it arises are the governing passions of his life. For him, the
desire for rebirth is overmastered by remorse, what Lowry calls in
“Sunrise” the lidless eye staring at the agony of his existence.8
In his later fiction, Lowry was to devote much attention to remorse
— naming an entire novel, La Mordida, after it. Unlike true penitence,
which prepares the
for reformation, remorse is moral masochism
and an excuse for spiritual sloth. Like liquor, it does not help reveal
the path back to grace, but obliterates it.
his separation from God,
the drunkard abandons himself to self-pity and hopelessness so that all
that remains for him is to tell over again
The criminal folly of his life, or the irreparable damage he
had done, such a long weary heritage of unsalvageable
aftermath (p. 40).

Having denied himself the possibility of spiritual rebirth,
Plantagenet sees in the world only destruction and degeneration. Like
Garry, the child-murderer who becomes his friend and who is obsessed
with things falling into ruin, Plantagenet can envision nothing except a
nightmarish universe of miscreated forms living out their decay:
This world of the river was one where everything was
uncompleted while functioning in degeneration...just as in
his nightmare, the tortoise crawled in agony looking for
its shell, and nails hammered held nothing together, or
one-winged birds dropped exhausted across
maniacal,
sunless moon (pp. 65-66).

Not surprisingly, Plantagenet is overwhelmed by a feeling of
impending apocalypse, both personal and historical, and believes he
living in the “pre-existence of some unimaginable catastrophe” (p. 21).
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The delirious visions in which his own damnation is depicted are
matched by others in which New York, and, by extension, the entire
West are consumed in the flames of judgment and world war.
Complementing this level of Lunar Caustic is a cluster of images
relating
visionary’s pilgrimage to a sea voyage. This metaphor was
to become a central one in Lowry’s work, and his title for his entire
canon, The Voyage That Never Ends, is drawn from it. With much of
the skill he was later to demonstrate, Lowry takes this metaphor in
Lunar Caustic and plays numerous variations on it.
First, there a series of ship images suggesting the opportunities
for rebirth and salvation Plantagenet never seizes firmly. When he
enters the hospital, he gives his name the s.s. Lawhill, an Australian
boat that had “survived more disasters than any ship afloat” (p. 50), and
one whose name also calls up the Mountain of Purgatory. References
are also made to the night sea crossing (p. 62), an archetypal symbol of
rebirth.9 Finally, throughout, the departure of a ship is linked with the
passage of hope, the most important instance being the sailing of the
Providence,which precipitates the major crisis in the work (pp.
68-70).
These images, however, serve a counterpoint to the main thrust
of such symbols. For the most important images in Lunar Caustic
involve shipwreck. The action of the work is framed by two such
wrecks, both Plantagenet’s entrance
and ejection
Bellevue
are described in nearly the same words, “With the dithering crack of a
ship going on the rocks the doors shut behind him” (11). In addition, a
resonant symbol the ruined coal barge that lies below the hospital
windows and represents both Plantagenet’s shattered life and the
collapse of Europe begun by World War I. Essential also to the
thematic development of the novella are numerous allusions to works
involving sea journeys to doom. Moby Dick the source most cited,
but also to be noted are Poe’s “A Descent Into the Maelstrom” and the
American folksong, “The Wreck of the Titanic.” Finally, in the
background constantly, though never referred to explicitly, is
Rimbaud’s “The Drunken Boat” with its account of a visionary
pilgrimage that falls far short of the heights it aims for.
I have concentrated so far on the major thematic and symbolic
elements in Lunar Caustic because it is around them that Lowry
structures the work, not the character of Plantagenet. Indeed, until the
third chapter he not even given a name, and his personality remains
minimally developed throughout.
Bunyan was one of Lowry’s masters, and this almost allegorical
approach was Lowry’s typical way of seizing artistic inspiration. The
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composition of Under the Volcano in a sense began with Lunar
Caustic. Literally, it began with a short story, finally reworked into
Chapter VIII of the novel, in which a wounded
dies by a roadside
while onlookers argue that it is not their responsibility to help, but
someone else’s.10 Thus the novel had its origins in a political allegory
of the immorality and
of England’s nonintervention policy during
the Spanish Civil War. Similarly, the quest for salvation documented
in the late fiction
first explored in “The Bravest Boat,” the story
which opens Hear Us O Lord from Heaven Thy Dwelling Place. Here,
again with the barest sketching in of character, the complicated
dynamics of the individual’s struggle between hope and despair are
paralleled to the intricate interpenetration of
creative and destructive
forces in the natural world.
Lowry’s concern in Lunar Caustic was to work out the infernal
pattern of events his protagonist/persona was enmeshed in, to grasp its
shape and lines of force. Character drawing interested him less because
in his own life self-knowledge
not the issue — self-mastery was.

Structurally, Lunar Caustic has a recurring rhythm. Every chapter,
after playing variations
motifs of damnation and salvation, resolves
itself
a note of despair. Thus the momentum of the work proceeds
in a downward spiral, aptly mirroring the content’s account of a
progressively deeper imprisonment in the inferno.
is generally the
case in Lowry’s fiction, the first chapter serves
an overture to the
major themes and a synecdoche of their treatment. Lunar Caustic
introduces immediately its principal metaphor: the “sea voyage” of the
drunkard that is the failed visionary’s pilgrimage to the knowledge of
his doom. The protagonist’s seemingly aimless wanderings in the
labyrinth of New
in fact describe a circle as he travels from the
saloons on the circumference to the hospital which is the center of
quest (p. 10).
The geography of this circle is infernal. Its impassable boundaries,
the false havens of the taverns, are not only the source of the liquor that
fuels the protagonist’s descent into the demonic realms of delirium:
they are themselves the abode of death, the gateway to the
“From
the depths of the tavern comes a sound of moaning, and a sound of
ticking” (p. 10). The image explicated in “Thirty-Five Mescals in
Cuautla”:
This ticking is most terrible of all...
You hear it everywhere, for it is doom.11
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Rising out of this hell is the hospital, which ought to be a purgatory,
but far worse. It is a place “not like a church at all” (p. 11), for it is
a prison (p. 15), and the descriptions of it a tower connect it with the
watchtowers of Dante’s
and
Tower of Babel.
The protagonist makes his way toward the heart of his private hell
through a symbolic region in which signs of salvation co-exist with
emblems of doom:
In the Elevated
heavenly wind is blowing... but he
is...like Ahab stumbling from side to side...‘Feeling that
he encompassed in his stare oceans from which might be
revealed the phantom destroyer of himself’
10).

The passage makes evident Plantagenet’s inability to strive for
redemption. Instead, he
intent on striking dramatically doomed
poses, as when in a church where the stages of the cross are depicted, he
takes a swig of whisky (p. 11). Having consciously refused to seek
grace, he confronted with an omen of
fate in a vision of a ravaged
old woman in black — the first in a series of succubi — posting a
letter he convinced his death warrant (p. 10). With his choice
made, like Geoffrey Firmin flying towards hell because he likes it,
Plantagenet takes the final step, and yelling a quotation from Rimbaud’s
“A Season in Hell,” he enters the hospital, his pilgrimage ended in
shipwreck.
Chapter II provides a further generalized description of his fall,
centering around another ruined ship, the broken coal barge. After these
introductory chapters, the novella begins its examination of
Plantagenet’s season in hell. The momentum of the third chapter is
supplied by the increasing domination of infernal forces, and for the
first time
themes of apocalypse and perpetual exile from heaven are
broached. At the chapter’s heart the first of
delirious visions that
fill the work:
Horrid shapes plunged out of
blankness, gibbering...but
he couldn’t move...Voices... cackled, shrieked, cajoled;
voices pleading with him to stop drinking, to die and be
damned (p. 14).

As always in Lunar Caustic, it is the call of despair to which
Plantagenet responds. So his delirium climaxes in a vision of
apocalypse:
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A cataract of water was pouring through the wall, filling
the room.
A red hand gesticulated...over a ravaged
mountain side a swift stream was carrying...legless bodies
yelling out of great eye-sockets...On a tumbled blood
stained bed in a house whose face was blasted away a large
scorpion was gravely raping a one-armed Negress. His wife
appeared...pitying, only to be... transformed into Richard
III, who sprang forward to smother him (pp. 14-15).

The vision builds with an inexorable logic, tracing the wrath of
God directed at the man who has refused to try to ascend to
It
begins with Noah’s flood, which is connected instantly to the
destruction of the Pequod (the red hand is Tashtego’s), the end of Ahab’s
demonic quest. The failure of the visionary elaborated in the next
sentence whose three chief images — the destroyed mountain, the
stream recalling
suicidal stream of Chapter (p. 12), and the horrorfilled eye-sockets — all point to Plantagenet’s unwillingness to strive
upward toward beatific
eternal life. The dream then depicts
his acceptance of damnation as in the ruined mansion of his soul his
death wish (the scorpion) leads him to throw himself upon the
succubus. Closing the vision is
image of
ultimate divorce from
the forces of redemption as the axis of love, the point at which the
visionary achieves union with God, inverted and becomes the hate
which kills him.12
separation from God foretold, hope gone, Plantagenet discovers
himself in hell. The rest of the chapter devoted to the introduction of
the three other principal inhabitants of
inferno, Garry, Battle and
Kalowsky. This section framed by references to Rimbaud’s “A
Season in Hell,” for Garry is described as resembling a portrait of the
poet at age twelve (p. 15), and in Battle’s mad singing Plantagenet
hears the song of the Negro referred to in the passage from the poem he
declaimed on entering the hospital (p. 11), the song that will figure so
devastatingly in Chapter VIII.
Though Plantagenet entered Bellevue announcing that his mission
was “to heal the eternal horror of three” (p. 11), in these three men is
depicted his spiritual failure, not his triumph.
the symbolic passage
from the youth of Garry to the old age of the Jew is presented the
etiology of the protagonist’s doom. In Garry we find that obsession
with the destructive power of God’s wrath which dominates the mind of
the remorseful
“One day one of the pipes collapsed...It was
condemned!” (p. 15) Battle represents the willing acceptance of
damnation: “his hyperaction nothing but hyperaction...he’s grown to
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like degeneration” (p. 52). Finally, in Kalowsky is depicted eternal
exile from God: he is
Wandering Jew.
In Chapter IV Lowry attempts for the first time to flesh out
Plantagenet’s character with some sense of concrete motivation.
Confronted once more by the way to salvation — represented here by a
doctor — the protagonist can only recount the burden of his failures.
His self-pitying tale of the dissolution of his marriage and the break up
of
jazz band reveals his primary spiritual weakness, his inability to
avail himself of the power of love: “perhaps it was your heart you
couldn’t stretch an octave” (p. 19).
Remorse
the only emotion left him, and yielding to it, he is
locked more securely within his despair. Thus, the deliverance from the
jail of the hospital and the eventual homecoming of which he has
daydreamed are now revealed to him either idle fantasies or, worse
still, further punishment for his transgressions. He now reacts to these
formerly happy visions with fear, “a paradoxical remorse, as it were in
advance” (p. 23) and utter hopelessness. All that survives now in his
world is the frightful evidence of death and ruin, at which he is
compelled to stare without relief through remorse’s lidless eye.
Chapter V extends this treatment of remorse into a vision of the
Last Judgment awaiting the desperate man:
[He] caught sight...of four operations being performed
simultaneously...as though the hospital had suddenly
become open, revealing...the activities behind the wraith
of iron or brick or skin...At the same time the whole
scene... like the looming swift white hand of
a...policeman, reeled towards him...it seemed that all these
dressings and redressings in these hours of north light were
being placed, torn away, and replaced, on a laceration of
his own mind (pp. 25-26).

The passage draws its symbolism from the Zohar, where it is recounted
how at the hour of judgment, when all things are laid open, the four
quarters of the world arraign
dead (the four operations) and punish
them (the policeman’s hand), proclaiming their eternal fate in a flame
that issues out of the north.13 It is a vision that will reverberate at the
end of Plantagenet’s stay in Bellevue. For the looming white hand of
the policeman is akin to Moby Dick, Ahab’s “phantom destroyer,”
which will come to represent the shattering of the mind and
Plantagenet’s descent
a
where “dressings and redressings”
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— attempts to heal and to atone — are futile and only exacerbate his
torment.
Chapter VI is concerned with Garry and Kalowsky, and in what the
protagonist, influenced by his experience in the preceding chapter,
characterizes as a meeting of the doomed on Judgment Day, they
recount their stories. These prepare the way for Plantagenet’s
recognition in Chapter VII of his status as another Wandering Jew,
alienated from the
created universe.
a puppet show intended to
provide a therapeutic channeling of the patients’ chaotic emotions, he
discovers the “inner Africa” of his soul (p. 38), the darkest recesses of
despair where he
to be victimized eternally. In the apparently
pointless burlesque of the Punch and Judy show he sees reenacted the
fallen man’s acceptance of damnation he had envisioned in his dream of
the scorpion and the Negress. Yielding to this public confirmation of
his deepest anxieties, he
himself to despair and self-pity once
more. He now sees his life’s voyage as a descent into the maelstrom,
“downwards to the foul core of his world” (p. 37). At the bottom he
finds, in good Blakean fashion, the path back to heaven. Love is there
in the
of his friends, as are
and the cure in the person of
the psychiatrist. Unfortunately, these possibilities can no longer serve
him. Instead, for an instant there flashes through his mind a
premonition of what
befall him at the end:
now he envisaged himself in the familar role of one driven
friendless through hostile country into ever darker comers,
more remote hiding places (p. 38).

In the next two chapters, Plantagenet’s vision of damnation is
reinforced as he makes two abortive efforts to achieve rebirth. Chapter
VIII opens with him sitting at the piano in the recreation room, trying
to recapture his lost artistry and impress his fellow patients. These
efforts are offset, however, by references to shipwreck as Battle
inspired to sing “The Wreck of the Titanic.” This song, with its
emphasis on its hero’s attempt to swim home to Liverpool only to
wind up in hell, again mirrors Plantagenet’s sense of his own destiny.
The desperate bravado of Battle’s insistent rendition drowns out any
chance of hope being injected into the situation. Finally giving into
the madman’s cue, Plantagenet
his search for regeneration and
outside affirmation of his self-worth and concludes his futile recital with
four unharmonious chords: “one for the death of Ase, one for the doom
of the Titanic, one for the Pequod, one for the whale, white or black, it
didn’t matter which” (p. 45).
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In all Lunar Caustic, it is Chapter IX that suffers most from
Lowry’s never having completed the
Though in the preceding
chapter Plantagenet has briefly become active rather than remaining a
passive observer of his own disintegration, the reader is hardly prepared
for his sudden casting in the role of defender of his fellows from the
inefficiency, callousness, and sadism of the hospital staff.
Running through the chapter is a motif connecting William
Plantagenet with Billy Budd. Beyond the pun on the names, the
psychiatrist’s name Claggart,
late in the section, the protagonist
scribbles a poem about suicide entitled “Maison de Pendu. For Billy
Budd.” Though this motif not picked up elsewhere, its inclusion
here sets up interesting resonances.14 On the one hand, Plantagenet’s
identification with Billy Budd grows out of his denial of responsibility
for his doom and extends the mask of the fundamentally innocent
victim he wears at many moments. The poem, however, reveals the
level of his self-victimization. The Billy Budd allusions, then,
strengthen the portrait of Plantagenet we have been given, but that the
doctor’s name should be Claggart indicates something terrible about the
world of the hospital. It is the revelation of the true nature of the world
he has entered that awaits Plantagenet in his interview with the
psychiatrist.
The interview begins with Plantagenet being informed that he to
be thrown out of Bellevue since as a foreigner he cannot be kept at
public expense. This release hardly a return to freedom: rather, it
like a double exile. Plantagenet has neither regained hope nor found the
strength to search for it. His journey into and out of the hospital has
not been a night sea crossing to a higher state of existence (p. 62).
Instead, in this meeting with a potential healer that comes too late to be
of use anyway, he can only exhibit the symptoms of his sickness of
soul and describe the nightmare of damnation he inhabits. Further, as
he tries to defend Garry and Kalowsky, he
not exonerate them, but
only reveals his kinship with them.
What the interview also exposes, however, is the infernal nature of
the hospital and its total appropriateness to its patients. For the
doctor’s insensitivity symptomatic of a larger
Blake tells us
that the “road of excess leads to the Palace of Wisdom.”15 InL nar
Caustic it
to Bellevue, where the doctors are as devoid of wisdom
as their patients and just committed to hopelessness.
Until this moment, Plantagenet has clung to the belief that true
madness could be the silver nitrate enabling him to experience a
of a new existence. The doctor’s remarks reveal to him that madness
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does not cauterize, it only bums. For as Lowry pointed out in an
unpublished note on the novella, Lunar Caustic is a “sardonic and
ambiguous title” since the chemical was also “used unsuccessfully to
cure syphilis...as such it might stand...for any imperfect or abortive
cure.”16 Thus, Plantagenet sees at last that the hospital is a false
purgatory in which, rather
being cured, the patients are compelled
to make continually
aimless rounds of their circle of confinement,
growing indifferent to, even fond of, their degeneration.
Aware at last that the opportunities for rebirth he has shunned have
been
in any case, Plantagenet confronts
final disaster toward
which he has been heading all along. In Chapter X all the major motifs
are drawn together into a description of his ultimate shipwreck. The
section begins with a vision of Eden (the park below the hospital) that
is quickly dismissed as a delusion, replaced by the sight of the
“inevitable deluge approaching” (p. 62). Again despair grips
Plantagenet as he realizes his own false
is about to start and he
must leave behind the only people he has ever truly loved. This
emotion is objectified in the departure of the last of the ships in the
novella, the Fall River paddlewheeler, Providence,
image of the
withdrawal of God’s benevolence from
who have crossed the Styx
(Fall River) into hell.
For Plantagenet
sight also recalls the Pequod since it was on
the Providence that his wife and he made their pilgrimage to New
Bedford, retracing Ishmael’s route — a journey to “their own white
whale,” divorce (p. 68). As the boat leaves, he looks on anguishedly,
helpless before this image of the merging of the past disasters of his
life and his future. As the screams of the other patients mount to
inhuman levels, in the sky he sees one last vision of judgment,
culminating in the symbolic enactment of his punishment at the hands
of the devil, as in the “very act of darkness itself’ (p. 72) the Pequod of
his soul destroyed:
A seaplane was gliding whitely past, and now it was turned,
to Plantagenet it had the fins... and blunt luminous head of
a whale; now it roared straight at him...There was a furious
crash of thunder and simultaneously Plantagenet felt the
impact of the plane, the whale, upon his mind...the ship
was turning over with disunion of hull and masts uprooted
falling across her decks...(pp. 71-72).

Here the protagonist’s disintegration is completed. For this last
passage also description of his degeneration
the insanity he had
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earlier longed for — except this is a madness that brings neither relief
nor illumination. Totally isolated, bereft of
comfort, Plantagenet
is thrust out to sail again the great circle voyage of his doom.
Chapter XI recounts the last phase of his downfall during which the
final glimmerings of hope in his spirit are quashed. This process
completed in the novella’s final scene in which he attempts to assume
the role of liberator he has contemplated throughout the work and
unsuccessfully, if goodheartedly, taken on in Chapter IX. Having
decided that he will atone with some
sacrifice” that
also free
mankind (p. 75), Plantagenet enters the toilet of a saloon where he finds
an obscene drawing of a girl. In what he takes to be a gesture of
rebellion against “all the indecency, the cruelty, the hideousness, the
filth and injustice in the world” (p. 75), he flings his bottle of whisky
at the picture, only to realize as an image of Garry’s cutting a girl’s
throat with another broken bottle looms before him, that what he has
done is not merely useless, but in its violence fundamentally evil as
well. Cognizant at last that he has become a Wandering Jew, that his
separation from what is good and creative
total, Plantagenet
withdraws at the work’s end into the heart of the abyss that has become
his world, where all that is left him is to try to hide from the sight of
God and
for death:
But feeling he was being watched...he moved...to the
darkest comer of the bar, where, curled
like an embryo,
he could not be seen at all (p. 76).

The text we have been examining was spliced together from two
drafts after Lowry’s death, and it is necessary to conclude by looking at
the textual background
what it indicates about why Lowry never did
complete so promising a work. In all, there are nine drafts of the
novella. The first six are entitled The Last Address; the seventh and
eighth, Swinging the Maelstrom; while the ninth (a truncated version
reaching only Chapter
is called Lunar Caustic.17 The most
important are the fifth draft of The Last Address — which was
published in French translation in 1956 in L’Esprit, XXIV — and the
second of Swinging the Maelstrom. The text edited for publication by
Margerie Lowry
Earle Birney an attempt to combine these two.
Generally, Lowry’s revisions rarely affected significantly the
essential themes, or even the basic plots, of his novels. Their function
was to sharpen the language and supply additional levels and
interfacings of symbolic meaning. However, The Last Address and
Swinging the Maelstrom are fundamentally dissimilar, their differences
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arising out of the shifting intentions which led Lowry to never give the
work final form.
In 1940 or ’41 Lowry came to think of his greatest novel, Under
the Volcano, as the Inferno of a Dantean trilogy: The Voyage That
Never Ends. The other two novels of which he had drafts, The Last
Address and In Ballast to the White Sea, were to comprise the
Purgatorio and Paradiso respectively. The idea of this superstructure is
fascinating: indeed, Lowry first mentioned it in a letter to Jonathan
Cape designed to impress the publisher with the importance of Under
the Volcano and
author.18 But it very much an afterthought.19
From what we know about the lost In Ballast, it appears Lowry would
have had little difficulty fitting it into this governing design.20
However, the problems in making Lunar Caustic function as a
Purgatorio are enormous.
In Lowry’s original conception, Lunar Caustic was not a depiction
of the battering the human spirit takes...in its ascent to its true
purpose,”21 but an account of spiritual ruin. The original title clearly
points up the failure of Plantagenet to make use of the avenues open to
him, for, as
the published version, his last address is the “inner
Africa” of the bar where he curls up in the fetal position symbolizing
his inability to cope
let alone rise above, his
The writing of Under the Volcano prevented Lowry from
completing The Last Address, but he could never bring himself to let
go of the work because it was
first truly original effort, and he
remained convinced that it was a potential masterpiece. However,
he returned to it after producing the monumental
of doom that
Under the Volcano, he had grown beyond it.
then he was, in fact,
committed to creating a vision of salvation, and in the fiction begun
after Volcano he did produce a complex, moving account of the process
of redemption.
Lowry tried to incorporate Lunar Caustic into this body of work.
He changed the title to Swinging the Maelstrom in contrast to Poe and
to suggest his jazz musician protagonist’s ability to translate the
destructive forces in his life into the basis for artistic creativity. He
also removed a good deal of the infernal imagery surrounding the
hospital. Most significantly, he tried to shape a new ending in which
Plantagenet leaves Bellevue full of a renewed spiritual strength that
enables him to join with the forces of freedom and life: a rebirth
symbolized by his sailing to Spain to fight the fascists. Interesting as
this last possibility may seem, recalling as it does Hugh Firmin in
Under the Volcano, Lowry could not make it work and finally
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abandoned it, recognizing it was wrenching the work out of shape. The
last ti e, Lunar Caustic, effectively encapsulates the tension between
the infernal and the purgatorial, but does not resolve it.
The history of Lowry’s efforts with Lunar Caustic might be read as
evidence of failure. It more accurate to view it as proof of Lowry’s
artistic integrity: his fidelity both to the organic conception of the
work and to his late vision. Paradoxically, the unfinished state of the
work calls our attention to what Lowry did succeed in making of it: a
powerful Inferno in miniature, a striking minor prophecy of apocalypse.
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JOHN BARTH AND THE METAPHORICAL NATURE OF
THE AMBIENCE: ABSURDIST SCIENCE FICTION
AND FANTASTIC FABULATIONS
Vernon Hyles
Auburn, Alabama

Albert Camus made the word “absurdist” fashionable a literary
term; he used it to describe fictions set in a world where we seem at the
mercy of an incomprehensible system, where our expectations of
rational coherence, fair play, and justice, whether from God or from
man, are often disappointed. The worlds created by absurdist writers
owe much to the nineteenth century tradition of the Symbolists and the
twentieth century tradition of the
They are normally unreal,
in the sense that nothing like them exists on Earth, but the states of
mind for which they are metaphors are often very real indeed. Absurdist
worlds tend to be outward manifestations of what J. G. Ballard has
called “inner space.”
Older by far than the common use of the term, absurdist literature
must necessarily overlap in many places with science fiction since both
create imaginary worlds,
both
given to metaphor. The difference
is usually that, where genre science fiction stresses a realism of
presentation and presents its future events as if they take place in a
world that could actually come about, absurdist science fiction stresses
the metaphorical nature of the ambience; consequently, works of
absurdist science fiction often read mythically or allegorically.
Nonetheless, much absurdist science fiction makes use of science
fiction tropes and images, including many of the fabulations of such
writers as Barth, Barthelme, Borges, Coover, Durrell, Brautigan,
Burroughs, Bowles, and Golding, to name only a few. Originally, a
fabulator was one who told tales in a fable-like or myth-like fashion,
but the term fell out of common use by the nineteenth century and was
not utilized in literary criticism until Robert Scholes introduced the
concept of fabulation in his book The Fabulators, a study of the post
romantic, post-realistic fiction as written by Lawrence Durrell, Kurt
Vonnegut, and Barth, which was published in 1967. Briefly, a
fabulation
a novel in which verbal and formal structures are
heightened or placed in the foreground, often with an effect of selfconscious play or joyfulness, and generally with the intention of
uncovering the exemplary fable-like elements inherent in the ordering
which takes place in creating the imaginary worlds of all narrative
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fiction. Tabulators tend to be moralists and their works in the satiric
mode. They differ most essentially from predecessors like Swift in that
their fictions must deal with and go beyond the great tradition of the
realistic novel dominant until World War I in English. Because
fabulations tend to deliberately draw attention to themselves as selfconscious works of fiction rather than as direct representations of reality
in the sense of mimesis, they often manifest worlds which by
conventional realist standards
bizarre or grotesque or both. The
writings of Barth and the other absurdists undoubtedly make use of
many science fiction themes, but, because these themes are not being
put to conventional science fiction use, there is room for much
argument among readers over whether or not the stories which contain
them can properly be accounted science fiction.
In any case, genre science fiction, as opposed to mainstream
fictions using science fiction tropes and techniques, itself is by no
means free of absurdist influences. Perhaps the strongest single
absurdist influence on the field, outside the theater of the absurd of
Beckett, Jarry, and Pinter, has been the works of Franz Kafka, but
Kafka himself belonged to a tradition which goes back at least as far as
Dostoyevsky, and probably beyond to Rabelais and Swift. Kafka’s
claustrophobic, allegorical quests are reflected either directly or
indirectly in
works of such genre writers as Barry Malzberg, Robert
Sheckley, and Jack Vance. Absurdist science fiction regularly takes the
quest form outside genre science fiction too, as in Thomas Pynchon’s V
and Gravity's Rainbow and George Alec Effinger’s What Entropy
Means to Me and Heroics.
While most absurdist writers have come into science fiction only,
as it were, on short trips from the mainstream, the past fifteen years
have seen several science fiction writers, originally nurtured within the
genre, moving outward from the field as their science fiction imagery
becomes more and more attuned to absurdist themes. The most
celebrated example is that of Vonnegut, but much the same could be
said of J. G. Ballard, directly influenced by surrealism, Michael
Moorcock, and Harlan Ellison. The science fiction theme of entropy or
devolution is prominent in the works of these writers, as it is in that of
Brian Aldiss, whose most clearly absurdist works are Report on
Probability and Barefoot in the Head and that of Philip K. Dick,
notably in Martian Time-Slip and Ubik. Entropy is indeed a kind of
scientific metaphor for the traditional absurdist themes of isolation,
alienation, decay, and death. Most of the above writers belong to the
so-called new wave of science fiction writers, and it
within this
inchoate movement of the past decade that absurdist science fiction has
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most commonly been written, although within the genre it goes at least
as far back as 1949 with Fredric Brown’s What Mad Universe. Other
new wavers who commonly write absurdist fabulations are Ed Bryant,
Thomas Disch, John Sladek, Norman Spinrad, James Tiptree, Jr., and
Gene Wolfe.
Aside from entropy, other science fiction tropes regularly found in
absurdist stories are time travel, appearance and reality, androids and
dopplegangers, genetic engineering, and
city of the future. Alternate
worlds, too, are important. Michael Moorcock has made good use of
the plastic reality of his “multiverse,” along with time travel, in his
two absurdist stories, “Jerry Cornelius” and “The Dancers at the End of
Time.”
Definitions of science fiction always falter at its periphery. The
dividing line between science fiction and realism, or science fiction and
fantasy—at opposite ends of its spectrum—are difficult enough to
locate. Between science fiction and absurdist fabulation, it barely
possible to draw a line at all,
Robert Scholes has several times
pointed
To belabor the obvious for a
absurdist writers
need above all to have a strong sense of the ridiculous; they are usually
ironists. For this reason, despite the darkness of many of their visions,
they are often amusing, if unsettling to read. No other mainstream
fabulist fits these definitions nor uses these tropes better or more often
than does John Barth.
The tradition in which Barth and
other fabulists find themselves
and from which they are trying to extricate themselves is a long one.
Robert Scholes identifies one part of that tradition as being anti
romance. He finds, and rightly so, that “the empirical elements of
Defoe’s Journal of
Plague Year or Voltaire’s Candide now inspire
the more purely aesthetic antiromance elements of...The Sot-Weed
Factor.”1 Scholes, along with other critics, has traced the major
thematic issue in fabulist fiction, the absurd quality of the universe,
back to its earliest roots.
In America, the absurdity and
meaninglessness of life has become for contemporary writers almost a
basic truth, and this basic truth has a rich tradition from which these
fabulists also draw. It begins with Melville’s The Confidence Man and
runs through the novels of Nathaniel West to the great explosion of
absurdity associated especially with the modem experimental theater.
Besides the anti-romance tradition and the absurdist school, fabulation
can be located in that particularly unique American tradition of the
grotesque. Beginning with West (and moving through Styron, Capote,
O’Connor, Mailer, Ellison, and Pynchon), Barth and
other fabulists
culminate the continuing vitality of the Gothic. This strand begins
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with Brockden Brown and continues through Hawthorne, Poe, and
Melville; it is present in Mark Twain (subdued in Huckleberry Finn but
dominant in the later short fiction); it there in Stephen Crane and
overpoweringly present in Faulkner. Finally, fabulists align
themselves with many of the early eighteenth century novelists by
being deliberately anachronistic. This continuing preoccupation of the
American novelist with the past, from Irving to Kesey, culminates in
the post-modern use of parody, which simultaneously connects and
rejects both history and the techniques of past novelists. Fabulation
consequently creates its new myth out of old fabric, recycling the
ancient myths and restructuring history (e.g., Giles Goat-Boy and The
Sot-Weed Factor).
The movement of Barth’s fiction can best be understood, as can
other fabulists, by comparing the different cycles and patterns as they
occur in four works considered pairs: for example, Barth’s 1) The
Floating Opera and The End of the Road, and The Sot-Weed Factor
and Giles Goat-Boy. The absurdist vision, and this the mythos that
links the works together,
best be defined as the principle that we are
trapped in a meaningless universe in which no rational standard or
system
make sense of the human condition. The literary is, then,
corroborated by the extra-literary—such as the new logic which accepts
the illogical and modem science with its denial of causality, its concept
of entropy, and its search for and description of atomic and sub-atomic
particles that exist only in the past (the tachyon for example).
Sociology with its description of organizational man trapped in the
“lonely crowd,” propounds this principle as does the existential
philosophy which emphasizes the loss of self in a fragmented world of
technology. This loss and fragmentation thus alienates man by
reducing him to the operational and functional. The end result, then, is
the conclusion that the universe
disintegrating with no unifying
principle, no meaning, no purpose—an absurd universe. If the
contemporary fabulist to portray this absurdity effectively (especially
in a modem world which already accepts the absurd as a basic premise,
an everyday fact), he must discard non-workable tenets such as the
standard plot line and development and the burned out techniques of
social and psychological realism and yet retain ways to present his
vision. It is important to note here that Barth’s two favorite writers are
Borges and Beckett: the first is blind, suggesting that linear fiction
based on a series of sensual experiences may have exhausted itself; and
the second has approached virtual muteness, suggesting that silence or
at least the altering of ways of saying things is the direction toward
which fiction must move. The methods Barth and the other fabulists
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choose in order to present their vision are varied, but the mythos
becomes the making of that vision comic. Writing in an age when
absurdity, because it is taken for granted, is no longer taken seriously.
Barth rejects
modem stream-of-consciousness,
itself a form
of psychic realism, and employs four basic
devices by which to
broaden his comic vision: burlesque, exaggeration, parody, and the
grotesque. Although these techniques are closely related, Barth uses
each separately, as do the other fabulists, and intertwines them in order
to create
archetypes and myths.
By burlesquing events and characters,
ultimate absurdity of life
is suggested by the ridiculousness of those events and characters.
Although described with apparent seriousness, they become distorted,
exaggerated, and caricatured. Barth uses the language of burlesque
which underwrites this absurdity; he employs lexical distortions,
meaningless puns, insistent repetition of empty words, clichés,
exaggeration,
misplaced particulars, juxtaposed incongruous
details, and any number of other linguistic inversions, jokes, and
misapplications. The resemblance of many fabulist characters to
comic-strip heroes and villains in their thinness of texture and their
obviousness is burlesque of a
This especially true in assigning
names.
Giles Goat-Boy there is a scientist called Eierkopf (egg-head)
and the overseer of a gigantic furnace is aptly called Stoker.
The
Sot-Weed Factor there is one Indian Chief, Kekataughtassapooekskumoughmass, and a
Drakepecker. Even when the names
are not symbolic or scatalogically suggestive, they are at least
obviously unrealistic. This type of caricature supports the absurdist
view that humans remain as illusive and paradoxical as the world itself.
It also suspends normal processes and the reader finds himself laughing
at what, if treated seriously, would be horrible. Cruelty and violence
become metaphors for the world’s condition. The result formulated
in Barth’s concept of what he calls the literature of exhaustion. “By
consciously imitating a form the possibilities of which are seemingly
exhausted and employing it against itself ironically, the writer produces
‘new art’.”2 Burlesque, therefore, allows the fabulist of the absurd to
reject traditional forms and styles while at the same time continuing to
use them.
A special type of this same sort in fabulations is reflexive
burlesque. The multiplicity of ways in which it is used allows
burlesque to become an extended metaphor for the fabulator’s concerns.
Burlesque not only directed toward the external world but also, when
it reflexive, becomes an irony toward the novelist as author, the
value of art, and the possibility of language. It is, then, both a method
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to ridicule and to place the traditional view of literature in the proper
perspective. The reflexive use of burlesque provides a method of
poking fun at not only life but the very vehicle employed to examine
life. This ridicule is not confined to literature but is also directed
toward history (The Sot-Weed Factor), religion (Giles Goat-Boy), and
philosophy (all of Barth’s novels). In short, the novels become
paradigms for the absurdity examined. Since they are imitations of
conventionally structured novels, their reflection of absurdity becomes
indirect; essentially they become ironic metaphors. The world presented
in the novels is disordered and incongruous.
The Sot-Weed Factor,
Henry Burlingame voices this absurdity when he explains the true
nature of the universe to Ebenezer Cooke,
former pupil and the
novel’s protagonist. “The world’s indeed a flux...the very universe is
naught but change and motion.”3 Neither rational standards nor
understanding can be formulated in so complex and absurd a universe;
consequently, reason is impossible in dealing with the shifting, elusive
reality of an absurd universe.
Closely related to the burlesque
exaggeration. Elaborately
structured plots, coincidences, fantastic incidents, and florid and comic
language abound in fabulations; and this combination of the fantastic
with realistic presentation, although one may have adjusted to the real
absurd world, makes it difficult to adjust to the absurdity of a Barth or
Burroughs or
novel because
are attempting to evoke in the
reader a response not only to the absurd events
characters but also to
the idea of absurdity itself. Ironically, by oversimplifying characters in
an exaggerated way, Barth and the other fabulists suggest the
complexity of human nature by misdirection.
A third technique, also closely aligned to burlesque and
exaggeration, is the element of the grotesque. The absence of tragedy in
a tragic world, the lack of any absolutes, and the inability of man and
the universe to mesh precludes tragedy and replaces it with the
grotesque.
this world view there
be no satire because the world
is beyond reform, and fate dissolves into what may be the most
grotesque view of all; that is, it is all some cosmic joke.
Finally, the absurd novelist believes that life resists any
impositions of order because its realities are multiple. Unless the
attempt to order these realities is ironic in intent the results are a
falsification of reality; consequently, the only real art must be a parody
of art. The Sot-Weed Factor is both a parody of
picaresque novel
well as a burlesque of the historical and biographical novel. Giles
Goat-Boy goes further in that it is also a parody of the Bible, it
masquerades as another work which has been discovered, and it parodies
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Oedipus Rex as well. If realities are multiple, it follows that there is
also a multiplicity of truths, reflected in the multiple identities of
Burlingame in The Sot-Weed Factor and Harold Bray in Giles GoatBoy, as well as the complete lack of identity of Jacob Horner in The
End of the Road. Truth, then, is not ambiguous but multiple, and there
can be no reality, only realities. Barth not only ridicules literature, but
also history, religion, and philosophy. By employing the tradition of
parody, which goes back not only to Shamela and Joseph Andrews but
also to Don Quixote, the author of the Arabian Nights, Boccaccio,
Rabelais, and Sterne, the fabulist is able to “confront an intellectual
dead end and employ it against itself to accomplish new
work.”4
The supreme irony of fabulation is that since man is far too
insignificant and helpless for self-reliance, an alliance with another
helpless and puny individual cannot put an end to the existential pain of
a ravaged universe, but it
console. In this world view the essence
of man’s existence surely Hemingway’s “nada,” but some solace
be found within the human heart and human capacity for loving and
caring. As contradictory as this affirmative vision is, it does stand up
in examining this type fiction and separates it from the hopeless view
of the existentialist and
silence and exhaustion of Beckett.
It is obvious in looking at a partial quantity of Barth’s work in
particular that he intended to steer
novel in a new direction. Both
The Floating Opera and The End of the Road displayed the same
traditional characteristics. In his next novel, Barth not only discards
realism, but he also flaunts artificiality. The Sot-Weed Factor is
characterized by elaborately structured
includes a proliferation of
outrageous coincidences, peopled by a host of caricatures and stock
comic figures, full of irrelevant digressions, and has a style that is
ornate and purposely exaggerated. The next novel, Giles Goat-Boy, is
as baroque and almost as long. According to Barth, both decadence and
rejuvenation contributed to these last two books. Concerning
decadence, Barth agrees, “with reservations
hedges,” that “the novel
if not narrative literature generally, if not the printed word altogether,
has by this hour of the world just about shot its bolt.”5 Barth sees
three solutions to this dead end. First, novelists
choose as models
late nineteenth and early twentieth century novels written in the
language of
present and about contemporary themes and characters.
The problem seen by Barth here that “contemporary writers can’t
on doing what’s been done and done better.”6 Although as a novelist
Barth respects the work of Flaubert, Tolstoy, Hemingway, and
Faulkner, he believes that their style and subject matter cannot be of
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interest to the contemporary writer. “My God, we’re living in the last
third of the twentieth century. We can’t write nineteenth century
novels.”7 In fact, Barth argues that such novels were ended by the
ultimacy of Joyce and Kafka. As they complete one cycle, Beckett and
Borges complete another. A novel of silence or, to use Barth’s term,
exhaustion emanates from both. “Beckett is moving toward silence,
refining language out of existence, working toward the point where
there’s nothing to say. And Borges writes as if literature had already
been done and he’s writing footnotes of imaginary texts.”8
Barth, in his third alternative, moves away from simply copying
technically old-fashioned forms of Beckett’s silence. What he attempts
is the farcical imitation of what had originally been imitative fiction.
Such ironic imitation of prototype forms enables the writer to achieve
newness. The Sot-Weed Factor and Giles Goat-Boy mock the novel as
an outmoded genre while at the same time keeping the genre alive,
infusing it with originality. Ironic and farcical imitation allows a
fabulator like Barth to paradoxically turn the death of the form into new
and original literature. The paradox exists because by accomplishing
this newness the writer transcends what had appeared to be his
refutation.
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NOTES ON THE NOVELS OF ERNEST HEBERT
Allen Shepherd
The University of Vermont
a recent New York Times Book Review survey of notable New
England voices, the novelist Ernest Hebert was featured, along with
such established figures as Updike, Irving and Cheever.1 Hebert, who
has published The Dogs of March (1979), A Little More
Kin
(1982), and Whisper My Name(1984),2 certainly merits wider
recognition; he is one of the most accomplished of present day
regionalists. Darby, New Hampshire, fictional center of his saga in
progress, is a town more down-country
are sure to discover. Not
that the living there is easy—Hebert’s vision of his comer of the
Granite State is tragi-comic, his characters by turns tormented, funny,
poignant and appalling.
The novels, which are almost equally notable for their art and
authenticity, are well grounded socio-economically, politically, and
historically. The area’s textile mills have closed and their owners gone
South to escape the unions; moneyed flatlanders, from New Jersey and
other dubious spots, are taking over town meeting, raising taxes,
imposing zoning, regulating hunting; prime agricultural acreage is
developed into “colonial concept” malls; aesthetic fences and athletic
clubs signal incipient gentrification; and Hebert’s focal characters, most
of them marginal survivors among the natives, have reason to
contemplate their own extinction. As between
stem imperatives on
New Hampshire’s license plates, “Live Free or Die,” the former is
sought in moving but usually hopeless fashion, and the latter comes,
more often than not, as deliverance.
With three novels in print and a fourth in progress, it may be time
for an estimate of Hebert’s accomplishment and for some preliminary
surveying of how his principal thematic concerns have evolved thus far,
and to what kinds of characters, involved in what sort of plots, he has
entrusted their articulation. The Dogs of March is, by common
consent, beset by almost every criterion; it particularly strong in its
delineation of tribal character and in its memorable depiction of the
losing battle of its unlikely hero, Howard Elman. The second novel, A
Little More
Kin, ambitious but flawed in its rendering of the
desperate plight of Ollie and
Jordan, alcoholic father and retarded
son, pursued by Social Welfare. Whisper My Name has as its
protagonist Roland (Chance) LaChance, whose investigation of and
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newspaper articles about the Magnus Mall Corporation’s plans for
Darby serve to structure the novel’s involved but substantially
conventional plot.
Of
themes to which Hebert recurs in his three novels, kinship
pre-eminent and is notably exemplified in the lives (and deaths) of the
Jordan clan, some of whom appear in each novel. Terms associated
with the failing of the kinship system suggest its values and uses.
“Culture” is what the Jordans don’ belong to, the larger society.
“Succor” is the aid which one Jordan may claim from another, while
“ascendancy” is what males seek to gain over one another. Underlying
the maziness of bloodlines (unlikely cousins everywhere) and the
quaintness of ritual (dominance expressed in the possession of another
man’s dog) the desperation of dispossession.
Related to the failing of the kinship
among the Jordan clan
is the usually unsuccessful effort by others to sustain family ties
(fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, principally) or to discover
who one’s parents may be. So it is with Howard Elman and his son
Freddy in The Dogs of March, Ollie and his son Willow in A Little
More Than Kin, and with Persephone
and her daughter Lilith in
Whisper My Name, whose title intimates the importance of two
characters’ ancestral searches.
Each of
novels features a male protagonist,
codes of kinship
are essentially masculine, and the
and defeat which the first and
second novels commemorate is that of male power, pride and selfsufficiency. Thus in The Dogs of March Howard is overcome by the
aptly named Zoe Cutter.
different sort of power over
is achieved
by his frail invalid wife, Elenore. In A Little More Than Kin there
evident the same kind of institutional and familial undermining of
patriarchy. Social Welfare, to which Ollie is afraid of losing his son,
personified in a woman, Kay Bradford, and Ollie’s common law wife,
Helen, swears that if he ever beats her, she will murder
in his bed.
In Whisper My Name, relations between the sexes are somewhat more
traditional. True, Mrs. Salmon commits adultery but in a chapter titled
“Persephone’s Rebellion,” a rebellion occasioned by her husband’s
premature withdrawal from her life. In more representative fashion,
Chance woos, wins and weds his love.
A right relation of man and nature, in many practical and
theoretical ramifications, is another abiding thematic concern. Howard
Elman’s great enemy, Zoe Cutter, has bought a house overlooking the
unsightly Elman acreage. The house and its surroundings, at whatever
cost, she will render fit for the pages of Country Life; the Elmans she
intends to convert or renovate or exterminate, if necessary. Howard,
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who had thought of himself as a natural disaster waiting to happen, is
defeated in one part of his life, by unlimited funds in service of rural
beautification, but in A Little More Than Kin is ironically discovered
making a fairly good financial thing out of his rubbish route. Magnus
Mall’s stratagems, in Hebert’s third novel, offer the most overtly
topical instance of the loss and ruin of the land, although this corporate
effort apparently going to enrich and free from lifelong bondage to
the land one local dairy farmer. But finally Magnus is countered by the
scarcely disinterested Salmon Land Trust, of which the novel’s
protagonist ends up as curator. It can’t be said that anyone has clean
hands.
each of the novels someone attempts literally to escape to and
live in the woods, none with Thoreauvian success. Some sicken—so
with Cooty Patterson in The Dogs of March. Some die—so with Ollie
and Willow Jordan in A Little More Than Kin. Some die (we may
suppose) happy—so with Reggie Salmon in Whisper My Name, whose
widow does not, however, allow his body to be buried in the Trust
forest.
Last among Hebert’s thematic concerns man’s relation to God or
to the powers that may
Formal conventional religion does not play
a significant role in any character’s life. Instead we see scraps,
mutations, or perversions, most of them based on ignorance,
misconception or rejection. There is Elenore Elman, Howard’s wife, in
The Dogs of March, who is frightened of church but is devoted to a
local television priest and who prays to and negotiates almost daily
with lesser saints. At what may seem the other end of the spectrum
the matriarch Estelle Jordan, known as the Witch, who for males
and sometimes without her clan displays the ultimate interpretive,
consolatory power,
is the product of her forceful character, keen
insight and practice of prostitution. God speaks directly to Ollie
Jordan, an alcoholic far gone in paranoia, who names his trash strewn
retreat in the hills St. Pete’s and who at
last Christmas is made to
circle back to St. Bernard’s Catholic Church for some forced analogies
between the
family and his own.
Hebert’s principal invention is Howard Elman, who is a man of
parts, the making of The Dogs of March, and in whose career all
consequential themes are adduced, though they become somewhat
attenuated
the series proceeds. Howard was a “foster,” a child of
unknown parents. He is a self-made
he chose his own surname,
from the trees, which had not then begun to die out. Fifty years ago
elms were everywhere in New England but now almost all of them are
gone. Some few survive, either because they are removed from
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contagion or because they were hurt but not killed by the foreign
blight. This is Howard: he is an Elm-man. Other metaphors, equally
evocative, further define him. He a deer at the limit of endurance,
hunted by well fed dogs at the
of a hard winter, he is also (without
contradiction) an enormous bear turning on those dogs, he is an old
rusting DeSoto full of
power. He a man under attack on all
fronts: he sees his friends, his beliefs, his way of life, his livelihood,
his property and his family slipping away.
The principal weakness of The Dogs of March lies in the depiction
of Zoe Cutter. What Hebert seems to have wanted was a striking
contest between characters, which, unhappily, he produced. Elman
an original character whom Hebert knows intimately and shows us
dramatically; Cutter, by contrast, is a synthetic type whom Hebert
unconvincingly revivifies and tells us about analytically. In short, for
all the aptness of the details which make her up, Zoe Cutter is
ultimately an abstraction. When she reappears two novels later as a
minor character, she both engaging and entertaining, wholly adequate
to the demands of her role in that novel.
The problem of abstraction, of a character deeply felt or not,
becomes more pronounced in Hebert’s second and third novels. In A
Little More Than Kin the depiction of Ollie and Willow, though it
begins with admirable specificity and concreteness, proceeds through a
relentlessly detailed recounting of their disintegration to the climactic
rendering of Ollie’s maddeningly circular and self-consciously composed
reflections on Uncle Fred’s Vodka and God and Satan and Social
Welfare. Howard, who at Estelle Jordan’s behest buries the two of
them in the dump, provides some ballast, but paradoxically, as Hebert
overrides the characters, the tale of these two lost souls eventually
becomes dull, undynamic
abstract.
Whisper My Name
carried by minor characters such as Ike
Jordan, Avalon Hillary and Bob Crawford. LaChance, the nominal
protagonist, is a rather colorless young
with nothing much to do,
the Salmons lead refined, generic upper middle class lives, and the
aphasic heroine Soapy Rayno is too often a child of Wordsworthian
sentimentality. Bringing in LaChance
an outside, detached
professional observer might seem a likely corrective to the
claustrophobic intensity of A Little More Than Kin; in fact, despite his
private search for his paternity and his journalistic comings and goings
and his two love affairs, he never seems vitally engaged in the
proceedings.
Nowhere do Hebert’s considerable powers show to better advantage
in the much admired account of Howard among
dogs, at the end
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of his first novel. Howard has hunted deer all his life and is proud of
his ability, more proud even of his son’s prowess. But Freddy, after a
year away at the University of New Hampshire has come home to be
seduced (metaphorically, perhaps literally) by Mrs. Cutter. The deer
rifle which Howard carries into the woods was a Christmas present
intended for but rejected by Freddy. Howard has himself become the
prey, relentlessly pursued; he will now hunt the hunters, enter the
execution chamber and do justice to the executioner. Hebert understands
well the appeal of such a reversal, temporary
it must be. Far
in the hills, with heavy fog over the snow, Howard enters the primitive
world, his friend Cooty Patterson left behind, the rifle a club, the odds
impossible, knowing that “he would have to face the dogs on their own
terms” (p. 239). He is simultaneously a real man in an unreal place, he
is a gigantic bear, he is bitten on the foot by a toy poodle, he strangles
Kinky, Mrs. Cutter’ surrogate, as it leaps for his loins, he is
surrounded by frozen and dying deer, ripped apart, their genitals eaten,
and by dogs, clubbed and shot. Hebert reaches deeply enough into his
material that something primal is released and the reader experiences a
memorable cathartic power.
Ollie and Willow Jordan are without such heroic potential. Ollie
does not have the physical strength, force of character, mechanical
skills, worldly knowledge or adaptability that Howard does. In his
second novel Hebert has opted to tell another tale of loss focussed this
time upon a character who is increasingly passive, fearful and nearly
helpless. Willow’s antic nature is impenetrable
to his father, who
both dotes on and despises him. The moment in Willow’s short life
which most nearly resembles Howard’s last stand in the hills occurs
when Willow, for reasons known only to himself, assaults with a chain
saw in a bam a prize
belonging to Harold Flagg, a rather steer-like
suitor to Zoe Cutter.
Outcast father and son are caught
in what jacket copy refers to
as “a passion play of brilliant intensity.” With comparable inflation
Old Man Dome is made to say, introducing Ollie, that “there
something brooding and figurative about the man. A mind like his is
dangerous to society...” (p. 2). On a number of other occasions Hebert
insists that Ollie and Willow are indeed kin to us, that we one day may
find (perhaps deserve to find) our prize steer suddenly butchered.
Periodic authorial glosses
the fable suggest limited confidence in the
story and illustrate an inclination to allegorize.
In the portrayal of Ollie, Hebert is most effective in incidental
observation—the constant dull ache of his rotten teeth, the enduring
need for beer, the pleasure taken in his pipe. Ollie and Willow are
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outside both the culture and the kinship system; Hebert seems inclined
on occasion less to empathize with than to hypothesize about them.
What would such a man as Ollie think about tennis, seeing it for the
first time? He would not grasp the point of the game, we’re told,
people hitting or not hitting a fuzzy ball at
other and periodically
calling “love.” What would he make of “Sesame Street,”
he to see
it in a bar after a number of beers? “Someone should know how to free
that bird....He felt a great kinship for the fellow in the garbage can, but
he doubted the fellow’s ability to stand up to the forces around him” (p.
45). Although Ollie wonders at tennis and television, he seems to
know about how “men controlled the lives of certain rats in
laboratories” (p. 111).
three illustrations seem equally pointed but
the relative sophistication of the
seems inconsistent with the first
and second.
That Ollie and Willow will not survive is as surely predestined as
that Howard will not prevail. How to bring the Jordans’ lives and the
novel to an end? With the two of them dead and buried, Hebert offers a
final gothic twist on consanguinity—that Ollie, though he repressed it
all, had murdered his father and committed incest with his mother
Estelle,
had herself subsequently slept with Ollie and with Willow.
The sort of question this brings to mind—is Willow both her son and
her grandson?—suggests that the theme of kinship running out.
After Hebert’s first, prize winning novel, A Little More Than Kin
is something of a disappointment. One wishes that Ollie more often
had someone to talk to, that Willow had not been mute, that they were
more in the company of
Granted that the essence of Ollie’s
situation that he a lonely outcast who can save neither himself nor
his son, nonetheless the reflections and nightmares of a paranoid
alcoholic might have been offered in more measured
There is
a studied quality in the many analogies Hebert draws between Ollie’s
circumstances and those obtaining in the
of Bert and Ernie and Big
Bird and Jesus, Mary and Joseph or the rats in the laboratory.
Whisper My Name focusses not on the outcast plight of one man
or two but rather on the town of Darby and the maintenance of
community. People suffer and die (one even murdered) but with the
threatened mall built elsewhere the novel comes to a resolutely happy
ending, outsiders either vanquished or integrated and married. Hebert
warrants continuance, continuity and order, in a newly conservative
spirit. Because the mall is so nearly inescapable a symbol of
encroaching modernity, Hebert taking a chance, which by and large
pays off, in the variety and authenticity of response among the
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townspeople. There is no character of Howard Elman’s consequence but
many of the second class.
Most interestingly, complexly conceived of the characters is Ike
Jordan, half-brother of the late Ollie. Ike might in some respects be
termed a Faulknerian figure (read Snopes): in his origins,
indeterminate, unrespectable; his nature, cold, amoral, asexual; his
aims, money, power, respect; his means, theft, sharp practice,
attempted blackmail; and his demise, killed
a point of honor by a
victim who himself has only a short time to live. Ike is not Flem
Snopes: he is more
marginally human, has recognizably human
weaknesses, and is stopped in his tracks. His emblem is a set of
expensive, glistening, stolen false teeth, shattered by one of the bullets
which kills him.
Reggie Salmon, his somewhat unlikely murderer, is one of the last
of the land-poor local squires. Because of family pride, Sierra Club
sentiments and tax advantages, he is committed to preservation of the
land trust. His inclusion suggests Hebert’s wish to make his cast of
characters more inclusive sociologically. “As a class,” he tells his
unfaithful wife Persephone, “we’re like a decaying climax forest” (p.
143). The man with
Persephone commits adultery, LaChance,
also has an affair with Soapy Rayno, whose first name alludes to her
unwashed state, maintained in honor of her supposed father, a mindblown survivor of the ’sixties, but whose proper emblem is her
beautiful long blonde hair tucked up inside the hat or cap she always
aswhich epitomizes
or
s. which
If therethe
istoa single scene
her
is nature and hopes,
it is that in which she tried to intervene mediate between a brain-sick
moose
is fraternizing with a herd of expensive Holsteins and the
backhoe with which the indignant owner of the cows is trying to drive
off the moose. The moose is diseased
will die, the cows aren’t very
receptive, and
backhoe will
but Soapy is undeterred.
Because Chance both a reporter and a recent arrival, he hears a
good deal about local history well as the reality behind present day
appearances. For this purpose there is a designated character, the
tenured town gossip, Mrs. McCurtin. In like fashion Bob Crawford,
alcoholic part-time janitor of the town hall, delivers in less than two
pages a devil theory of history which recalls the world views of Howard
and Ollie. A number of other minor characters’ lives are convincingly,
even poignantly, epitomized. Thus Arthur Crabb, farmer and
selectman, “one day.. .realized that there was nothing else but work that
meant anything him” (p. 193).
Curiously enough, it is the sudden realizations at which the major
characters arrive that are suspect. Thus LaChance’s account of his too
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long delayed visit to his adoptive mother and father. Father is found
dead in bed, a suicide. “And I realized,” he tells Soapy, “that I had been
wrong about something. I had thought I hated Old Joe. But I
understood
I loved him, had always loved him. I didn’t hate him—
he hated me...”
121). Perhaps so, but we will have to take
Chance’s word for it. And finally, although we recognize a conjunction
of familiar themes—an ancestral search frustrated, familial ties in the
male line broken—it doesn’t seem to matter much.
With
careers of Soapy and Chance we see exemplified some of
the dangers implicit in a regionalist writer’s relation to his material.
Chance, a mysterious stranger of sorts, supposedly observant outsider,
is fed information concerning the habits, speech, manners, history and
folklore of Darby and environs, but is not imaginative enough to
understand the lives he touches, not a character whose perception the
reader trusts, though Chance speaks
writes with a certain fluency.
Soapy, by contrast,
an impacted native, loath to speak at all.
With her dirty face and long blonde hair and concern for
sick moose
and favored diction (Chance’s pickup
a “baby truck”), Soapy
exemplifies another kind of pitfall to which the regionalist writer
subject, that he will appear to sentimentalize, condescend to or exploit
the oddities of his characters.
Each of Hebert’s three novels appears to embody a different
strategy, as may be gathered from the nature of the protagonist, the
conflict and the climax. In The Dogs of March Hebert’s perspective on
Howard admirably balanced—unsentimentally elegaic, uncynically
anti-pastoral. Zoe Cutter, a well crafted character, personifies in almost
every particular the antithesis to Elman. If she does not seem as deeply
imagined as Howard, the same
be said of all the other characters in
Hebert’s novels. For the novel’s climax, Howard finally takes on the
enemy, in his last stand, and emerges as rubbish man, an outcome
true, painful, and inevitable.
Ollie Jordan, in A Little More
Kin, begins approximately
where Howard leaves off, that is, his home has been destroyed,
family divided, his occupation lost, his great enemy poised. Out of the
culture, cut off from kin, finding no nurture in nature, he dies a destined
victim, at what seems excessive length. Accounted trash by others, he
is buried by his one friend in the dump.
For Chance, in Whisper My Name, all works out very well in the
There is truly no conflict vitally involving
he quits his job
for a better one (housing included), acquires through marriage
connection with a distinguished local family, Soapy being really a
Salmon, and the circle is safely closed.
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NOTES

1 Thomas Williams, “New England Voices,” New York Times
Book Review, 19 January 1986, pp. 1, 26-27.
2Hebert’s novels are published in hard cover by Viking, in soft
cover by Penguin. Quotations are taken from hard cover editions
and are identified parenthetically in the text.
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TRANSFORMING THE MONOMYTH: THE FEMALE
QUEST FOR SELF IN THE COLOR PURPLE
Malin LaVon Walther

Shorewood, Wisconsin
In Alice Walker’s The Color Purple, protagonist Celie engages in a
successful quest of the type described by Joseph Campbell in The Hero
With a Thousand Faces1, most fundamentally revealed in the opening
and closing letters of
novel. Beginning poor, sexually abused and
battered, Celie ends triumphant, in a house of her own, with a
profession, amidst loving friends and family. Her primary achievement,
the attainment of self-knowledge, underscores a transformation that
provokes interpretation in relation to Campbell's “monomyth”2.
outlined by Campbell, the path of the hero involves both a physical and
psychological quest for Self; yet, its phallocentric bias makes
inadequate provision for the female quester, thereby excluding her from
crucial revelations. Through Celie’s quest, Walker effectively
transforms and diversifies Campbell’s monomyth, creating a model that
illustrates a female quest for Self.
Campbell selects myths that concentrate primarily
the male
hero. His discussion of the female quester renders her passive, the
victim of her own quest, for it centers on her relationship with a man.
Conversely, the monomythical hero is his own man. For example,
Campbell suggests that the path of the heroine ends in marriage:
“...when the adventurer...[is] a maid, she is the one who, by her
qualities, her beauty, or her yearning, is fit to become the consort of an
immortal” (119). And they live happily ever after. In contrast, the
hero
not actually marry, excepting a “mystical marriage... .with the
Queen Goddess of the World”
which functions as a temporary
state “representing] the hero’s total mastery of
for the woman
life,
hero its knower and master” (120). This “marriage” becomes
controverted in the next trial, atonement with
father.
Campbell characterizes this next adventure “the son against the
father for the mastery of the universe, and the daughter against the
mother to be the mastered” (136). Not surprisingly, in view of
Campbell’s direct acknowledgement of Freud, this structure functions
similarly to the Freudian hypothesis of gender-role identification, in
which the child emulates his/her same-sex parent and during which the
oedipal and electra complexes occur. In both contexts and for both hero
and heroine, achievement of atonement with
father correlates with a
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rejection of the mother; for the heroine, her subjugation to the father
connotes a victory over her mother.3
This rejection of the female principle continues in Campbell’s
“Apotheosis,” in which “the two apparently opposite mythological
adventures come together: the Meeting with the Goddess, and the
atonement with the Father” (162). Campbell, however, fails to grant
the two experiences equal validity. He asserts that the hero “learns that
male and female are....two halves of a split pea....[but] the Father is
found to be antecedent to the division of sex (163). In other words, the
original pea was male, thus effecting an essentially solipsistic epiphany
for the male hero, for “[h]e the twiceborn: he has become himself the
father” (137). This construct eliminates any true corollary for the
female quester, in an apotheosis that exemplifies the hidden criterion of
the monomyth: for
only.
Celie’s quest for Self in The Color Purple parallels Campbell’s
monomyth, yet it also deconstructs and recreates its “phallacies.”
Having rejected the heroine’s marriage, desire to be mastered, and
traditional encounters with the female and male principles, Celie
experiences an authentic apotheosis.4
emphasizing Celie’s experience of poverty and sexual abuse,
Walker directly contradicts two of Campbell’s phallocentric assertions:
the heroine’s desire to be mastered by a
and marriage as
end to
her quest. As a victim of incest, Celie exemplifies the monomythical
situation of the daughter against the mother. As Mr.says,
“[y]ou gonna do what your mammy wouldn’t” (Walker, 11). From the
perspective of Campbell’s paradigm, this situation reflects the stage of
atonement with the father; however, this characterization directly
opposes Celie’s reality, which is predicated upon subjugation to a
violent relationship with her father. Mr.soon marries Celie off;
according to Campbell, her “fufilled” quest thereby ends (119-120). She
meets Shug Avery, however, a woman analogous to the goddess
the hero meets in the monomyth. Under Campbell’s paradigm, the road
of trials precedes the meeting with the goddess; thus, from this
perspective, the mastery of Celie and her marriage reflect trials to be
survived in the female quest rather than desirable endings to it.
Shug functions as the goddess archetype presented by Campbell,
although Walker adds a defiant twist to her monomythical role. “She
like a queen to me” (Walker,
Celie
reflecting her deific stature
in Celie’s world. Shug fufills two critical aspects of the monomyth’s
meeting with the goddess: she expands Celie’s horizons, revealing the
“totality of what can be known” (Campbell, 116) and thereby acting as
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a catalyst for the quest; and she embraces Celie in the “mystical
marriage” postulated by Campbell as the adventure with the goddess.
The twist is, of course, that their “marriage” diverges from the
heterosexual version offered in the monomyth. Shug’s role also
expands upon the traditional in an act that alters the fundamental nature
of a female quest for Self: she tells Celie that “God ain’t a he or a she,
but a It” (Walker, 177). This crucial transformation enables the female
to continue questing toward an apotheosis that affirms a female Self.5
Walker’s de-masculinization of deity eliminates an ontologically
phallic construct and thereby renders the next stage of the quest—
atonement with the father—essentially androgynous. For, as Mary
Daly writes, “[t]he divine patriarch castrates women as long as he is
allowed to live on in the human imagination” (19). Campbell’
discussion of atonement with the father implies female castration not
only because of the assumption of male deity, but also because of a
Freudian construct of female sexuality, in which the “successful”
heroine must move from a pre-oedipal (clitoral) orientation to an
oedipal (vaginal, and thus phallus-centered) orintation (Abel, 163-181).
This “atonement” essentially negates the female through a
psychological self-castration. Celie remains, despite her atonement
with men, clitorally, and therefore Self, oriented. Her rejection of the
phallus (but not of male human beings) is made clear when Albert asks
her to remarry him, for she responds: “Naw, I still don’t like frogs, but
let’s us be friends” (Walker, 247). This alternative atonement lies in
contrast to the traditional one epitomized in Celie’s daughter-in-law,
Tashi, whose clitoridectomy both literally castrates and figuratively
subjugates her in terms of the Freud and Campbell paradigms. Celie’s
transformation of father atonement, however, offers the female quester a
new definition of “success” in this stage.
The final scene of The Color Purple both embodies and directly
contradicts the final stage of Campbell’s monomyth, in which the hero
assimilates the male and female principles in a vision of synthesis. In
Celie’s final letter, a tribute to her God, all dichotomies attain
resolution: Africa and America, male and female, old and young—all
unite in a symbolic reconciliation of opposites.
This final scene generates a critical distinction between the
apotheosis of Celie’s quest and that of the monomythical hero. First,
the male hero’s attainment of self-knowledge rests on the perception
that all one: “All beings are without self’ (Campbell, 151). In
finding his Self, he finds all Selves, attaining the “ultimate state of
anonymous presence” (237). From the perspective of a paradigm that
asserts the Father
“antecedent to the division of sex” (163), this
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construct of apotheosis insinuates an essentially male standard of
ultimate being, dissolving individuation and,
alternative modes of
experience.
Celie’s apotheosis celebrates difference and suggests that the
appreciation of individuality engenders the transcendence of opposites.
As Harpo says, “Us
spend the day celebrating each other” (Walker,
250). Their acceptance of alternative experience is exemplified in their
comments on their African relatives: “Everybody make a lot of
miration over Tashi. People look at her and Adam’s scars like that’s
they business. Say they never suspect African ladies could look so
good. They make a fine couple. Speak a little funny, but us gitting
use to it” (251). Their appreciation of individuality therewith
transcends opposites in a discovery of shared experience: Celie asks,
“What your people love best to eat over there in Africa?” Tashi “sort of
blush and say barbecue. Everybody laugh and stuff her with one more
piece” (251). This family grouping thus reveals a deep respect for
differences, well as delight
discovering underlying similarities.
Celie affirms this all-encompassing ontophony in her closure, “Amen.”
NOTES

1Alice Walker, The Color Purple (New York, 1982); Joseph
Campbell, The Hero With A Thousand Faces (Princeton, 1949).
All references
these works will be cited internally.

For an examination of an Afro-American questing heroine in
relation to Campbell's monomyth, see Missy Dehn Kubitschek,
“‘Tuh De Horizon and Back : The Female Quest in Their Eyes Were
Watching God,” BALF, 17 (1983), 109-115.
3See Elizabeth Abel, “Narrative Structures and Female
Development: The case of Mrs. Dalloway,”
The Voyage In
(Hanover, N.J., 1983), pp. 163-181, for a clear explanation of the
female oedipal situation and an illuminating application of it to
Mrs. Dalloway.
4See Susan Stanford Friedman’s introduction to Psyche Reborn:
The Emergence of H.D. (Bloomington, 1981), in which she
articulates the necessity for women to transform male constructs in
order to quest.
5 For, as Mary Daly writes, “if God is male, then the male is
God.” Beyond God the Father (Boston, 1973),
19.
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[An Essay Review]

Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV
The University of Mississippi

Later nineteenth-century British writers have come a long way in
the public mind since readers opened the ground-breaking book on the
pre-eminent Victorian poet, Tennyson Sixty Years After (1948), by
Paull Baum, to
tribute paid elsewhere in UMSE. As Baum
himself pointed
his was the first overview book about Tennyson’s
career and writings to come out in a quarter of a century. Then, we
know, the Victorians were just beginning to gain a measure of academic
respectability, a situation that might be timely to remember in our own
age, when they have long since won acclaim from all varieties of
students and general readers alike. In the 1940s, the conceptions of
Lytton Strachey and those who shared his debunking frame of mind
remained as a substantial shadow over the
credence for any
greatness inherent in the Victorian age. Several recent publications,
some of them directly connected with Tennyson, however, have made
the Victorians far more accessible than they were when Baum engaged
his subject, and
they may well deserve our consideration.
We turn first to a magisterial edition of Tennyson’s verse, which
could merely have been dreamed of four decades ago. Hallam Tennyson’s
gift of many of his father’s manuscripts to Trinity College, Cambridge
University, in 1924, carried with it a prohibition against publishing
those documents. Therefore full-dress editing had to be deferred.
Fortunately, the ban was removed in 1969, and the benefits to
Tennyson readers are evident in Christopher Ricks’s
three-volume,
The Poems of Tennyson (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1987). This edition supersedes his work in a single
volume (1969). The text follows that in the Eversley Edition (nine
volumes, generously annotated, 1907-8), prepared by Hallam Tennyson,
collated with the last, one-volume, edition that Tennyson himself had
revised (1894). Poems subsequently brought out by Hallam and Charles
Tennyson, some additional verse (generally trivial), and selected variant
readings from manuscripts are added. The poems are arranged
chronologically, or as chronologically as possible (see Ricks’s remarks
on ”In Memoriam” and ’’The Epic," p. xviii), with cross-references for
clarity as regards matters of composition and publication. Ricks also
wisely places Idylls of the King as a unit at the end of Volume Three.
Ample annotations are supplied for all. Although the Trinity College
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apiece) just as concisely pack it in. Smaller fish in the Victorian ocean
are also netted in Mitchell’s inclusive gathering, G. W. M. Reynolds,
Anne Manning, Thomas Wright, Edmund Yates, to cite a few, among
them. Topics range anywhere from “Poetry and Poetics” to “Poverty,”
from “Sensation Novel” to “Sewing Machines,” “Christian Socialism”
to “Christmas,” “Newgate Novel” to “Nursery and Nanny,” through
medicine, religion, police and law subjects-and on, and on, and
Mitchell planned well, and her contributors have demonstrated a like
thoroughness and clarity. A good deal of the stodginess that was for
many years associated with Victorianism has, rightly, vanished with
time’s forward movement, and Victorian Britain will give great impetus
to hastening the disappearance of any vestiges of disapprobation because
it throws new light into many shadowy corners. Going beyond the
pointed coverage of the greats in terms of figures or topics, Mitchell’s
book gives balanced entries on Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Wilkie
Collins,
topically, Supernatural Fiction, long ranked as stepchildren
in accounts of nineteenth-century fiction, but now ever more readily
drawing serious study. Equally
information about the Aesthetic
Movement, Decadence, or the Rhymers’ Club convenient,
it was
not some thirty, much less forty, years since. Mitchell’s index makes
accessible the contents in Victorian Britain; the cross-referencing is
especially useful.
As a companion for Mitchell, The Stanford Companion to
Victorian Fiction, ed. John Sutherland (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford
University Press, 1989), might by its title seem to be more restrictive,
but it daunts us with a similar embarrassment of riches. Sutherland’s
own work in Victorian fiction has won high accolades, and the extent of
his knowledge and critical perceptions about his chosen field, as it
informs this book,
unquestionable. His stated aim of revealing
expansions within the canon of Victorian fiction is given solid
testimony-a weak phrase, to say the least-through The Stanford
Companion, and the work will doubtless serve as a starting point for
many future studies of note. Used together, in fact, the Mitchell and
Sutherland books support ideas about canon changes in Victorian
studies
Recollecting the same proffered thirty years mentioned
above as a time frame, I note that
overall sketch of Ella D’Arcy
(even if Sutherland’s own is terse), who was always mentioned when
The Yellow Book was the subject, but without amplification,
to be
Had Sutherland’s entry, which covers so much ground within so
brief a compass, then been available, Ella might far more rapidly have
drawn much more attention than she has received, saving for what
appears in Katherine Lyon Mix’s A Study in Yellow (1960). Her short
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fiction falls within that body of fine, but neglected, work in this vein
that abounded as the nineteenth turned into the twentieth century. Ella
D'Arcy is but one among great numbers of overlooked authors and
authorship from the last century: where else has such detailed
information been packed into such compact space, say, on Mary
Cholmondeley, Mrs. W. K. Clifford, Mrs. J. H. Riddell, or on Dark
Blue, “Detective Fiction,” “New Woman Fiction,” “Newgate Novel,”
“Newby and Co.,” or hosts of other interesting, yet-to-be-discovered
people and the workings of literary publication?
Similar to the structuring in Mitchell's book, Sutherland's entries
are arranged alphabetically. At the end of each he cites sources of
information (these are keyed on p. 4). One of his signal points, explicit
and implicit, is the inescapable importance of Victorian periodicals for
the study of Victorian fiction. At present, when many literary
periodicals in particular have folded their wings, and when the rage for
instant knowledge
apace, Sutherland's observations are pertinent.
Works by Thomas Hardy and Henry James have often been held up as
demonstation models for entanglements in texts, when transformations
from periodical(s) to hardcover(s) publication(s) is central, but the
student who goes to old periodicals, and not those on the British side of
the Atlantic alone, will uncover many other such snarled
bibliographical, and thus critical, circumstances. Very little attention
has been devoted, for example, to Wilkie Collins's changes from serial
to novel, although they would repay study. Another form of
serialization, most notably cited when Dickens is the subject, the
issue of fiction in monthly papercover installments. Because durability,
or lack of it, in nineteenth-century paper and bookmaking has been
much discussed, and deplored, for the past several decades, such items
are often troublesome to consult. We can but wonder whether they will
become even more difficult to locate after the passage of a few more
years. Not limited to periodicals that were often house organs,
publishers exercised many other
of control over writers of fiction,
as did that byword institution in Victorian literature, Mudie's
Circulating Library (and others of its kind). One famous case in point
was the Mudie refusal to promote George Meredith's The Ordeal of
Richard Feverel, which obstacle caused the aspiring novelist much
grief. These influences are brought to the fore in Sutherland's book, as
they deserve to be. Another great boon for those who turn to The
Stanford Companion comes at the end, in the appendices of “Proper
Names and Pseudonyms” and “Maiden and Married Names.” Via
aids to the reader of our own far distant day, even more handicaps to
good study of the
will be remedied.
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I could continue, but all essays must conclude. The works above
will take deserved places in any public or private library where the
reading of and scholarly-critical work on Victorian literature is
conducted with seriousness. Marvelously, in this era of slovenly
proofreading and kwik publishing, the books noticed above are
exceptionally well prepared and processed. They are also sturdily made,
as well they might
Ricks’s Tennyson 's Poems costs $225;
Victorian Britain $125; The Stanford Companion $80, and the LangShannon Tennyson Letters better
$100. All manifest the removal
of barriers to better understanding of Victorian life and writing that were
much more formidable in the 1940s than most that might currently
exist. To circle back, I remark that the numbers of books about
Tennyson alone has mounted to industry proportions. The provocation
of thought about that man and his poetry seems to be well nigh
inexhaustible. Those who decades
were considered pioneers because
they turned thoughtful attention to the Victorians would no doubt be
pleased to see what reviewed here. Their own labors, after all, have
gone toward creating the foundations of much that we might find in
those books. As with the medical profession, which of late years keeps
turning up vitality in hitherto unattended areas of the human body, the
Victorians have repeatedly sustained
and sometimes stronger old,
drawing-card viability through the efforts of the dedicated, but not
plodding, workers who bring to us the titles in this survey.
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